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MEASUREMENT AND COMPUTATION 
OF STREAMFLOW 

VOLUME 2. COMPUTATION OF DISCHARGE 

By S. E. KANTZ and others 

CHAPTER IO.-DISCHARGE RATINGS USING SIMPLE 
STAGE-DISCHARGE RELATIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

Continuous records of discharge at gaging stations are computed by 
applying the discharge rating for the stream to records of stage. Dis- 
charge ratings may be simple or complex, depending on the number of 
variables needed to define the stage-discharge relation. This chapter 
is concerned with ratings in which the discharge can be related to 
stage alone. (The terms “rating,” “rating curve,” “stage rating,” and 
“stage-discharge relation” are synonymous and are used here inter- 
changeably.) 

Discharge ratings for gaging stations are usually determined em- 
pirically by means of periodic measurements of discharge and stage. 
The discharge measurements are usually made by current meter. 
Measured discharge is then plotted against concurrent stage on graph 
paper to define the rating curve. At a new station many discharge 
measurements are needed to define the stage-discharge relation 
throughout the entire range of stage. Periodic measurements are 
needed thereafter to either confirm the permanence of the rating or to 
follow changes (shifts) in the rating. A minimum of 10 discharge 
measurements per year is recommended, unless it has been demon- 
strated that the stage-discharge relation is unvarying with time. In 
that event the frequency of measurements may be reduced. It is of 
prime importance that the stage-discharge relation be defined for 
flood conditions and for periods when the rating is subject to shifts as 
a result of ice formation (see section titled, “Effect of Ice Formation on 
Discharge Ratings”) or as a result of the variable channel and control 
conditions discussed in the section titled, “Shifts in the Discharge 
Rating.” It is essential that the stream-gaging program have suffi- 
cient flexibility to provide for the nonroutine scheduling of additional 
measurements of discharge at those times. 

If the discharge measurements cover the entire range of stage ex- 
perienced during a period of time when the stage-discharge relation is 
stable, there is little problem in defining the discharge rating for that 

285 
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period. On the other hand, if, as is usually the case, discharge meas- 
urements are lacking to define the upper end of the rating, the defined 
lower part of the rating curve must be extrapolated to the highest 
stage experienced. Such extrapolations are always subject to error, 
but the error may be reduced if the analyst has a knowledge of the 
principles that govern the shape of rating curves. Much of the mate- 
rial in this chapter is directed toward a discussion of those principles, 
so that when the hydrographer is faced with the problem of extending 
the high-water end of a rating curve he can decide whether the ex- 
trapolation should be a straight line, or whether it should be concave 
upward or concave downward. 

The problem of extrapolation can be circumvented, of course, if the 
unmeasured peak discharge is determined by use of the indirect 
methods discussed in chapter 9. In the absence of such peak-discharge 
determinations, some of the uncertainty in extrapolating the rating 
may be reduced by the use of one or more of several methods of 
estimating the discharge corresponding to high values of stage. Four 
such methods are discussed in the section titled “High-flow Extrapo- 
lation.” 

In the discussions that follow it was generally impractical to use 
both English and metric units, except where basic equations are giv- 
en. Consequently English units are used throughout, unless other- 
wise noted. 

STAGE -DISCHARGE CONTROLS 

The subject of stage-discharge controls was discussed in detail in 
chapter 3, but a brief summary at this point is appropriate. 

The relation of stage to discharge is usually controlled by a section 
or reach of channel downstream from the gage that is known as the 
station control. A section control may be natural or manmade; it may 
be a ledge of rock across the channel, a boulder-covered riffle, an 
overflow dam, or any other physical feature capable of maintaining a 
fairly stable relation between stage and discharge. Section controls 
are often effective only at low discharges and are completely sub- 
merged by channel control at medium and high discharges. Channel 
control consists of all the physical features of the channel that deter- 
mine the stage of the river at a given point for a given rate of flow. 
These features include the size, slope, roughness, alinement, constric- 
tions and expansions, and shape of the channel. The reach of channel 
that acts as the control may lengthen as the discharge increases, 
introducing new features that affect the stage-discharge relation. 

Knowledge of the channel features that control the stage-discharge 
relation is important. The development of stage-discharge curves 
where more than one control is effective, and where the number of 
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measurements is limited, usually requires judgment in interpolating 
between measurements and in extrapolating beyond the highest 
measurements. That is particularly true where the controls are not 
permanent and the various discharge measurements are representa- 
tive of changes in the positioning of segments of the stage-discharge 
curve. 

GRAPHICAL PLOTTING OF RATING CURVES 

Stage-discharge relations are usually developed from a graphical 
analysis of the discharge measurements plotted on either 
rectangular-coordinate or logarithmic plotting paper. In a prelimi- 
nary step the discharge measurements available for analysis are 
tabulated and summarized on a form such as that shown in figure 
139. Discharge is then plotted as the abscissa, corresponding gage 
height is plotted as the ordinate, and a curve or line is fitted by eye to 
the plotted points. The plotted points carry the identifying measure- 
ment numbers given in figure 139; the discharge measurements are 
numbered consecutively in chronological order so that time trends 
can be identified. 

At recording-gage stations that use stilling wells, systematic and 
significantly large differences between inside (recorded) gage heights 
and outside gage heights often occur during periods of high stage, 
usually as a result of intake drawdown (see section in chapter 4 titled, 
“Stilling Wells”). For stations where such differences occur, both in- 
side and outside gage heights for high-water discharge meas- 
urements are recorded on the form shown in figure 139, and in plot- 
ting the measurements for rating analysis, the outside gage readings 
are used first. The stage-discharge relation is drawn through the 
outside gage readings of the high-water discharge measurements and 
is extended to the stage of the outside high-water marks that are 
observed for each flood event. The stage-discharge relation is next 
transposed to correspond with the inside gage heights obtained from 
the stage-recorder at the times of discharge measurement and at flood 
peaks. It is this transposed stage-discharge relation that is used with 
recorded stages to compute the discharge. 

The rationale behind the above procedure is as follows. The outside 
gage readings are used for developing the rating because the hydrau- 
lic principles on which the rating is based require the use of the true 
stage of the stream. The transposition of the rating to inside (re- 
corded) stages is then made because the recorded stages will be used 
with the rating to determine discharge. The recorded stages are used 
for discharge determination because if differences exist between in- 
side and outside gage readings, those differences will be known only 
for those times when the two gages are read concurrently. If the 
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outside gage heights were used with the rating to determine dis- 
charge, variable corrections, either known or assumed, would have to 
be applied to recorded gage heights to convert them to outside stages. 
We have digressed here to discuss differences between inside and 
outside gage heights, because in the discussions that follow no dis- 
tinction between the two gages will be made. 

The use of logarithmic plotting paper is usually preferred for 
graphical analysis of the rating because in the usual situation of 
compound controls, changes in the slope of the logarithmically plotted 
rating identify the range in stage for which the individual controls 
are effective. Furthermore, the portion of the rating curve that is 
applicable to any particular control may be linearized for rational 
extrapolation or interpolation. A discussion of the characteristics of 
logarithmic plotting follows. 

The measured distance between any two ordinates or abscissas on 
logarithmic graph paper, whose values are printed or indicated on the 
sheet by the manufacturer of the paper, represents the difference 
between the logarithms of those values. Consequently, the measured 
distance is related to the ratio of the two values. Therefore, the dis- 
tance between pairs of numbers such as 1 and 2, 2 and 4, 3 and 6, 5 
and 10, are all equal because the ratios of the various pairs are identi- 
cal. Thus the logarithmic scale of either the ordinates or the abscissas 
is maintained if all printed numbers on the scale are multiplied or 
divided by a constant. This property of the paper has practical value. 
For example, assume that the logarithmic plotting paper available 
has two cycles (fig. 1401, and that ordinates ranging from 0.3 to 15.0 
are to be plotted. If the printed scale of ordinates is used and the 
bottom line is called 0.1, the top line of the paper becomes 10.0, and 
values between 10.0 and 15.0 cannot be accommodated. However, the 
logarithmic scale will not be distorted if all values are multiplied by a 
constant. For this particular problem, 2 is the constant used in figure 
140, and now the desired range of 0.3 to 15.0 can be accommodated. 
Examination of figure 140 shows that the change in scale has not 
changed the distance between any given pair of ordinates; the posi- 
tion of the ordinate scale has merely been transposed. 

We turn now to a theoretical discussion of rating curves plotted on 
logarithmic graph paper. A rating curve, or a segment of a rating 
curve, that plots as a straight line of logarithmic paper has the equa- 
tion, 

Q =p(G - eP, (53) 
where 

Q is discharge; 
(G - e) is head or depth of water on the control-this value is 

indicated by the ordinate scale printed by the manufacturer or 
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2 X original 

FIGURE 140.-Example showing how the logarithmic scale of graph paper may be 
transposed. 
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by the ordinate scale that has been transposed, as explained in 
the preceding paragraph; 

G is gage height of the water surface; 
e is gage height of zero flow for a section control of regular shape, 

or the gage height of effective zero flow for a channel control or 
a section control of irregular shape; 

p is a constant that is numerically equal to the discharge when 
the head (G - e) equals 1.0 ft or 1.0 m, depending on whether 
English or metric units are used; and 

N is slope of the rating curve. (Slope in equation 53 is the ratio of 
the horizontal distance to the vertical distance. This uncon- 
ventional way of measuring slope is necessary because the 
dependent variable Q is always plotted as the abscissa.) 

We assume now that a segment of an established logarithmic rat- 
ing is linear; and we examine the effect on the rating of changes to the 
control. If the width of the control increases, p increases and the new 
rating will be parallel to and to the right of the original rating. If the 
width of the control decreases, the opposite effect occurs; p decreases 
and the new rating will be parallel to and to the left of the original 
rating. If the control scours, e decreases and the depth (G - e) for a 
given gage height increases; the new rating moves to the right and 
will no longer be a straight line but will be a curve that is concave 
downward. If the control becomes built up by deposition, e increases 
and the depth (G - e) for a given gage height decreases; the new 
rating moves to the left and is no longer linear but is a curve that is 
concave upward. 

When discharge measurements are originally plotted on 
logarithmic paper, no consideration is given to values of e. The gage 
height of each measurement is plotted using the ordinate scale pro- 
vided by the manufacturer or, if necessary, an ordinate scale that has 
been transposed as illustrated in figure 140. We refer now to figure 
141. The inside scale (e = 0) is the scale printed by the paper manu- 
facturer. Assume that the discharge measurements have been plotted 
to that scale and that they define the curvilinear relation between 
gage height (G) and discharge (Q) that is shown in the topmost curve. 
For the purpose of extrapolating the relation, a value of e is sought, 
which when applied to G, will result in a linear relation between (G - 
e) and Q. If we are dealing with a section control of regular shape, the 
value of e will be known; it will be the gage height of the lowest point 
of the control (point of zero flow). If we are dealing with a channel 
control or section control of irregular shape, the value of e is the gage 
height of effective zero flow. The gage height of effective zero flow is 
not the gage height of some identifiable feature on the irregular sec- 
tion control or in the channel but is actually a mathematical constant 
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that is considered as a gage height to preserve the concept of a 
logarithmically linear head-discharge relation. Effective zero flow is 
usually determined by a method of successive approximations. 

In successive trials, the ordinate scale in figure 141 is varied for e 
values of 1,2 and 3 ft, each of which results in a different curve, but 
each new curve still represents the same rating as the top curve. For 
example, a discharge of 30 ft”/s corresponds to a gage height (G) of 5.5 
ft on all four curves. The true value of e is 2 ft, and thus the rating 
plots as a straight line if the ordinate scale numbers are increased by 
that value. In other words, while even on the new scale a discharge of 
30 ft”/s corresponds to a gage height (G) of 5.5 ft, the head or depth on 
the control for a discharge of 30 ft31s is (G-e), or 3.5 ft; the linear 
rating marked e = 2 crosses the ordinate for 30 ft3/s. at 5.5 ft on the 
new scale and at 3.5 ft on the manufacturer’s, or inside, scale. If 
values of e smaller than the true value of 2 ft are used, the rating 
curve will be concave upward, if values of e greater than 2 ft are used, 
the curve will be concave downward. The value of e to be used for a 
rating curve, or for a segment of a rating curve, can thus be deter- 
mined by adding or subtracting trial values of e to the numbered 
scales on the logarithmic plotting paper until a value is found that 
results in a straight-line plot of the rating. It is important to note that 
if the logarithmic ordinate scale must be transposed by multiplication 
or division to accommodate the range of stage to be plotted, that 
transposition must be made before the ordinate scale is manipulated 
for values of e. 
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FIGURE 141.-Rating-curve shapes resulting from the use of differing values of effec- 
tive zero flow. 
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A more direct solution for e, as described by Johnson (1952) is 
illustrated in figure 142. A plot of G versus Q has resulted in the 
solid-line curve which is to be linearized by subtracting a value of e 
from each value of G. The part of the rating between points 1 and 2 is 
chosen, and values of G,, Gr, Q , and Q? are picked from the coordinate 
scales. A value of QzI is next computed, such that 

From the solid-line curve, the value of G:, that corresponds to Qn is 
picked. In accordance with the properties of a straight line on 
logarithmic plotting paper, 

(G:, - eY = (G, - e) (G, - e). (54) 

Expansion of terms in equation 54 leads to equation 55 which pro- 
vides a direct solution for e. 

e= 
G,G, - G:,’ 
G, + Gz - 2G:, 

(55) 

A logarithmic rating curve is seldom a straight line or a gentle 
curve for the entire range in stage. Even where a single cross section 
of the channel is the control for all stages, a sharp break in the 
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FIGURE 142.-Schematic representation of the linearization of a curve on 
logarithmic graph paper. 
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contour of the cross section, such as an overflow plain, will cause a 
break in the slope of the rating curve. Commonly, however, a break in 
slope is due to the low-water control being drowned out by a 
downstream section control becoming effective or by channel control 
becoming effective. 

The use of rectangular-coordinate paper for rating analysis has 
certain advantages, particularly in the study of the pattern of shifts 
in the lower part of the rating. A change in the low-flow rating at 
many sites results from a change in the elevation of effective zero flow 
(e), which means a constant shift in gage height. A shift of that kind is 
more easily visualized on rectangular-coordinate paper because on 
that paper the shift curve is parallel to the original rating curve, the 
two curves being separated by a vertical distance equal to the change 
in the value of e. On logarithmic paper the two curves will be sepa- 
rated by a variable distance which decreases as stage increases. A 
further advantage of rectangular-coordinate paper is the fact that the 
point of zero flow can be plotted directly on rectangular-coordinate 
paper, thereby facilitating extrapolation of the low-water end of the 
rating curve. That cannot be done on logarithmic paper because zero 
values cannot be shown on that type of paper. 

As a general rule logarithmic plotting should be used initially in 
developing the general shape of the rating. The final curve may be 
displayed on either type of graph paper and used as a base curve for 
the analysis of shifts. A combination of the two types of graph paper is 
frequently used with the lower part of the rating plotted on an inset of 
rectangular-coordinate paper or on a separate sheet of rectangular- 
coordinate paper. 

SECTION CONTROLS 
ARTIFICIAL CONTROLS 

At this point we digress from the subject of logarithmic rating 
curves to discuss the ratings for artificial section controls. A knowl- 
edge of the rating characteristics of controls of standard shape is 
necessary for an understanding of the rating characteristics of natu- 
ral controls, almost all of which have irregular shapes. On pages that 
follow we first discuss thin-plate weirs, then broad-crested weirs, and 
finally flumes. 

Thin-plate weirs are generally used in small clear-flowing streams, 
particularly where high accuracy is desired and adequate mainte- 
nance can be provided, as in small research watersheds. Flumes are 
preferred for use in small streams and canals that carry sediment and 
debris, and in other situations where the head loss (backwater) asso- 
ciated with a thin-plate weir is unacceptable. Most types of flume may 
also be used under conditions of submergence, as opposed to free-flow 
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conditions, thereby permitting them to operate with even smaller 
head loss but with some loss of accuracy of the stage-discharge rela- 
tion. The broad-crested weirs are commonly used in the larger 
streams. 

~I‘KANSFt:KABlI~I’1‘Y OF LABORATORY KATINGS 

Standard shapes or dimensions are commonly used in building ar- 
tificial controls, and many of these standard structures have been 
rated in laboratory model studies (World Meteorological Organiza- 
tion, 1971). The transfer of a laboratory discharge rating to a struc- 
ture in the field requires the existence, and maintenance, of 
similitude between laboratory model and prototype, not only with 
regard to the structure, but also with regard to the approach channel. 
For example, scour and (or) fill in the approach channel will change 
the head-discharge relation, as will algal growth on the control struc- 
ture. Both the structure and the approach channel must be kept free 
from accumulations of debris, sediment,, and vegetal growth. Flow 
conditions downstream from the structure are significant only to the 
extent that they control the tailwater elevation, which may influence 
the operation of structures designed for free-flow conditions. 

Because of the likelihood of the existence or development of condi- 
tions that differ from those specified in a laboratory model study, the 
policy of the Geological Survey is to calibrate the prototype control in 
the field by discharge measurements for the entire range of stage that 
is experienced. (See section in chapter 3 titled, “Artificial Controls.“) 
In-place calibration is sometimes dispensed with where the artificial 
control is a standard thin-plate weir having negligible velocity of 
approach. 

.I H I N-I’LA-I‘E WEIRS 

The surface of the weir over which the water flows is the crest of the 
weir. A thin-plate weir has its crest beveled to a chisel edge and is 
always installed with the beveled face on the downstream side. The 
crest of a thin-plate weir is highly susceptible to damage from floating 
debris, and therefore such weirs are used as control structures almost 
solely in canals whose flow is free of floating debris. Thin-plate weirs 
are not satisfactory for use in canals carrying sediment-laden water 
because they trap sediment and thereby cause the gage pool to fill 
with sediment, sometimes to a level above the weir crest. The banks 
of the canal must also be high enough to accommodate the increase in 
stage (backwater) caused by the installation of the weir, the weir 
plate being an impedance to flow in the canal. The commonly used 
shapes for thin-plate weirs are rectangular, trapezoidal, and triangu- 
lar or V-notch. 
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The information needed to compute the discharge over a thin-plate 
weir is as follows: 

1. Static head (h), which is the difference in elevation between 
the weir crest and the water surface at the approach section; 
the approach section is located upstream from the weir face 
a distance equal to about 3h or more. (See section in chapter 
2 titled, “Considerations in Specific Site Selection” for dis- 
cussion of location of gage intakes.) 

2. Length of crest of weir (b) if weir is rectangular or trapezoidal. 
3. Width of channel in the plane of the weir face (B). 
4. Angle of side slopes if weir is triangular or trapezoidal. 
5. Average depth of streambed below elevation of weir crest (P). 

P is measured in the approach section. 

Flow over a rectangular thin-plate weir is illustrated in figure 143. 
The discharge equation for this type of weir is: 

Q = Cbh+, (56) 

where 
Q = discharge, 
C = discharge coefficient, 
b = length of weir crest normal to flow, and 
h = static or piezometric head on a weir, referred to the weir 

crest. 
Information on discharge coefficients for rectangular thin-plate 

weirs is available from the investigations of Kindsvater and Carter 
(1959) and others, and is given in the previously cited WMO.Techni- 
cal Note No. 117 (1971). Those investigations show that the coeffi- 
cient for free discharge is a function of certain dimensionless ratios 
which describe the geometry of the channel and the weir; 

C = f(+ $J),, (57) 

where E is the slope of the weir face; the other variables are depicted 
in figure 143. 

The relation between C, hlP and E for weirs with no side contrac- 
tion CblB = 1.0) is shown in figure 144, where each of the four curves 
corresponds to a particular value of E. The coefficient is defined in the 
range of hlP from 0 to 5. The value of the coefficient becomes uncer- 
tain at high values of hip. The greater the value of hlP, the greater 
the velocity of approach, and therefore the greater the coefficient. The 
coefficients in figure 144 are for use with English units, where all 
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linear measurements are expressed in feet and discharge is in cubic 
feet per second. If linear measurements are expressed in meters and 
discharge is in cubic meters per second, all values of C must be mul- 
tiplied by the factor 0.552. 

Side contractions reduce the effective length of the weir crest. That 
effect is accounted for by multiplying the value of C from figure 144 
by a correction factor that is a function of blB, hlP, and the degree of 
rounding of the upstream vertical edge of the weir-notch abutments. 
Rounding is a factor only in the situation where the horizontal weir 
crest is set between vertical abutments. For a rectangular thin-plate 
weir with sharp-edged entry, the correction factor is k,; appropriate 
values of k, are obtained from the curves in figure 145. For a 

FIGURE 143.-Definition sketch of a rectangular thin-plate weir. 
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FIGURE 144.-Discharge coefficients for full-width, vertical and inclined, rectangular 
thin-plate weirs. 
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FIGURE 145.-Definition of adjustment factor, k,, for contracted rectangular thin-plate 
wews. 
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rectangular thin-plate weir having vertical abutments rounded with 
radius r, the correction factor, when rlb>0.12, is assumed to equal (1 
+ kJ2, where again k, is read from figure 145. For rounded abut- 
ments having a lesser value of r/b, the correction factor is obtained by 
interpolating between the appropriate k,. value from figure 145 and 
the value (1 + kJ2. In other words, for given values of blB, hlP, and 
rlb between 0 and 0.12, we interpolate linearly between the value of 
k, (corresponds to r/b=O) and the value of (1 + kc)/2 (corresponds to r/b 
= 0.12). 

We will now prepare the rating for a hypothetical rectangular 
thin-plate weir for the purpose of examining the implications of a 
logarithmic plot of the rating. The discharges corresponding to var- 
ious stages will be computed by use of the theoretical equation for a 
rectangular weir, using figures 144 and 145 to obtain the constant in 
the equation. We will assume that the computed discharges represent 
the results of carefully made discharge measurements. 

Assume that we have a rectangular thin-plate weir, with vertical 
face, and that discharge measurements (computations) have been 
made at heads ranging from 0.1 ft to 7.0 ft. The dimensions of the weir 
using the symbols in figure 142 are given in table 16. The data and 
computations are also shown in table 16 and should be self- 
explanatory. The weir constant is actually equal to C(k,). The stages 
and corresponding discharges are plotted on logarithmic graph paper 
and fitted with a curve by eye in figure 146. 

Figure 146 shows that a tangent can be fitted to the plotted points 
at heads greater than 0.3 ft (G=1.3 ft). The intercept (PI of the tan- 
gent at G - e= 1.0 ft is 67 ft3/s and the measured slope of the 
tangent is 1.55. (Note that the slope of the rating curve Q/h is the 
ratio of the horizontal distance to the vertical distance.) In accordance 
with equation 53, the equation of the tangent is therefore Q =67h’.‘” 
However, the equation for discharge over a rectangular weir is 
Q=(Ck,b)h’.““. Therefore (Ck,b) must vary with stage, as we know it 
does, and Ck,b=67h0+05; the exponent 0.05 is obtained by subtracting 
the theoretical exponent 1.50 from the empirical exponent 1.55. Be- 
cause b has a constant value of 20 ft, Ck,=3.35h”.“z; the coefficient 
3.35 is obtained by dividing the original coefficient (67) by the value 
of b (20 ft). We can extrapolate the tangent in figure 146 with some 
confidence. If we wish to determine the discharge from the curve for a 
gage height of 11 ft (h = 10 ft), the extrapolated value of Q is 2,380 
ft”/s; that is, if a value of 10 ft is substituted in the equation 
&=67h’.“‘, Q will equal 2,380 ft3/s. That value matches the 
true value computed on the bottom line of table 16 for a gage height 
of 11 ft. 

Few experimental data are available for determining the discharge 
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coefficients of trapezoidal weirs (fig. 147). One exception is the verti- 
cal Cippoletti weir, which is a sharp-crested trapezoidal weir whose 
sides have a slope of 1 horizontal (x) to 4 vertical (y). The slope of the 
sides is approximately that required to obtain a discharge through 
the two triangular parts of the weir opening that equals the decrease 
in discharge resulting from end contractions. In other words, the 
Cippoletti weir acts as a rectangular thin-plate weir whose crest 
length is equal to b and whose contraction coefficient, k,, is equal to 
1.0. The dimension B (fig. 147) for a Cippoletti weir has little bearing 
on the discharge. The equation used to compute discharge is again 

Q =Cbh:p, (56) 

and close approximations of values of C are obtained from figure 144. 
The head, h, and height of notch, P, are both measured in the ap- 
proach section. 

If we compute the discharge for a vertical thin-plate Cippoletti weir 
whose value of b is 20 ft and whose value of P is 2.0 ft, similar to the 
dimensions used in computing the hypothetical rating shown in table 
16, the rating will approximate that obtained for the thin-plate 
rectangular weir of table 16. The only difference in discharge will be 
that attributable to the fact that the value of k,. is 1.00 for all values of 
head for the Cippoletti weir. A logarithmic plot of the rating (not 
shown here) indicates that the equation for all but the very small 
values of head is 

&=69h’.“*, (English units) 

meaning that C =3.45h”,“‘. 
For trapezoidal weirs other than Cippoletti weirs, the general em- 

pirical equation for discharge is 

Q=Cb(h+h,.F, (58) 

k B 4 

FIGURE 147.-Sketch of upstream face of a trapezoidal weir. 
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, where h,., the velocity head at the approach section, is equal to V,%g, V, 
being the mean velocity in the approach section and g being the 
acceleration of gravity. The coefficient C and exponent N must be 
determined from current-meter discharge measurements that cover 
the entire range of stage that is experienced. If discharge meas- 
urements are not available for the highest stage experienced, a rating 
curve is obtained by plotting on logarithmic paper the head (G-e) 
against discharge (Q) for the measurements that have been obtained, 
and then fitting a curve to the plotted points. The upper end of that 
curve should be a tangent, or possibly an extremely flat curve, that 
can be extrapolated to the highest stage experienced. Because the 
limiting shapes of a trapezoid are a rectangle at one extreme and a 
triangle at the other, the slope of the tangent will lie somewhere 
between 1.5, which is the theoretical slope for a rectangular weir, and 
2.5 which is the theoretical slope for a triangular weir. The closer the 
shape is to a rectangle, the closer the slope will be to 1.5; the closer 
the shape is to a triangle, the closer the slope will be to 2.5. 

The reader will note the difference in form between equations 56 
and 58. Equation 56 uses static head (h), whereas equation 58 uses 
total head (h + h,.). Velocity head is a factor in any discharge equation 
for a weir. In the more modern laboratory studies of weir discharge, 
the static-head term is used in the discharge equation, and velocity 
head, as indicated by a term hlP, is used directly as a variable in the 
determination of C. (See equation 57.) In older laboratory investiga- 
tions, a more empirical approach for determining C was followed in 
that the total-head term was used in the discharge equation and the 
values of C that were determined do not vary directly with change in 
velocity head. Both forms of the weir-discharge equations will be 
found in this manual; the older type of equation is shown wherever it 
has not been superseded by later laboratory studies. 

TKIANGlJLAK OK V-NOTCH THIN-PLATE WEIR 

Triangular or V-notch thin-plate weirs (fig. 148) are installed at 
sites where low discharges occur; they are highly sensitive to low 
flows but have less capacity than rectangular or trapezoidal weirs. 
Because the area of the notch is invariably small compared to the 
cross-sectional area of the channel, water is pooled upstream from the 
weir and the approach velocity is necessarily low. The approach veloc- 
ity head can usually be neglected in computing the discharge for a 90” 
V-notch weir (8=90” in fig. 148). Actually, for values of 8 equal to or 
less than go”, it has been specified that velocity of approach is negii- 
gible if h/P is less than 0.4 and h/B is less than 0.2 (WMO Tech. Note 
117, 1971). Whether or not the velocity head can be ignored in com- 
puting discharges for V-notch weirs having central angles greater 
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than 90” depends on the relative size of the areas occupied by the 
water in the notch and the water in the approach section. Virtually no 
experimental work has been done with triangular weirs having 
significant velocity of approach, and all equations discussed below are 
for installations where the velocity of approach can be neglected. 
Furthermore the equations are applicable only for thin-plate V-notch 
weirs whose faces are vertical. 

Both the cross-sectional area of the flow in the notch and its veloc- 
ity in the notch are functions of the head (h). Consequently, the gen- 
eral equation for a triangular thin-plate weir is Q=Ch’ , and the con- 
stants in that equation do not vary greatly from those in the following 
equations: 

&=2.5(tan W2)h’?, 

where h is in feet and Q is in cubic feet per second; or 

Q= 1.38(tan 8/2)hsiJ, 

where h is in meters and Q is in cubic meters per second. 
The head is measured in the approach section, a distance about 3h 
upstream from the weir face. From an earlier discussion it is apparent 
that the above equations will plot as straight lines on logarithmic 
graph paper. The slope of the ratings will be 2.5, and the intercept, 
where h=l, will be either 2.5 tan W2 or 1.38 tan W2, depending on 
whether English or metric units are used. 

V-notch weirs are most commonly built with a central angle of 90”. 
Much experimental work has been done with thin-plate 90” 

b El -I 

P 

FIGURE 148.-Sketch of upstream face of a triangular or V-notch weir. 
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V-notches, and the discharge equation usually recommended in the 
U.S.A. is 

Q =2.47h’,s’B (English units). 

More precise values of the weir coefficient, which vary with h, are 
given for use with metric units in WMO Technical Note No. 117. 

The only other central angle that is commonly used in the U.S.A. 
for V-notch weirs is 120”. The recommended discharge equation is 

Q =4.35h’.,‘” (English units). 

SUBMERGED THIN-PLATE WEIRS 

Submergence occurs at a weir when the elevation of the 
downstream water surface (tailwater) exceeds the elevation of the 
weir crest (fig. 149). The tailwater elevation is measured downstream 
from the turbulence that occurs in the immediate vicinity of the 
downstream face of the weir. The degree of submergence is expressed 
by the ratio h,lh. For any given head h, submergence has the effect of 
reducing the discharge that would occur under the condition of free 
flow; the greater the submergence ratio h,lh, the greater the reduction 
in discharge. Villemonte (1947) combined the results of his tests with 
those of several other investigators to produce the generalized rela- 
tion shown in figure 150. Figure 150 is applicable to all shapes of 
vertical thin-plate weirs. In that figure, the abscissa is the sub- 
mergence ratio raised to a power N, where N is the exponent in the 
free-flow discharge equation; for example, N=1.5 for a rectangular 
weir and N=2.5 for a triangular weir. The ordinate in figure 150 is 
the ratio of discharge under the submerged condition (Qs ) to free-flow 
discharge (Q). The relation shown in figure 150 agrees reasonably 
with the individual results obtained by the various investigators of 
submerged-weir discharge. However, if great accuracy is essential, it 

W.S. 

FIGURE 149.--Sketch showing submergence of a weir. 
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is recommended that the particular weir be calibrated in the field or 
in a laboratory under conditions similar to field conditions. 

BROAD-CRESTED WEIRS 

The term “broad-crested weir”, as used here, refers to any weir that 
is not of the thin-plate type. The most common type of artificial con- 
trol built in natural channels is the broad-crested weir. A structure of 
that type has the necessary strength and durability to withstand 
possible damage by floating debris. When installed in a stream chan- 
nel that carries sediment-laden water, the weir is often built with a 
gently sloping upstream apron (slope: 1 vertical to 5 horizontal) so 
that there is no abrupt impedance to the flow and sediment is carried 
over the weir and not deposited in the gage pool. Because the 
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FIGURE .BO.-Generalized relation of discharge ratio to submergence ratio for vertical 
thin-plate weirs. (After Villemonte, 1947.) 
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backwater caused by a high weir can aggravate flood problems along 
a stream, broad-crested weirs are usually built low to act as low- 
water controls and they become submerged at intermediate and high 
stages. 

There are a myriad of crest shapes that can be used for broad- 
crested weirs, and there will be no attempt to describe the charac- 
teristics of the rating curve for each. Much of the material for such a 
discussion can be found in WMO Technical Note No. 117 (1971), in a 
report by Hulsing (1967), and in a textbook by King and Brater 
(1963). Instead, this section of the report will present a discussion of 
general principles as they apply to the definition of the discharge 
rating and will present the approximate ratings for broad-crested 
weirs commonly used as gaging-station controls in the U.S.A. The 
weirs are all intended to be field calibrated by current-meter dis- 
charge measurements. 

Before proceeding to the discussion of broad-crested weirs com- 
monly used in the U.S.A., it might be mentioned in passing that 
perhaps the most popular weir for use as a gaging-station control in 
Europe, and particularly in the United Kingdom, is the Crump weir 
(World Meteorological Organization, 1971). The Crump weir is trian- 
gular in cross section; the upstream face has a slope of 1 (vertical) to 2 
(horizontal) and the downstream face has a slope of 1 (vertical) to 5 
(horizontal). The crest, or apex of the triangular cross section, is 
usually horizontal over its entire length (b), but for greater sensitiv- 
ity the crest may be given the shape of a flat Vee, the sides of which 
often have a slope of 1 (vertical) to 10 (horizontal). The basic equation 
for the Crump weir with horizontal crest is, 

Q = Cb (h +h,.j3P, 

where C equals about 3.55 when English units are used and 1.96 
when metric units are used. 

FLAT-CRESTED RECTANCL’LAR \VEIR 

The simplest type of broad-crested weir is one that is rectangular in 
cross section and whose crest is horizontal over its entire length, b. 
The basic discharge equation for that weir is Q =Cb(h + h,.)‘.j, where h, 
is the head attributable to velocity of approach. The coefficient C will 
increase with stage in the manner shown in figure 151, and h,. will 
also increase with stage as a result of the velocity of approach increas- 
ing with stage. (Figure 151 also shows the relation of C to stage for 
flat-crested weirs with sloping faces.) The rating curve for a flat- 
crested rectangular weir, when plotted on logarithmic graph paper, 
will be a straight line except for extremely low stages. The equation 
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of the line will be of the form Q =p(G -e)\‘, where the slope of the line, 
N, will have a value greater than 1.5 because both the weir coefficient 
and the velocity head increase with stage. 

Most flat-crested rectangular weirs are not sufficiently sensitive at 
low flows. To increase the low-flow sensitivity, the crest is often 
modified as shown in figure 152. Instead of the crest being horizontal 
over its entire length, b, the crest is given a gentle slope from one 
streambank to the other, or the crest is given the shape of an ex- 
tremely flat Vee or catenary. As a result of this modification, the area 
of flow over the weir is triangular, or nearly so, at low flows and 
approximately rectangular at high flows. In other words, the length of 
weir crest that is utilized by the flow varies with stage until the stage 
rises high enough to flow over the entire length of the crest (b in fig. 
152). In the general equation for the weir discharge, Q =Cb(h +h, )1.5, 
not only do C and h, increase with stage, but length of weir crest, b, 
also increases with stage, as stated in the preceding sentence. Con- 
sequently if the weir rating plots as a straight line on logarithmic 
graph paper in accordance with equation, Q=p(G-eY,the slope of the 
line, N, will be considerably greater than 1.5, and invariably will be 
greater than 2.0. 
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FIGURE 151.-Coefficients of discharge for full-width, broad-crested weirs with 
downstream slope G 1:l and various upstream slopes. (Slope is the ratio of horizon- 
tal to vertical distance.) 
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NO’I‘~.HEI~ FLAT-C:KESI‘ED RECTAKGULAR \VEIR 

Figure 153 shows the notched flat-crested rectangular weir that is 
the control for a gaging station on Great Trough Creek near Markles- 
burg, Pa. 

Because there is a sharp break in the cross section at gage height 
1.4 ft, a break occurs in the slope of the rating curve at that stage. The 
gage-height of zero flow for stages between 0.0 and 1.4 ft is 0.0 ft; for 
stages above 1.4 ft, the effective zero flow is at some gage height 
between 0.0 and 1.4 ft. If the low end of the rating is made a tangent, 
the gage height of zero flow (e) is 0.0 ft, and the slope of this tangent 
turns out to be 2.5, which, as now expected, is greater than the 
theoretical slope of 1.5. The upper part of this rating curve is concave 
upward because the value of e used (0.0 ft) is lower than the effective 
value of zero flow for high stages. 

If the upper end of the rating is made a tangent, it is found that the 
value of e, or effective zero flow, must be increased to 0.6 foot. Because 
we have raised the value of e, the low-water end of the curve will be 
concave downward. The high-water tangent of the curve, principally 
because of increased rate of change of velocity of approach, will have a 
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FIGURE 152.-Sketch of upstream face of flat-crested weir with (A) sloping crest and 
(B) catenary crest. 
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slope that is greater than that of the low-water tangent of the curve 
previously described; its slope is found to have a value of 3.0. 

The low-water tangent for the notched control, which is defined by 
discharge measurements, warrants further discussion. Its slope of 2.5 
is higher than one would normally expect for a simple flat-crested 
rectangular notch. One reason for the steep slope is the fact that the 
range of stage involved, 0.0 ft to 1.4 ft, is one in whkh the theoretical 
weir coefficient C increases very rapidly with stage. A more impor- 
tant reason is the geometric complexity of the notch which is not 
indicated in figure 153. At the downstream edge of the notch is a 
sharp-edged plate; its elevation is at 0.0 ft, but the sharp edge is about 
0.1 ft higher than the concrete base of the notch. The details of the 
notch are not important to this discussion; they are mentioned here 
only to warn the reader not to expect a slope as great as 2.5 in the 
rating for a simple flat-crested rectangular notch. In fact, the sole 
purpose here of discussing the low-water tangent of the rating curve 
is to demonstrate the effect exerted on the curve by varying the 
applied values of e. The low-water end of a rating curve is usually 
well defined by discharge measurements, and if it is necessary to 

DISCHARGE, IN CUBIC FEET PER SECOND 

FIGURE 153.-Rating curve for a notched broad-crested control at Great Trough Creek 
near Marklesburg, Pa. 
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extrapolate the rating downward, it is best done by replotting the 
low-water end of the curve on rectangular-coordinate graph paper, 
and extrapolating the curve down to the point of zero discharge. (See 
section titled, “Low-Flow Extrapolation.“) 

X’KENI‘ON-1‘YPE CONTROL. 

The so-called Trenton-type control is a concrete weir that is fre- 
quently used in the U.S.A. The dimensions of the cross section of the 
crest are shown in figure 154. The crest may be constructed so as to be 
horizontal for its entire length across the stream, or for increased 
low-flow sensitivity the crest may be given the shape of an extremely 
flat Vee. For a horizontal crest, the equation of the stage-discharge 
relation, as obtained from a logarithmic plot of the discharge meas- 
urements, is commonly on the order of Q=3.5bh’~fis(English units). 
The precise values of the constants will vary with the height of the 
weir above the streambed, because that height affects the velocity of 
approach. The constants of the equation are greater than those for a 
flat-crested rectangular weir (see section titled, “Flat-crested 
Rectangular Weir”) because the cross-sectional shape of the Trenton- 
type control is more efficient than a rectangle with regard to the flow 
of water. 

When the Trenton-type control is built with its crest in the shape of 
a fiat Vee, the exponent of h in the discharge equation is usually 2.5 
or more, as expected for a triangular notch where velocity of approach 

FIGURE 154.-Cross se&on of Trenton-type control 
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is significant. Again, the precise values of the constants in the dis- 
charge equation are dependent on the geometry of the installation. 

COLUMBUS-1‘YPE CONTKOL 

One of the most widely used controls in the U.S.A. is the 
Columbus-type control. This control is a concrete weir with a 
parabolic notch that is designed to give accurate measurement of a 
wide range of flows (fig. 155). The notch accommodates low flows; the 
main section, whose crest has a flat upward slope away from the 
notch, accommodates higher flows. The throat of the notch is convex 
along the axis of flow to permit the passage of debris. For stages above 
a head of 0.7 ft, which is the elevation of the top of the notch, the 
elevation of effective zero flow is 0.2 ft, and the equation of discharge 
is approximately, 

Q =8.5(h -0.2)“.” (English units) 

The precise values of the constants in the equation will vary with 
conditions for each installation. The shape of the crest above a stage 
of 0.7 ft is essentially a flat Vee for which the theoretical exponent of 
head is 2.5 in the discharge equation. However, the actual value of 
the exponent is greater than 2.5 principally because of the increase of 
velocity of approach with stage. 

SUHMEKGED KKOAD-CKESI‘ED \\:EIKS 

Weir submergence was defined earlier in the section titled, “Sub- 
merged Thin-Plate Weirs.” As in the case of thin-plate weirs, for a 
given static head (h) the discharge decreases as the submergence 
ratio (h,/h) increases. Little quantitative data are available to define 
the relation of discharge ratio to submergence ratio for the many 
types of broad-crested weir. However, it is known that for horizontal 
crests the submergence ratio must be appreciable before any 
significant reduction in discharge occurs. This threshold value of the 
submergence ratio at which the discharge is first affected ranges from 
about 0.65 to 0.85, depending on the cross-sectional shape of the weir 
crest. 

Flumes commonly utilize a contraction in channel width and free 
fall or a steepening of bed slope to produce critical or supercritical 
flow in the throat of the flume. The relation between stage measured 
at some standard cross section and discharge is thus a function only of 
the characteristics of the flume and can be determined, on an interim 
basis at least, prior to installation. 

In the section in chapter 3 titled, “Artificial Controls,” it was men- 
tioned that flumes may be categorized with respect to the flow regime 
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that principally controls the measured stage; that is, a flume may be 
classed as either a critical-flow flume or a supercritical-flow flume. 
The most commonly used critical-flow flume is the Parshall flume, 
and it is the only one of that type that will be described here. The 
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FIGURE 155.-Dimensions of Columbus-type control. 
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supercritical-flow flume is less widely used, but fills a definite need. 
(See section in chapter 3 titled “Choice of an Artificial Control.“) Of 
that type of flume, the trapezoidal supercritical-flow is preferred by 
the Geological Survey; it too will be described here. 

PARSHALL FLUME 

The principal feature of the Par-shall flume is an approach reach 
having converging sidewalls and a level floor, the downstream end of 
which is a critical-depth cross section. Critical flow is established in 
the vicinity of that cross section by having a sharp downward break 
in the bed slope of the flume. In other words, the bed slope 
downstream from the level approach section is supercritical. The 
primary stage measurement is made in the approach reach at some 
standard distance upstream from the critical-depth cross section. 

The general design of the Parshall flume is shown in figure 156. 
Table 17 gives the dimensions corresponding to the letters in figure 
156 for various sizes of flumes. The flumes are designated by the 
width (W) of the throat. Flumes having throat widths from 3 in. to 8 ft 
have a rounded entrance whose floor slope is 25 percent. The smaller 

/- 
Note: Three-Inch to eight-foot flumes hove 

\ rounded opprooch wmgwolls 
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FIGURE 156.-Configuration and descriptive nomenclature for Parshall flumes. 
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and larger flumes do not have that feature, but it is doubtful whether 
the performance of any of the flumes is significantly affected by the 
presence or absence of the entrance feature as long as approach condi- 
tions are satisfactory. 

Parshall flumes have provision for stage measurements both in the 
approach reach and in the throat reach, but the downstream gage is 
required only when submerged-flow conditions exist. The datum for 
both gages is the level floor in the approach. The raised floor, length G 
in figure 156, in the downstream diverging reach is designed to re- 
duce scour downstream and to produce more consistent stage- 
discharge relations under conditions of submergence. The percentage 
of submergence for Parshall flumes is computed by the formula, 

+ 100. 
A 

Where free-flow conditions exist for all flows, the downstream gage, 
hB, may be omitted and the entire diverging reach may be dispensed 
with if desired. That simplification has been used in the design of 
small portable Parshall measuring flumes. (See section in chapter 8 
titled, “Portable Parshall Flume.“) 

Tables 18 and 19 summarize the relation of discharge to stage at h, 
under conditions of free flow (low stage at h,) for flumes of the various 
sizes. Although the free-flow stage-discharge relations for the various 
flumes were derived experimentally, all relations can be expressed 
closely by the following equation, (Davis, 1963), 

QII’ 
y” + 2Y,,” (1 + 0.4X,,)” 

= 1.351 Q,, “li’j (English units) 

in which 
Y,, = nondimensional depth, y,lb 
Q,, = nondimensional discharge, Qlg’“b5p 
X,, = nondimensional distance, xlb 
y1 = depth at measuring section 
b = channel width at throat 
Q = discharge 
g = acceleration of gravity 
x = distance from throat crest to measuring section. 

For flumes with throat widths no greater than 6 ft, the following 
simplified form of the above equation (Dodge, 1963) can be used: 

y,, = l.lgQ,,” 64.7 X,, U.O,!,, (60) 
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When the stage h, is relatively high, the free-flow discharge cor- 
responding to any given value of h,, is reduced. The percentage of 
submergence, or value of [ (hJh,)x 1001, at which the free-flow 
discharge is first affected, varies with the size of flume. For flumes 
whose throat width is less than 1 ft, the submergence must exceed 50 
percent before there is any backwater effect; for flumes with throat 
width from 1 to 8 ft, the threshold submergence is 70 percent; for 
flumes with throat width greater than 10 ft, the threshold sub- 
mergence is 80 percent. Figure 157 shows the discharge ratings for 
Parshall flumes, from 2 inches to 9 inches, under both free-flow and 
submergence conditions. Figure 158 shows the correction in dis- 
charge, which is always negative, that is to be applied to free-flow 
discharges for various percentages of submergence and various val- 
ues of h , , for flumes having throat widths between 1 and 50 feet. The 
appropriate correction factor (&) for flume size is applied to the cor- 
rections read from the graphs. In other words, 

where 
Q,, = discharge under submergence conditions, 
Q, = discharge under free-flow conditions, and 
Q,. = discharge correction unadjusted for flume size. 

The stage-discharge relations, both for free-flow and submergence 
conditions, given in the preceding tables and graphs, should be used 
only as guides or as preliminary ratings for Parshall flumes built in 
the field. Those installations should be field-calibrated because the 
structural differences that invariably occur between model and pro- 
totype flume usually cause the discharge rating for the field structure 
to differ from the experimental ratings given in this manual. 

TABLE 18.-Discharge table for Parshall flumes, sizes 2 inches to 9 inches, for free-flow 
conditions 

[Discharges far standard 3.Inch Parshall flumes are slightly less than those for the modified 3.Inch Parshall flume 
drscussed I” chapter 8: see table 14 1 
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TRAPE%OIDAL S~PER<:RITI<:AI,-FI,(~~~ FLL’hfE 

The principal feature of the trapezoidal supercritical-flow flume is a 
reach of flume (throat) whose bed has supercritical slope, upstream 
from which is a critical-depth cross section. The general design of the 
flume and the dimensions for the flumes of three throat widths that 
have been installed by the Geological Survey are shown in figure 159. 
The purpose of having the flume trapezoidal in cross section is to 
increase the sensitivity of the stage-discharge relation, particularly 
at low flows. Wide latitude exists with regard to the height (E) of the 
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FIGURE 158.-Correction factors for submerged flow through l- to 50-ft Parshall 
flumes. 
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sidewalls that can be used, and thus the range of discharge that can 
be accommodated by a supercritical-flow flume of any particular 
throat width is quite flexible. Stage (vertical depth of flow) is meas- 
ured at a cross section at midlength of the throat reach, gage datum 
being the floor of the flume at the stage-measurement site. The meas- 
urement of stage must be precise because the stage-discharge relation 
for super-critical flow is extremely insensitive-a small change in 
stage corresponds to a large change in discharge. 

Were it not for the severe width constriction at the downstream end 
of the converging reach, critical flow would occur at the break in floor 
slope at the downstream end of the approach reach and flow would be 
super-critical at all cross sections downstream from the approach 
reach. However for all but extremely low flows, the sharp constriction 
in width resulting from the use of a convergence angle ($1 of 21.8 
(fig.1591 causes backwater that extends upstream into the approach 

Note-Height of wall E) is depenoent on magnitude of maxlmum discharge to be gaged 

/ Stage-measurement 

> 

site 

FIGURE X9.-Configuration and dimensions of trapezoidal supercritical-flow flumes of 
three throat widths. 
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reach. As a result critical depth occurs at the most constricted cross 
section in the converging reach, the flow being subcritical in the 
approach and converging reaches and supercritical in the throat 
reach. That is seen in figure 5 (chap. 3) which is a photograph of a 
3-foot trapezoidal flume in Owl Creek in Wyoming. The purpose of the 
converging reach is to obtain an increased velocity at the critical- 
depth cross section and thereby reduce the likelihood of debris deposi- 
tion at that cross section; such deposition could affect the stage- 
discharge relation in the throat of the flume. 

The measured stage corresponding to any discharge is a function of 
the stage of critical depth at the head of the throat reach and the 
geometry of the throat reach upstream from the stage-measurement 
cross section. Consequently a theoretical rating for all but the small- 
est discharges can be computed by use of the Bernoulli or total- 
energy equation for the length of throat reach upstream from the 
stage-measurement site (fig. 160). By equating total energy at the 
critical-depth cross section (c) at the head of the throat reach to total 
energy at the stage-measurement cross section (m), we have, 

E2+h, +z, == 
2g 29 

+ h,,, + z, + h,, (61) 

where 
V is mean velocity, 
g is acceleration of gravity, 
h is vertical depth, 
z is elevation of flume floor above any arbitrary datum plane, 

and 
hf is friction loss. 

We make the assumption that the friction loss hf in the short reach 
is negligible and may be ignored. Then by substituting, in equation 
61 values from the two equations 

Q = A,V,. = A,,,V,,, and AZ =Z, -Z,,,, 

we obtain 
Q’ Q’ 

- +h,+Az=--- 
2gA’, %A 2,,, 

+ h,,, (62) 

From the properties of critical-depth flow (Chow, 1959, p. 641, the 
critical-section factor (J) is computed by the formula 

(63) 
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where A, is the area and T, is the top width at the critical-depth cross 
section. The discharge (Q) at the critical-depth cross section is 

Q=JG 
By assuming a depth (h,.) at the critical-depth cross section, we can 

compute Q and A,. , and thus the values of all terms on the left side of 
equation 62 will be known for any chosen value of h,. Because h,,, is 
uniquely related to A,,, , equation 62 can be solved by trial and error to 
obtain the depth (stage) at the measurement cross section correspond- 
ing to the value of Q that was computed earlier. 

The entire procedure is repeated for other selected values of h, to 
provide a discharge rating curve for the entire range of discharge. 
The value of h,. corresponding to the maximum discharge to be gaged 
represents the height to which the sidewalls of the throat section 
must be built to contain that discharge. An additional height of at 
least 0.5 ft should be added for freeboard to accommodate surge and 
wave action. 

The computed discharge rating should be used only until the rating 
can be checked by current-meter discharge measurements. The 
sources of error in the computed rating are uncertainty as to the exact 
location of the critical-depth cross section for any given discharge and 
neglect of the small friction loss (h,). However, the general shape of 
the discharge rating curve will have been defined by the computed 
values, and relatively few discharge measurements should be re- 
quired for any needed modification of the rating. 

k Approach reach _JIc Converging reach +-Throat reach----( 

FIGURE 160.~-Sketch illustrating use of the total-energy (Bernoulli) equation. 
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The total-energy equation (eq. 61) should also be applied to the 
converging reach to obtain the required height of the sidewalls at 
the upper end of the converging reach. The height plus an addi- 
tional freeboard height of at least 0.5 ft should be used for the 
sidewalls in the approach reach. In applying equation 61 to the con- 
verging reach, the value of discharge used is the maximum dis- 
charge that is to be gaged, and the depth used at the lower end 
of the converging reach is the corresponding critical depth (h,) that 
was computed earlier for the throat reach. 

The solid-line curves on figures 161-163 are the theoretical dis- 
charge rating curves for the flumes of the three throat widths that 
have been field tested. The agreement between measured and 
theoretical discharges has generally been good except at extremely 
low stages. Nevertheless the theoretical curves should be considered 
as interim rating curves for newly built flumes until later meas- 
urements either corroborate the ratings or show the need for 
modification of the ratings. It is expected that the stage-discharge 
relation will not be affected by submergence, as long as submergence 
percentages do not exceed 80 percent. (Percentage of submergence for 
a given discharge is defined as the ratio, expressed as a percentage, of 
the stage in the natural channel immediately downstream from the 
throat reach to the stage at the stage-measurement site, both stages 
being referred to the floor elevation of the flume at the stage- 
measurement site.) 
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FIGURE 161.--Stage-discharge relation and significant depth-discharge relations for 
l-ft trapezoidal supercritical-flow flume. 
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FIGURE 162.-Stage-discharge relation and significant depth-discharge relations for 
3-ft trapezoidal supercritical-flow flume. 
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FIGURE 163.-Stage-discharge relation and significant depth-discharge relations for 
8-ft trapezoidal supercritical-flow flume. 

Also shown on each of the three rating-curve graphs are curves 
labeled “critical depth in throat” and “depth in approach reach.” 
These curves are used to obtain the heights of sidewalls required to 
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contain the maximum discharge for which the flume is designed. For 
example, let us assume that an 8-ft flume is to be built to gage a range 
of discharges whose maximum value is 1200 ft3/s. Figure 163 shows 
that the theoretical stage for that discharge is 5.2 ft; the height of the 
throat sidewall (critical depth) is shown to be 6.0 ft and the height of 
the approach sidewall is 6.8 ft. To those sidewall heights will be added 
at least 0.5 ft of freeboard, and the top of the sidewalls in the converg- 
ing reach will be sloped uniformly to join the tops of the sidewalls of 
the approach and throat reaches. 

Up to this point little has been said concerning the approach reach. 
Its sidewalls are extended upstream from the converging reach by 
means of rock fill or concrete to meet the natural channel banks. As 
long as the approach reach provides a smooth transition from the 
natural channel to the converging reach, its actual geometry will 
have no effect on the theoretical rating. The level floor of the ap- 
proach reach will provide a site for current-meter measurements of 
discharge and will also induce the deposition of large debris, thereby 
helping to keep the more vital parts of the flume structure free of 
sediment deposition. 

NATURAL SECTION CONTROLS 

Natural section controls, listed in order of permanence, are usually 
a rock ledge outcrop across the channel, or a riffle composed of loose 
rock, cobbles, and gravel, or a gravel bar. Less commonly, the section 
control is a natural constriction in width of the channel, or is a sharp 
break in channel slope, as at the head of a cascade or brink of a falls. 

Where the control is a rock outcrop, riffle, or gravel bar, the stage- 
discharge relation, when plotted on logarithmic paper, conforms to 
the general principles discussed for broad-crested artificial controls. If 
the natural control is essentially horizontal for the entire width of the 
control, the head on the control is the difference between the gage 
heights of the water surface and the crest of the control. The exponent 
(N) of the head in the equation of discharge, 

Q =p(G-eY (531 

will be greater than the theoretical value 1.5, primarily because of 
the increase in velocity of approach with stage. If the crest of the 
control has a roughly parabolic profile, as most natural controls have 
(greater depths on the control near midstream), the exponent N will 
be even larger because of the increase in width of the stream with 
stage, as well as the increase in velocity of approach with stage. The 
value of N will almost always exceed 2.0. If the control is irregularly 
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notched, as is often the case, the gage height of effective zero flow (e) 
for all but the lowest stages, will be somewhat greater than that for 
the lowest point in the notch. (The method of determining values of e 
was explained in the section titled, “Graphical Plotting of Rating 
Curves.“) 

The above principles are also roughly applicable to the discharge 
equations for an abrupt width contraction or an abrupt steepening of 
bed slope. The exponent N and the gage height of effective zero flow 
are influenced, as described above, by the transverse profile of the 
streambed at the control cross section. 

An example of natural section control is treated in the following 
discussion. 

(:OMPOUNI) SE(:?‘I<)N (:ONTKOLS 

Where the control section is a local rise in the streambed, as at a 
rock outcrop, riffle, or gravel bar, that cross section is invariably a 
control only for low flows. The gaging station in that circumstance 
has a compound control, the high flows being subject to channel con- 
trol. Occasionally there is a second outcrop or riffle, downstream from 
the low-water riffle, that acts as a section control for flows of inter- 
mediate magnitude. When the control for intermediate stages is ef- 
fective it causes submergence of the low-water control. At high flows 
the section control for intermediate stages is in turn submerged when 
channel control becomes effective. An example of a compound control 
involving two section controls follows; an example of a compound 
control involving a section control that is submerged when channel 
control becomes effective is described in the section titled, “Com- 
pound Controls Involving Channel Control.” 

Figure 164 shows the rating for the compound section control at the 
gaging station on Muncy Creek near Sonestown, Pa. The control con- 
sists of two rock-ledge riffles, effective zero flow (e) for very low stages 
being at gage height 1.3 feet and for higher stages at gage height 1.2 
feet. If the low end of the rating is made a tangent, it means that too 
large a value ofe is used for the high end ofthe rating (1.3 ft vs 1.2 ft), 
and the high-water end of the curve becomes concave downward. 
Conversely, if the high end of the curve is made a tangent, the low- 
water end of the curve becomes concave upward. The high-water tan- 
gent of the curve has a greater value of exponent N than the low- 
water tangent of the other curve. This difference in the values of N 
reflects the effect of differences in the geometries of the two controls 
as we11 as the effect of increased rate of change of approach velocities 
at the higher stages. The slopes of the two tangents are 2.9 and 2.2, 
both values being greater than the theoretical slope of 1.5. 
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FIGURE 164.-Rating curve for a compound section control at Muncy Creek near 
Sonestown, Pa. 

CHANNEL CONTROL 

CHANNEL CONTROL FOR STABLE CHANNELS 

The term “stable channels,” as used in this report, is a relative 
term. Virtually all natural channels are subject to at least occasional 
change as a result of scour, deposition, or the growth of vegetation, 
but some alluvial channels, notably those whose bed and banks are 
composed of sand, have movable boundaries that change almost con- 
tinuously, as do their stage-discharge relations. For the purpose of 
this manual, stable channels include all but sand channels. Sand 
channels are discussed in the section titled, “Sand-Channel Streams.” 

Almost all streams that are unregulated by man have channel 
control at the higher stages, and among those with stable channels, 
all but the largest rivers have section control at low stages. Because 
this section of the manual discusses only stable channels that have 
channel control for the entire range of stage experienced, the discus- 
sion is limited to the natural channels of extremely large rivers and 
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to artificial channels constructed without section controls. The artifi- 
cial channels may be concrete-lined, partly lined or rip-rapped, or 
unlined. Streams that have compound controls involving channel 
control are discussed in the section titled, “Compound Controls In- 
volving Channel Control.” 

The Manning discharge equation for the condition of channel con- 
trol, as discussed in chapter 9, under the heading, “Slope-Area 
Method,” is 

or 

Q= y AR2bS1h (English units), 

Q = i AR ‘1323 i/2 (metric units) (66) 

In analyzing an artificial channel of regular shape, whose dimensions 
are fixed, flow at the gage is first assumed to be at uniform depth. 
Consequently, for any stage all dimensions on the right side of the 
equations are known except n. A value of n can be computed from a 
single discharge measurement, or an average value of n can be com- 
puted from a pair of discharge measurements, and thus a preliminary 
rating curve for the artificial channel can be computed for the entire 
range of stage from the results of a pair of discharge measurements. If 
subsequent discharge measurements depart from the computed rat- 
ing curve, it is likely that the original assumption of flow at uniform 
depth was erroneous. That means that the energy slope, S, is not 
parallel to the bed slope, but varies with stage, and that the value of 
n, which was computed on the basis of bed slope, is also in error. The 
rating curve must be revised to fit the plotted discharge meas- 
urements, but the preliminary rating curve may be used as a guide in 
shaping the required extrapolation of the rating curve. The extrapo- 
lation should also be checked by application of the conveyance-slope 
method of rating extrapolation, which is described in the section ti- 
tled, “Conveyance-Slope Method.” 

To understand the principles that underlie the stage-discharge re- 
lation for channel control in a natural channel of irregular shape we 
return to the Manning equation and make some simplifying assump- 
tions in that equation. We assume, not unreasonably, that at the 
higher stages n is a constant and that the energy slope (S) tends to 
become constant. Furthermore, area (A) .is approximately equal to 
depth (D) times width (W). We make the substitution for A in equa- 
tion 65 or 66, and by expressing S1/2/n as a constant, C,, we obtain 

Q=C, (D) (W)R’l’. (approx.) 
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If the hydraulic radius (R) is considered equal to D, and W is consid- 
ered a constant, the equation becomes 

Q = CD’.67 = C(G-e)1.67 (approx.) 

However, unless the stream is exceptionally wide, R is appreciably 
smaller than D. This has the effect of reducing the exponent in the 
last equation although this reduction may be offset by an increase of 
S or W with discharge. Changes in roughness with stage will also 
affect the value of the exponent. The net result of all these factors is a 
discharge equation of the form 

Q = C (G-e)’ 

where N will commonly vary between 1.3 and 1.8 and practically 
never reach a value as high as 2.0. 

An example of a discharge rating for channel control in a natural 
stream is given in the following section, where compound controls 
that involve channel control are discussed. 

COMPOL’ND COh’TROLS INVOL\‘ING CHAKN’EI. COK-I‘ROL 

In the preceding section mention was made of the fact that com- 
pound control of the stage-discharge relation usually exists in natural 
channels, section control being effective for the lower stages and 
channel control being effective for the higher stages. An example of 
that situation is shown in figure 165, the rating curve for the Sus- 
quehanna River at Harrisburg, Pa. The low-water control is a low 
weir with zero tlow at gage height 2.2 feet. At a stage of 3.9 feet this 
control starts to drown out and channel control becomes effective. If 
the low end of the rating is made a tangent, a value of e = 2.2 ft must 
be used. Because the value of e for the upper end of the rating is 
something less than 2.2 feet, the high end becomes concave 
downward. If the high end of the curve is made a tangent, the effec- 
tive value of e is found to be 0.0 ft. This being too low a value of e for 
the lower end of the curve, the low end becomes concave upward. 

If the rating for a section control (low end of the curve) is a tangent, 
the value of the exponent N is expected to be greater than 2.0. In this 
example, N = 2.3. If the rating for a channel control (high end of the 
curve) is a tangent, the value ofN is expected to be less than 2.0, and 
probably between 1.3 and 1.8. In this example N = 1.3. Should over- 
bank flow occur the rating curve will bend to the right. 

It can be demonstrated, nonrigorously, that straight-line rating 
curves for section control almost always have a slope greater than 2.0 
and that those for channel control have a slope less than 2.0. It has 
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FIGURE 165.-Rating curve for a compound control at Susquehanna River at Harris- 
burg, Pa. 

been shown that the equation for a straight-line rating on log paper is 
Q = CH’, where N is the slope of the line. The first derivative of this 
equation is a measure of the change in discharge per tenth of a foot 
change in stage. The first derivative is: 

dQ dH = CNEv-‘. 

Second differences are obtained by differentiating again. The second 
derivative is: 

d’Q - CN (N-l)fj~‘\-“. 
dW 

Examination of the second derivative shows that second differences 
increase with stage when N is greater than 2.0 and decrease with 
stage when N is less than 2.0. 

The hypothetical rating for a compound control is shown in table 
20. This rating represents the condition of section control at the lower 
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TABLE 20.-Hypothetical stage-discharge rating for a compound control 

[The higher values of discharge are rounded as normally used m a ratmg table: the prec~e values that requwed 
roundmg are m parentheses] 

Gage 
height 

Cftl 

Dmcharge Dlff.2~~lICt? 
(ft ‘is) per tenth of a foot 

Second 
difference 

1.0 100 

1.1 120 

1.2 141 

1.3 163 

1.4 187 

1.5 213 

1.6 242 

1.7 274 

1.8 310 

1.9 350 (349) 

2.0 390 

2.1 435 (433) 

2.2 480 (478) 

2.3 525 

2.4 575 (573) 

2.5 625 (622) 

2.6 675 (672) 

2.7 725 (723) 

20 

21 

22 

24 

26 

29 

32 

36 

40 (39) 

40 (41) 

45 (43) 

45 (45) 

45 (47) 

50 (48) 

50 (49) 

50 (50) 

50 (51) 

50 (52) 

1 

1 

2 

2 

3 

3 

4 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

stages and channel control at the higher stages. If two values of 
discharge are shown for an item in the rating table, the figure in 
parenthesis is the exact value and the figure without a parenthesis is 
the “rounded’ value that normally would be used in the rating table. 
Experienced hydrographers will recognize the progression of dis- 
charge values in this table as being typical. Inspection of the second 
difference column shows the second differences to be increasing at the 
low-water end (section control, N > 21 and decreasing at the high- 
water end (channel control, N < 2). These are the results that one 
would predict from the discussion in the preceding paragraph. 

EXTRAPOLATION OF RATING CURVES 

Rating curves, more often than not, must be extrapolated beyond 
the range of measured discharges. The preceding material in this 
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FIGURE 166.-Example of low-flow extrapolation on rectangular-coordinate graph 
paper. 

chapter explained the principles governing the shape of logarithmic 
rating curves to guide the hydrographer in shaping the extrapolated 
segment of a rating. However, even with a knowledge of those princi- 
ples, a large element of uncertainty exists in the extrapolation proc- 
ess. The purpose of this section of the manual is to describe methods 
of analysis that will reduce the degree of uncertainty. 

LOW-FLOW EXTRAPOLATION 

Low-flow extrapolation is best performed on rectangular-coordinate 
graph paper because the coordinates of zero flow can be plotted on 
such paper. (Zero discharge cannot be plotted on logarithmic graph 
paper.) An example of such an extrapolation is shown in figure 166, 
where the circled points represent discharge measurements plotted 
on the coordinate scales of gage height versus discharge. The rating 
in the example is defined by the measurements down to a gage height 
of 0.28 ft, but an extrapolation to a gage height of 0.14 ft is required. 
Field observation has shown the low point on the control (point of zero 
flow) to be at gage height 0.09 ft. 

The method of extrapolation in figure 166 is self-evident. A curve 
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has been drawn between the plotted points at gage heights 0.09 ft and 
0.28 ft to merge smoothly with the rating curve above 0.28 ft. There is 
no assurance that the extrapolation is precise-low-flow discharge 
measurements are required for that assurance-but the extrapola- 
tion shown is a reasonable one. 

HIGH-FLOW EXTRAPOLATION 

As mentioned in the “Introduction” of this chapter, the problem of 
high-flow extrapolation can be avoided if the unmeasured peak 
discharge for the rating is determined by the use of the indirect 
methods discussed in chapter 9. In the absence of such peak-discharge 
determinations, estimates of the discharges corresponding to high 
values of stage may be made by using one or more of the following 
four techniques: 

1. conveyance-slope method, 
2. area1 comparison of peak-runoff rates, 
3. step-backwater method, and 
4. flood routing. 

As a matter of fact, only as a last resort should the rating curve be 
extrapolated beyond a discharge value equal to twice the greatest 
measured discharge. If a greater extrapolation is required, the hy- 
drologist should first try to define the upper end of the rating by use of 
one of the indirect peak-discharge determination methods of chapter 
9. If for some reason, that course of action is not feasible, he should 
then use at least one of the four techniques listed above. 

The knowledgeable reader of this manual may notice the absence 
from the above list of two techniques that used to be standard 
practice-the velocity-area method and the Q vs Ad’/? method. The Q 
vs Ad’b method was superior to the velocity-area method and largely 
supplanted it; similarly, the conveyance-slope method, because of its 
superiority, has, in the last two decades, largely supplanted the Q vs 
Ad’/” method. Of the three somewhat similar methods, only the 
conveyance-slope method is described here, because a description of 
the two earlier methods (Corbett and others, 1943, p. 91-92) would 
have only academic, rather than practical, value. 

The conveyance-slope method is based on equations of steady flow, 
such as the Manning equation. In the Manning equation, 

Q =Ks ‘P . (68) 

The conveyance, K, equals *AR., when English units are used, 
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1 and K =z AR2j3 when metric units are used.Values ofA and R corres- 
ponding to any stage can be obtained from a field survey of the 
discharge-measurement cross section, and values of the coefficient n 
can be estimated in the field. Thus, the value ofK, embodying all the 
elements that can be measured or estimated, can be computed for any 
given stage. (We shall soon see that errors in estimating n are usually 
not critical.) Values of gage height vs K, covering the complete range 
of stage up to the required peak gage height, are computed and plot- 
ted on rectangular graph paper. A smooth curve is fitted to the plotted 
points. 

Values of slope, S, which is actually the energy gradient, are 
usually not available even for measured discharges. However, for the 
measured discharges, S II2 can be computed by dividing each meas- 
ured discharge by its corresponding K value; S is then obtained by 
squaring the resulting value of S1i2. Values of gage height vs S for the 
measured discharges are plotted on rectangular graph paper, a curve 
is fitted to the plotted points, and the curve is extrapolated to the 
required peak gage height. The extrapolation is guided by the knowl- 
edge that S tends to become constant at the higher stages. That con- 
stant slope is the “normal” slope, or slope of the streambed. If the 
upper end of the defined part of the curve of gage height vs S indicates 
that a constant or near-constant value of S has been attained, the 
extrapolation of the curve can be made with confidence. The dis- 
charge for any particular gage height will be obtained by multiplying 
the corresponding value of K from the K curve by the square root of 
the corresponding value of S from the S curve. We see that errors in 
estimating n will have minor effect because the resulting percentage 
error in computing K is compensated by a similar percentage error in 
the opposite direction in computingS’/‘. In other words, the constancy 
of S is unaffected, but if K is, say, 10 percent high, Sfi will be 10 
percent low, and the two discrepancies are canceled when multiplica- 
tion is performed. However, if the upper end of the defined part of the 
curve of gage height vs S has not reached the stage where S has a 
near-constant value, the extrapolation of the curve will be subject to 
uncertainty. In that situation the general slope of the streambed, as 
determined from a topographic map, provides a guide to the probable 
constant value of S that should be attained at high stages. 

As mentioned in the preceding paragraph, the discharge for any 
particular gage height is obtained by the multiplication of appropri- 
ate values of K and S’f?, and in that manner the upper end of the 
stage-discharge relation is constructed. 

Figure 167 provides an example of the conveyance-slope method, 
as used for rating-curve extrapolation at the gaging station on 
Klamath River at Somes Bar, Calif. The conveyance curve is based on 
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FIGURE 167.-High-flow extrapolation by use of conveyance-slope method-Klamath 
River at Somes Bar. Calif. 

values of K computed from the geometry of the measurement cross 
section. The slope curve is defined to a gage height of 30 ft by dis- 
charge measurements (circled points), and extrapolated as the solid 
line to the peak gage height of 60 ft. It appears highly unlikely that 
the slope curve at a gage height of 60 ft will fall outside the limiting 
dashed curves shown in figure 167; in other words, it appears unlikely 
that the value of S at 60 ft (0.00095) is in error by more than ?lO 
percent. If that is true, when the square root of S is computed and 
then used in a computation of peak discharge, the error for both SP 
and Q reduces to k5percent. Although the attainment of so high an 
accuracy is highly improbable, the fact remains that one can place 
considerable confidence in the discharge computed for a gage height 
of 60 ft in this example. It should be mentioned here that the 
likelihood of a decrease in slope at high stages, as shown by the 
dashed curve on the left of the slope curve, is greatest when overbank 
flows occur. 

In the above example conditions were ideal for application of the 
conveyance-slope method, and the example in figure 167 may there- 
fore be misleading with regard to the general accuracy of the method. 
The conveyance-slope method assumes first that the geometry of the 
cross-section used for discharge measurements is fairly representa- 
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tive of that of a long reach of downstream channel. The need to meet 
this assumption immediately eliminates from consideration those 
gaging stations where discharge measurements are made at con- 
stricted cross sections, such as occur at many bridge- and cableway- 
measurement sections. 

The conveyance-slope method also assumes that slope tends to be- 
come constant (uniform flow) at the higher stages. That is strictly 
true only for long, straight channels of uniform cross section, but 
natural channels that meet that description are virtually nonexis- 
tent. Consequently, the slope-stage relation may be anything but a 
vertical line at the upper stages. In the example in figure 167, a 
judgment decision, based on a knowledge of the channel characteris- 
tics, was made concerning the “probable” limiting positions of the 
stage-slope relation-the dashed lines on the graph-to give some 
idea of the “probable” error of the discharge computation. However, 
even given that knowledge of channel characteristics, if the two high- 
est discharge measurements (two highest circles on the slope curve) 
had not been available it would have been impossible to position the 
upper end of the slope curve with any confidence. Fortunately there is 
a mitigating factor; an error of even as much as 40 percent in the 
value of slope at the upper end of the slo e curve would give an error 
in discharge of either +18 percent ( ti 1.40-1.0=0.18) or -23 percent 
(l.O-V%%=O.23), depending on whether the estimate of slope was 
high or low. 

In summary, the conveyance-slope method is a helpful adjunct in 
extrapolating rating curves, but its limitations must be understood so 
that it is not misused. 

AREAL COXIPARISON OF PEAK-RCNOFF RATES 

When flood stages are produced over a large area by an intense 
general storm, the peak discharges can often be estimated, at gaging 
stations where they are lacking, from the known peak discharges at 
surrounding stations. Usually each known peak discharge is con- 
verted to peak discharge per unit of drainage area before making the 
analysis. In other words, peak discharge is expressed in terms of cubic 
feet per second per square mile or cubic meters per second per square 
kilometer. 

If there has been relatively little difference in storm intensity over 
the area affected, peak discharge per unit area may be correlated 
with drainage area alone. If storm intensity has been variable, as in 
mountainous terrain, the correlation will require the use of some 
index of storm intensity as a third variable. Figure 168 illustrates a 
multiple correlation of that type where the independent variables 
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used were drainage area and maximum 24-hour basinwide precipita- 
tion during the storm of December 1964 in north coastal California. 

The peak discharges estimated by the above method should be used 
only as a guide in extrapolating the rating curve at a gaging station. 
The basic principles underlying the extrapolation of logarithmic rat- 
ing curves are not to be violated to accommodate peak-discharge val- 
ues that are relatively gross estimates, but the estimated discharges 
should properly be given consideration in the extrapolation process. 

STEP-BACKWATER METHOD 

The step-backwater method is a technique in which water-surface 
profiles for selected discharges are computed by successive approxi- 
mations. The computations start at a cross section where the stage- 
discharge relation is known or assumed, and they proceed to the gage 
site whose rating requires extrapolation. If flow is in the subcritical 
regime, as it usually is in natural streams, the computations must 
proceed in the upstream direction; computations proceed in the 
downstream direction if flow is in the supercritical regime. In the 
discussion that follows, the usual situation of subcritical flow will be 
assumed. 

Under conditions of subcritical flow, water-surface profiles con- 
verge upstream to a common profile. For example, the stage for a 
given discharge at a gated dam may have a wide range of values 
depending on the position of the gates. At a gaging station far enough 
upstream to be beyond the influence of the dam, the stage for that 
discharge will be unaffected by the gate operations. Consequently, 
when the water-surface profile is computed for a given discharge in 
the reach between the dam and the gaging station, the segment of the 
computed profile in the vicinity of the gage will be unaffected by the 
value of stage that exists at the dam. However, it will be necessary 
that the computations start at the dam and proceed upstream, sub- 
reach by subreach (in “steps”). It follows, therefore, that if an initial 
cross section for the computation of the water-surface profile is 
selected far enough downstream from the gage, the computed water- 
surface elevation at the gage, corresponding to any given discharge, 
will have a single value regardless of the stage selected for the initial 
site. 

A guide for determining the required distance CL) between gaging 
station and initial section is found in the dimensionless graph in 
figure 169. The graph, (Bailey and Ray, 1966), has for its equation, 

FIGURE 168.-Relation of peak discharge to drainage area and maximum 24-hour 
basinwide precipitation in north coastal California, December 1964. 
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(69) 

where 

E-%086-()64 
z * . 

L is the distance required for convergence, 
S, is bed slope, 
d is mean depth for the smallest discharge to be considered, 
g is the acceleration of gravity, and 
C is the Chezy coefficient. 

If a rated cross section is available downstream from the gage, that 
cross section would be used as the initial section, of course, and there 
would be no need to be concerned with the above computation of L. 

After the initial site is selected, the next step is to divide the study 
reach, that is, the reach between the initial section and the gaging 
station, into subreaches. That is done by selecting cross sections 
where major breaks in the high-water profile would be expected to 
occur because of changes in channel geometry or roughness. Those 
cross sections are the end sections of the subreaches. The cross sec- 
tions are surveyed and roughness coefficients are selected for each 
subreach. That completes the field work for the study. 

The first step in the computations is to select a discharge, Q, for 
study, and obtain a stage at the initial section for use with that value 
of discharge. If the initial section is a rated cross section, that stage 
will be known. If the initial section is not a rated cross section, an 
estimated stage there is computed from the estimated mean depth (a 
for discharge Q; d in turn is estimated by cut-and-try computations 
from a variation of the Chezy equation, 

;=- Q' 
CA I*& (70) 

where 
C is the Chezy coefficient, 
A is the cross-sectional area corresponding to d-, and 
S,, is the bed slope (or water-surface slope). 

Step-backwater computations are then applied to the subreach 
farthest downstream. We have a known or estimated stage at the 
downstream cross section for the value of Q being considered; the 
object of the computations is to determine the stage at the upstream 
end of the subreach that is compatible with that value of Q. The 
computation for.each subreach is based on a steady-flow equation, 
such as the Chezy or Manning equation, after the equation has been 
modified for nonuniformity in the subreach by use of the difference in 
velocity head at the end cross sections. (See section in chapter 9 titled, 
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“Slope-Area Method.“) It will be recalled that the Chezy equation is 
related to the Manning equation by the formulas, 

C = FR fl; (English units) (71) 
or 

C = ;R” (metric units) (71a) 

. where n is the Manning roughness coefficient and R is the hydraulic 
radius. 

By shifting terms in the modified Chezy equation, the following 
equation is obtained for the difference in water-surface elevation (Ah ) 
between the upstream (subscript 1) and downstream (subscript 2) 
cross sections. 

where 
h is stage; 

AL, is the length of the subreach; 
V is average velocity in the cross section: 
g is the acceleration of gravity; 
k is a constant whose value is zero when (Y.‘V~‘>CY,V,~; and whose 

value is 0.5 when c~~V.“)<cr,V,~; and 
(Y is the velocity-head coefficient whose value is dependent on the 

velocity distribution in the cross section. 
As for CY, in many countries its value is assumed to be 1.1: in the 

U.S.A. its value is assumed to be 1.0 for cross sections of simple shape, 
but its value is computed for cross sections of complex shape that 
require subdivision. The equation used for that purpose is 

z (K,“/a,“) 
CkJ = K,X,A,, L’ ’ (73) 

where the subscript i refers to the conveyance tK) or area ((I) of the 
individual subsections, and the subscript T refers to t,he conveyance 
(K) or area (A) of the entire cross section. With regard to conveyance. 
K, 

K,=Cb,Ri’~, and KT = X, 

We return to our computations for the downstream subreach. A 
trial value of stage for discharge Q is selected for the upstream cross 
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section, and values ofA, V, and R are computed for the upstream and 
downstream cross sections. Those values are substituted in equations 
72 and 73 and after solving for Ah, the computed value of Ah is 
compared with the difference between the trial value of stage at the 
upstream cross section and the known or assumed stage at the 
downstream cross section. Seldom will the two values agree after a 
single trial computation; if they do not agree, a second trial value of 
stage is selected for the upstream cross section. The computational 
procedure is repeated and the newly computed value of Ah is com- 
pared with its corresponding trial value. The computations are 
repeated as many times as are necessary to obtain agreement be- 
tween the computed Ah and the difference between the trial stage at 
the upstream cross section and the known or assumed stage at the 
downstream cross section. 

After a satisfactory value of stage has been determined for the 
upstream cross section, that cross section becomes the downstream 
cross section for the next subreach upstream. Computations similar 
to those described in the preceding paragraph are repeated for that 
subreach, and for each succeeding subreach, to provide a water- 
surface profile extending to the gaging station that is applicable to 
the discharge value (Q) being studied. 

If the stage corresponding to discharge Q at the initial cross section 
was known, the stage computed for the gage is satisfactory. If the 
stage at the initial cross section was estimated from equation 70, it is 
necessary to repeat the above computations twice using other values 
of stage at the initial cross section for the same discharge Q. That is 
done to assure convergence of the water-surface profiles at the gage. 
The computations are repeated, first using an initial stage about 0.5 
to 1.0 ft (0.15 to 0.30 m) higher than that originally used, and then 
using an initial stage about 0.5 to 1.0 ft lower than that originally 
used. All three sets of computations for discharge should result in 
almost identical values of stage at the gaging station for discharge Q. 
lf’they do not, the initial cross section for the step-backwater compu- 
tation should be moved farther downstream, and all computations 
previously described must be repeated. If the three sets of computa- 
tions gi\re water-surface profiles that converge at a common stage at 
the gage, the entire procedure is repeated for other discharges until 
enough data are obtalned to define the high-water rating for the 
gagin,g stat ion. 

From the preceding discussion it should be evident that the compu- 
tations will be expedited if, in a preliminary step, the three relations 
of stage versus area (A), hydraulic radius tR ), and conveyance (K), are 
compmed for each cross section. Even then, the computations will be 
laborious and the use of a digital computer is therefore recommended. 
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The step-backwater method can be used to prepare a preliminary 
rating for a gaging station before a single discharge measurement is 
made. A smooth curve is fitted to the logarithmic plot of the discharge 
values that are studied. The preliminary rating can be revised, as 
necessary, when subsequent discharge measurements indicate the 
need for such revision. If the step-backwater method is used to define 
the high-water end of an existing rating curve, the discharge values 
investigated should include one or more of the highest discharges 
previously measured. By doing so, selected roughness coefficients can 
be verified, or can be modified so that step-backwater computations 
for the measured discharges provide stages at the gaging station that 
are in agreement with those observed. The computations for the 
high-water end of the rating can then be made with more confidence, 
in the knowledge that reasonable values of the roughness coefficients 
are being used. There will also be assurance of continuity between the 
defined lower part of the rating and the computed upper part. 

FLOOD ROUTING 

Flood-routing techniques may be used to test and improve the 
overall consistency of records of discharge during major floods in a 
river basin. The number of direct observations of discharge during 
such flood periods is generally limited by the short duration of the 
flood and the inaccessibility of certain stream sites. Through the use 
of flood-routing techniques, all observations of discharge and other 
hydrologic events in a river basin may be combined and used to eval- 
uate the discharge hydrograph at a single site. The resulting dis- 
charge hydrograph can then be used with the stage hydrograph for 
that gage site to construct the stage-discharge relation for the site; or, 
if only a peak stage is available at the site, the peak stage may be 
used with the peak discharge computed for the hydrograph to provide 
the end point for a rating-curve extrapolation. 

Flood-routing techniques, of which there are many, are based on 
the principle of the conservation of mass-inflow plus or minus 
change in storage equals outflow. It is beyond the scope of a stream- 
gaging manual to treat the subject of flood routing; it is discussed in 
most standard hydrology texts (for example, Linsley, Kohler, and 
Paulhus, 1949, p. 485-541). 

SHIFTS IN THE DISCHARGE RATING 

Shifts in the discharge rating reflect the fact that stage-discharge 
relations are not permanent but vary from time to time, either 
gradually or abruptly, because of changes in the physical features 
that form the control for the station. If a specific change in the rating 
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stabilizes to the extent of lasting for more than a month or two, a new 
rating curve is usually prepared for the period of time during which 
the new stage-discharge relation is effective. If the effective period of 
a specific rating change is of shorter duration, the original rating 
curve is usually kept in effect, but during that period shifts or ad- 
justments are applied to the recorded stage, so that the “new” dis- 
charge corresponding to a recorded stage is equal to the discharge 
from the original rating that corresponds to the adjusted stage. For 
example, assume that vegetal growth on the control has shifted the 
rating curve to the left (minus shift), so that in a particular range of 
discharge, stages are 0.05 ft higher than they originally had been. To 
obtain the discharge corresponding to a recorded stage of, say, 1.30 ft, 
the original rating is entered with a stage of 1.25 ft (1.30-0.05) and 
the corresponding discharge is read. The period of time during which 
such stage adjustments are used is known as a period of shifting 
control. 

Frequent discharge measurements should be made during a period 
of shifting control to define the stage-discharge relation, or mag- 
nitude(s) of shifts, during that period. However, even with infrequent 
discharge measurements the stage-discharge relation can be esti- 
mated during the period of shifting control if the few available meas- 
urements are supplemented with a knowledge of shifting-control 
behavior. This section of the report discusses such behavior. That part 
of the discussion that deals with channel-control shifts does not in- 
clude alluvial channels, such as sand channels, whose boundaries 
change almost continuously; sand channels are discussed in the sec- 
tion titled, “Sand-Channel Streams.” 

The formation of ice in the stream and on section controls causes 
shifts in the discharge rating, but ice effect is not discussed here; it is 
discussed separately in the section titled. “Effect of Ice Formation on 
Discharge Ratings.” 

DETECTION OF SHIFTS IN THE RATING 

Stage-discharge relations are usually subject to minor random fluc- 
tuations resulting from the dynamic force of moving water, and be- 
cause it is virtually impossible to sort out those minor fluctuations, a 
rating curve that averages the measured discharges within close 
limits is considered adequate. Furthermore, it is recognized that dis- 
charge measurements are not error-free, and consequently an aver- 
age curve drawn to fit a group of measurements is probably more 
accurate than any single measurement that is used to define the 
average curve. If a group of consecutive measurements subsequently 
plot to the right or left of the average rating curve, it is usually clearly 
evident that a shift in the rating has occurred. (An exception to that 
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statement occurs where the rating curve is poorly defined or un- 
defined in the range of discharge covered by the subsequent meas- 
urements; in that circumstance the indication is that the original 
rating curve was in error and requires revision.) If, however, only one 
or two measurements depart significantly from a defined segment of 
the rating curve, there may be no unanimity of opinion on whether a 
shift in the rating has actually occurred, or whether the departure of 
the measurement (s) results from random error that is to be expected 
occasionally in measurements. 

-Two schools of thought exist with regard to identifying periods of 
shifting control. In the U.S.A. and many other countries, a pragmatic 
approach is taken that is based on certain guidelines and on the 
judgment of the analyst. In other countries, notably the United King- 
dom, the approach used is based on statistical theory. (It is reiterated 
that the discussion that follows excludes the constantly shifting allu- 
vial channels that are discussed in the section on “Sand-Channel 
Streams.“) 

In the U.S.A., if the random departure of a discharge measurement 
from a defined segment of the rating curve is within +-5 percent of the 
discharge value indicated by the rating, the measurement is consid- 
ered to be a verification of the rating curve. If several consecutive 
measurements meet the 5-percent criterion, but they all plot on the 
same side of the defined segment of the rating curve, they may be 
considered to define a period of shifting control. It should be men- 
tioned that when a discharge measurement is made, the measure- 
ment is computed before the hydrographer leaves the gaging station 
and the result is plotted on a rating curve that shows all previous 
discharge measurements. If the discharge measurement does not 
check a defined segment of the rating curve by 5 percent or less, or if 
the discharge measurement does not check the trend of departures 
shown by recent measurements, the hydrographer is normally ex- 
pected to make a second discharge measurement to check his original 
measurement. However, at many stations the 5-percent criterion may 
be too stringent for low-flow measurements because of control insen- 
sitivity. At those installations departures in excess of 5 percent are 
generally acceptable if the indicated shift does not exceed 0.02 ft. 

In making a check measurement, the possibility of systematic error 
is eliminated by changing the measurement conditions as much as 
possible. The meter and stopwatch are changed, or the stopwatch is 
checked against the movement of the second hand of a standard 
watch. If the measurements are being made from a bridge, boat, or 
cableway, the measurement verticals are changed by measuring at 
verticals between those originally used; if wading measurements are 
being made, a new measurement section is sought, or the meas- 
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urement verticals in the original section are changed. If the check 
measurement checks the original rating curve or current rating trend 
by 5 percent or less, the original discharge measurement will be given 
no consideration in the rating although it is still entered in the rec- 
ords. If the check measurement checks, by 5 percent or less, the origi- 
nal discharge measurement or the trend of that measurement if the 
stage has changed, the two measurements are considered to be reli- 
able evidence of a new shift in the stage-discharge relation. If the 
check measurement fails to check anything that has gone before, a 
second check measurement is made and the most consistent two of the 
three measurements are used for rating analysis. The need for a 
second check measurement is a rarity, but it may possibly occur. 

Thus, in the U.S.A., a single discharge measurement and its check 
measurement, even if unsupported by later measurements, may 
mark a period of shifting control. The engineer who analyzes the 
rating does have the responsibility of explaining the reason for the 
short-lived shift-it can often be explained as having started as a 
result of fill (or scour) on a preceding stream rise and as having ended 
as a result of scour (or fill) on the recession or on a following rise. 

In the United Kingdom, the analysis of the rating starts in the 
usual way; the chronologically numbered discharge measurements 
are plotted on logarithmic graph paper and are fitted by eye with a 
smooth curve. Where compound controls exist, there may be one or 
more points of inflection in the curve. In the statistical analysis that 
follows, each segment of the rating curve between inflection points is 
treated separately. The standard deviation (S,,) of the plotted points, 
in percent, is computed for each segment, using the standard statisti- 
cal equation, 

s,, = z&c-. 

d N-l ’ 
(74) 

where 
d is the departure of a discharge measurement from the rating 

curve, in percent, and 
N is the number of measurements used to define the segment of 

the rating curve. 
Use of the standard deviation (S,,) in detecting rating shifts is ex- 

plained as follows in IS0 Recommendation R 1100 (1969, p. 15). On 
the average, 19 out of 20 measurements should depart from the par- 
ticular segment of the rating curve by no more than 2S,, percent. Any 
subsequent discharge measurement that departs by a much greater 
percentage-say, 3S,, percent-can be regarded as the result of faulty 
measurement, except in those cases where two or more consecutive 
measurements, either chronologically or over a range of stage, appear 
to be well on one side of the ?2S,, limit. Where that occurs, a change 
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in the stage-discharge relation is required-either in the form of a 
reconstruction of the original relation using the additional discharge 
measurements, or in the form of a new stage-discharge relation be- 
cause a shift in the control is indicated. 

In the United Kingdom, additional statistical tests are given the 
rating to assure that : (1) the discharge measurements show no pre- 
ponderance of either plus or minus departures from the rating curve; 
(2) the number of “runs” of successive plus or minus departures from 
the rating, examined in ascending order of stage, are neither exces- 
sively large nor excessively small, and (3) the average percentage 
departure of all measurements from the rating curve does not differ 
significantly from zero. 

In the U.S.A. the above statistical approach is not favored for sev- 
eral reasons. First, it is felt that the limiting criteria of 2S,) percent 
will usually exceed the 5 percent criteria preferred in the U.S.A. 
Second, any statistical approach gives equal weight to all discharge 
measurements used in the analysis. In the U.S.A. hydrographers rate 
the probable accuracy of the measurements they make on the basis of 
measuring conditions at the time, without reference to how closely 
the measurements plot on the rating curve. The feeling in the U.S.A. 
is that more weight in the analysis should be given to measurements 
rated good to excellent than to measurements rated fair to poor. 
Third, while it is agreed that in general an average curve drawn to fit 
a group of measurements is probably more accurate than any single 
measurement that is used to define the average curve, it is also felt in 
the U.S.A. that any subsequent measurement that is verified by a 
check measurement is more accurate than the rating-curve value of 
discharge, particularly at a station that is historically known to have 
rating-curve shifts. 

RATING SHIFTS FOR ARTIFICIAL CONTROLS 

Weirs. -Artificial controls are not subject to scour and fill by high 
flows, but the streambed immediately upstream from the weir may be 
so affected. If scour occurs in the pool formed by the weir, the pool is 
deepened and velocity of approach decreases. The net result is a 
smaller discharge for a given stage than under pre-scour conditions; 
that is, the rating curve for the period of scour will shift to the left of 
the rating curve for pre-scour conditions. The converse occurs if the 
weir pool has been subjected to deposition or fill. 

The effect of such scour and fill on the stage-discharge relation is 
usually relatively minor, and usually can be expressed by a parallel 
shift of most of the section-control portion of the rating curve that is 
plotted as a straight line on logarithmic graph paper. If only a single 
discharge measurement is available for defining the parallel shift 
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curve, the shift curve is drawn to pass through that measurement. If 
more than one discharge measurement is available, and there is no 
evidence of a progressive rating shift with time, the parallel shift 
curve is drawn to average the discharge measurements. If the dis- 
charge measurements indicate a progressive rating shift with time, 
shifts are prorated with time. However, what may appear to be a 
gradually progressive shift, may in fact be several discrete shifts 
caused by individual peak flows whose occurrences are not widely 
separated in time. The shift in stage to be applied to recorded gage 
heights during the period of shifting control is determined from the 
vertical spacing between the original rating curve and the shift 
curve. 

The shift, if attributable to fill, is considered to start after the peak 
discharge of a stream rise that preceded the first of the variant dis- 
charge measurements. Shift adjustments are therefore started on the 
recession of that rise. The shift, if attributable to scour, is considered 
to start during the high stages of a stream rise that preceded the first 
of the variant discharge measurements. Because those high stages 
generally occur when the section control is “drowned out” by channel 
control, the shift in the section-control segment of the rating is again 
commonly first applied after the peak discharge of the rise. The shifts 
are ended on a stream rise that follows the last variant discharge 
measurement, using the general principle that scour in the gage pool 
usually occurs during high stages and fill usually occurs during the 
recession of a stream rise. 

The parallel shift discussed in a preceding paragraph requires some 
elaboration. A parallel shift of the rating curve on logarithmic graph 
paper indicates that for all stages the discharge changes by a fixed 
percentage, and that the difference in stage between the two lines 
increases with stage. However, it is not quite true that the discharge 
changes by a fixed percentage when the weir pool has scoured or 
filled. At extremely low flows there will be no effect because velocity 
of approach is negligible; that section of the original rating has a 
break in slope (see fig. 146; G= 1.3 ft), and the lower end of the paral- 
lel shift curve above the break in slope should be warped to join the 
extreme low-water curve. The effect of scour or fill on the percentage 
change in discharge increases rapidly with stage to a maximum value 
and then slowly decreases to a percent change that does not differ 
greatly from the maximum percentage. The parallel shift drawn 
through the available discharge measurement(s) will adequately fit 
those relatively large percentage changes in discharge at the higher 
stages; the warped section of the shift curve at the lower stages will 
adequately fit the rapidly increasing percentage change in discharge 
at those lower stages. Figure 170 illustrates the above discussion; the 
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FIGURE 170.-Rating curve for hypothetical rectangular thin-plate weir, with shift 
curves for scour and fill in the weir pool. 

original rating curve shown is a reproduction of that given in figure 
146. 

It has been mentioned frequently in this manual that section con- 
trols are usually submerged at high stages as a result of channel 
control becoming effective. The parallel shift curve described above 
should be extended to the stage where it either intersects the actual 
rating for channel control (in the case of scour in the weir pool) or can 
be warped into the rating for channel control (in the case of fill in the 
weir pool). If a shift has occurred simultaneously in the channel con- 
trol (see section titled, “Rating Shifts for Channel Control”), the shift 
curves for the section-control and channel-control segments of the 
rating are drawn to form a continuous curve. 

Up to now we have discussed changes in the velocity of approach 
that are caused only by scour and fill in the weir pool. The velocity of 
approach may also be affected by aquatic vegetation growing in the 
weir pool. Usually such an occurrence will reduce the velocity of 
approach by greatly increasing the friction loss, and the rating curve 
will shift to the left. However, the shift will not be abrupt, but will 
gradually increase as the growing season progresses. The aquatic 
growth in the pool may also encroach on the weir to the extent that 
the effective length tb) of the weir is reduced. The effect of a reduction 
in effective length of the weir is a parallel shift of the rating to the left 
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when plotted on logarithmic graph paper. At all stages the discharge 
will be reduced by a percentage that is equal to the percentage change 
in effective length of the weir. The shift will either decrease gradually 
as the vegetation dies in the dormant season, or the shift may termi- 
nate abruptly if the vegetation is washed out by a stream rise. 

Moss or algal growth may sometimes attach itself to a weir crest 
and thereby reduce the head on the weir for any given gage height 
(G). The head will be reduced by a constant value that is equal to the 
thickness of the growth. In other words, in the equation, head=G-e, 
the value of e is increased by the thickness of the growth. The reduc- 
tion in head causes the rating to shift to the left, it being displaced 
vertically by an amount equal to the thickness of the growth. If the 
shift rating is plotted on rectangular-coordinate graph paper, it will 
be parallel to the original rating. If the shift rating is plotted on 
logarithmic graph paper, it will be a curve that is concave upward 
and asymptotic to the original linear rating curve at the higher 
stages. The growth of algae or moss on the weir should be removed 
with a wire brush before it becomes heavy enough to affect the 
stage-discharge relation. The effect of the shift caused by the algal 
growth disappears during stages when channel control becomes effec- 
tive. 

Flumes.-Shifts in the stage-discharge relation for flumes are most 
commonly caused by changes in the approach section-either in the 
channel immediately upstream from the flume or in the contracting 
section of the flume upstream from the throat. In either event the 
change is caused by the deposition of rocks and cobbles that are too 
large to pass through the flume; the flume is self-cleaning with regard 
to sediment of smaller size. Manual removal of the large debris 
should restore the original discharge rating of the flume. 

The deposition of rocks and debris upstream from the flume may 
divert most of the flow to the gage-side of the flume and the build-up 
of water at the gage will result in a shift of the discharge rating to the 
left. Conversely, if most of the flow is diverted to the side of the flume 
opposite the gage, the discharge rating will shift to the right. In the 
above situation, the shift curve is usually drawn parallel to the origi- 
nal rating curve on logarithmic graph paper in much the same man- 
ner as was described earlier for shifts resulting from scour and fill in 
the pool behind the weir. 

If rocks and cobbles are deposited at the entrance to the throat of 
the flume, they will cause the discharge rating to shift to the left 
because the stage at the gage will be raised higher than normal for 
any given discharge. A similar backwater effect will result from the 
growth of algae at the entrance to the throat. 

The backwater effect, or decrease in head for a given gage height 
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caused by deposition or algal growth at the entrance to the throat of 
the flume, has the effect of increasing the value of e in a linear 
logarithmic plot of the rating. The shift rating on logarithmic graph 
paper will be a curve that is concave upward and asymptotic to the 
original linear rating curve at the higher stages. The deposition of 
rocks and debris will be associated with a high-water event; the 
growth of algae will increase gradually with time. 

Large rocks driven by high-velocity flow through the flume may 
erode the walls and floor of a concrete flume. The resulting increase in 
roughness and decrease in elevation of the concrete may cause shifts 
in the stage-discharge relation. The two effects tend to be compensat- 
ing; an increase in roughness will shift the discharge rating to the 
left, and a decrease in elevation of the concrete surface will shift the 
discharge rating to the right. However, the latter effect usually pre- 
dominates, particularly in supercritical-flow flumes. 

RATING SHIFTS FOR NATURAL SECTION CONTROLS 

The primary cause of changes in natural section controls is the high 
velocity associated with high discharge. Of those controls, a rock 
ledge outcrop will be unaffected by high velocities, but boulder, 
gravel, and sand-bar riffles are likely to shift, boulder riffles being the 
most resistant to movement and sand bars the least resistant. After a 
flood the riffles are often altered so drastically as to bear no re- 
semblance to their pre-flood state, and a new stage-discharge relation 
must be defined. Minor stream rises usually move and sort the mate- 
rials composing the riffle, and from the standpoint of the rating curve, 
the greatest effect is usually a change in the gage height of effective 
zero flow (e). The shift curve ideally should be defined by current- 
meter discharge measurements. However, if only one or two meas- 
urements are available for the purpose, they are examined and the 
gage-height shift that they indicate is applied to the section-control 
segment of the original rating curve. If the shift rating is plotted on 
rectangular paper, it will tend to be parallel to the original rating. 
The extreme low-water end of the curve can be extrapolated to the 
actual point of zero flow, as determined in the field when low-water 
discharge measurements are made. If the shift rating is plotted on 
logarithmic graph paper, it will be a curve that is either concave 
upward or downward, depending on whether the shift is to the left 
(increase in e) or the right (decrease in e). The shift curve will tend to 
be asymptotic to the linear rating at the higher stages of section 
control, but its precise slope in the range of stage where channel 
control is beginning to exert an effect, will depend on whether or not a 
shift has occurred in the channel-control segment of the rating curve. 
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(See section titled, “Rating Shifts for Channel Control.“) 
Vegetal growth in the approach channel of the control or on the 

control itself will affect the stage-discharge relation in the manner 
described on preceding pages, where rating shifts for weirs were dis- 
cussed. Aquatic vegetation in the approach channel will affect the 
velocity of approach, and if the channel growth encroaches on the 
control, it may reduce the effective length of the control. Aquatic 
growth on the control itself will reduce the discharge corresponding to 
any given stage by reducing the head on the control and increasing 
the resistance to flow, and (or) by reducing the effective length of the 
control. The shifts associated with vegetal growth are cyclic and 
therefore change with time. The growth increases as the growing 
season progresses and declines during the dormant season, but shifts 
may terminate abruptly if the vegetation is washed out by a stream 
rise. 

In temperate climates, accumulations of water-logged fallen leaves 
on section controls each autumn clog the interstices and raise the 
effective elevation of all section controls. The effect of an increase in 
the gage height of effective zero flow (e) is explained on a preceding 
page in the discussion of moss and algal growth on weirs. The build-up 
~of water-logged leaves is progressive starting with the first killing 
frost (usually in October in the Northern Hemisphere) and reaching a 
maximum when the trees are bare of leaves. The first ensuing stream 
rise of any significance usually clears the control of fallen leaves. 

Two other causes of backwater (increased gage height for a given 
discharge), unassociated with hydrologic events, also warrant discus- 
sion. Vacationers in the summer often use the gage pool for swim- 
ming, and they will often pile rocks on the control to create a deeper 
pool. This change in the height of the control manifests itself in the 
record of stage as an abrupt increase in gage height, usually during a 
rainless period, without any corresponding decline in stage that 
would be associated with the passage of a stream rise. The abrupt rise 
in stage fixes the time when the shift in the rating occurred; the 
magnitude of the change in stage is a measure of the change in the 
value of e. In some regions another cause of backwater is the 
construction of dams by beavers. These dams are built of boughs, logs, 
stones, and mud to create a pool that is part of the beavers’ habitats. 

Again, the time of occurrence and the effect on the stage of the stream 
can be detected in the gage-height record which will show a gradual 
rise, usually over a period of a few days as the dam is being built, 
without the corresponding decline in stage that would be associated 
with a stream rise. The beaver dams usually remain in place until 
washed out by a high discharge. 
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RATING SHIFTS FOR CHANNEL CONTROL 

As mentioned earlier, most natural streams have compound 
controls-section control for low-stages and channel control for high 
stages. The shifts in section control that were described on the preced- 
ing pages are commonly accompanied by shifts in channel control. 

The most common cause of a shifting channel control, in a rela- 
tively stable channel, is scour or fill of the streambed caused by 
high-velocity flow. The scour usually occurs during a stream rise and 
fill usually occurs on the recession, but that statement is an over- 
simplification of the highly complex process of sediment transport. 
The degree of scour in a reach is dependent not only on the magnitude 
of the discharge and velocity, but also on the sediment load coming 
into the reach. On some streams it has been found that when scour is 
occurring in a pool at a meander bend there is simultaneous filling on 
the bar or riffle at the crossover, or point of inflection between succes- 
sive meander bends; on other streams scour has been found to take 
place simultaneously through relatively long reaches of channel, both 
in pools and over bars. A further complication is the fact that the 
length of channel that is effective as a control is not constant, but 
increases with discharge. 

From the preceding discussion it should be apparent that there is 
no really satisfactory substitute for discharge measurements in defin- 
ing shifts in the channel-control segment of the rating; of particular 
importance are measurements made at or near the peak stage that 
occurs during periods of shifting control. However, in the usual situa- 
tion a few (or less) measurements made at medium stages are the only 
ones available for analyzing channel-control shifts, and the shifts 
must be extrapolated to peak stages. The assumptions usually made 
in the rating analysis are those discussed below. The results are ac- 
cepted unless they are shown to be invalid by a determination of peak 
discharge as described in chapter 9, or are shown to be invalid by use 
of one or more of the methods of rating-curve extrapolation as de- 
scribed in the section on “High-flow Extrapolation.” 

If a single predominantly large stream rise occurred shortly before 
the first measurement that indicated a shift, the shifts are assumed to 
have been caused solely by that rise. If more than one large stream rise 
occurred shortly before the first shift measurement, the shift curve 
may be prorated between rises. For example, if two rises of almost 
equal magnitude occurred just before the first shift measurement, 
and if the shift curve indicates a shift of 0.30 ft at a given stage, the 
shift to be used during the period between the two rises would be 0.15 
ft at the given stage. It is often helpful to plot the shifts indicated by 
the discharge measurements against the observed stage of those 
measurements to obtain the trend of the shifts. 
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The pattern of scour “and fill in the control channel determines 
whether the shift will increase with stage, decrease with stage, or be 
relatively constant at all stages. Figure 171 (graph A) illustrates a 
common situation where the shifts, either plus in the case of scour or 
minus in the case of fill, increase in absolute value as stage decreases. 
The highest value of the shift is assumed to be only slightly greater 
than the maximum value observed in order to avoid “overcorrecting” 
the original rating. Graph B of figure 171 shows the shift ratings 
corresponding to measurements nos. 1 and 2. The ratings have been 
plotted on rectangular-coordinate graph paper because the shifts are 
more easily visualized, at least by the inexperienced hydrographer, 
on that type of plotting paper. The stage-shift curve is usually plotted 
on rectangular-coordinate paper, but the rating curves are usually 
plotted on logarithmic graph paper. On logarithmic paper the shift 
curves in this example would converge more rapidly toward the orig- 
inal rating curve at high stages. The shift curves at low stages would 
be shaped to join smoothly with the shift curve for section control. The 
period for applying the shifts would be terminated on the stream rise 
following the last shift measurement; the original rating would be 
used on the recession from that rise. 

In analyzing shifts there is no substitute for experience with a 
given stream because the shift pattern can often be interpreted log- 
ically in more than one way. For example, refer to the shift curve for 
channel fill in graph B of figure 17 1. Assume that measurements nos. 
1 and 2 were made on a stream recession, and the measurement no. 1 
was made a few days before measurement no. 2. Measurement no. 2 
shows the effect of greater fill than measurement no. 1; fill usually 
occurs on a recession; therefore it is possible that the shifts should 
have been made to vary with time or to vary with time and stage, 
rather than with stage alone as shown in figure 17 IA. In the absence 
of additional knowledge the simplest interpretation is generally 
made, as was done here. Given more discharge measurements or a 
better knowledge of the behavior of the particular stream, a more 
accurate analysis can be made. 

Figure 172 (graph A) illustrates a less common situation where the 
shifts increase as stage increases. Again the highest value of shift is 
assumed to be only slightly greater than the maximum value ob- 
served in order to prevent “overcorrecting” the original rating. Graph 
B of figure 172 shows the shift ratings corresponding to meas- 
urements nos. 1 and 2. The period for applying shifting-control cor- 
rections would be terminated on the stream rise following the last 
shift measurement; the original rating would be used on the rising 
limb of that rise. As in the case of figure 171, in the absence of 
additional knowledge, more than one interpretation can be given to 
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shifts shown by measurements nos. 1 and 2, depending on the relative 
times when the measurements were made and the fact that scour 
generally occurs on stream rises and fill generally occurs on stream 
recessions. 

If there had been an additional major rise, one that occurred be- 
tween the pairs of measurements shown in figures 171 and 172, other 
courses of action would be available. If the analyst had no additional 
data on which to base a judgment, he could assume that two separate 
shift events occurred, each attributable to the rise that preceded a 
discharge measurement. For each shift period, he could use a con- 
stant shift, equal to that shown by the discharge measurement made 
during that shift period. If, however, the analyst has had experience 
in the past with shifting control at the station caused by scour and fill 
in the control channel and if that experience had shown that shifts 
tend to vary with stage, another course of action would suggest itself. 
For each of the stage periods, the analyst could use a stage-shift 
relation of average shape that passed through the shift value shown 
by the appropriate discharge measurement. The above discussion 
would also apply to the situation of a single shift period and the 
availability of only a single discharge measurement made during 
that period. (It is assumed that the single discharge measurement 
would be accompanied by a check measurement to verify its accuracy, 
as discussed in the section on “Detection of Shifts in the Rating.“) 

If, during a period of shifting control, several measurements had 
been made but few of them could be fitted with a smooth shift curve, it 
would then be necessary to prorate the shifts with both time and 
stage, or possibly with time alone, based on the average shape of a 
stage-shift relation. 

As mentioned earlier, scour in the control channel causes a plus 
shift because depth, and therefore discharge, is increased for a given 
gage height. Deposition or fill in the control channel causes a minus 
shift, because depth, and therefore discharge, is decreased for a given 
gage height. Thus the effect on the discharge of scour or fill in a 
channel control is opposite to that of scour and fill in a weir pool, 
which affects only the velocity of approach. Therefore, if a permanent 
weir is part of a compound control, scour in both the weir pool and in 
the channel control will cause a minus shift in the rating for section 
control and a plus shift in the rating for channel control. The converse 
is true when fill occurs in both the weir pool and the channel control. 
That situation is compatible with the stage-shift relation shown in 
figure 172, where a further decrease in stage would change the sign of 
the shifts. If the section control is a natural riffle, that riffle is likely 
to scour when the channel scours and fill when the channel fills, a 
situation that is compatible with the stage-shift relation shown in 
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figure 171. In any event, the shift curves for low stages of channel 
control should be shaped to join smoothly with the shift curves for 
high stages of section control where a compound control exists. 

Up to now the discussion of channel-control shifts has been confined 
to shifts caused by streambed scour and deposition, Shifts may also be 
caused by changes in the width of the channel. Even in a relatively 
stable channel the width of the channel may be increased during 
intense floods by widespread bank-cutting, and in some areas (for 
example, north coastal California) channel widths may be constricted 
by widespread landslides that occur when steep streambanks are 
undercut. In meandering streams changes in channel width occur as 
point bars are built up by deposition and later eroded by flood flows. 
The effect of a change in channel width on the stage-discharge rela- 
tion, unaccompanied by a change in streambed elevation, is to change 
the discharge, for a given gage height, by a fixed percentage. When 
the original rating curve for channel control is plotted linearly on 
logarithmic graph paper, in accordance with the equation, 

Q = p(G-el’, (53) 

the value ofp increases with an increase in width and decreases with 
a decrease in width. The shift curve for a change in width-alone will 
therefore plot on logarithmic graph paper as a straight line that is 
parallel to the original linear rating curve. Under those conditions a 
single discharge measurement is sufficient for constructing a shift 
curve for channel control. 

When a change in channel width occurs concurrently with a change 
in streambed elevation, the effects of the two changes are com- 
pounded. The resulting shift curve is complex and requires at least 
several discharge measurements for its definition. 

The growth of vegetation in a stream channel will affect the stage- 
discharge relation by reducing the discharge for a given gage height. 
The shift rating will therefore plot to the left (minus shift) of the 
original rating. The vegetation will increase the roughness coefficient 
of the channel and will tend to constrict the effective or unobstructed 
width of the channel. Both those factors reduce the value dp in 
equation 53, and if the changes in roughness coefficient and effec- 
tive width are unvarying with stage, the shift curve will be parallel 
to, and to the left of, the original rating curve that has been plotted 
linearly on logarithmic graph paper. Usually, however the changes 
are not independent of stage. If the growth consists of aquatic weeds, 
the weeds will be overtopped and bent over by high water; if the 
growth consists of alders and willows, the backwater effect will be 
greater at higher stages when the tree crowns as well as when the 
tree trunks are submerged. The rating shift caused by channel vege- 
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tation is, of course, variable with time as the growth spreads and 
increases in size. 

EFFECT OF ICE FORMATION ON DISCHARGE RATINGS 
GENERAL 

The formation of ice in stream channels or on section controls af- 
fects the stage-discharge relation by causing backwater that varies in 
effect with the quantity and nature of the ice, as well as with the 
discharge. Because of the variability of the backwater effect, dis- 
charge measurements should be made as frequently as is feasible 
when the stream is under ice cover, particularly during periods of 
freeze-up and thaw when flow is highly variable. (Procedures for 
making measurements under ice cover are described in the section in 
chapter 5 titled, “Current-Meter Measurements from Ice Cover.“) In 
midwinter the frequency of measurements will depend on climate, 
accessibility, size of stream, winter runoff characteristics, and re- 
quired accuracy of the discharge record. As a general rule, two meas- 
urements per month is the recommended frequency. At stations 
below power-plants that carry a variable load, it may be necessary to 
make two measurements during each winter visit-one at the high 
stage of the regulated flow and the other at the low stage. The 
backwater effects may be markedly different at the two stages. In 
very cold climates where winter ice-cover persists and winter dis- 
charge shows a relatively smooth recession, fewer winter meas- 
urements are needed than in a climate that promotes the alternate 
freezing and thawing of river ice. 

Knowledge of the three types of ice formation-frazil, anchor, and 
surface ice-and their possible effects, is helpful in analyzing 
streamflow records for ice-affected periods. With regard to the type of 
stage recorder that is preferred for use at ice-affected stations, the 
graphic recorder, described under that heading in Chapter 4; is by far 
the best because the recorder graph generally provides dependable 
evidence of the presence and type of ice formation. 

FRAZIL 

Frazil is ice in the form of fine elongated needles, thin sheets, or 
cubical crystals, formed at the surface of turbulent water, as at riffles. 
The turbulence prevents the ice crystals from coalescing to form sheet 
ice. The crystals may form in sufficient numbers to give the water a 
milky appearance. When the crystals float into slower water they 
come together to coalesce into masses of floating slush. When the 
current carries slush ice under a sheet of downstream surface ice, the 
slush may become attached to the underside of the surface ice, 
thereby increasing the effective depth of the surface ice. Most of the 
slush that adheres to the surface ice does so near the upstream end of 
the ice sheet. 
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Frazil or floating slush has no effect on the stage-discharge rela- 
tion, but it may interfere with the operation of a current meter. It is 
particularly troublesome to operators of hydroelectric plants; by 
adhering and building up on trash racks the ice may effectively re- 
duce the flow to the turbines. 

ANCHOR ICE 

Anchor ice is an accumulation of spongy ice or slush adhering to the 
rocks of a streambed. In former years the theory was held that the 
ice resulted from loss of heat by longwave radiation from streambed 
to outer space, because anchor ice generally formed on clear cold 
nights on the streambeds of open reaches of river. This theory has 
been shown to be invalid, because all of the long-wave radiation that 
can be lost from the bed of a stream at 0°C would be absorbed in less 
than 1 cm of water. Anchor ice is now commonly believed to be either 
(1) frazil that turbulent currents have carried to the streambed where 
the ice adhered to the rocks, or (2) ice that formed as the result of 
supercooled water finding nucleating agents on the streambed on 
which to crystallize. The ice crystals first formed on the rocks act as a 
nucleating agents for the continued growth of the ice mass. 

Regardless of how anchor ice forms, it cannot form or exist when 
the rocks are warmed by shortwave radiation from the sun which 
penetrates the water. When the morning sun strikes anchor ice that 
had formed the night before and the streambed is warmed by the 
incoming solar radiation, the anchor ice is released and floats to the 
surface, often carrying small stones that it has picked up from the 
bed. For the next few hours the stream will be full of floating slush 
released in a similar manner upstream. 

Anchor ice on the streambed or on the section control may build up 
the bed and (or) control to the extent that a higher than normal stage 
results from a given discharge. The solid-line graph in figure 173 
shows a typical effect of anchor ice on a water-stage recorder graph. 
The rise starts in late evening or early morning, many hours after the 
sun has set, when ice begins to adhere to the rocks and raise the water 
level. By 10 a.m. the sun has warmed the streambed sufficiently to 
release the ice and the stage starts to fall. The distinguishing feature 
of the “anchor-ice hump” is that the rise is slow compared to the fall, 
whereas an actual increase in streamflow would occur in the opposite 
sequence, or at least the rise would be as rapid as the fall. 

The small rises in actual discharge in the late afternoon, shown 
by the short-dashed lines in figure 173, probably result from water 
being released from channel storage when anchor ice upstream 
goes out. There may also be some runoff from the melting of snow 
and ice during the warmer part of the day. 
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FIGURE 173.-Typical anchor-ice rises. (After Moore, 1957.) 

SURFACE ICE 

FORMATION OF ICE CO\‘ER 

As the name implies, surface ice forms on the surface, first as a 
fringe of shore ice, which then, if the stream is not too turbulent, 
spreads to form a continuous ice cover spanning the stream from bank 
to bank. A description of the formation of surface ice follows. 

With the onset of cold weather, the water in a stream is gradually 
cooled. Along the banks where the water is quiescent, temperature 
stratification occurs as in a lake. Because depths near the bank are 
usually very shallow, temperatures reach the freezing point more 
quickly there; ice crystals form and adhere to the banks, twigs, and 
projecting rocks, and a thin ice sheet forms. In the open part of the 
channel, temperature stratification is generally absent because of 
turbulent mixing, and the entire water body must reach 0°C before 
any freezing will occur. In the absence of nuclei or foreign material on 
which the ice crystals may form, there may be slight supercooling of 
the surface layer before any ice crystals are produced. 

The ice sheet builds out from the shore as supercooled water, or 
water carrying ice crystals, impinges on the already-formed shore ice, 
and the transported or newly formed ice crystals adhere to the sheet. 
In the center of the stream, turbulence prevents coalescence of the ice 
crystals (frazil) that form. In the less turbulent areas, groups of crys- 
tals coalesce to form small pans of floating slush. These pans and (or) 
individual ice crystals are carried by the currents until they too im- 
pinge and adhere to existing ice sheets. In this manner an ice sheet 
finally forms across the entire stream. The ensuing increase in thick- 
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ness of the ice sheet occurs almost entirely at the interface of ice and 
water. 

On a fairly wide stream there is no great buildup of pressure as a 
result of the ice cover because the ice is, to a large degree, in floata- 
tion. Ice is weak in tension. If the stage rises or if the ice thickens 
considerably, the increased upward force of the water causes tension 
cracks to appear at the banks. The ice floats up to a position in equi- 
librium with the water, and water fills the tension cracks and freezes. 
The result is again a solid sheet in equilibrium with the river. If the 
stage drops, the unsupported weight of the ice again causes tension 
cracks, especially at the banks, and the ice drops to an equilibrium 
position with respect to the water. Water again fills the tension 
cracks, freezes, and again a solid sheet of ice results. 

On narrow streams the ice may be in floatation, bridged, or under 
pressure. If the stream is so narrow or the ice so thick that the ice can 
resist the tensile stress placed on it by changes in stage, the ice will 
not change position regardless of change in stage. At high stages the 
stream, in effect, will be flowing in a pressure conduit; at low stages 
the ice sheet will be bridged so that it makes no contact with the 
water. This is particularly true when there are large boulders in the 
stream to which the ice is frozen, thereby reducing the length of the 
unsupported free span. 

EFFECT OF SURFACE ICE ON STREAM HYDRAULICS 

Surface ice when in contact with the stream may, in effect, change 
streamflow from open-channel flow to closed-conduit flow. Frictional 
resistance is increased because a water-ice interface replaces the 
water-air interface, hydraulic radius is decreased because of the ad- 
ditional wetted perimeter of the ice, and the cross-sectional area is 
decreased to a degree by the thickness of the ice. The stage will 
therefore increase for a given discharge. Figure 174 shows the 
water-stage recorder graph for a gaging station as the formation of 
surface ice begins to cause backwater effect. In this example, daily 
mean discharge remained about the same as before the freezeup, 
although the discharge undoubtedly fluctuated somewhat during 
each day. It can be seen from figure 174 that surface ice can cause 
much uncertainty regarding the discharge because the stage- 
discharge relation becomes indeterminate. It is evident in figure 174 
that backwater effect exists and is increasing, because the rise looks 
very unnatural, but the amount of backwater effect cannot be deter- 
mined directly from the recorder chart. 

Surface ice can also cause siphon action when it forms on a section 
control, but that effect is not very common. In figure 175 when water 
filled the entire space between control and ice, siphon action began 
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FIGURE 174.-Typical rise as complete ice cover forms. (After Moore, 1957.) 

and water flowed over the control faster than it entered the gage pool. 
The gage pool was pulled down 0.3 ft below the point of zero flow 
before air entered the system and broke up the siphon action. Dis- 
charge ceased and then became a trickle while the inflow again filled 
the gage pool. When the entire space between control and ice was 
filled once more, siphon action began again. Siphon action is easily 
recognizable from the rapid fluctuations of the stage record. If the 
gaging station is visited at that time, the discharge measurement 
should be made far enough upstream from the gage pool to be beyond 
the effect of the fluctuating pool level. 

If the section control is open and the gage is not too far removed 
from the control, there will probably be no backwater effect even 
though the entire pool is ice covered. The only effect of the ice cover 
will be to slow up the velocity of approach, and this effect will prob- 
ably be minor. If the gage, however, is a considerable distance 
upstream from the riffle, surface ice on the pool may cause backwater 
as the covered reach of pool becomes a partial channel control. 

Ice forming below an open-section control may jam and raise the 
water level sufficiently to introduce backwater effect at the control. 

COMPUTATION OF DISCHARGE DURING PERIODS OF BACKWATER FROM 

ANCHOR ICE 

Discharge measurements are usually not made when anchor ice is 
present for the following reasons. First, adjustment of the stage rec- 
ord for the effect of anchor ice can be made quickly and reliably. 
Second, a discharge measurement made at that time is of little help in 
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the analysis because discharge is highly variable with time as a re- 
sult of water entering or leaving channel storage. 

Anchor-ice rises are clearly recognizable on the recorder chart. In 
computing discharge for periods of anchor-ice effect, adjustments to 
gage-height are made directly on the gage-height graph. In figure 173 
the long-dashed line connecting the low points of the “anchor-ice 
hump” is the effective gage height to use during the hours when the 
hump was recorded. Actually, the true effective gage height is shown 
by the short-dashed line. As the anchor ice builds up, the flow de- 
creases faster than the normal recession shown by the long-dashed 
line, because some of the flow is going into storage as a result of the 
increased stage. 

When the anchor ice goes out at about 9 or 10 a.m., a slug of water is 
released from storage and the true effective gage height rises. It can 
be seen however, that the areas formed by the short-dashed lines 

G.H.=+019 feet 

H.=+O.OZ feet (zero flow) 

Cross-sectional view of weir showing extent of ice cover, January 4-5, 1940 

Y & II 4 
-0.5 I I 

Jan. 4. 1940 Jan. 5. 1940 

Gage height record for period January 4-5, 1940 

FIGURE 175.-Effect of siphon action at artificial control in Sugar Run at Pymatuning, 
Pa., January 4-5, 1940. 
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above and below the long-dashed line balance, and we would get 
identical daily mean values from use of either of the dashed lines. The 
rule then for obtaining effective gage height during anchor-ice 
periods is to cut off the hump with a straight line connecting the low 
points of the gage-height graph. 

COMPUTATION OF DISCHARGE DURING PERIODS OF BACKWATER FROM 
SURFACE ICE 

Figure 176 is an example of how discharge measurements (nos. 5, 
37, 38), made during periods of ice effect, plot on a rating curve. 
Figure 174 is an example of a gage-height graph as complete ice cover 
forms. It is apparent from figure 174 that the backwater effect from 
surface ice cannot be determined directly from the recorder chart. The 
recorder chart is very helpful, however, in determining which periods 
during the winter are affected by ice. Complete notes describing ice 
conditions at the times the station was visited are also very valuable. 
Most important of all are discharge measurements made during ice- 
affected periods. A discharge measurement gives a definite point on a 
hydrograph plot of daily mean discharge versus date (fig. 177) 
through which the graph of estimated true daily discharge must pass. 
If little change in stage occurred during the day the discharge meas- 
urement was made, the measured discharge is considered to be the 
daily mean discharge. If a significant change in stage occurred that 
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FIGURE 177.-Example of discharge-ratio method for correcting discharge record for 
ice effect. 

day, the daily mean discharge (Q) is computed from the formula, 

where 
(75) 

Q, is the discharge from the open-water (ice-free) rating curve 
corresponding to the daily mean gage height, 

Q,,, is the measured discharge and 
Qr is the discharge from the open-water rating curve correspond- 

ing to the gage height of the discharge measurement. 
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Three methods of correcting open-water discharge for ice effect are 
in use. (The term “open-water discharge”, as used in this section of 
the manual, refers to the discharge for ice-free conditions obtained by 
applying the gage height record to the rating or shift curve that was 
in use immediately before the start of the ice-affected period.) The 
three methods are: 

1. discharge-ratio method (sometimes known in the U.S.A. as the 
Lithuanian method), 

2. shifting-control method or Stout method, and 
3. hydrographic-and climatic-comparison method. 

The reliability of each of the methods varies almost directly with the 
number of discharge measurements that were made during the ice- 
affected period that is being studied. Regardless of the method used, 
the corrected hydrograph of daily discharge, if possible, should be 
checked for consistency with other records. If the station being 
studied is on a stream that carries natural flow (flow not significantly 
affected by manmade development), its corrected record is compared 
with those for nearby streams that likewise carry natural flow. Par- 
ticularly useful for that purpose are the hydrographs of streams that 
are unaffected by ice. If the station being studied is on a regulated 
stream, its corrected hydrograph is compared with the record of 
upstream reservoir releases or upstream hydroelectric generation, 
expressed either in units of discharge or in units of power output. 

DISCHARGE-RATIO METHOD 

In the discharge-ratio method which is used in many European 
countries, the open-water daily mean discharge is multiplied by a var- 
iable factor K to give the corrected discharge during periods of ice 
cover. A value ofK is computed for each discharge measurement as 
the ratio of measured discharge (Q,,,) to the open-water discharge (Q, ). 
BecauseK varies during the winter with time, as changes occur in the 
ice cover, the value of K for use on any given day is obtained by 
interpolation, on the basis of time, between K values computed for 
consecutive discharge measurements. Meteorological data are gen- 
erally used to modify the simple interpolation between K values for 
consecutive discharge measurements; for example, during a period of 
extremely low temperatures the values of K indicated by simple in- 
terpolation would be reduced because the discharge usually decreases 
sharply at such times. The dates on which ice effect begins and ends 
are based on the observed or deduced beginning and end of ice cover. 

An example of the discharge-ratio method is shown in figure 177. 
Note that discharge is plotted on a logarithmic scale. The upper daily 
hydrograph shows open-water discharges and the solid circles are 
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discharge measurements; the lower graph shows the K values ob- 
tained from discharge measurements (open circles) and the interpola- 
tion between those values; the middle graph is the hydrograph of 
estimated true daily discharges, obtained by multiplying concurrent 
values from the upper and lower graphs. The nonlinear interpolations 
for K values during the periods November 9-23, January 18 to Feb- 
ruary 19, and February 24 to March 20, were based on the observer’s 
notes concerning ice conditions and on temperature and precipitation 
records (not shown in fig. 177). 

SHIFTING-CONTROL METHOD 

The shifting-control method, at one time the standard method used 
in the U.S.A., is seldom used here now, but it is still used in other 
countries. In the shifting-control method, recorded gage heights are 
reduced by a variable backwater value to obtain the effective daily 
gage heights. The effective gage heights are then applied to the 
open-water rating to obtain estimated true daily discharges. The 
backwater correction on days when discharge measurements are 
made is computed as the difference between the actual gage height 
and the effective gage height-effective gage height being the gage 
height from the open-water rating that corresponds to the measured 
discharge. The backwater correction for use on any given day is ob- 
tained by interpolation, on the basis of time, between the backwater 
corrections computed for consecutive discharge measurements. As in 
the discharge-ratio method, the interpolation is subject to modifica- 
tion on the basis of meteorological records, and the dates on which ice 
effect begins and ends are based on the observed or deduced begin- 
ning and end of ice cover. 

An example of the shifting-control method is shown in figure 178. 
The method is applied to the same gaging station used in the example 
in figure 177. Note that a natural (not logarithmic) scale is used in 
figure 178. The upper daily hydrograph in figure 178 shows recorded 
gage heights and the solid circles are the effective gage heights for 
discharge measurements; the lower graph shows the backwater cor- 
rections obtained from discharge measurements (open circles) and the 
interpolation between those values; the middle graph is the hydro- 
graph of effective gage height, obtained by subtracting values on the 
lower graph from concurrent values on the upper graph. The non- 
linear interpolations for backwater corrections during various periods 
were based on the observer’s notes concerning ice conoitlons and on 
temperature and precipitation records (not shown in fig. 178). As 
mentioned in the preceding paragraph, the effective gage heights 
(middle graph) are applied to the rating curve to obtain estimated 
true daily discharges. 
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FIGURE 178.-Example of shifting-control method for adjusting stage record for ice 
effect. 

HYDROGRAPHIC- AND CLIMATIC-COMPARISON METHOD 

The method of hydrographic and climatic comparison has been fa- 
vored in the U.S.A. for the last 30 years. The mechanics of the method 
differ from those of the discharge-ratio method, but both methods 
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basically correct the daily open-water discharge by a variable per- 
centage. 

The first step is to compute the station discharge record for the 
entire year as though there were no ice effect at any time. The daily 
hydrograph of open-water discharge and the discharge measurements 
are then plotted, using a logarithmic discharge scale, and notes con- 
cerning ice conditions are entered on the graph. At this point the 
hydrograph.sheet resembles the upper graph in figure 177. If a meas- 
urement of ice-affected discharge is not representative of the daily 
mean discharge because of changing stage during the day, the daily 
mean discharge, as computed by equation 75, is also plotted. All is 
then in readiness for estimating the true daily discharge directly on 
the hydrograph sheet, and that is done on the basis of three compari- 
sons: 

1. comparison with records for nearby gaging stations, 
2. comparison with weather records, and 
3. comparison with the base-flow recession curve for the gaging 

station that is being studied. 

Comparison with other discharge records is the most important 
basis for determining the probable discharge for periods between dis- 
charge measurements. Even though the record used for comparison 
may also have been corrected for ice effect, its use provides an ad- 
ditional independent set of basic data-another stage record and 
another set of current-meter measurements. Without a nearby record 
that compares well with the record being studied, the accuracy of the 
daily discharges estimated between the dates of discharge meas- 
urements may be greatly reduced. However, hydrographic compari- 
sons are not infallible because the relation between the flow of two 
streams may vary significantly during the year; hence the im- 
portance of making many discharge measurements during ice- 
affected periods. 

In making the hydrographic comparison, the nearby station with 
the most reliable winter streamflow record is selected for use as a 
reference station. The reliability of the reference station may have 
been established by the fact that its discharge is unaffected by ice or 
is affected by ice for only a relatively short period, or by the fact that 
many winter measurements have been made at the station and the 
true discharge between the dates of measurement can be estimated 
from weather records. (See discussion below on use of weather rec- 
ords.) A hydrograph of daily discharge, corrected for ice effect if nec- 
essary, is prepared for the reference station on a separate sheet of 
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graph paper, similar to that used for plotting the daily hydrograph for 
the station being studied. 

A light table is used in comparing the two hydrographs. A light 
table is a glass-topped table that is illuminated by light from below 
the glass top, so that when one hydrograph is superposed on the other 
on the table top, both hydrographs can be viewed simultaneously. The 
hydrograph for the reference station is taped to the top of the light 
table. The hydrograph for the study station is then superposed on that 
of the reference station and positioned laterally so that the date lines 
of the two hydrographs coincide. The period preceding the first meas- 
urement (no. 1) that showed ice effect at the study station is the 
period first selected for consideration. The hydrograph for the study 
station is positioned vertically so that hydrographs for the two sta- 
tions roughly coincide for the period immediately preceding the day 
or days when the start of ice effect is suspected. A comparison of the 
hydrographs and an inspection of the weather records should fix the 
date when ice effect started. That date will be preceded by a period of 
subfreezing weather, and on that date-usually a rainless day-the 
hydrograph for the study station will start a gradual rise not shown 
by the hydrograph for the reference station. For an appreciable period 
thereafter the hydrograph for the study station will remain above 
that of the reference station. 

After the starting date (A) of ice-effect at the study station has been 
selected, the vertical position of the hydrograph for the study station 
is changed slightly, if necessary, to make the two hydrographs coin- 
cide on that date. If that positioning causes measurement no. 1 to fall 
directly on the hydrograph for the reference station, the hydrograph 
for the reference station between date A and measurement no. 1 is 
traced with dashed lines on the hydrograph sheet for the study sta- 
tion. The daily discharges indicated by the dashed lines are the esti- 
mated true discharges at the study station during the period between 
date A and measurement no. 1. 

However, only rarely does measurement no. 1 coincide with the 
reference hydrograph when discharges at the two stations are made 
to coincide on date A; measurement no. 1 will usually lie above or 
below the hydrograph for the reference station. In that situation, as 
discharges from the reference hydrograph are being transferred to 
the sheet bearing the study hydrograph, the study sheet will in effect 
be moved up or down, as the case may be, so that when the transfer of 
discharge points reaches measurement no. 1, measurement no. 1 will 
coincide exactly with the reference hydrograph. If the temperature 
record shows no great fluctuation from day to day during the period 
between date A and measurement no. 1, the vertical displacement of 
the sheet bearing the study hydrograph will be made uniformly dur- 
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ing the transfer process. If the temperature record does fluctuate from 
day to day during the period, the vertical displacement will be made 
at a variable rate to reflect the fact that the ratio of true discharge to 
open-water discharge usually decreases during sharp drops in tem- 
perature; the ratio increases during sharp rises in temperature. In 
other words, the vertical distance between open-water discharge and 
true discharge increases on the study-hydrograph sheet during sharp 
drops in temperature; the vertical distance decreases during sharp 
rises in temperature. Observer’s notes concerning major changes in 
the ice cover, particularly where complete cover is intermittent dur- 
ing the winter, are also very helpful in estimating the degree of ice 
effect. 

After correcting the discharge between date A and measurement 
no. 1, the process is repeated for the period between discharge meas- 
urement no. 1 and the next successive discharge measurement (no. 2). 
The two hydrographs are made to coincide at measurement no. 1 and 
the transfer of discharge points to the study hydrograph proceeds to 
measurement no. 2. In that manner the open-water discharge for the 
study station is corrected until the date is reached when ice effect 
ceases. 

COMPARISON WITH WLATHER RECORDS 

Records of air temperature and precipitation are a most valuable 
aid in making corrections for ice effect. The temperature record helps 
the engineer decide whether the precipitation is rain or snow-snow 
will have no immediate effect on the runoff. The temperature record 
also helps the engineer decide whether ice cover is forming, increas- 
ing, or dissipating. For stations for which there are no nearby dis- 
charge records for comparison and for which the recorder chart does 
not provide dependable clues to the fluctuation of discharge, it may be 
necessary to correct open-water discharges for ice effect almost solely 
on the basis of weather records and available measurements of dis- 
charge. Discharge usually follows closely the “ups-and-downs” of the 
air temperature record, and the discharge measurements help fix, 
within reasonable limits, the estimated rises and falls of the “true” 
discharge hydrograph. An exception to that statement is found in 
regions of extreme cold, such as the Arctic, that become blanketed 
with a heavy snow cover. The snow acts as an insulator for the under- 
lying ground, and it then requires a prolonged change in temperature 
to significantly change the slow uniform recession of streamflow dur- 
ing the winter. 

It should be mentioned here that a water-temperature recorder is a 
helpful adjunct to a gaging station. When the water temperature is 
above the freezing level, there is little likelihood of ice effect. 
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During periods of subfreezing weather, virtually all the tlow in a 
stream is base flow; that is, water that comes out of ground-water 
storage to sustain the flow of the stream during periods when there is 
no surface runoff. It will often be found that during cold ice-affected 
periods, the flow of the stream will be declining at a rate similar to 
the rate of recession shown by that stream during ice-free periods. 
Thus if we have a known discharge of say, 20 ft”/s, on some day 
during the ice-affected period and we wish to estimate daily discharge 
during the next 10 days, all of which were free of rain or snowmelt, we 
look for an ice-free period elsewhere in the record for the study station 
when there was no surface runoff, and choose a day whose discharge 
is 20 ft”/s. We then note the receding values of discharge for the 
following 10 days, and use those same discharges for the 10 days to be 
estimated. The ice-free period that is used for an index should prefer- 
ably be in the nongrowing season because the use of water by vegeta- 
tion affects the rate of base-flow recession. 

It is possible that daily discharges estimated from the base-flow 
recession for a warmer period may be somewhat high because ex- 
tremely cold weather reduces the rate at which water percolates 
through the ground, and because some of the water that does reach 

the stream may go into storage behind ice dams. Nevertheless a stand- 
ard base-flow recession curve provides a valuable guide to the prob- 
able Aow during recession periods when the stream is ice-covered. 
Because the discharge during periods of base flow originates as 
ground water, a record of the fluctuations of ground-water levels of 
wells in the area can be useful as an index for estimating the true 
discharge during those periods. 

An example of the application of the hydrographic- and climatic- 
comparisons method is illustrated in figures 179 and 180. Figure 179 
shows a portion of a plotted hydrograph of daily mean discharge for 
the gaging station on North Fork John Day River at Monument, 
Oreg. The solid line represents open-water discharge obtained by ap- 
plying recorded gage heights to the rating curve, and the X on Janu- 
ary 26 represents the open-water discharge corresponding to the gage 
height of discharge measurement C made on that date. The open- 
water discharge is almost 10 times as great as the measured dis- 
charge on January 26. The dashed line on figure 179 represents the 
estimated true daily discharge obtained by comparison with the hy- 
drograph of daily mean discharge for John Day River at Service 
Creek, Oreg. and by comparison with the record of daily maximum 
and minimum temperature at Dayville, Oreg. The reference hydro- 
graph and temperature record used for the comparison are shown in 
figure 180. Actually the precipitation record at Dayville was also 
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FIGURE 179.-Daily hydrographs for open-water discharge and for dis- 
charge corrected for ice effect. (After Moore, 1957.) 

considered, but because all precipitation during the study period oc- 
curred as snow and therefore had no immediate effect on the runoff, 
the precipitation record is not shown in figure 180. 

Also shown on figure 180 is the corrected hydrograph for the study 
station on North Fork John Day River at Monument; the hydrograph 
of open-water discharge at that station has been omitted to reduce 
clutter in the illustration. The discharge for the reference station on 
John Day River at Service Creek was unaffected by ice. The shapes of 
the two hydrographs are not identical, but useful comparison between 
the hydrographs for two stations does not require that their shapes be 
identical, as long as their discharge trends are similar. It can be seen 
on figure 180 that both hydrographs respond to the effect of air- 
temperature fluctuations during the winter period. 

In applying the method of hydrographic and climatic comparison, 
the hydrograph of “true” daily discharge, plotted on a logarithmic 
scale, was displaced from the open-water hydrograph by a variable 
vertical distance. That means, in effect, that discharge ratios, vari- 
able with time, were applied to the open-water discharges, and there- 
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FIGURE 180.-Comparison of daily winter discharge at two gaging stations showing 
their response to air-temperature fluctuations. (After Moore, 1957.1 

fore a basic similarity exists between the hydrographic-comparison 
method and the discharge-ratio method. It appears to the author that 
application of the hydrographic-comparison method would be greatly 
facilitated if the hydrograph of open-water discharge for the study 
station were first adjusted by the discharge-ratio method because 
application of that method is relatively simple. The adjusted hydro- 
graph would then be refined by using it, rather than the open-water 
hydrograph, in the hydrographic-comparison method. It is much sim- 
pler to apply the hydrographic-comparison method for refining dis- 
charge estimates than it is to apply that method for making original 
discharge estimates. 

SAND-CHANNEL STREAMS 

In fixed channels, well-defined stage-discharge relations can 
usually be developed that show only minor shifting at low flow. In 
sand-channel streams, however, stage-discharge relations are con- 
tinually changing with time because of scour and fill and because of 
changes in the configuration of the channel bed. These changes cause 
the shape and position of the stage-discharge relation to vary from 
time to time and from flood to flood, and it becomes very difficult to 
explain the apparent haphazard scatter of discharge measurements 
available to define the rating. Familiarity with the results of research 
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studies as reported by Colby (19601, Dawdy (19611, Simons and 
Richardson (1962), Beckman and Furness (1962), and Culbertson and 
Dawdy (1964) will greatly assist the analyst in defining the discharge 
f ating. 

For a stream with rigid boundaries, the best site for a stream- 
gaging station is upstream from a constriction because the constric- 
tion will provide a stable and sensitive control. An opposite effect 
occurs, however, at a constriction on a sand-channel stream; the rat- 
ing will be unstable there because the constricted section will experi- 
ence maximum streambed scour and fill. In fact, any contracting 
reach on a sand-channel stream is undesirable for use as a gaging- 
station site, and a straight uniform reach should be sought. Prefera- 
bly both the gage and the cableway site for high-water discharge 
measurements should be located in a reach suitable for the determi- 
nation of peak discharge by the slope-area method (chap. 9). This will 
permit the use of high-water current-meter measurements to verify 
computed peak discharges as well as develop the hydraulics of the 
stage-discharge relation. The fieldwork for a sand-channel stream 
should also include the collection of samples of bed materials at the 
stream-gaging site. 

BED CONFIGURATION 

On the basis of laboratory investigation, Simons and Richardson 
(1962) described the bed configuration of sand-channel streams as 
ripples, dunes, plane bed, standing waves, and antidunes. This se- 
quence of bed configurations occurs with increasing discharge. When 
the dunes wash out, and the sand is rearranged to form a plane bed, 
there is a marked decrease in resistance to flow which may result in 
an abrupt discontinuity in the stage-discharge relation. The forms of 
bed roughness, as shown in figure 181 and described in table 21, are 
grouped according to the two separate conditions of depth-discharge 
relationship that are evident in a given channel. The sequence of 
configurations described in table 21 is developed by continually in- 
creasing discharge. The lower regime occurs with lower discharges; 
the upper regime with higher discharges; an unstable discontinuity 
in the depth-discharge relationship appears between these two more 
stable regimes. 

The presence of tine sediment in the flow influences the configura- 
tion of the sand bed and thus the resistance to flow. It has been found 
by Simons and Richardson (1962, p. 4) that with concentrations on 
the order of 40,000 milligrams per liter of fine material, resistance to 
flow in the dune range is reduced as much as 40 percent. The effect is 
less pronounced in the upper regime, but fine sediment may change a 
standing-wave condition into a breaking antidune which will in- 
crease the resistance to flow. Thus the stage-discharge relation for a 
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FIGURE 181.-Idealized diagram of bed and water-surface configuration of alluvial 
streams for various regimes of flow. 

stream may vary with sediment concentration if the flow is heavily 
laden with fine sediment. 

Changes in temperature can also alter the form of bed roughness, 
and, hence, the resistance to flow. Lowering the temperature in- 
creases the viscosity of the water and increases the mobility of the 
sand. If, for example, the form of bed roughness is in transition or 
nearly so, and if there is a reduction in the temperature of the water, 
the increased mobility of the sand may cause the dunes to wash out 
and the bed to become plane. This phenomenon is reversible. 

Changes in bed forms do not occur instantaneously with increasing 
or decreasing discharge. The time lag between change in bed form 
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TABLE 21.Surface and bed descriptions for the various flow regimes 

Type of 
confimratlon 

Desmptmn 

Bed Flow 

Lower regime flow: 
Plane bed ~~~~~~..~--_~~~Plane; no sediment move- Plane surface; little turbu- 

ment. lence. 
Ripples __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - --Small uniform waves; no Plane surface; little turbu- 

sediment movement. lence. 
Dunes -_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -Large, irregular, saw- Very turbulent; large boils. 

toothed waves formed 
by sediment moving down- 
stream; waves move 
slowly downstream. 

Upper regime of flow: 
Plane bed _________ ----Dunes smoothed out to Plane surface: little turbu- 

plane bed. lence. 
Standing waves ----_---Smooth sinusoidal waves Standing sinusoidal waves 

in fixed position. in phase with bed waves; 
termed “sand waves.” 

Antidunes ________----__Symmetrical sinusoidal Symmetrical sand waves 
waves progressing 
upstream and increasing 

progressing upstream in 
phase with bed waves; 

in amplitude; suddenly 
collapse into suspension 

amplitude increases until 
wave breaks, whole sys- 

then gradually reform. tern collapses then gradu- 
allv reforms. 

and change in discharge may result in loop rating curves. For exam- 
ple, if bed configuration is initially dunes, the dunes will persist on 
rising stages to a discharge that is greater than the discharge at 
which the dunes will reform on falling stages. Thus at a given stage, 
the discharge may be greater when the stage is falling. Because the 
form of each loop curve depends on the initial condition of bed config- 
uration and the rate of change of discharge, an infinite number of 
different loop curves, and even multiple-loop curves, may occur for a 
given reach of channel across the transition from dunes to plane bed. 
The stage-discharge relation within the transition band may be inde- 
terminate. An example of a loop curve, typical of some channels, is 
shown in figure 182. 

RELATION OF MEAN DEPTH TO DISCHARGE 

A plot of stage against discharge in sand-channel streams often 
obscures any underlying hydraulic relationship because neither the 
bottom nor sides of these streams are fixed. Figure 183 shows as an 
extreme example the stage-discharge plot for Huerfano River near 
Undercliffe, Cola.; for 1941 and 1942. The relation between stage and 
discharge is indeterminate. However, the underlying hydraulic rela- 
tion may be revealed by a change in variables. The effect of variation 
in bottom elevation is eliminated by replacing stage by mean depth or 
hydraulic radius. The effect of variation in width is eliminated by 
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DISCHARGE 

FIGURE 182.-Typical loop curve of stage versus discharge for a single flood event in a 
sand channel. (After Stepanich, Simons, and Richardson, 1964.) 
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FIGURE 183.-Stage-discharge relation for Huerfano River near Undercliffe, Colo. 
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FIGURE 184.-Relation of velocity to hydraulic radius for Huerfano River near Under- 
cliffe, Colo. 

using mean velocity. Figure 184 shows most of the same meas- 
urements for Huerfano River that were plotted in figure 183, now 
replotted on the basis of velocity and hydraulic radius. Measurements 
for this stream with a hydraulic radius greater than one foot define a 
single curve with bed forms corresponding to the upper regime. 
Measurements in the transition range from dunes to plane bed scat- 
ter wildly as would be expected from the previous discussion. 

The discontinuity in the depth-discharge relation is further illus- 
trated in figure 185 which shows a plot of hydraulic radius against 
velocity for Rio Grande near Bernalillo, N. Mex. The measurements 
plotted on the left represent bed configurations of ripples and dunes 
and the curve on the right represents bed configurations of plane bed, 
standing waves, or antidunes. 

According to Dawdy (1961), the curve representing the upper re- 
gime in a true sand-bed stream usually fits the following relation, 
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FIGURE 185.-Relation of velocity to hydraulic radius for Rio Grande near Bernalillo, N. 
Mex. 

V = kR’P, 

where V is the mean velocity, k is a constant, and R is the hydraulic 
radius. He found this relation to be applicable for 26 of the 27 streams 
used in his study. More recent study has shown that the exponent ofR 
ranges from 2/3, as in the Manning equation, to %, the larger expo- 
nents being associated with the coarser grain sizes. 

DEVELOPMENT OF DISCHARGE RATING 

Plots of mean depth or hydraulic radius against mean velocity or 
discharge per foot of width are valuable in the analysis of stage- 
discharge relations. These plots clearly identify the regimes of bed 
configuration and assist in the identification of the conditions repre- 
sented by individual discharge measurements. For example, only 
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FIGURE 186.-Stage-discharge relation for station 34 on Pigeon Roost Creek, Miss. 
(After Colby, 1960.) 

those measurements identified with the upper regime should be used 
to define the position and slope of the upper portion of the stage- 
discharge curve; similarly, only those measurements identified with 
the lower regime should be used to define the lower portion of the 
stage-discharge curve. Measurements made in the transition zone 
may be expected to scatter widely but do not necessarily represent 
shifts in more stable portions of the rating. 

Plots of stage against mean depth and stage against width are also 
helpful in developing a mean stage-discharge relation and in analyz- 
ing the cause of shifts from the mean relation. In the upper regime 
the use of these plots in conjunction with the plot of velocity versus 
mean depth or hydraulic radius raised to the ‘/z to % power, depending 
on grain size, may be useful in establishing a reasonable slope to the 
upper part of the stage-discharge relation. 

The stage-discharge relation developed by Colby (1960) for Pigeon 
Roost Creek, Miss., is shown in figure 186. This stream is about 75 ft 
wide, the banks are relatively stable, and the median size of the bed 
material is 0.4 mm. The mean elevation of the channel bed does not 
change appreciably with time or discharge. The discontinuity in the 
stage-discharge relation is very abrupt. Discharges from 900 to 1,800 
ftVs may occur at a stage of 5.3 ft. 

According to Colby (1960, p. 19,20), stage-discharge relations may 
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be expected to have a discontinuity if the reach has all of the follow- 
ing characteristics: 

1. a bed of uniform and readily shifting sediment that does not 
form distinct pools and riffles, 

2. at some flows almost all of the stream-bed is covered with loose 
sand dunes, 

3. at higher flows the bed of the stream is mostly plane or has 
antidunes, 

4. the depth of flow at the point of discontinuity is sufficiently 
great so that changes in the stage-discharge relation at the 
discontinuity can be distinguished from changes caused by 
small local shifts of the channel bottom, and 

5. the lateral distribution of depths and velocities is sufficiently 
uniform for the bed configuration to change across most of 
the streambed in a relatively short time. 

The above conditions are very restrictive. Many streams with sand 
beds have well developed pools and riffles at the stage where the 
discontinuity might otherwise occur. Streams do not generally have 
uniform sediment sizes; many have large sorting coefficients. A few 
streams having suitable bed material may never show the discon- 
tinuity because dunes exist even at the highest flow rates. Others 
may have such high slopes that the lower regime cannot be defined by 
discharge measurements because of the shallow depths at which the 
discontinuity occurs. Winding streams seldom have uniform lateral 
distribution of velocity and depths. Some streams have such gradual 
or inconsistent transitions between dunes and plane bed that the 
discontinuity may be difficult, if not impossible, to define. Dunes may 
exist near the banks at the same time that a plane bed exists near the 
center of the stream. The transition in this case may occur so gradu- 
ally with increasing stage that the discontinuity in rating is elimi- 
nated. However, at any station where dunes exist at low flows and a 
plane bed exists at higher flows, there is a major change in bed 
roughness. Knowledge of the bed forms that exist at each stage or 
discharge can be very helpful in developing the discharge rating. 

EVIDENCES OF BED FORMS 

Evidence of the bed forms that exist at a given time at a particular 
station can be obtained in several ways, a listing of which follows. 

1. Visual observation of the water surface will reveal one of several 
conditions: large boils or eddies, which indicate dunes; a very smooth 
water surface, which indicates a plane bed; standing waves, which 
indicate smooth bed waves in phase with the surface waves; or break- 
ing waves, which indicate antidunes. Visual observations of the 
water surface should be recorded on each discharge measurement. 
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2. Noting whether the sand in the bed is soft or firm. A soft bed 
often indicates lower regime conditions. The streambed during upper 
regime flow will usually be firm. 

3. Measurements of bed elevations in a cross section will usually 
indicate the type of bed forms. A large variation in depth indicates 
dunes, and a small variation in depth a plane bed. The small varia- 
tion in depths for a plane-bed (upper-regime) configuration should not 
be confused with small variations caused by ripples or by small 
dunes, both of which are definitely lower-regime configurations. A 
large variation in bed elevation at a particular point in the cross 
section during a series of discharge measurements indicates the 
movement of dunes. 

4. The amount of surge on a recorder chart may also indicate the 
configuration of the channel bed. Medium surge may indicate dunes, 
little or no surge may indicate a plane bed, and violent surge may 
indicate standing waves or antidunes. The transition from plane bed 
to dunes during a discharge recession may cause a secondary hump 
on the gage-height trace if the transition occurs over a short time 
period. 

5. Relations that define the occurrence of bed forms as a function of 
hydraulic radius (R), slope (S), mean velocity (V), and grain size (d), 
are useful in developing discharge ratings. A relation of that type, 
presented by S;mons and Richardson (19621, is shown in figure 187. 
In that figure the dimension ofR is feet; that of V is feet per second. 
Recent studies suggest that: the lower regime of bed forms will occur 
when the ratio, 

Y 

g2 D’h dj03/2 ’ 
(76) 

is less than 1 x 10”; the upper regime of bed forms will occur when the 
ratio is greater than 4 x 103; the bed will be in transition if the ratio 
is between those values. In the above ratio, V is the mean velocity in 
feet per second, g is the acceleration of gravity in feet per second per 
second, D is the mean depth in feet, and dj, is the median grain size of 
bed material in feet. 

SHIFTING CONTROLS 

The upper part of the stage-discharge relation is relatively stable if 
it represents the upper regime of bed forms. Rating shifts that occur 
in upper-regime flow can be analyzed in accordance with the methods 
or principles discussed in the section titled, “Rating Shifts for Chan- 
nel Control.” However, the shift ratings after minor stream rises will 
generally have a strong tendency to parallel the base rating when 
plotted on rectangular-coordinate graph paper; that is, the equation 
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for each shiR curve will differ from that of the base rating by a change 
in the value of e in the basic equation, 

Q=p(G-eP. (531 

The shifts will change on stream rises and will often vary with time 
between rises. Major stream rises may also change the value ofp in 
equation 53. 

The lower part of the rating is usually in the dune regime and the 
stage-discharge relation varies almost randomly with time. Frequent 
discharge measurements are necessary to define the stage-discharge 
relation, and for some streams they are necessary to determine the 
variation of discharge with time in the absence of any usable relation 
between stage and discharge. In the U.S.A. a frequency of three dis- 
charge measurements per week is often recommended, but for some 
streams, even daily measurements barely suffice. 

A mean curve for the lower regime is frequently used with shifts as 
defined by discharge measurements. In some instances the shift de- 
fined by a single discharge measurement represents only the tempo- 
rary position of a dune moving over a partial section control. A series 
of discharge measurements made at short time intervals over the 
period of a day may define a pattern of shifts caused by dune move- 
ment. When discharge is constant but the stage fluctuates, the chang- 
ing gage-height trace generally reflects dune movement. 

Continuous definition of the stage-discharge relation in a sand 
channel stream at low flow is a very difficult problem. The installa- 
tion of a control structure should be considered if at all feasible. 

ARTIFICIAL CONTROLS FOR SAND CHANNELS 

When conventional controls are installed in sand channels, they 
are seldom satisfactory, even those designed to be self-cleaning. The 
principal difficulty is that for such controls in a sand channel, dis- 
charge is dependent not only on water-surface elevation, but also on 
the bed elevation and flow regime upstream from the structure. A 
satisfactory control is one whose stage-discharge relation is unaf- 
fected by bed configuration. A few successful low-water controls have 
been designed for use in sand channels; one example is the weir 
designed for the gaging station on the Rio Grande conveyance chan- 
nel near Bernardo, N. Mex. (Richardson and Harris, 1962). That 
structure will not be described here because generalizations concern- 
ing control shape are meaningless; each control structure must be 
individually designed for compatibility with channel and flow condi- 
tions that exist at the proposed site for the control. A laboratory 
model study involving a reach of channel is therefore needed for each 
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site investigated. Efforts continue to design low-water cdntrols that 
are both relatively cheap and that have satisfactory operating 
characteristics when installed in sand channels (Stepanich and 
others, 1964). 
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CHAPTER 11 -DISCHARGE RATINGS USING SLOPE 
AS A PARAMETER 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

If variable backwater or highly unsteady tlow exists at a gaging 
station, the energy slope is variable at a given stage and the dis- 
charge rating cannot be defined by stage alone. 

Variable backwater is most commonly caused by variable stage at a 
downstream confluence for a given discharge upstream or by the ma- 
nipulation of gates at a downstream dam. The discharge under those 
conditions is a function of both stage and slope of the energy gradient. 
If the rate of change of stage is sufficiently great, the acceleration 
head must also be considered, but this chapter deals only with situa- 
tions where the acceleration head has insignificant effect and can be 
neglected. 

The unsteady-flow situation treated in this chapter is that of a 
natural flood wave, in which the flow maintains a stable wave profile 
as it moves down the channel. That type of wave is known as a 
uniformly progressive wave, and it often produces a loop rating at the 
gaging station; that is, for a given stage the discharge is greater when 
the stream is rising than it is when the stream is falling. The differ- 
ence between the two discharges is significant only when the flow is 
highly unsteady. The term “highly unsteady”, when associated only 
with the property of producing loop ratings, is a relative term, be- 
cause channel slope is of equal importance in determining whether or 
not loop ratings will occur. A flood wave in a steep mountain channel 
will have a simple stage-discharge relation; that same flood wave in a 
flat valley channel may have a loop rating. The sections of this chap- 
ter that deal with unsteady flow are concerned only with loop ratings 
whose definition requires the use of slope, as well as stage, in a rela- 
tion with discharge. 

When a new gaging station is established, the need for a slope 
parameter in the rating can often be anticipated from the rating 
procedures used for existing stations nearby in a similar hydrologic 
and hydraulic environment. At other times the need for a slope pa- 
rameter is not as evident. However, a plot of a series of discharge 
measurements made at medium and high stages will indicate the 
type of rating required for the station and will dictate whether or not 
an auxiliary gage is necessary to continuously measure water-surface 
slope. 

If a pair of gages is needed, the locations of the base and auxiliary 
gage are based on the characteristics of the slope reach. The length of 
the reach should be such that ordinary errors that occur in the deter- 
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mination of gage heights at stage stations will cause no more than 
minor error in computing the fall in the reach. A fall of about 0.5 ft 
(0.15 m) is desirable but satisfactory records can often be obtained in 
reaches where the minimum fall is considerably less than 0.5 ft. 
Channel slope in the reach should be as uniform as possible. The 
reach should be as far upstream from the source of backwater as is 
practicable, and inflow between the two gages should be negligible. If 
possible, reaches with frequent or appreciable overbank flow should 
be avoided, as should reaches with sharp bends or unstable channel 
conditions. If the reach includes a natural control for low stages, the 
upstream (base) gage should be located just upstream from that con- 
trol so that a simple stage-discharge relation will apply at low stages. 
Rarely will a slope reach be found that has all of the above attributes, 
but they should be considered in making a selection from the reaches 
that are available for slope measurement. 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Variable slopes that affect flow in open channels are caused by 
variable backwater, by changing discharge, or by variable backwater 
in conjunction with changing discharge. The pair of differential equa- 
tions given below provides a general solution to both gradually varied 
and unsteady flow. 

Q’ tlH 1 av 
K’=-L-g‘g- (77) 

(774 

In the equations Q is the discharge, K is the conveyance of the cross 
section, H is the total energy head, x the distance along the channel, g 
the acceleration of gravity, V the mean velocity, t the time, B the top 
width of the channel, and h is the water-surface elevation. A solution 
to these equations in uniform channels may be obtained by approxi- 
mate step methods after the conveyance term has been evaluated by 
discharge measurements. 

In those practical problems of determining flow in open channels 
that require application of equation 77 the increment of slope due to 

the acceleration head .L dV is, in general, so small with respect to the 
gfX 

other two terms that its effect may be neglected. Thus, in equation 77 
the terms that remain in addition to discharge (Q), are conveyance (K) 
which is a function of stage, and energy gradient (tlHli3x) which is 
related to water-surface slope. At those sites where tidal action or 
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variation in power production cause the acceleration head to be large, 
approximate methods of integration of equations 77 and 77a are used 
in conjunction with an electronic computer. Those methods are de- 
scribed briefly in chapter 13 of this manual. 

The discussion of stage-fall-discharge ratings presented in the 
present chapter draws heavily on previously published reports. The 
three primary references used are Corbett and others (19451, Eisen- 
lohr (19641, and Mitchell (1954). 

VARIABLE SLOPE CAUSED BY VARIABLE BACKWATER 

The stage at a gaging station for a given discharge, under the usual 
subcritical flow conditions, is influenced by downstream control ele- 
ments. A brief discussion of those elements is now in order. 

Previous discussions of controls in this manual have dealt primar- 
ily with such elements as natural riffles, weirs and dams, flumes, and 
the physical properties of the stream channel. It had also been ex- 
plained that a control may act independently for some range of stage 
or it may act in concert with one or more other controls. However, it 
had also been mentioned in appropriate places in this manual that 
the stage at downstream stream confluences may affect the stage- 
discharge relation at a gaging station. Where that occurs, the con- 
fluent stream must be classed as a control element that acts in concert 
(partial control) with the control(s) in the gaged stream. Further- 
more, when a confluent stream acts as a control element, it usually 
does so as a variable element. That is, the stage at the gaging station 
will no longer be related solely to the discharge of the main stream, 
but will also vary with variation of the discharge in the confluent 
stream. 

At gaging stations on tide-affected streams, the tide itself must be 
considered as a variable control element because of its effect on the 
stage-discharge relation at the gaging station. As mentioned earlier 
tide-affected stage-discharge relations are treated in chapter 13. 

A less clear-cut situation with regard to control elements exists in 
many streams in southeastern United States. These streams have 
extremely wide flood plains that are crossed in places by highway 
embankments whose bridge openings locally constrict the flow se- 
verely. At high flow if water occupies the flood plain, the stage- 
discharge relation at the bridge is affected; for a given discharge 
through the bridge the corresponding stage will vary, depending on 
whether streamflow is entering the overbank areas as on a rising 
stage, or whether water is returning to the main channel from the 
overbank areas as on a falling stage. In that situation the overbank 
flow itself is acting as a variable control element in concert with the 
“more conventional” and more stable control elements, such the 
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geometry of the bridge opening and the geometry and roughness of 
the downstream main channel and overbank areas. The streamflow 
that is entering the overbank areas acts, in effect, as an extremely 
wide downstream distributary; the overbank flow that is returning to 
the stream acts, in effect, as an extremely wide downstream trib- 
utary. The streams usually have extremely flat gradients and the 
rating may possibly be complicated by the effect of changing dis- 
charge on streams of flat slope. However, as explained in the section 
titled, “Variable Slope Caused by a Combination of Variable 
Backwater and Changing Discharge,” streams affected by both vari- 
able backwater and changing discharge are treated as though they 
were affected by variable backwater alone. 

The control elements that affect the stage-discharge relation for a 
stream have now been identified and their descriptions have been 
amplified for the discussion of backwater that follows. At any given 
discharge the effect on the stage at the gaging station that is at- 
tributable to the operative control element(s) is known as backwater. 
As long as the control elements are unvarying, the backwater for a 
given discharge is unvarying, and the discharge is a function of stage 
only; the slope of the water surface at that stage is also unvarying. If 
some of the control elements are variable-for example, movable 
gates at a downstream dam or the varying stage at a downstream 
stream confluence-for any given discharge the stage at the station 
and the slope are likewise variable. In a preceeding discussion titled 
“Theoretical Considerations,” it was demonstrated that for the above 
variable conditions, discharge can be related to stage and slope. Be- 
cause the slope between two fixed points is measured by the fall 
between those points, it is more convenient to express discharge as a 
function of stage and fall. 

Stage-fall-discharge ratings are usually determined empirically for 
observations of (1) discharge, (2) stage at the base gage, which is 
usually the upstream gage, and (3) the fall of the water surface be- 
tween the base gage and an auxiliary gage. The general procedure 
used in developing the ratings is as follows: 

1. A base relation between stage and discharge for uniform flow 
or for a fixed backwater condition is developed from the 
observations. The discharge from that relation is termed QT. 

2. The corresponding relation between stages and the falls for 
conditions of uniform tlow or fixed backwater 1s developed. 
Those fsills are termed rating falls, F,. Figure 188 shows 
schematically three forms the stage-fall relation may have. 

3. The ratios of discharges Q,, measured under conditions of 
variable backwater, to Q,, are correlated with the ratios of 
the measured falls F,, to the rating falls F,. Thus, 
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(78) 

The form of the relation depends primarily on the channel features 
that control the stage-discharge relation. The relation commonly 
takes the form, 

F,,, ‘, Q,,, _ 
0 Qr F, 

(78a) 

where N varies from 0.4 to 0.6, the theoretical value of N being 0.5. 
Generally speaking, the stage-fall-discharge rating can be extrapo- 
lated with more confidence when the data are such that they fit equa- 
tion 78a best when an N value of 0.5 is used. 

The fall between the base and auxiliary gage sites, as determined 
from recorded stages at the two gages, may not provide a true repre- 
sentation of the slope of the water surface between the two sites. That 
situation may result from the channel and gaging conditions that are 
described below. 

First, the water surface in any reach affected by backwater is not a 
plane surface between points in the reach, as sinuosity of the channel 

a b C 

RATING FALL.Fr. IN FEET 

FIGURE 188.-Schematic representation of typical stage-fall relations. Curve (a), rating 
fall constant; curve (b), rating fall a linear function of stage; curve cc), rating fall a 
curvilinear function of stage. 
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will produce variations in the height of the water surface, both across 
and along the reach; variations in channel cross section and the ef- 
fects of backwater also tend to produce curvature of the water surface. 
The slope determined from observed differences in stages is that of a 
chord connecting the water-surface elevations at points at the ends of 
a reach. It may not represent the slope of the water surface at either 
end of the reach but may be parallel to a line that is tangent to the 
water surface at some point in the reach. 

Second, no reach of a natural stream selected for the determination 
of slope is completely uniform. The area of the cross section may vary 
considerably from point to point in the reach, but more important is 
the effect that shoals, riffles, rapids, or bends in the stream channel 
within the reach may have on the slope of the water surface, as well 
as on the energy gradient. 

Third, the positions of the gages at the ends of the reach with 
respect to the physical features of the channel may have a material 
effect on the recorded gage heights and hence on the indicated slope. 
For example, if one gage is on the inside of a rather sharp bend and 
the other on the outside of a similar bend, the slope computed from 
records of stages at those gages may be widely different from the 
average slope of the water surface. Also, if differing drawdown effects 
exist at the intakes of the two gages, the two stage records obtained 
may not provide a true index of the water-surface slope. 

Fourth, both gages may not be set to exactly the same datum, the 
difference in datum possibly being a large percentage of the total fall 
if the fall is small. The slope determined from gages not set to the 
same datum would not indicate the true water-surface slope because 
the computed slope would include the quantity y/L, where y is the 
difference in datum and L is the length of the reach. 

Because of those conditions, theoretical relations between stage, 
fall, and discharge cannot be directly applied, and the relations must 
be empirically defined by discharge measurements made throughout 
the range of backwater conditions. Thus, the “best” value of the expo- 
nent of F,,,lF,. in equation 78a will often be found to be in the range 
from 0.4 to 0.6, rather than having the theoretical value of 0.5; or, it 
may even be necessary to depart from a pure exponential curve in 
order to fit the plotted points satisfactorily. At other times the sub- 
stitution of a term, F+y, for F values in equation 78a will improve the 
discharge relation. The use of a constant, y, whose best value is de- 
termined by trial computations, compensates in part for the 
inaccuracies in the value of F that were discussed above. 

It is convenient to classify stage-fall-discharge ratings according to 
the types of relation that may be developed between stage and rating 
fall. The two types are: 
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1. Rating fall constant. -This type of relation (curve a in fig. 188) 
may be developed for channels that tend to be uniform in nature and 
for which the water-surface profile between gages does not have ap- 
preciable curvature. 

2. Rating fall a function of stage. -This type of relation (curves b 
and c in fig. 188) may be developed if any of the following conditions 
exist: 

a. appreciable curvature occurs in the water-surface profile be- 
tween gages; 

b. the reach is nonuniform; 
c. a submerged section control exists in the reach between 

gages, but the control does not become completely drowned 
by channel control even at high discharges; and 

d. a combination of some of the conditions listed above. 
It is not uncommon for variable backwater to be effective for only 

part of the time. That follows from the two general principles that 
apply to backwater effect. The first states that for a given stage at the 
variable control element, backwater decreases at the base gage as 
discharge increases. For example, in a long gage reach of fairly steep 
slope, a given stage at the variable control element may cause 
significant backwater at the base gage when the discharge in the 
gaged stream is low but cause no backwater during periods when the 
discharge is high. The second principle states that for a given dis- 
charge, backwater decreases at the base gage as stage decreases at 
the variable control element. For example, at a given discharge in the 
gaged stream a high stage at the variable control element may cause 
significant backwater at the base gage, but a low stage at the variable 
control element may cause no backwater. 

Other basic principles and detailed procedures used in defining 
stage-fall-discharge ratings are discussed on the pages that follow. 
The discussions are arranged in accordance with the preceding 
classification of stage-rating fall relations. A knowledge of the hy- 
draulic principles applicable to a given slope reach is essential as a 
guide to the empirical analysis of the data. 

RATING FALL CONSTANT 

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF RATING PRINCIPLES 

In uniform channels the water-surface profile is parallel to the bed; 
the slope, and therefore the fall, is the same for all discharges. The 
rating fall, F,., for the condition of no variable backwater (uniform- 
flow conditions) would be the same at any stage. The stage-discharge 
relation with no backwater could be described by the Chezy equation, 

Qo =CA,, ,/a 
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where the subscripts denote uniform flow; or by the equation, 

Q,.=CAm (79) 

where the subscripts denote the base rating conditions. 
If variable backwater is imposed on the reach by a downstream 

tributary, the measured fall, F,,, , and measured discharge, Q,,, , would 
be less at a given stage than indicated by the uniform-flow rating. If 
the slope or fall as measured truly represents the slope at the base 
gage, those measurements would define, as shown in figure 189, a 
family of stage-discharge curves, each for a constant but different 
value of fall. The relation of each curve in the family to the curve for 
base rating conditions according to equation 79, is expressed by the 
equation, 

- 
Q F 

J- c= F, 
(80) 

The discharge under variable backwater conditions may be computed 
as the product of (a) the discharge Qr from the base rating and (b) the 

Any of these curves may be chosen to act as 
the base rating curve (Qr curve); the 
corresponding fall is then designated as Fr 

DISCHARGE, IN CUBIC FEET PER SECOND 

FIGURE 189.-Schematic representation of family of stage-discharge curves, each for a 
constant but different value of fall. 
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square root of the ratio of the measured fall to the constant-value 
rating fall. 

A constant rating fall may also exist at sites where the base rating 
is controlled by a dam downstream from the reach in which fall is 
measured. If the curvature in the backwater profile is not significant, 
and if the channel is uniform, the water-surface profile will approxi- 
mately parallel the channel-bed profile at all discharges. For exam- 
ple, the curve in figure 189 for a constant fall of 1.2 ft may be taken to 
represent the base stage-discharge relation for a fixed or stable con- 
trol element. The curve for lesser falls that might result from variable 
submergence of the dam, are theoretically related to this base curve 
by the square root of the fall ratios, as described above. Quite com- 
monly a constant value of 1.0 ft is used for F,. in equation 80. That 
special case of the constant rating-fall method, usually referred to as 
the unit-fall method, simplifies the computations because equation 80 
then reduces to 

A constant rating fall is not the usual case encountered in natural 
streams. However, if discharge measurements cover the entire range 
of flow conditions and if such measurements conform to a constant 
rating fall, there is no need to use a more complicated technique. If 
profile curvature and velocity-head increments are truly negligible, 
the relation between the discharge ratio and fall ratio should resolve 
into a single curve; otherwise the relation may be a family of curves 
with stage as a third variable. 

PROCEDURE FOR ESTABLISHING THE RAl‘ING 

The general procedure used in establishing a stage-fall-discharge 
rating with constant rating fall is outlined as follows: 

1. Plot all discharge measurements using stages at the base gage 
as ordinates and discharges as abscissas, and note the measured fall 
(F,,,) beside each plotted point. If the information on this plot indicates 
a family of curves, each corresponding to a constant value of fall (fig. 
1891, the use of a constant rating fall should be investigated. 

2. The most satisfactory type of constant-fall rating, from the 
standpoint of high-water extrapolation, is one whose discharge ratio- 
fall ratio relation is a pure parabolic relation, as in equation 80, with 
the exponent equal to, or nearly equal to, 0.5. If such a relation fits 
the measured discharges, the results are unaffected by whatever 
value of constant fall (F,.) is used. For convenience, unit fall is used, as 
in equation 81. 
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3. For each discharge measurement (&,,,I, compute Q,. by use of the 
equation QV =Q,,,l(F,,,Y’~‘. 

4. Plot values of gage height versus QV for each discharge meas- 
urement and fit a curve to the plotted points to obtain the Q,. dis- 
charges from the QV rating curve. 

5. Compute and tabulate the percentage departures of the plotted 
QV discharges from the Q, rating curve. 

6. Repeat steps 3-5, using exponents of F,,, other than, but close 
to, 0.5. Try exponents equal to 0.40, 0.45, 0.55, and 0.60. 

7. Compare the five Q,. rating curves and select the curve that best 
fits the plotted points used to define it. In steps 8 and 9 that follow, the 
discharges from that “best” rating curve will be referred to as Qrd, and 
the corresponding exponent of F,,, will be referred to as d. 

8. If the plotted discharges closely fit the Qrri rating curve, that 
curve and the relation of (Q,,,/Q,.1O to F,,, are accepted for use. 

9. If the plotted discharges do not closely fit the Qrrl rating curve 
repeat steps 3-5, using the exponent d but substituting the term 
(F,,, +y) for F,,,. Several values of y, a small quantity that may be 
either positive or negative, are tried to obtain a Q,. rating curve that 
closely fits the plotted discharge. 

10. Compare the various Q,. rating curves obtained from step 9 
and select the curve that best fits the plotted points used to define it. If 
the plotted discharges closely fit that Q,. rating curve, that rating 
curve and the corresponding relation of (Q,,,/Qp) to (F,,,+y) are ac- 
cepted for use. If the fit is not considered to be sufficiently close, the 
use of a pure parabolic relation, such as equation 81, is abandoned 
and the strictly empirical approach described in the following steps is 
used. 

11. From the family of stage-discharge curves discussed in step 1, 
select one as the base QV curve and use the constant fall for this curve 
as F,.. 

12. Compute the ratios Q,,, /QV and F,,, /Fv, plot the discharge ratios 
as ordinates and the fall ratios as abscissas, and draw an average 
curve through the plotted points that passes through the point whose 
coordinates are 1.0, 1.0. 

13. Adjust each measured discharge by dividing it by the dis- 
charge ratio corresponding to the fall ratio on the above curve. Plot 
these computed values of QV against stage, and draw an average 
curve (Q,. curve) through the plotted points. 

14. Repeat steps 11-13 using alternative constant values of F, 
until the best relation between stage, fall, and discharge is estab- 
lished. 

15. If the best relation derived from the application of steps ll- 14 
is still unsatisfactory, use the more flexible method described in the 
section titled, “Rating Fall a Function of Stage.” 
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EXAMPLE OF RATING PROCEDURE 
The stage-fall-discharge rating for Tennessee River at Gun- 

tersville, Ala. is presented in figure 190 as an example of a rating 
with constant rating fall. The upper gage is a water-stage recorder 
installed in a well attached to a pier of a highway bridge. The lower 
gage is a water-stage recorder installed on the right bank 43,700 ft 
below the upper gage and 3,300 ft above Guntersville Dam. The 
channel conditions in this reach are reasonably uniform. Variable 
backwater is caused by the operations at Guntersville Dam. 

A satisfactory relation between stage, fall, and discharge could not 
be established for the upper (base) gage by use of the procedures for a 
pure parabolic fall-ratio curve that are described in steps l-10. The 
empirical approach described in steps 11-14 was therefore used. The 
best rating was obtained by using a value of F,. equal to 1.5 ft. The 
fall-ratio curve in figure 190 approximately fits equation 80 for all fall 
ratios no greater than 1.0; for fall ratios greater than 1.0 the curve is 
flatter than a parabola defined by equation 80. 

To plot, on the Q, rating curve, a subsequent discharge measure- 
ment (Q,,,) having a fall F,,,, the fall ratio, F,,,IF, or F,,,/1.5, is first 
computed. The fall-ratio curve is then entered with the computed fall 
ratio, and the discharge ratio, Q,,,/Q,., is read. Q,,, is then divided by 
that value of the discharge ratio to give the value of Q, to be plotted. 

The method of obtaining the discharge corresponding to a given 
gage height and a given fall (F,,) is explained in the section titled, 
“Determination of Discharge from Relations for Variable Backwater.” 

RATING FALL A FUNCTION OF STAGE 
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF RATING PRINCIPLES 

Where variable backwater is a factor in the discharge rating, it will 
generally be found that fall is a function of stage. The average relation 
between fall and discharge may be linear, or fall may be a complex 
function of stage. Rating principles are best discussed by reference to 
examples. 

The right-hand graph in figure 191 for the Columbia River at The 
Dalles, Oreg., is an example of a linear relation between stage and 
fall. The stage-discharge relation at the base gage is affected by 
reservoir operations at Bonneville Dam, more than 80 miles 
downstream. The auxiliary gage is located at Hood River bridge, 19 
miles downstream from the base gage. Within the range of measured 
discharges, fall increases linearly with stage. 

A much more complex stage-fall relation is shown in the right-hand 
graph in figure 192 for the Ohio River at Metropolis, Ill. At the 
downstream (auxiliary) gage, the stage-discharge relation is affected 
only at the lower stages by a constriction, the backwater from which 
causes fall to decrease with stage in the slope reach. At the higher 
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stages the constriction has little effect and fall increases with stage. 
Another example of a complex stage-fall relation is shown in the 

right-hand graph in figure 193 for Kelly Bayou near Hosston, La. The 
base gage for this rating is about 2.7 miles upstream from the mouth 
of Kelly Bayou. The auxiliary gage is on Black Bayou, 4.2 miles 
downstream from the base gage. At low stages, fall increases with 
stage; at medium and high stages the backwater effect from Black 
Bayou is more pronounced and fall tends to assume a constant value. 

Where a section control exists just downstream from the base gage, 
it is necessary to identify those situations when backwater effect is 
absent at the base gage. Obviously there will be no backwater when 
the tailwater at the section control is below the crest of the control. 
Most artificial controls are broad-crested, and submergence is gen- 
erally effective only when tailwater rises to a height above the crest 
that is equal to or greater than 0.7 times the head on the control. 
Looked at another way, submergence is effective only when the fall 
between the upstream and downstream stages is equal to or less than 
0.3 times the head on the control. Thus a straight line of initial 
submergence may be drawn on the curve of stage versus fall; the line 
passes through the coordinates representing the elevation of the con- 
trol crest and zero fall, with a slope of 3 ft of stage per foot of fall. 
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FIGURE 191.-Stage-fall-discharge relations for Columbia River at The Dalles, Oreg. 
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The precise position and slope of the line will depend on the location 
of the downstream auxiliary gage with respect to the section control. 
If the auxiliary gage is immediately downstream from the control, the 
line of initial submergence will have the position and slope stated 
above. If,the auxiliary gage is far downstream from the control, the 
line on the stage-fall graph will intersect the elevation of the control 
crest at a value of fall greater than zero, and the slope of the line will 
depend on the hydraulic features of the station; field observation will 
be necessary to define the graph coordinates of the line of initial 
submergence. All observed or recorded values of fall that lie below the 
line of initial submergence indicate free-fall discharge (discharge 
unaffected by the tailwater elevation); all observed or recorded values 
of fall that lie above the line of initial submergence indicate discharge 
affected by variable backwater. Furthermore, if the auxiliary (tailwa- 
ter) gage is close to the control, the fall-ratio curve for discharges 
affected by backwater should closely fit the theoretical equation, 

(QnJQ,, = (F,,IF,)“.5. 

If the auxiliary (tailwater) gage is distant from the control, the fall- 
ratio curve will depart from the theoretical equation. 

The right-hand graph in figure 194 shows the stage-fall relation for 
Colusa Weir near Colusa, Calif. The base gage for the station is a 
short distance upstream from an ungated weir which acts as a section 
control, and the auxiliary gage is a short distance downstream from 
the control. There is no pool immediately upstream from Colusa Weir, 
the streambed being at the elevation of the weir crest; there is a drop 
of about 2 ft immediately downstream from the weir. The line of 
initial submergence shown crossing the lower part of the stage-fall 
relation has the theoretical position and slope discussed above. Col- 
usa Weir is at the downstream end of a large natural detention basin 
along the left bank of the Sacramento River, and water that passes 
over the weir immediately enters the river. Because the river stage 
rises faster than the stage of the detention pool, fall decreases with 
stage at the base gage, as shown by the rating-fall curve. 

The right-hand graph in figure 195 is a plot of stage versus fall for 
the Kootenay River at Grohman, B.C., Canada. The base gage for this 
station is on the west arm of Kootenay Lake about 2 miles upstream 
from Grohman Narrows. Downstream from the narrows is the 
forebay of the Corra Linn powerplant, and in the forebay is the auxil- 
iary gage, about 8 miles downstream from the base gage. Grohman 
Narrows is the control for the base gage, but operations of Corra Linn 
Dam cause variable submergence of the control when the stage of the 
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forebay is sufficiently high. The line of initial submergence, shown as 
the free-fall curve in figure 195, was determined from observation 
and discharge measurements. Discharge measurements whose values 
of fall plot below, or to the right of, the free-fall curve are unaffected 
by backwater and those discharges are therefore independent of fall. 
Discharge measurements whose values of fall plot above, or to the left 
of, the free-fall curve are affected by variable backwater. For those 
measurements the graph shows no apparent relation between stage 
and fall, and the free-fall curve (line of initial submergence) was used 
as the rating-fall curve for the measurements affected by variable 
backwater. 

The rating for a gaging station whose base gage has no section 
control is analyzed in a manner similar to that previously described 
in the section on “Rating Fall Constant-Procedure for Establishing 
the Rating,” the principal difference being that instead of using a 
constant value of rating fall, the rating fall for any stage is obtained 
from the rating-fall curve. The rating for a gaging station whose base 
gage has a section control is analyzed in two separate steps. The 
free-fall part of the rating (no variable backwater) is analyzed as 
explained in chapter 10, where simple stage-discharge relations are 
discussed. That part of the rating that is affected by variable 
backwater is analyzed as though no section control existed. It is not 
necessary to use the free-fall rating curve as the basis for establishing 
that part of the rating that is affected by variable backwater although 
that course of action is commonly followed. 

Summary. -In view of the many different and complex situations 
that exist in natural channels, it is difficult to give general guidelines 
for establishing stage-fall-discharge relations. The analyst should 
make every effort to acquaint himself with the physical characteris- 
tics of the channel and the source of variable backwater. The best 
position of the relation curves that comprise the discharge rating 
must be determined by trial and error. The complexity of those rela- 
tions determines, to a large degree, the number of discharge meas- 
urements necessary to define the discharge rating. Although the 
methods are empirical, experience has shown that there may be found 
a stage-discharge relation (the Q,. curve) which, taken in conjunction 
with its associated stage-fall relation (the rating-fall curve), will give 
close approximation to the true discharge under all possible combina- 
tions of stage and fall, by the application of a single-curve relation, 
Q,,,/Q,. versus FJF,.. It is desirable, but not always possible, to have 
that relation take the theoretical form, 

&,,,I&,. = (F,,,IF,.Y’ 5 (80) 
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PROCEDURE FOR ESTABLISHING THE RATING 

The general procedure used in establishing a stage-fall-discharge 
rating with variable fall is outlined as follows: 

1. Plot all discharge measurements using stages at the base gage 
as ordinates and discharges (Q,,) as abscissas, and note the measured 
fall (F,,,) beside each plotted point. 

2. On another graph plot the measured fall (F,,,) for each discharge 
measurement against stage at the base gage, using stage as the ordi- 
nate. 

3. If the base gage has a section control, determine the position of 
the line of initial submergence on the plot of stage versus measured 
fall. Its position is based on discharge measurements known to have 
been made under conditions of free fall. Those measurements, plotted 
against stage on logarithmic graph paper, are fitted with a free-fall 
rating curve which is extrapolated in accordance with the principles 
discussed in chapter 10. The remaining measurements are added to 
the logarithmic rating plot; those measurements that plot to the left 
of the extrapolation are considered to be affected by backwater. That 
knowledge, along with a knowledge of the probable degree of sub- 
mergence required to cause backwater effect, enables the analyst to 
fix the position of the line of initial submergence. Only those meas- 
urements that plot above, or to the left of, the line of initial sub- 
mergence are used in the analysis of the rating for variable 
backwater that is discussed in the steps that follow. 

4. Fit a curve, Qr rating curve, to the stage-discharge plot in step 
1, and another curve, F,., or rating-fall curve, to the stage-fall plot in 
step 2. 

5. From the curves in step 4 obtain values of Qr and F, corres- 
ponding to the stage of each discharge measurement. 

6. Compute the ratios QmlQr and F,,lF,. for each discharge meas- 
urement. 

7. Plot Q,,,/Q,. as ordinate against FJF, as abscissa, and on that 
graph draw the curve Q,,,/Q,. = (F,,,IF,Y’~“. 

8. On the basis of the scatter of the plotted points about the curve 
in step 7, adjust the Q,. and F,. curves (step 4) to obtain revised values 
of Q,. and F,. (step 5), such that the new ratios of Q,,JQV and F,,,/F,. fit 
the curve in step 7 as closely as possible. The adjustments to the Q, 
and F,. curve should not be so drastic that the adjusted curves are no 
longer smooth curves. 

9. Repeat steps 4-8, using exponents of (F,,,/F,.) other than, but 
close to 0.5. Try exponents equal to 0.40, 0.45, 0.55, and 0.60. 

10. Compare the five plots of Q,,,/Q,. versus F,,,IF,. and select the one 
which shows the best fit between curve and plotted points. (The ratio 
of plotted values of Q,,,/Q, to curve values of Q,,,/Qr is identical with 
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the ratio of measured discharge to discharge obtained from the stage- 
fall-discharge relations.) In steps 11 and 12 that follow, the exponent 
of that best fall-ratio curve will be referred to as d. 

11. If the plotted ratios closely fit the curve (Q,,,/Q,.) = @‘,,,/F,.)d, that 
curve and the corresponding Qr and F, curves are accepted for use. 

12. If the plotted ratios do not closely fit the curve (Q,,,/Q,.) = (F,,,l 
F,.ld, repeat steps 4-8, using the exponent d but substituting the 
terms (F,,, + y) for F,), and (F, + y) for F,. Several values of y, a small 
quantity that may be either positive or negative, are tried to obtain a 
close fit between plotted points and the curve (&J&,.1 = [(F,,, +yY 
(F,.+y)]d. 

13. Compare the various plots of the fall-ratio graph obtained from 
step 12 and select the one showing the best fit between curve and 
plotted points. If the fit is satisfactory, that curve and the correspond- 
ing Q,. and F,. curves are selected for use. If the fit is not considered to 
be sufficiently close, the use of a pure parabolic relation, such as 

or 

&J&v = K~F,.)” (82) 

&w/&r = [Pm +yY(F, +Y)] d (83) 

is abandoned and the strictly empirical approach described in the 
following steps is used. 

14. Select one of the trial Q,. and F,. curves, such as were 
constructed in step 4, along with the corresponding values of Q,., F,., 
&,,,I&,., and F,,,IF,., such as were obtained in steps 5 and 6. 

15. Plot the discharge ratios as ordinates and the fall ratios as 
abscissas, and draw an average curve through the plotted points that 
passes through the point whose coordinates are (1.0, 1.0). 

16. On the basis of the scatter of the plotted points about the curve 
in step 15, adjust the QV and F,. curves (step 14), as well as the fall- 
ratio curve. Again, the reminder that the adjusted curves must re- 
main smooth curves. 

17. Repeat steps 14-16, using other trial curves of Q,., F,., and fall 
ratio versus discharge ratio, until the best relation is established 
between stage, fall, and discharge; in other words, until a close fit is 
obtained between plotted points and the fall-ratio curve. 

18. After having obtained acceptable Q,., F,., and fall-ratio curves, 
plot adjusted values of the discharge measurements on the Q,. rating 
curve. The adjusted values are computed as follows: Given a meas- 
ured discharge (Q,,,, and a measured fall (F,,,). Enter the F,. curve 
(stage-fall relation) with the gage height of the discharge meas- 
urement and read F,.. Next, compute the fall ratio, F,,,IF,., and enter 
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the fall-ratio curve to obtain the discharge ratio, Q,,JQ,.. Obtain the 
value Q,. to be plotted by dividing Q,,, by (&,,,/&,.I. 

The method of obtaining the discharge corresponding to a given 
gage height and a given fall (F,,,) will be explained in the section 
titled, “Determination of Discharge from Relations for Variable 
Backwater.” 

EXAMPLES OF RATING PROCEDURE 

Figures 191-195 are examples of stage-fall-discharge relations for 
slope stations where fall is a function of stage. 

Figure 191 for a Columbia River station shows that excellent 
results were achieved in the range of discharge that was measured. 
The linear trend of fall increasing with stage is clearly evident, and 
the fall-ratio curve not only is represented by the theoretical equation 
80, but is closely fitted by the plotted points. Where the rating-fall 
curve (stage versus fall) is so well defined, the first estimate of the Q,. 
curve is usually made by the use of equation 80, in which Q would 
represent the measured discharges. The computed Qr values for the 
discharge measurements would then be plotted against stage, and a 
curve fitted to the plotted points would represent the first trial Q, 
curve. 

Figure 192 for an Ohio River station is an extremely complex 
example, as can be seen from the shape of the rating-fall curve. It is 
not surprising that the fall-ratio curve could not be expressed by a 
simple parabolic equation such as equation 82 or 83. 

Figure 193 for a station on Kelly Bayou shows that there is rela- 
tively minor effect from variable backwater at low stages. At medium 
and high stages, the variable stage of Black Bayou causes variable 
backwater at the base gage. The rating-fall used during high-water 
periods has the constant value of 10.0 ft. The fall-ratio curve, for 
values of F,,,IF,. greater than 0.2, has the equation 

&J&r = (F,,,IF,.Y4. 

Because the exponent 0.44 does not differ greatly from its theoretical 
value of 0.5, the Q,. rating curve can be extrapolated with some confi- 
dence. 

Figure 194 for Colusa Weir is an example of the stage-fall- 
discharge relation for a station whose base gage has a section control. 
There is no variable backwater at low flow, as shown by the 6 dis- 
charge measurements that plot below the line of initial submergence 
on the graph of stage versus fall. The remaining 16 discharge meas- 
urements show the effect of variable backwater. While the fit of 
adjusted measured discharges to the Qr rating curve is not completely 
satisfactory, there is some satisfaction to be derived from the facts that 
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the equation of the fall-ratio curve is theoretically correct and the 
fall-ratio curve balances the plotted points. 

Figure 195 for a station on the Kootenay River is an example of the 
stage-fall-discharge relation for a station whose base gage has a con- 
trol that is unsubmerged at high stages. Of the 59 discharge meas- 
urements shown, 23 were made under free-fall conditions; they plot 
below, or to the right of, the line of initial submergence on the graph 
of stage versus fall. The remaining 36 discharge measurements are 
affected by variable backwater and were used in the stage-fall- 
discharge analysis. Because the line of initial submergence was used 
as F, in the analysis, the value ofF,,, for any measurement affected by 
backwater is less than F,.. Consequently the fall-ratio curve was fitted 
empirically to the plotted points and is not expressed by a simple 
parabolic equation such as equation 82 or 83. 

DETERMINATION OF DISCHARGE FROM RELATIONS FOR VARIABLE 
BACKWATER 

After the three necessary graphical relations are available-stage 
versus rating fall (F,), stage versus rating discharge (&,.I, and Q,,,/Q, 
versus F,,,/F, -the graphs are converted to tables. The determination 
of discharge (&,,,I corresponding to a given stage and a given fall @‘,,,I 
proceeds as follows: 

1) From the stage-fall table determine the rating fall, F,., for the 
known stage. 

2) Compute the ratio FJF,.. 
3) From the table of discharge ratios, (Q,,,/Q,.) and fall ratios (F,,,l 

F,.), determine the value of the ratio QJQ,.. 
4) From the stage-discharge table, determine the rating dis- 

charge, Q,., for the known stage. 
5) Compute Q,,, by multiplying the ratio Q,,,/Qr by the value of Q,.. 

Much emphasis has been placed on obtaining a purely parabolic 
function, such as equation 82 or 83, for the relation between fall ratio 
and discharge ratio. Such a relation not only permits the analyst to 
extrapolate the Q,. curve with more confidence, but it also expedites 
the computation of discharge. For example equation 82 may be 
transposed to 

Q,,, = $ F,,,” 
( >( > 

(82a) 

Two tables can be prepared, one giving the values of the quantity 
(QJF,.“) corresponding to stage, and the other giving values of (F,,lt’) 
corresponding to values of F,,, . The discharge is then computed as the 
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FIGURE 196.-Stage-discharge loop for the Ohlo River at Wheeling, W. Va., during 
the flood of March 14-27, 1905. 

product of the two values picked from the tables. Equation 83 may be 
transposed in a similar way. 

VARIABLE SLOPE CAUSED BY CHANGING DISCHARGE 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Where channel control is effective, the effect of changing discharge 
on a graph of the stage-discharge relation is such as to produce a loop 
curve (fig. 196), on which the discharge for a given stage is greater 
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when the stream is rising than it is when the stream is falling. In 
other words, given a simple stage-discharge relation for steady 
flow-that is, a rating that averages all discharge measurements-it 
will be found that the measurements made on a rising stage plot to 
the right of the curve and those made on a falling stage plot to the 
left. The discharge measurements for individual flood waves will 
commonly describe individual loops in the rating. The departure of 
measurements from the rating curve for steady flow is of significant 
magnitude only if the slope of the stream is relatively flat and the 
rate of change of discharge is rapid. For gaging stations where this 
scatter of discharge measurements does occur, the discharge rating 
must be developed by the application of adjustment factors that relate 
steady flow to unsteady flow. (Unsteady flow refers to discharge at a 
site that changes appreciably with time, as in the passage of a flood 
wave.) 

The relation between the discharges for steady and unsteady condi- 
tions at the same stage can be derived from the general equations for 
unsteady flow (Rouse, 1950). A simplified equation shown below may 
also be derived by neglecting all terms representing change of veloc- 
ity head or acceleration. 

where Q,,, is the discharge for unsteady flow, QC and S,. are the dis- 
charge and energy slope for steady flow at the same stage, v,,. is the 
wave velocity, and dhldt is the rate of change of stage with respect to 
time (dh is positive for rising stages). 

Because equation 84 is basic to the methods commonly used for 
.adjusting discharge ratings for the effect of changing discharge, it is 
appropriate to elaborate on its derivation. The ratio of the mag- 
nitudes of two discharges that occur at a given stage is equal to the 
ratio of the square roots of their energy slopes. That principle can be 
expressed in the following basic equation, which is similar to equa- 
tion 80 that was used in preceding sections of the manual. 

Q,,, _ ‘J’%-- (85) 

z-q- 

where S,,, is the energy slope for unsteady flow at the time of Q,,,; the 
remaining terms are defined above for equation 84. 
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During changing discharge, the slope of the water surface increases 
or decreases by an increment of slope (AS), where 

(86) 

If we assume that the increment of slope by which the energy gra- 
dient changes is likewise equal to AS, then 

s,,, = s,. + As = s,. + $ g . ,t 
By combining equations 85 and 87, 

or 

. 

(87) 

638) 

(84) 

The wave velocity u,? in the above equations may be evaluated by 
the Seddon principle (Seddon, J. E., 1900). 

1 dQ 
u,, =Bdx’ 

where B is the width of the channel at the water surface, and dQldh is 
the slope of the stage-discharge curve for constant-flow conditions. 
From examination of formulas for mean velocity (V,,,) in open chan- 
nels, the ratio of wave velocity to mean velocity may be shown to vary 
as follows, 

Ratio v,, N,,, 
Channel Type Manning Chezy _ 

Triangular ---------~~~--~~~_-- 1.33 1.25 
Wide rectangular ----~~---~~~-- 1.67 1.50 
Wide parabolic ------~~----~~-- 1.44 1.33 

Experience seems to indicate that the most probable value of the ratio 
in natural channels is 1.3. 

Equation 84 explains why the effect of changing discharge is 
significant only on flat streams during rapid changes in discharge; 
that combination is necessary to make the right-hand side of the 
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equation differ significantly from unity. During rapid changes in dis- 
charge, absolute values of dhldt are large. On flat streams both en- 
ergy slope (S,) and wave velocity (v,,.) are small. The combination of a 
large value of dhldt and small values ofS,. and u,~ gives the right-hand 
side of the equation a value that is significantly larger than unity 
during a rising stage (dhldt is positive) and significantly smaller than 
unity during a falling stage (dhldt is negative). 

METHODS OF RATING ADJUSTMENT FOR CHANGING DISCHARGE 

The two methods used to adjust discharge for the effect of changing 
slope attributable to changing discharge are the Boyer method and 
the Wiggins method. Both methods are based on equation 84. The 
knowledgeable reader of this manual may notice that the Jones and 
Lewis methods are not included among the techniques for adjusting 
discharge. Those two methods have been supplanted by the somewhat 
similar Boyer method and therefore are not described here. For a 
description of the Jones and Lewis methods the interested reader is 
referred to the manual by Corbett (1943, p. 159-1651. 

BOYER METHOD 

The Boyer method provides a solution of equation 84 without the 
necessity for individual evaluation of u,, and S,.. The method requires 
numerous discharge measurements made under the conditions of ris- 
ing and falling stage. Measured discharge (Q,,,) is plotted against 
stage in the usual manner, and beside each plotted point is noted the 
value of dhldt for the measurement. For convenience dhldt is ex- 
pressed in feet or meters per hour and the algebraic sign of dhldt is 
included in the notation-plus for a rising stage and minus for a 
falling stage. A trial Qr rating curve, representing the steady-flow 
condition where dhldt equals zero, is fitted to the plotted discharge 
measurements, its position being influenced by the values of dhldt 
noted for the plotted points. Values of Q,. from the curve correspond- 
ing to the stage of each discharge measurement, are used in equation 
84, along with the measured discharge (Q,,,) and observed change in 
stage (dhldt), to compute corresponding values of the adjustment fac- 
tor, I/S,u,, . The computed values of l/S,.u,,. are then plotted against 
stage and a smooth curve is fitted to the plotted points. If the plotted 
values of I/S,.v,,. scatter widely about the curve, the Q,. curve is 
modified to produce some new values of l/S,.v,, that can be better 
fitted by a smooth curve. The modifications of the curves of Q, and 
l/&v,, should not be so drastic that the modified curves are no longer 
smooth curves, nor should the modified shape of the Q,. rating curve 
violate the principles underlying rating curves, as discussed in chap- 
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FIGURE 197.-Adjustment of discharge measurements for changing discharge, Ohio 
River at Wheeling, W. Va., during the period March 14-27, 1905. 

ter 10. Construction of the two curves completes the rating analysis. 
Figure 197 is an example of such an analysis. 

To adjust the value of subsequent discharge measurements for plot- 
ting on the Q, rating curve, the adjustment-factor curve is first en- 
tered with the stage of the measurement to obtain the appropriate 
value of the factor, 1iS,v,,.. Next, the observed value of dhldt is used 
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with that factor to compute the term, . That term is 

then divided into the measured discharie (&,,,I to obtain the required 
value of Q,. 

To determine discharge from the Qr rating curve and adjustment- 
factor curve, during a period when the stage and rate of change of 
stage are known, the procedure described above is used to obtain the 

value of the term(l+& $$@. That term is then multiplied by Q,, 

which is obtained by entering the Qc rating curve with the known 
stage. The product is the required discharge (&,,,I. 

WIGGINS METHOD 

The Wiggins method is convenient for adjusting measured dis- 
charge (&,,,I for the effect of changing discharge to obtain the corres- 
ponding steady-flow discharge (&,I. However, the reverse procedure 
of computing discharge for unsteady flow (&,,,I from the steady-flow 
discharge rating is rather complicated. Consequently, the Wiggins 
method is used only for those stations where only occasional adjust- 
ment of measured discharge at high stages is required. If the dis- 
charge is affected by changing stage on numerous days each year, the 
more accurate Boyer method of discharge adjustment should be used. 
Unlike the Boyer method, application of the Wiggins method does not 
require numerous discharge measurements that have been made 
under conditions of both rising and falling stage. 

The discharge measurement adjusted by the Wiggins method are 
used to define the steady-flow rating, and that rating is used directly 
with the gage-height record to obtain daily values of discharge. That 
course of action is justifiable for those streams whose discharge is 
affected by changing discharge on only a few days each year. For that 
type of stream, it will generally be found that the discharge adjust- 
ment is less than 10 percent. On the affected days, the discharge 
obtained from the steady flow rating will be underestimated by a 
small percentage when the discharge is rising rapidly, and overesti- 
mated by a small percentage when the discharge is falling rapidly. 
The discrepancies are compensating, and if only few days are in- 
volved, the streamflow record is not significantly impaired. The ad- 
vantage of applying the adjustment to discharge measurements made 
under unsteady-flow conditions is that the scatter of discharge meas- 
urements on the rating curve is reduced, and the rating curve can 
therefore be more precisely defined. 

Application of the Wiggins method has been simplified by the prep- 
aration of diagrams that eliminate much of the computational labor. 
Figures 198A-D are used to determine the value of the energy slope 
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(S,,,) at the time of the discharge measurement (Q,,,), for combinations 
of values of mean velocity (V,,,) and hydraulic radius (R). The Man- 
ning equation was used in preparing the graphs, and each of the four 
sheets is applicable for a particular value of Mannings n, as shown in 
the following tabulation: 

Figure 198A-n=0.025 Smooth bed and banks. 
198B-n =0.035 Fairly smooth. 
198C-n =0.050 Rough. 
198D-n =0.080 Very rough. 

Figure 199 is used to determine the increment of energy slope 

Ldh 
( > u,~ dt 

attributable to changing discharge, for combinations of values 

of flood-wave velocity (u,,) and rate of change of stage (dhldt). Flood- 
wave velocity is assumed to equal 1.3V,,,. 

Figures 200A and B are used to determine the factor to apply to the 
measured discharge (Q,,,) to obtain the steady-flow discharge (Q,). The 
factor, which is equal to s - A dh o.3, ,,I [ 1 (X> UIL dt 

s,,, 

is given for combinations of values of S,,, from figure 198 and of 

( > 
$.$ from figure 199. (Note that the factor differs from that given in 

I( 
equation 88, because S,,, is used here as the base slope, rather than S, 
as in equation 88.) Figure 200A is used for rising stages and figure 
200B is used for falling stages. 

An example of the use of the Wiggins diagrams follows. 
Given: a discharge measurement with the following data for a 

stream with fairly smooth bed (n=0.035); 

Q,,, =23,000 ft”/s 
Area=53,900 ft’ 

Width= 2,700’ft 
V,,, =4.27 ftls 

Change in stage=0.87 ft in 1.5 hours (rising) 

Compute adjusted discharge to be plotted on rating curve. 
First compute: Area 53 900 - =A = 2oft 

R = Width 2,700 
VI1 =1.3 V,,, = 1.3 x 4.27 = 5.55 ft/s 

dh - =change in stage per hour = 
0 87 

dt 
L = 0.58 ftlhr 
1.5 
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Then: (a) Enter figure 198B with V, = 4.27 and R = 20 and read 
S, = 0.00018 

(b) Enter figure 199 with% = 0.58 and v,, = 5.55 and read 

slope increment (ldh - v,c --&) - 0.000029 

(c) Enter figure 200A (rising stage) with S,,, = 0.00018 and 
slope increment = 0.000029 and read factor = 0.915. 

Adjusted discharge = 0.915 x 230,000 = 210,000 ft”/s. 
Because the stage was rising, the unadjusted discharge would plot to 
the right of the rating curve. The computed adjustment moves the 
measurement to the left. 

.6 I /I//I /I I -YI I I I I I I I, I , , 

HYDRAULIC RADIUS, IN FEEI 
nc0.025 

FiGURE 198A.-Diagram for solution of the Manning equation to determine S,. 
Smooth bed and banks (n=0.025). 
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Both the measured (&,,,I and adjusted (&,.I discharges are entered in 
the list of discharge measurements and both are plotted on the rating 
curve. Suitable symbols are used, however, to differentiate between 
the measured and adjusted discharges. 

VARIABLE SLOPE CAUSED BY A COMBINATION OF 
VARIABLE BACKWATER AND CHANGING DISCHARGE 

Where the rating for a gaging station is affected by a combination 
of variable backwater and changing discharge, the rating should be 
analyzed as though it were affected by variable backwater only, using 
the fall-rating methods described in the section titled, “Rating Fall a 
Function of Stage.” The basic equation for variable-backwater ad- 
justments (eq. 80) and that for changing-discharge adjustments (eq. 
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FIGURE 198B.-Diagram for solution of the Manning equation to determine S,. Fairly 
smooth bed (n=0.035). 
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85) are similar, but only the fall-rating methods are versatile enough 
to handle the combined effect of the two factors. 

SHIFTS IN DISCHARGE RATINGS WHERE SLOPE IS A FACTOR 

Changes in channel geometry (scour or fill) and (or) changes in 
flow conditions (vegetal growth) will cause shifts in the discharge 
rating where slope is a factor, just as they cause shifts in simple 
stage-discharge relations. When discharge measurements indicate a 
shift in the rating for a slope station, the shifts should be applied to 
the Q,. rating curve if the station is affected by variable backwater, or 
to the Qr rating curve if the station is affected by changing discharge. 
Extrapolation of the shift curves should be performed in accordance 
with the principles discussed in chapter 10 for shifts in simple stage- 

HYDRAUUC RADIUS, M FEEI 
n=0.050 

FIGURE 198C.-Diagram for solution of the Manning equation to determine S,, Rough 
bed (n=0.050). 
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discharge relations. (See section in chapter 10 titled, “Shifts in the 
Discharge Rating.“) 

A SUGGESTED NEW APPROACH FOR COMPUTING 
DISCHARGE RECORDS FOR SLOPE STATIONS 

Now that the use of electronic computers has become commonplace, 
it appears that a fresh approach might be tried with regard to com- 
puting streamflow records for gaging stations equipped with a stage- 
recorder at each end of a slope reach. Instead of using the various 
graphical empiricisms that were described in this chapter, a com- 
puter program could be written to compute discharge for the reach by 
the Manning equation or by some similar equation for open-channel 
flow. (It is assumed that acceleration head can be neglected.) Dis- 
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FIGURE 198D.-Diagram for solution of the Manning equation to determine S,,. Very 
rough bed (n=0.080). 
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FIGURE 199.-Diagram for determining slope increment resulting from changing dis- 
charge. 

charge measurements would be made solely for the purpose of deter- 
mining the Manning roughness coefficient (n) from the measured 
discharge, thereby obtaining the only unkown factor needed to com- 
pute the conveyance (K) at each end of the slope reach. 
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The value of n computed from a discharge measurement usually 
would not represent the true value of the roughness coefficent but 
would actually be a “catchall” value that included the effect of error 
in the computed value of the energy slope in the reach. The computed 
values of n would likely vary with stage. 

The discharge computations would proceed along the following 
lines. The basic form of the Manning equation is 

& = KS’/2 (89) 

where 

Q is discharge; 
K is conveyance, which is equal to F AR2L3 (A is cross-sectional 

area and R is hydraulic radius); and 
S is the energy gradient. 

Equation 89 can be expanded to 

F 

(90) 

where 
F is fall in the reach, 
L is length of reach, 
g is the acceleration of gravity, 
CY is the velocity-head coefficient whose value is dependent on the 

velocity distribution in the cross section, 
k is a coefficient of energy loss whose value is considered to be 

zero for contracting reaches and 0.5 for expanding reaches; 
subscript 1 refers to the upstream cross section, and 
subscript 2 refers to the downstream cross section. 

For the cross section at each end of the slope reach, relations would 
be prepared between stage and each of the following three elements: 
K, A, and cy. A computer program would be written to solve equation 
90. Then, given the stage at each end of the reach, the computer 
would compute F, A, K, (Y, and finally, Q. 

For those slope stations where the change in velocity head in the 
reach is so minor an item that it can be neglected, the conventional 
constant-fall method (see section titled, “Rating Fall Constant”) could 
be continued in use; computer computation would be optional. 

It is emphasized that the above method of computing discharge 
records is as yet untried, but it is suggested that it be tested. 
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FIGURE 200A.-Diagram for determining factor to apply to measured discharge- 
rising stage. 
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CHAPTER 12-DISCHARGE RATINGS USING A 
VELOCITY INDEX AS A PARAMETER 

INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 11 discussed the use of a slope parameter for developing 

discharge ratings at gaging stations where the use of stage alone was 
inadequate for rating purposes. However, it is not feasible to use a 
slope parameter for all stations for which no simple stage-discharge 
relation can be developed. Often slopes are so flat that the available 
reach of channel for developing slope is too short to give sufficiently 
accurate values of fall in the reach. At other sites, as on tidal streams 
or on some streams used for hydroelectric power generation, the ac- 
celeration head (p. 391) in the equations of unsteady flow is of such mag- 
nitude that it cannot be ignored as was done in chapter 11. In those 
situations it is often possible to develop a discharge rating by using a 
velocity index in a stage-velocity-discharge relation. 

The principle behind a stage-velocity-discharge relation is simple 
enough. A continuous stage record provides a means of obtaining a 
continuous record of cross-sectional area from a relation of area to 
stage. If a continuously recorded velocity index, at a point or in a 
transverse line, can be related to stage and mean velocity in the cross 
section, the product of cross sectional area and mean velocity gives 
the discharge at any time. The calibration of the velocity relation- 
that is, the relation of recorded index velocity to stage and mean 
velocity-requires discharge measurements for the determination of 
mean velocity. The discharge measurements also furnish the values 
of cross-sectional area to be used in the stage-area relation. 

Four types of instrumentation have been used to provide an index 
of mean velocity in a measurement cross section. They are: 

1. standard current meter, 
2. deflection meter, 
3. acoustic velocity meter, and 
4. electromagnetic velocity meter. 

The simplest instruments for recording velocity at a fixed point in 
the cross section are the standard current meter and the deflection 
meter. Their use is limited to the smaller streams and canals where 
the hazard of damage by boats or debris is minimal. The acoustic 
velocity meter integrates the velocity along a transverse line in the 
stream. It has been used in large rivers to provide an index to mean 
velocity in the measurement cross section. The use of an elec- 
tromagnetic velocity meter is still (1980) in the experimental stage, 
and its use has been limited mostly to the smaller streams. Exper- 
imental work in the U.S.A. with the electromagnetic current meter 
has been largely in the use of the meter to obtain a continuous record 
of velocity at a point; in several European countries the experimental 
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work has been largely in the use of the meter to obtain a continuous 
record of an index value of integrated mean velocity in the entire 
measurement cross section. 

STANDARD CURRENT-METER METHOD 

The use of an unattended standard current meter, securely an- 
chored in a fixed position in the stream below the minimum expected 
stage, is attractive because of the simplicity of the device. The most 
desirable location for the meter will be in the central core of the flow, 
away from the influence of the banks or any other impediment to flow, 
where streamlines are parallel and at right angles to the measure- 
ment cross section. For streams of irregular alignment or cross sec- 
tion, it may be necessary to experiment with meter location to deter- 
mine the most suitable site for the meter. 

Any of several schemes may be used for recording revolutions of the 
current meter. For example, one might use a modification of the sys- 
tem for recording velocity that was described earlier for the moving- 
boat method of measuring discharge (see section in chapter 6 titled, 
“Rate Indicator and Counter”). In that system a clock-activated mov- 
ing chart is automatically marked after each occurrence of a pre- 
determined number of meter revolutions. In another system that 
might be used, the current meter would be connected to a digital 
recorder and at predetermined time intervals-say, 15 minutes-the 
number of revolutions that occurred in the preceding 15 minutes 
would be punched. In either system the current-meter rating equa- 
tion would be used to convert revolutions per time interval to average 
velocity during the time interval. 

As mentioned earlier, discharge measurements would be used to 
calibrate the stage-velocity-discharge relation. The cross-sectional 
areas shown by the discharge measurements would be used with 
stage to define the stage-area relation, which could be extrapolated by 
the use of data obtained in a field survey. The mean velocities shown 
by the discharge measurements would be used in a graphical relation 
of mean velocity to stage and to the index velocities indicated by the 
fixed current meter. Extrapolation of that relation would be aided if a 
vertical-velocity curve were obtained at the site of the index current 
meter at the time of each discharge measurement, and if the mean 
velocity in the vertical at the index meter site, as computed from each 
vertical velocity curve, were related to mean velocity in the meas- 
urement cross section. The use of such relations is illustrated in the 
hypothetical example that follows where, for simplicity, it is assumed 
that the relations can be expressed mathematically. 

Assume that the vertical-velocity curves at the index site can con- 
sistently be defined by the equation, 
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FIGURE 201.-Hypothetical relation of mean velocity in measurement cross section to 
stage and index velocity. 

where 
ui = 1.16 VP,, CJJ/D)“.‘“, 

V,,, is the mean velocity in the vertical, 
D is the depth, and 
ui is the velocity at a height, y, above the streambed. 

Assume further that the ratio of mean velocity in the measurement 
cross section to mean velocity in the vertical at the index-meter site is 
consistently 0.92. It is also assumed that gage height and depth are 
equivalent, that stage is expected to range from 6 to 16 ft, and that 
the index meter is set at an elevation 5 ft above the streambed. Under 
those assumptions, the relation of mean velocity in the cross section 
to stage and index velocity would be that shown in figure 201. The 
mean velocity obtained by the use of figure 201 would be multiplied 
by the appropriate cross-sectional area to obtain the required dis- 
charge. 
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The utilization of a standard current meter to obtain an index of 
mean velocity has certain disadvantages that inhibit its use. The 
meter is susceptible to damage or impairment by submerged drift, but 
even where that hazard is negligible, there is a strong tendency for 
the meter to become fouled, after long immersion, ,by algae and other 
aquatic growth that becomes attached to the meter. Stoppage or im- 
paired operation of the meter invariably results from the attachment 
of such growth, and constant servicing of the meter is usually a neces- 
sity. Suspended sediment in the stream also adversely affects the 
operation of an unattended current meter. 

DEFLECTION-METER METHOD 
GENERAL 

Deflection meters are used to provide a velocity index in small 
canals and streams where no simple stage-discharge relation can be 
developed. The inability to develop a simple stage-discharge relation 
usually results from tide effect or from downstream gate operations to 
regulate the flow. At such gaging stations a recording stage-gage is 
operated in conjunction with the deflection meter. 

The deflection meter has a submerged vane that is deflected by the 
force of the current. The amount of deflection, which is roughly pro- 
portional to the velocity of the current impinging on the vane, is 
transmitted either mechanically or electrically to a recorder. Values 
of the mean velocity of the stream are determined from discharge 
measurements, and mean velocity is then related to deflection and 
stage. 

The ideal location for a deflection meter is in midchannel of a 
straight reach. However, it seldom is feasible to install the meter in 
midchannel; a site close to the bank of a straight reach is usually 
used. 

Through the years, two basic types of deflection vane have 
evolved-the vertical-axis and the horizontal-axis types. The 
vertical-axis type has been most commonly used. Both types are de- 
scribed in the sections that follow. 

VERTICAL-AXIS DEFLECTION VANE 

The vertical-axis deflection vane is attached to a vertical shaft that 
is free to pivot about its vertical axis. Figure 202 shows two varia- 
tions of the vertical-axis deflection vane. Vane A on the left is de- 
signed to sample a “point” or local velocity; vane B on the right is 
designed to integrate velocities throughout the greater part of a ver- 
tical. Vane B is used particularly in tidal streams where at times 
during a tidal cycle, stratification and density currents occur. At 
those times the denser salt water at the bottom of the channel flows 
upstream while fresh water in the upper zone starts to flow seaward. 
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Vane B extends from about 6 inches above the streambed to an eleva- 
tion just below the water surface at low tide. While vane B is used in 
other circumstances, it cannot be used in a narrow channel where 
velocities are high, because a hydraulic jump may occur on the 
downstream side of the vane and affect the meter rating. 

The force of the current acting on a vertical-axis vane turns the 
vertical shaft and the motion is transmitted to a graphic or digital 

Maximum gage height 

Minimum gage height 

1 

) Vane (B) 

High tide 

Low tide 

River bottom 
.._ 
3 : 

FIGURE 2&Z.-Sketch of two types of vertical-axis deflection vanes. 
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recorder. A graphic recorder is shown in the system in figure 203. The 
vertical shaft also has an index plate fastened to it, and to the index 
plate is attached a counterweighted cable. When the velocity is zero, 
no lateral force is exerted on the vane and the counterweight will hold 
the vane in a position that is perpendicular to the direction of flow. A 
15 to 20-pound counterweight is generally used with most vanes, but 
high velocities and (or) the use of a large vane may necessitate the 
use of a heavier counterweight in order to provide the counter-torque 
necessary to resist the rotary movement of the vane. 

PLAN VIEW 

w Index plate 

Le 

Deflection counterweight 

diameter alummum shaft 

channel 

20 lb counterweight 

FIGURE 203.-Plan and front elevation views of a vertical-axis deflection meter at- 
tached to a graphic recorder. 
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A pointer for indicating the units of deflection on the index plate is 
attached to the instrument shelf. The index plate is calibrated by 
placing the recorder pen at zero position on the recorder and locking it 
there. The index plate is then scribed with a mark opposite the 
pointer. The index plate is rotated until the pen moves 1 inch on the 
recorder chart and another mark is scribed opposite the pointer. This 
process is repeated until marks for the full range of deflection have 
been scribed on the index plate and numbered. These units of deflec- 
tion on the calibrated index plate are the reference marks for check- 
ing and resetting the recorder pen on future inspections of the deflec- 
tion meter. 

The vertical-axis deflection vane does have several drawbacks, the 
most serious of which is its tendency to collect floating debris which, 
in turn, affects the calibration of the vane. Another problem is the 
high degree of bearing friction resulting from the weight and bearing 
system of the vane assembly; the friction causes insensitivity at low 
velocities. In addition, removal of the vane for service and repair is 
difficult because of the weight involved. Furthermore, the projection 
of the vane assembly above the water surface makes it susceptible to 
damage by ice. 

HORIZONTAL-AXIS DEFLECTION VANE 

A recent development is the horizontal-axis or pendulum type 
deflection vane. This type is designed to overcome many of the difficul- 
ties mentioned in connection with the vertical-axis vane. For exam- 
ple, the pendulum vane can be installed with the mount totally sub- 
merged, thus reducing the possibility of collecting debris at or near 
the water surface where such debris is usually found. Its light weight 
and simplified bearing design greatly reduce the bearing friction, 
thus improving its low-velocity characteristics. Because no parts 
protrude from the water, there is little danger of damage by ice. 

The pendulum-type vane consists of a flat triangular plate, sus- 
pended from above, that pivots about a horizontal axis located at the 
apex of the triangle (fig. 204). Interchangeable weights are available 
for attachment to the base of the triangular plate, thereby providing 
for optimum adjustment to the desired veolcity range. The location 
and design of the weights serve the additional purpose of reducing 
fluctuations caused by eddy shedding. 

The force of the current acting on the horizontal-axis vane causes it 
to deflect. The angle formed by the vane itself and a small reference 
pendulum sealed within the pivot chamber is the angle of deflection. 
A potentiometer is positioned to generate an electrical signal that is 
proportional to the angle of deflection. The voltage that is generated 
is converted to a proportional shaft position for recording by a digital 
or graphic recorder. 
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It can be demonstrated that when the horizontal-axis vane is 
deflected by flowing water and the system is in mechanical equilib- 
rium, the following relation exists between velocity of the water, 
angle of deflection, and the physical properties of the vane: 

where V is horizontal velocity of the water, 
W is weight of the pendulum in water, 

FIGURE 204.~-Sketch of a pendulum-type deflection vane. 
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FIGURE 205.-Calibration curve for pendulum-type deflection vane. 

p is the density of water, 
A is the area of the vane, 
L,,, is the distance from the pivot point to the center of mass, 
L, is the distance from the pivot point to the center of the area, 
8 is the angle of deflection, 
C,, is the coefficient of drag, and 
C,, is the coefficient of lift. 

Figure 205 is a graphical presentation of the above relation that can 
be used for selecting the weight needed for a given velocity range. 

EXAMPLES OF STAGE-VELOCITY-DISCHARGE RELATIONS BASE&) ON 
DEFLECTION-METER OBSERVATIONS 

Figure 206 shows a graphic-recorder chart for a gaging station in 
Florida where tidal flow reverses direction. The upper pen trace 
shows the stage at various times during the tide cycle for the period 
May 4-6, 1962. The lower pen trace shows the deflection units re- 
corded during the same period. Zero flow is represented by a reading 
of four units on the deflection scale. Flow is in the seaward direction 
when the deflection is less than 4 units (hachured part of deflection 
graph in fig. 206); flow is in the inland direction when the deflection is 
greater than four units. 

The rating curves shown in figure 207 were derived from discharge 
measurements. The units of deflection are indicative of velocity in a 
single vertical in the channel, having been obtained from a vertical- 
axis deflection meter equipped with vane B (fig. 202). The velocity 
curve shows the relation of deflection units to measured mean veloc- 
ity in the channel; stage was not a factor in the relation because of the 
limited range (2 ft) in stage. For deflections of less than four units, 
velocity is negative, meaning that flow is in the seaward direction. 
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2 

2 

1 

FIGURE 206.-Recorder chart for a deflection-meter gaging statlon on a tidal 
stream. 

The stage at the time of discharge measurements was used to con- 
struct the area curve, which relates stage to cross-sectional area. 
Discharge is computed by multiplying area by mean velocity; nega- 
tive values of discharge indicate seaward flow and positive values 
indicate inland flow. 

Figure 208 shows the rating for a gaging station at the outlet of a 
large natural lake, immediately downstream from which are gates 
that regulate the flow for hydroelectric-power generation farther 
downstream. The deflection meter at the station is of the vertical-axis 
type and is equipped with vane A (fig. 202) to measure deflection at a 
“point” in the rectangular channel. Instead of deriving separate rela- 
tions of stage versus cross-sectional area and deflection versus mean 
velocity, a single graphical relation, in the form of a family of curves, 
was derived for discharge versus stage and deflection. A preliminary 
study had shown that mean velocity was related to a combination of 
deflection and stage. The ratings for values of deflection other than 
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FIGURE 207.-Rating curves for a deflection-meter gaging station on a tidal stream. 

those shown by the individual curves in figures 208 were obtained by 
interpolation between curves. Most of the 40 discharge meas- 
urements, which are shown by the small circles in figure 208, depart 
from the interpolated ratings by no more than 2 percent. 

The use of separate relations for area and mean velocity is consid- 
ered preferable to the use of a single compound relation for discharge, 
as was done in figure 208, because separate analysis of two compo- 
nents of discharge is simpler. Shifts in the discharge rating-that is, 
differences between measured and computed discharge-are also 
more easily analyzed when separate relations for area and mean vel- 
ocity are prepared. 

ACOUSTIC VELOCITY-METER METHOD 
DESCRIPTION 

Acoustic velocity meters are particularly advantageous in obtain- 
ing a continuous record of the discharge of large rivers in those situa- 
tions where neither a simple stage-discharge relation nor a stage- 
fall-discharge relation can be applied satisfactorily. Those situations, 
as mentioned in the first section of this chapter, usually involve tidal 
tlow or t-low affected by hydroelectric-power generation, where the 
acceleration head in the equations of unsteady flow (p. 391) cannot be 
ignored. Acoustic velocity meters operate on the principle that the 
velocity of sound propagation through a fluid in motion is the alge- 
braic sum of the fluid velocity and the acoustic propagation rate 
through the fluid. Thus acoustic pulses transmitted in the direction of 
flow will traverse a given path in shorter time than will acoustic 
pulses transmitted in opposition to the flow. The difference in transit 
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times provides a measure of the line velocity-that is, the average 
value of the water velocity at the elevation of the acoustic path-and 
the line velocity is a satisfactory index of mean velocity in the chan- 
nel. Because the transducers that transmit and receive the acoustic 
pulses are installed in the stream at a fixed elevation, the relation of 
line velocity to mean velocity varies with stage. The stage data re- 
quired for the velocity relation are obtained from the stage recorder, 
which also provides an index of cross-sectional area. 

Differences exist among the various acoustic-velocity metering sys- 
tems that are commercially available, but the differences are not 
vital, and only one system will be briefly described. The major compo- 
nents of the acoustic monitoring system are two submerged 
transducers (fig. 209) and a console (fig. 210) housed on the 
streambank and electrically connected to both transducers. The two 
transducers, one on each side of the channel, are installed at the same 
elevation-an elevation that is below the lowest expected stage of the 
stream-on a diagonal path across the stream. The transducers con- 
vert electrical impulses generated in the console into sound pulses 
that travel through the water. They also convert the received sound 
pulses back into electrical signals. The console contains: the operat- 
ing controls, the signal-generating and -receiving circuits (acoustic 
unit), the system clock that provides the basic timing pulses for the 
system and also furnishes the time-of-day readout, the digital proc- 
essor (digital unit) that controls the transmission of acoustic pulses 
and performs the computations of the velocity index, and the 
velocity-index display. The velocity index is a measure of the line 
velocity. In the U.S.A., power for the system is usually furnished by a 
llO-volt alternating-current power supply. 

Although acoustic-velocity meter systems are currently (1980) op- 
erational, the techniques and instrumentation are relatively new and 
are continually being improved. The cost of an acoustic-velocity 
meter installation is roughly 10 times that of a conventional gaging 
@ation. For that reason the acoustic-velocity method is limited to 
those sites where an accurate record of discharge is unattainable by 
the more conventional methods, but is of great value for water- 
management purposes. 

THEORY 

Measurement of the water velocity is possible because the velocity 
of a sound pulse in moving water is the algebraic sum of the acoustic 
propagation rate’and the component of velocity parallel to the acous- 
tic path. Reference is made to figure 211 in the following derivation of 
the mathematical relations of the system. 

The traveltime of an acoustic pulse originating from a transducer 
at A and traveling in opposition to the flow of water along the path 
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FIGURE 209.-Transducer. 

A-C can be expressed as 

T,, = 
B 

c - vp ’ 

where 
c is the propagation rate of sound in still water, 
B is the length of the acoustic path from A to C, 
T ,(. is traveltime from A to C, and 

(91) 

V,, is average component of water velocity parallel to the acoustic 
path. 
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FIGURE ZlO.-Console: 

Similarly, the traveltime for a pulse traveling with the 
from C to A is 

Tc,., = ’ 
c+vp ’ 

where Tcr( is traveltime from C to A, 

GUI *rent 

(92) 
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AT is the difference between TACand TCA; therefore, 

iT =.A!----= B %VP . 
c - vp c + vp c’-vp’ ’ (93) 

and since VP2 <cc c2, 

or 

VP&g . (95) 

Both AT and c in equation 95 can be defined by measurement of the 
traveltimes of acoustic signals transmitted in each direction between 
transducers, c being computed by solving equations 91 and 92 simul- 
taneously. The digital processor in the console can be scaled to pro- 
duce a velocity index (I) that is equal to VP. In some of the older 
systems used in the U.S.A. the velocity index was not scaled to equal 
VP, but instead the velocity index was directly proportional to VP, so 
that 

A 

FIGURE 211.-Sketch to illustrate operating principles of the acoustic velocity meter. 
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vp = C,I, (96) 

where C, is a constant of proportionality. 
In the continuing discussion of “Theory”, equation 96 will be used 
with the understanding that C, = 1.00 in some of the acoustic- 
velocity meter systems. 

Figure 211 shows that 

where V, is the average water velocity at the elevation of the acoustic 
path, and 8 is the acute angle between the streamline offlow and the 
acoustic path, AC. 

By combining equations 96 and 97, 

v,. = & I 
( > 

(98) 

Experimentation has shown V,, to be a stable index of v, the mean 
velocity in the cross section at right angles to the streamlines of flow. 
The relation between V,, and 7 can be expected to vary with stage 
because V,. is a measure of the mean velocity along a line at a fixed 
elevation in the cross section. As the stage rises, the position of this 
line is moved downward in the cross section relative to the total 
depth, and resultant changes in the velocity distribution in the verti- 
cal column cause a change in the ratio between VI. andv. Correlation 
of the ratio V,,/v with stage is accordingly necessary, and ti can be 
expressed as follows: 

v = csv,,, (99) 

where C, is a function of stage. 
The basic equation for discharge (Q) is 

Q =vA, (100) 

where A is area of the cross section. 
By substituting in equation 100, terms given in equations 98 and 

99, the following equation is obtained: 

(101) 

When the symbol K is substituted for (C,C,) in equation 101, the 
result is cos 8 

Q = KIA. (102) 
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K varies with stage including, as it does, Cr which is a function of 
stage. 

To calibrate the system, discharge measurements are made to ob- 
tain measured values of A and V. The measured values of A are 
correlated with stage to obtain a graphical stage-area relation. Meas- 
ured values of Vare divided by concurrent values of I, recorded by the 
console digital processor, to obtain concurrent values of K. Those 
values ofK are correlated with stage to obtain an empirical graphical 
relation ofK to stage. Such a relation is shown in figure 212. 

To compute the discharge for any given value of I, the concurrent 
value of stage is first read. That value of stage is then used in the 
above grapnical relations to obtain the corresponding values ofA and 
K. In a final step the values of K, I, and A are multiplied together, in 
accordance with equation 102, to obtain the required value of dis- 
charge. 

Newer acoustic-meter velocity systems that have been designed 
provide a readout of discharge after the calibration coefficients have 
been determined. The additional calibration coefficients needed are 
provided by substituting mathematical relations of A to stage and K 
to stage, in place of the graphical relations discussed above. The com- 
putation of discharge is based on the following two assumptions: 

1. The relation between area (A) and stage (ZZ) is stable and can be 
adequately defined by the second-order equation, 

A = C, + C,H + CRH2, 
where C1, CZ, and CB are constants. 

(103) 

2. The ratio (K) between mean stream velocity (V) and the velocity 
index (I), which is equal to, or linearly related to, the line veloc- 
ity (VP), can be defined by the second-order equation, 

K = WZ = C, + C$Z + C,JP, (104) 
wherec,, Cs, and C, are constants. 

If sufficient data from discharge measurements are available, the 
“best” values of C in equations 103 and 104 can be computed from a 
least-squares solution of each of the equations. Usually, however, the 
C values in the two equations are obtained from the graphical iela- 
tions ofA versus H and K versus H. That is done by first selecting the 
coordinates of three significant points on one of the graphical rela- 
tions, and then substituting those values in the appropriate 
equation-equation 103 when the area relation is used. The three 
resulting simultaneous equations are solved to produce the required 
C values. The process is then repeated, using equation 104 for the K 
relation. The six C values so obtained are then entered in the pro- 
gram for computing discharge. Discharge is computed as before, in 
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FIGURE 212.-Relation between stage and mean-velocity coefficient, K, for the 
acoustic-velocity meter (AVM) system, Columbia River at The Dalles, Oreg. 

accordance with equation 102, except that the computations are per- 
formed in the console digital processor. The digital processor uses the 
C values, along with concurrent values of I and H, to make the re- 
quired computations and provide a readout of K, I, A, H, and Q. 
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It would be simple, of course, to multiply I by the product of equa- 
tions 103 and 104 and thereby obtain a single equation for Q. The 
result would be a fourth order equation of the form, 

Q = Z(h,+k2H+k.:H”+h,H ‘+h,H’), (105) 
in which the k constants represented combinations of the C con- 
stants from equations 103 and 104. The “best” values of the con- 
stants could be obtained by a least-squares solution of equation 
105, using measured values of Q and concurrent values of I and H. 
The use of equation 105 would simplify the computation of dis- 
charge, but the analyst would then lose much of his ability to 
analyze error sources in the calibration of shifts in the basic rela- 
tions. It is therefore recommended that equations 103 and 104 be 
used rather than equation 105. 

EFFECT OF TIDAL FLOW REVERSAL ON RELATION OF MEAN VELOCITY 

TO LINE VELOCITY 

The value of C, in equation 99, v = C,V, , varies only with stage in 
unidirectional flow. In streams where the direction of flow reverses in 
response to tide, the value of Ci may vary not only with stage, but also 
with the four phases of the tide cycle. For such streams numerous 
discharge measurements, preferably by the moving-boat method 
(chap. 61, are required to evaluate C, for each of the tide phases. In 
using the moving-boat method of discharge measurement, it is neces- 
sary to determine a velocity coefficient for each individual discharge 
measurement and that is done by continuously defining the vertical- 
velocity distribution at several strategically located verticals that are 
representative of the main portion of streamflow. (See section in 
chapter 6 titled, “Adjustment of Mean Velocity and Total Dis- 
charge.“) 

The results of an evaluation of C1 for a particular cross section in 
the Sacramento River in California are given in table 22 (Smith, 
1969, p. 11-18). Column heading, ??>, in table 22 refers to the mean 
values of C,; column heading, s, refers to the standard deviations of C, 
values. Figure 213 is a plot of the data from columns headed, 7 and 
??>, in table 22. 

ORIENTATION EFFECTS AT ACOCS’I’IC-\;ELOC:l~l-~ hlEI ER INSTALLATIONS 

EFW<:-I 01. :\(:OLSl I(:-!‘\ I II OKIkS I \ I IO\ 01 \(.(.I I< \(.1 01 (.O\ll’l I I I) 
1.151. \‘kIO( III (I,) 

The basic accuracy or resolution of a given acoustic-velocity meter 
(AVM) system is controlled principally by the accuracy with which 
the arrival times of the acoustic pulses can be discriminated and by 
the accuracy of the timing circuitry used to measure elapsed times. A 
related factor that affects the accuracy of resultsobtained with a par- 
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titular AVM system is the orientation of the acoustic path with re- 
spect to the streamlines of flow. The effect of path orientation will 
now be examined for one of the AVM systems used in the U.S.A. It is 
assumed that no changes in the basic circuitry are made for opera- 
tions over acoustic paths of various orientations, that the streamlines 
at all times and stages are parallel and their direction is invariant, 
and that acoustic performance is thoroughly reliable. 

From figure 211 
vp = v,cos 0 Wa) 

Insertion of the resolution error (R,) for the system in equation 97a 
yields 

or, 
Vp = VLcos 8 k R, 

v,. = & t R -.-Cd* 
cos 8 (106) 

The last term in equation 106 represents the error (E) in computed 
values of V,., meaning that 

EC+ R, 
cos 8 

(107) 

In other words, for a given AVM system, the error in computed values 
of V,, decreases as 8 decreases. 

According to the claim of the manufacturer of the AVM system 
under discussion, inaccuracy (E) attributable to the resolution error 
is k-O.05 ft/s when angle 6 is 45”. From equation 107, the implication 
is that the resolution error (R,) equals 20.05 cos 0, or 20.035 ft/s. 
Table 23 was computed from equation 107 using the above value of 
R,,. Because the error in computed values of V,, is independent of the 
magnitude of V,, , the greatest percentage errors in computed velocity 
occur at low velocities for any given orientation of the acoustic path. 

t~FFE:(:‘I‘ OF \‘.~RI.-\TION IS STREA~ILINE ORIENT;\TlOS 

If an AVM system were located a short distance downstream from 
the confluence of two streams, as shown in figure 214, the direction of 

TABLE 23.-Error in computed V,, attrzbutable to resolution error, for various acoustic- 
path orientations, for a given AVM system 

2 
20.04 
k .05 

2 
2 .07 
f .lO 

80 rt .20 
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the streamlines of flow at the gage site could be expected to vary with 
the proportion of total discharge contributed by the tributary stream. 
When the tributary flow is low, the angle between streamlines and 
acoustic path is 8, V,, is the velocity normal to the cross section whose 
area is A, and a value of V,, is recorded by the AVM; 

VP v,. = ~ cos8 ’ (108) 
and 

&An, = AV, (109) 

If stage and discharge remain constant, but the proportion of flow 
from the tributary increases significantly, the angle 8 between the 
streamlines of flow and the acoustic path will increase by an incre- 
ment 4, but V,. will remain constant because the discharge and stage 
remain constant. A value of VIP will now be recorded by the AVM, 
where 

V’p = V’ cos(8+$b) (110) 

But, 

Therefore, 

v,. V’ =-_ 
cos (p 

V’ = VLCOS CO++) 
I, cos 4 

(111) 

(112) 

However the discharge has not changed. If the AVM system had 
been calibrated under conditions where, for the given discharge and 
given stage, the angle between streamlines and acoustic path was 0, 
the AVM system will be unaware of the increase in angle from 8 to 
(8+6), and the discharge will be computed as 

(113) 

But the true AVM discharge (line velocity times area) is that shown 
by equation 109. Therefore the ratio between computed AVM dis- 
charge for the condition of the angle being (0+4) and the true AVM 
discharge is, 

( AV,,cos (8+4) 
Q’ A\ hl cos t) cos c#l > - = ( 
Q II Ii A V,. 

114) 

zz 1 - tan@tan@ (115) 
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FIGURE 214.-Possible variation in streamline orientation. 

Equation 115 is evaluated in table 24 for acoustic path orientations 
(8) ranging from 30” to 60”, and for streamline variations ($1 ranging 
from -4” to +4”. 

As a general rule one should avoid installing an AVM system im- 
mediately downstream from the confluence of two streams. It is true 
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TABLE 24.-Ratio of computed discharge to true discharge for various combinations of 0 
and C$ 

0 -4” -3” -2” 
Ratms for the valwof Q mdlcated below 

-1” +l’ +2” +3” +4” 

g: 1.040 1.070 1.030 1.052 1.020 1.035 1.010 1.017 1.000 1.000 0.990 .983 0.980 ,965 0.970 .948 0.960 ,930 
1.083 1.062 1.042 1.021 1.000 ,979 .958 ,938 .917 
1.121 1.091 1.060 1.030 1.000 ,970 ,940 ,909 ,879 

that calibration of the system will be unaffected if, for each value of 
total discharge, there exists a particular ratio of tributary discharge 
to mainstream discharge. However, if that ratio is not constant for a 
given total discharge, error will be introduced in the calibration of the 
system, and therefore, in the computation of discharge. 

FACTORS AFFECTING ACOUSTIC-SIGNAL PROPAGATION 

In the installation of an AVM system, consideration must be given 
to the factors that affect the propagation of the acoustic signal 
through the water. Refraction or reflection of the acoustic beam away 
from the selected path or attenuation of the acoustic signal may re- 
sult from: 

1. temperature gradients in the stream, 
2. boundary proximity, 
3. air entrainment, 
4. sediment concentration, and 
5. aquatic vegetation. 

TEMPERATUREGRADIE:N-l‘S 

Periodic loss of signal at some AVM installations where the 
transducers were relatively close to the water surface of a deep 
stream have led engineers to theorize that the development of even 
extremely small temperature gradients in the water column may 
cause refraction of the acoustic signal. In streams where mixing is 
poor, changes in solar radiation and air temperature could con- 
ceivably cause such gradients to develop. It has been reasoned that 
location of the acoustic path near mid-depth of the stream should 
minimize temperature gradients caused by variations in temperature 
or possibly by heat exchange between the water and channel perime- 
ter. 

HOCi2;DARY I'ROXIMI-I\ 

When the acoustic path is located near the water surface or near 
the streambed, part of the acoustic signal will be reflected from the 
boundary (air-water interface or streambed). The reflected component 
may arrive at the receiving transducer almost simultaneously with, 
but out of phase with, the primary pulse. In extreme cases, signals 
may be almost completely blanked out. This phenomenon is related to 
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the ratio of path length to distance to a boundary and to the frequency 
of the transmitted signal. 

The above considerations, combined with the possibility of the 
thermal effects discussed above, have led the designers of some AVM 
systems to develop the criteria curves for AVM site selection shown in 
figure 215. The curves indicate the performance that can probably be 
expected from some systems in a given channel geometry when the 
transducer elevation is set at mid-depth. The terms “excellent” and 
‘facceptable” are relative, and their significance is dependent upon 
the reliability requirements at the site. The curves show that the 
depth of water required increases as the path length increases. For 
example, for a path length of 500 ft, excellent acoustic performance 
would be expected for depths greater than 18 ft and acceptable per- 
formance would be anticipated for depths between 10 and 18 ft, but 
for depths less than 10 ft, on-site investigation of the characteristics 
of acoustic transmission would be necessary. For a path length of 
1,000 ft, these depth ranges change to 34 ft or more for excellent 
transmission and from 19 to 34 ft for acceptable transmission. On-site 
studies would be required for depths less than 19 ft. The curves in 
figure 215 should not be construed as providing all the information 

Excellent acoustic performance 

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1 El00 2001 
ACOUSTIC PATH LENGTH, IN FEET 

FIGURE 215 -Curves used as a preliminary guide for AVM site selection, based solely 
on consideration of channel geometry. 
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required for assessment of the potential for utilizing an A VM system. 
By these criteria, broad, shallow channels would seem to be question- 
able sites, but it is possible that further developments in transducer 
design and system characteristics may provide reliable performance 
in such channels also. 

Little quantitative information is available concerning the attenu- 
ation of acoustic signals by air bubbles entrained in the water, but the 
effect of air entrainment has been observed downstream from dams 
where the falling water becomes highly aerated. Bubbles formed at 
such sites may remain entrained in the water for a considerable dis- 
tance downstream, and they absorb and reflect the acoustic signal 
much as fog absorbs and reflects a beam of light. The highly absorp- 
tive characteristics of water with entrained air precludes satisfactory 
operation of AVM systems, and locations close to spillways or other 
sources of air entrainment should consequently be avoided. 

S1~.1)1\11~.5 I (:OS(.k’\’ I K \ I IO\ 

The degree of attenuation of signal strength caused by the reflec- 
tion and scatter of the acoustic signals from sediment particles sus- 
pended in the stream has not been fully documented. The attenuation 
is influenced not only by suspended-sediment concentration, but also 
by the size of the sediment particles, water temperature, and length 
of the acoustic path. Equations given by Flammer (1962) for the 
evaluation of energy loss are: 

where 
E =E,JO-“J a ‘, (116) 

E = sound energy flux at a given point, if sediment is suspended in 
the transmitting fluid; 

E,,=sound-energy flux at the same point, if no sediment were 
present; 

a=attenuation coefficient that isdue to sediment alone, meas- 
ured in decibels per inch; and 

x=distance from the point of measurement to the sound source. 
The attenuation coefficient cy can be evaluated as 

K(y-1)‘s , K’r’ 22.05 
S’)+(~+T)‘) 6 1 - > 

2 
where 

C=concentration (1,000 mg/L=O.OOl), 
K=2idh, 
Y=PJP,, 
s=[9/c4prI] [1+1/cpr,], 
T= ?&+9/(@T), and 

(117) 
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r = particle radius, in centimeters; 
in which 

X=wave length of sound in water, in centimeters; p, and 
p,=densities of particle and fluid, respectively; 

p= [o/2+ 
0=2VTf, 
v=kinematic viscosity of water, in stokes; and 
f= frequency of sound wave. 

An example of the evaluation of equations 116 and 117 for an AVM 
site investigated in central California is shown in figure 216. Perti- 
nent site and AVM characteristics were as follows: 

Particle size-O.004 mm 
Sediment concentration-20-100 mg/L 
Water temperature-60°F(15.6”C) 
Sonic-path length-4,000 ft (1219 m) 
Sound frequency -20 kc 

Figure 216A illustrates the general problem and shows the reduction 
in signal strength resulting from sediment concentrations ranging 
from 50 mg/L to 400 mg/L over acoustic paths as long as 4,000 ft. 
Figure 216B shows the signal loss for a given concentration and path 
length, as affected by particle size, and relates signal loss, for a path 
length of 4,000 ft, to sediment size when the sediment concentration 
is held constant at 100 mg/L. Figure 216C relates signal loss, for a 
path length of 4,000 ft, to sediment concentration when the sediment 
size is held constant at 0.004 mm. Figure 216C is of particular 
significance; it indicates that for the probable range in suspended- 
sediment concentrations at the site under consideration (20-100 
mg/L), signal strength will vary from 90 to 56 percent of the levels 
possible in clear water. One of the requirements of an AVM designed 
for use at this site would be that no calibration changes should result 
from signal strength variations of that magnitude. 

AQUA’1 I(: vI..(;E7 A’1 ION 
The effect of aquatic weeds in the acoustic path is variable, depend- 

ing on the location and density of the weed growth. Dense growth 
may cause complete blockage of the signal. It has been found, in 
experiments in the United Kingdom, that the removal of only a small 
amount of weeds will increase the amplitude of the received signal. 
Further experimentation (Green and Ellis, 1974) has shown that 
weeds growing close to the transducer may actually cause the AVM 
system to overregister the velocity; the weeds reflect and scatter the 
wave train and the extra scattered signals are detected by the 
transducer. On the other hand, weeds in the midchannel result in a 
widely variable registration of velocity, in which the velocity is under- 
estimated. In short, aquatic weeds in the acoustic path interfere with 
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the operation of an AVM system, but the quantitative results of ex- 
perimentation with weed growths are not transferable from the ex- 
perimental sites to other AVM sites. 

It should also be noted that there has been no experimentation to 
relate attenuation caused by weed growth to sonic frequency. It ap- 
pears probable that operation at a low frequency might reduce the 
attenuation; however, that would also reduce the basic accuracy of 
the AVM system. 

SUMMARY OF CONSIDERATIONS FOR ACOUSTIC-VELOCITY METER 
INSTALLATIONS 

The foregoing discussions of factors that influence AVM operation 
demonstrate that the interrelation of those factors must be considered 
in site selection of the acoustic path of an AVM system in a given 
stream. The most important consideration is to ensure reliable acous- 
tic transmission and reception, and from that standpoint the acoustic 
path should be as short as possible to minimize acoustic refraction 
and attenuation losses. On the other hand, consideration of the hy- 
draulic aspects of the system suggests use of a long path at a small 
angle of incidence (8 in fig. 211) to the streamlines to achieve the best 
resolution of velocity and to reduce the effect of variations in 
streamline direction. These are opposing restraints on the system 
configuration, therefore compromise is often required. For most in- 
stallations, the desired resolution can be attained by utilizing a path 
at the mid-depth position and at an angle of 45” to the streamlines. 
Narrow deep sections of a river are to be preferred over broad shallow 
sections, and locations influenced by tributary inflow should be 
avoided. On-site investigation of acoustic-propagation characteristics 
will be desirable at sites where the depth-to-path length criteria of 
figure 215 indicate possible problems. 

Weed-covered sites and sites where air bubbles are entrained in the 
water should be avoided in selecting an acoustic path because of the 
likelihood of signal attenuation. For that same reason, the use of 
AVM systems may not be practical in streams that frequently carry 
large sediment loads. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC VELOCITY-METER METHOD 

GENERAL 

The electromagnetic method of measuring velocity in stream- 
gaging operations will be discussed only briefly because it is still 
(1980) in the experimental stage. Experimental work in the U.S.A. 
has been largely in the use of the electromagnetic meter to obtain a 
continuous record of velocity at a point. The observed point velocities 
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are then used as indexes of mean velocity in the stream, precisely as 
explained in earlier sections of this chapter, where the standard 
current meter and the deflection meter were the instruments used for 
continuously measuring point velocities. In several European coun- 
tries, notably the United Kingdom, experimental work in elec- 
tromagnetic stream-gaging has been largely in the use of an elec- 
tromagnetic meter to obtain a continuous record of an index value of 
integrated mean velocity in the entire measurement cross section. 

The operation of an electromagnetic velocity meter is based on the 
principle that an electromotive force, or voltage, is induced in an 
electrical conductor moving through a magnetic field. For a given 
field strength the magnitude of the induced voltage is proportional to 
the velocity of the conductor. In the electromagnetic velocity meter, 
the conductor is the flowing water whose velocity is to be measured. 
Although all devices for measuring water velocity electromagneti- 
cally are based on the above principle, the actual instrumentation for 
measuring point velocities differs greatly from that used for integrat- 
ing the mean velocity in a cross section. 

POINT-VELOCITY INDEX 

ISS’I KL‘SIF.S~I :\ 1’10s 

A variety of electromagnetic meters for measuring point velocity 
are available commercially. The meters differ in details of construc- 
tion and performance, but essentially there are two general types. 

One type of meter consists of the following elements: a nonmagnet- 
ic tube or pipe through which the water flows; two magnetic coils, 
one on each side of the pipe; electrodes in the walls of the pipe between 
the magnetic coils; and suitable electrical circuits to transform the 
induced voltage into a velocity indication on a meter dial. The other 
type of meter consists of a probe, or cylinder, containing an elec- 
tromagnet internally and two pairs of external electrodes in contact 
with the water. Flow around the cylindrical probe intersects mag- 
netic flux lines causing voltages to be generated that are detected by 
the electrodes. Electrical circuitry is provided to transform the in- 
duced voltage into a velocity indication on a meter dial. 

For either type of meter, a source of electrical power is needed to 
activate the magnetic field and a transmitter is used to record the 
velocity signals on digital tape or to send the signals to desired sta- 
tions. The meters used in the U.S.A. generally require an 
alternating-current source of 110 volts, but many are battery pow- 
ered. The meters cause negligible head loss; accuracy claimed by 
the manufacturers is generally in the range of 22 to k-3 percent or 
20.005 to kO.007 ft/sec, whichever is larger. In other words, from a 
standpoint of percentage error, the higher velocities are more accu- 
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rately measured than low velocities. 
At the gage site the unattended electromagnetic velocity meter is 

securely anchored in a fixed position in the stream below the 
minimum expected stage. The considerations governing the precise 
location of the meter in the stream are identical with those discussed 
for the standard current meter when it is used to provide a point- 
velocity index (see section titled “Standard Current-Meter Method”). 
A recording stage-gage is operated in conjunction with the velocity 
meter. Velocity and stage are usually recorded on digital tape. 

.\s \I.\ Sl4 01 1’015’1-\ I. l.o(:l I\’ l)r\.l :\ 

The point-velocity data from the electromagnetic meter are 
analyzed in the same manner as discussed earlier in this chapter for 
the fixed standard current meter. Mean velocity for the measurement 
cross section, as obtained from discharge measurements, is correlated 
with concurrent stage and point velocity. Cross-sectional area is re- 
lated to stage. The product of mean velocity and cross-sectional area 
gives the required discharge. Experimentation in the U.S.A. in the 
use of an unattended electromagnetic meter as a point-velocity index 
for gaging open-channel flow had lagged, primarily because of prob- 
lems in suppressing electrical noise and in preventing the contamina- 
tion of electrodes, but experimentation has recently been renewed. A 
description of a gaging-station operation in which point-velocity data 
are being obtained from an electromagnetic probe follows. 

The gagmg site on the Alabama River near Montgomery, Ala. is at 
a pool formed by a dam 43 miles downstream. The river is 600 ft wide 
and 40 ft deep, and the flow is largely controlled by the operation of 
hydroelectric-power dams upstream. The flow of the river is thus 
highly unsteady and in addition the water-surface slope varies be- 
cause of operations at the downstream dam. The discharge of the 
river could not be related to stage or to stage and slope. Consequently, 
an electromagnetic meter was installed to provide point-index veloc- 
ities. 

The meter is of the portable probe type, is battery powered, and 
features solid-state electronics in a durable field housing. The form 
and size of the probe are shown in figure 217. The electromagnetic 
probe is mounted on a structure attached to the upstream end of a 
bridge pier in the center of the stream. The probe was positioned to 
sense the velocity at a point 6 ft upstream from the nose of the pier 
and 6 ft below the minimum stage of the water surface. The recorder 
and electronic package are installed in the gage house on the pier, 
about 35 feet above the mean high-water stage. The Geological Sur- 
vey developed the electronics necessary to average the continuously 
generated velocity signal over 30-minute intervals and to record this 
average velocity on a digrtal recorder. 
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FIGURE 217.-Electromagnetic probe, model 201, Marsh-McBirney. 

A series of current-meter discharge measurements was made to 
calibrate the relation of point velocity, as indicated by the probe, to 
the average velocity of the stream, as determined from the discharge 
measurements. Because of the unsteady flow, it was necessary that 
the discharge measurements be completed as quickly as possible. For 
that reason the measurements were made by defining the variation of 
velocity with time at a number of verticals in the stream- 
measurement cross section, as described in the section in chapter 5 
titled, “Measurement Procedures During Rapidly Changing 
Stage-Case B. Small Streams.” The relation between recorded 
point-index velocity and mean stream velocity determined from the 
discharge measurements is shown in figure 218. Although several of 
the plotted points scatter widely, the relation appears to be 
adequately defined over the range of velocity that was experienced. 
An attempt to improve the relation by the use of stage as an ad- 
ditional parameter, as in figure 201, was unsuccessful. A continuous 
record of discharge is computed at the gaging station by using the 
records of stage and point velocity, stage being an index of the cross- 
sectional area and point velocity an index of mean stream velocity. 

Experience with the electromagnetic probe at the Alabama River 
gaging station has been very encouraging. The instrumentation ap- 
pears to have wide application for gaging streams at sites where 
simpler rating methods such as stage-discharge or stage-slope- 
discharge are not adequate. The system has the sensitivity and accu- 
racy required even at low velocities, is relatively inexpensive, has 
flexibility with regard to location because it is powered by dry-cell 
batteries, and can probably be used even at sites where the direction 
of flow reverses. The use of the system for gaging streams is consid- 
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ered to be in the experimental stage (1980), but it is hoped that 
further testing and development will result in the perfection of a 
reliable tool for gaging streams. 

INTEGRATED-VELOCITY INDEX 

The discussions that follow have been extracted from British publi- 
cations (Herschy and Newman, 1974; Newman, 1974; Plessey Radar, 
1974). 

If a conductor moves through a magnetic field, an electromotive 
force (voltage) is generated in the conductor. That principle can be 
applied to stream gaging. An electric current, flowing through a coil 
placed on a streambed at right angles to the flow, generates a mag- 
netic field in the vertical direction. The flowing water is the conductor 
moving through the field, and the electromotive force (emf) generated 
in the water is at right angles to the flow. In accordance with Fara- 
day’s law of electromagnetic induction, the equation relating the 
length of the conductor moving in the magnetic field to the emf that is 
generated, is 

E = HVb, (118) 
where 

E is emf generated, in volts; 
H is magnetic field intensity, in Tesla; 
V is average velocity of the river water, in meters per second, and 
b is river width, in meters. 

In practice most streambeds will have some significant electrical 
conductivity that will allow electric currents to flow in the bed. The 
electric currents have the effect of attenuating the signal, predicted 
from equation 118, by a theoretically predictable factor called the 
conductivity-attenuation factor 6, 

6= 1 -- 

htr,, 
l + 2htr, ( > 

(119) 

where 
b is stream width, 
h is stream depth, 
CT,, is streambed conductivity, and 
(T, is river-water conductivity. 

Equation 118 then becomes 
E = h’VhK (120) 

In an operational electromagnetic gaging station, the river and 
streambed conductivity should be continuously monitored and the 
output signal corrected accordingly. 
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When an electromagnetic gaging station uses an artificially 
produced magnetic field, that is, a magnetic field produced by a 
current-carrying coil, the field must, from practical considerations, be 
spatially limited. This means that electric currents flow in the areas 
outside the magnetic field, thereby reducing the output potential by a 
factor p, the end-shorting factor. That factor is a constant for a given 
coil size and configuration. Equation 120 now becomes 

E = HVb6/3. (121) 
For a given electromagnetic gaging station the magnetic-field in- 

tensity H, and the end-shorting factor p, are constants. The 
streambed resistivity attenuation factor, 6, is a function of the river- 
aspect ratio (the stage, if the river width is constant) and of the 
river-to-streambed conductivity ratio, a,,/~,. Therefore, to insert the 
correct value of 6 in equation 121 it is necessary to have meas- 
urements of the stage and the river-to-streambed conductivity ratio. 
The mean velocity of the river can then be computed. To obtain the 
discharge, the velocity is multiplied by the river cross-sectional area. 

An electromagnetic system for integrating stream velocity can be 
installed anywhere in a river or canal where the conductivity of the 
water is uniform but not necessarily constant. At present, installa- 
tions have been confined to small streams. Measuring sections that 
are bounded by heavily reinforced concrete or by steel pilings are not 
suitable because of the relatively high electrical conductivity of those 
boundary elements. Although the signal-recovery techniques that are 
used make the system immune to ambient electrical noise, sites close 
to overhead or buried powerlines should be avoided if possible. 

A description of one of the operational systems for integrating the 
stream velocity electromagnetically follows. In that system a large 
coil (fig. 219) is buried under the streambed and banks to a depth of 
about 0.5 m (1.5 ft, approx.). The trench in which the coil is laid 
roughly follows the contours of the bed and banks to minimize the 
effect of variation in the velocity profile. A magnetic field is produced 
by an electric current flowing through the coil. 

Two signal probes placed in the magnetic field are fixed against the 
banks (fig. 2191 or are driven vertically into the banks (fig. 220). The 
probes are used to detect the electromotive force induced in the mov- 
ing water and to define precisely the cross section of the measurement 
area. The purpose of driving the signal probes vertically into the 
bank, as in figure 220, is to define a cross section whose area is 
rectangular. Such materials as aquatic vegetation and bed and bank 
sediments streamward from the probes are included in the size of the 
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Additional instrumentation in the system includes a stage sensor 
and a power-operated pump that delivers continuous samples of 
water to a conventional conductivity sensor. The stage sensor, 
usually operating in a stilling well, provides a digital signal of stage 
to the data processor. 

The block diagram in figure 221 shows the function of the data 
processor. In the data processor, the information from the probes is 
combined with that from the sensors for conductivities and stage. The 
latest information received is combined with similar prior informa- 
tion to provide a weighted average value. The weighted average 
value is then scaled, using preprogramed constants, to give an output 
of discharge in conventional units. The principles underlying the 
computation of discharge have been discussed in the subsection on 
theory of the integrated-velocity index. However, in the system de- 
scribed here, no separate computations of area and mean velocity are 
made. The two computations are easily combined because the cross- 
sectional area is a simple function of stage, the area bounded by the 
signal probes being a simple rectangle (fig. 220) or a trapezoid. The 
time constant in the process of averaging values is normally 15 min- 
utes, which is also the time interval used in logging the data. 

Information relating to discharge, stage, and water and streambed 
conductivities may be recorded locally on computer-compatible 
punched paper tape or on magnetic tape. Alternatively, the data may 
be transmitted to a control center over telephone lines or by a radio 
link. The transmission can be incorporated in a wider telemetry sys- 
tem for flood or pollution warning. 

An initial field calibration, using discharge measurements, is 
required for the system. However, because the relation of elec- 
tromagnetic output to discharge is linear, few discharge meas- 
urements are required to define the relation. 

Studies to date (1980) indicate that the technique of electromagne- 
tic stream gaging is feasible although there are still problems to be 
resolved. The method would probably have its principal use in gaging 
those streams that are not amenable to the more conventional 
methods of stream gaging-sand-channel streams with movable beds 
(see section in chapter 10 titled “Sand-Channel Streams,“) and 
streams with profuse growths of aquatic weeds. 
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FIGURE 221.-Block diagram showing the function of the data processor. (After Plessey 
Radar, 1974. Reprinted by permission of the Plessey Company, Ltd.1 
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CHAPTER IS-DISCHARGE RATINGS FOR TIDAL 
STREAMS 
GENERAL 

A discharge rating can be obtained for a tidal or tide-affected 
stream if a velocity index is used as a parameter in the rating along 
with stage. If the stream is quite small, a deflection meter is a satis- 
factory device for obtaining a continuous record of velocity; the elec- 
tromagnetic method of stream-gaging is still in the experimental 
stage. For the larger streams the acoustic velocity meter is a satisfac- 
tory device for obtaining an index of velocity. (The instrumentation 
and methodologies involved in the use of deflection meters, elec- 
tromagnetic velocity meters, and acoustic velocity meters were de- 
scribed in Chapter 12.) In the absence of such devices, there are two 
general approaches for obtaining a continuous discharge record-the 
theoretical approach involving evaluation of the equations of un- 
steady flow for a tide-affected reach of channel, and the empirical 
approach involving empirical relations whose effectiveness generally 
varies inversely with the degree of importance of the acceleration 
head (see section in chapter 11, titled “Theoretical Considerations”). 
The theoretical approach is much preferred. 

Either approach requires a recording stage gage at each end of a 
long reach of channel. The two gages must be synchronized so that 
simultaneous stages at the two sites can be obtained from the stage 
records. Either approach requires discharge measurements for cali- 
brating the discharge model; the moving-boat method of measuring 
discharge (chap. 6) is recommended for the larger streams. 

EVALUATION OF UNSTEADY-FLOW EQUATIONS 

It is beyond the scope of this manual to treat in detail the various 
methods of evaluating the equations of unsteady flow. Basic to all 
methods is the solution, by approximate step procedures, of the fol- 
lowing pair of differential equations: 

&’ iJH 1 ilV 
K’= ---- _ 

i)x g at 

?J Q -= i)x 

(122) 

(122a) 

where Q is the discharge, K is the conveyance of the cross section, H is 
the total energy head, x the distance along the channel, g the acceler- 
ation of gravity, V the mean velocity, t the time, B the top width of the 
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channel, and h is the water-surface elevation. Solution of the equa- 
tions requires the use of a digital computer. 

The four methods of equation evaluation that will be briefly dis- 
cussed are: 

1. power series, 
2. method of characteristics, 
3. implicit method, and 
4. Fourier series. 

For any of the four methods, it is necessary that a series of 
current-meter discharge measurements be made over several tidal 
cycles at either end of the reach. The measurements are needed to 
compute the resistance and conveyance properties of the reach and to 
serve as checks on the computed discharges. The series of meas- 
urements should include one series made at a time of low freshwater 
discharge and large tidal range, and another made when the freshwa- 
ter discharge is high. These two series of measurements may be suffi- 
cient if the channel is stable with regard to scour and fill, but for an 
unstable alluvial channel, it is necessary that several additional 
series of discharge measurements be made. For meaningful results it 
is necessary that the channel either be stable (unchanging) or if sub- 
ject to change, the channel changes must occur in the same way for 
each change in discharge during rises and subsequent recessions. 

During a series of discharge measurements over a tidal cycle, 
enough measurements must be made to define the discharge hydro- 
graph to an accuracy that will permit momentary discharges to be 
determined at 15minute intervals for the duration of the cycle. The 
discharge measurements are commonly made at about hourly inter- 
vals and cover a few hours more than the duration of the tidal cycle. 

The exact procedure used to measure the discharge in a tidal reach 
will vary with size of channel and flow conditions. For a small tide- 
affected stream, one or two field crews measuring continuously across 
the stream may be adequate for obtaining the data for an accurate 
definition of the discharge hydrograph. For a large tide-affected 
river, several measuring crews may be required, and it may be neces- 
sary to compute the hydrograph in the manner described for flash 
floods on small streams (see section in chapter 5 titled, “Measurement 
Procedures During Rapidly Changing Stage-Case B. Small 
Streams”). In that method a stage-mean velocity relation is first de- 
termined for each measurement vertical, and total stream discharge 
is then computed for selected stages. The preferred method of measur- 
ing discharge in a large tide-affected stream is, of course, the 
moving-boat method (chap. 6). 

One of the basic assumptions of the methods to be presented is that 
the water in the tidal reach is substantially of homogeneous density, 
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thereby eliminating the possibility of density currents. Therefore, 
consideration should be limited to those portions of tidal reaches that 
are affected by the propagation of long, low-amplitude, translatory 
waves but in which salinity intrusion does not cause a saline wedge to 
form or cause distinct stratification of flow. 

An important consideration in the choice of a reach is the avail- 
ability of a llO-volt power supply at both ends to drive the digital 
stage recorders synchronously. Although standby DC units, equipped 
with DC to AC inverters, are available to take over immediately in 
the event of a power failure, standby units should be used for periods 
no longer than absolutely necessary; the use of standby units for long 
periods of time invariably results in loss of synchronization. Any loss 
of synchronization between the two clocks, even fractions of a minute, 
may cause significant error in the computation of discharge. Recent 
(1976) tests indicate that battery-operated electronic clocks may have 
the required accuracy and reliability, and if so, the availability of a 
llO-volt power supply will no longer be a requirement. 

POWER SERIES 

In solving the equations of unsteady ilow by use of a power 
series-commonly a Taylor series-finite differences are used. Veloc- 
ity and stage and all orders of their derivatives are continuous func- 
tions with respect to x and t. The value of AX, or length of reach to be 
used, is generally 3 to 7 miles-there is a theoretical maximum 
length that depends on tidal wave length (hours) and mean channel 
depth. The value of At to be used is usually 15 minutes. 

In the power-series method, tidal flow is considered to be one- 
dimensional unsteady flow in a prismatic channel. However, a natu- 
ral reach of channel usually differs greatly from an idealized tidal 
reach that has an unvarying prismatic cross-section and a constant 
bottom slope. Consequently, it is necessary to determine a mean 
cross-section that is representative of the reach and whose dimen- 
sions are variable with stage. From such a representation, the 
geometric parameters required for the discharge computations can be 
obtained. The number of cross sections to be surveyed in the field in 
order to compute a representative mean cross-section depends on the 
length and degree of uniformity of the tidal reach. Usually ten or 
more cross sections, somewhat evenly spaced in the reach, are re- 
quired. 

Local inflow or outflow (diversions) to or from the tidal reach is 
considered in the solution, but the quantity of such flow must be small 
in comparison with the flow in the main channel. The local inflow or 
outflow is often assumed to be constant throughout a complete tidal 
cycle and is considered to enter or leave the main channel uniformly 
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along the entire length of reach; thus large concentrations of flow at a 
single point cannot be accommodated by the method. 

A mathematical description of the mechanics of computing dis- 
charge in tidal reaches, by the use of a power series for solving the 
equations of unsteady flow, is beyond the scope of this manual. For 
such information the reader is referred to papers by Baltzer and Shen 
(1961, 1964) and by Davidian (1964). 

METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS 

-The method of characteristics is well adapted to the solution of 
partial differential equations in two variables, such as equations 122 
and 122a. (All terms in those equations are related to velocity and (or) 
stage.) In the method, the basic partial differential equations are first 
transformed to characteristic equations and then to corresponding 
difference equations. -- 

As in the power-series method, tidal flow is considered to be one- 
dimensional unsteady flow in a prismatic channel. In the finite- 
difference solution of the equations, computations are made at equal 
time intervals At (usually 15 minutes, or less) and at equal incre- 
ments of distance x along the channel. The selected value of AX must 
meet the criterion. 

where 

Ax 2 At (V +@,, (123) 

V is mean velocity of flow at the starting cross section of incre- 
ment Ax, 

g is the acceleration of gravity, and 
d is depth. 

Both velocity and stage, as well as discharge, which is the product 
of velocity and area, can be obtained explicitly for each new step of At. 
Unlike the power-series method which provides the desired informa- 
tion for only one variable at a time-for example, the discharge at 
one end of the reach-the method of characteristics provides the de- 
sired information simultaneously for any selected points in the reach 
that lie at multiples of AX from the end of the reach. However, it is 
possible to change the values of &X and At during the computation, if 
that is desired, as long as the relation of At to aX meets the criterion 
given in equation 123. 

A single representative cross section is normally used for the entire 
reach, as in the power-series method. However, a multiple reach may 
also be used (Lai, 1967a). A long reach is divided into several sub- 
reaches, each with its own individual geometry and roughness coeffi- 
cient. The basic method of characteristics is applied to each subreach, 
and additional boundary conditions are imposed at each junction be- 
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tween subreaches. Furthermore, the method of characteristics will 
accommodate the entrance of a large gaged tributary into the reach; 
the boundary conditions are then more involved, but there is no com- 
plication in principle. 

The mathematical details of the method of characteristics are de- 
scribed by Lai (1965a, 1967a), Lister (19601, and Stoker (1953). 

IMPLICIT METHOD 

The implicit method is yet another finite-difference procedure for 
solving the basic partial differential equations for flows of homogene- 
ous density in tidal reaches. The implicit method has one advantage 
over the method of characteristics in that the choice of At is less 
restricted; the stability of the solution is not limited by the criterion 
of equation 123. 

The mathematical details of the implicit method are described by 
Lai (1965b, 1967b,1968) and by O’Brien, Hyman, and Kaplan (1951). 

FOURIER SERIES 

The equations of unsteady flow have also been solved by a method 
of harmonics in which a Fourier series is used. The distinctive charac- 
teristic of a Fourier series is the periodicity of the trigonometric terms 
of which it is composed. The Fourier series lends itself well to the 
expression of periodic phenomena that are represented by linear dif- 
ferential functions; the equations of unsteady flow, however, are 
quasi-linear hyperbolic differential functions. Consequently, it is 
necessary to linearize the equation system when using a Fourier 
series. That distorts the equation system. An even more significant 
consideration is whether or not tidal flow can be described as a truly 
periodic phenomenon. The long translatory wave motion introduced 
into a tidal reach by the astronomical tide is periodic, but its periodic- 
ity is disturbed when the natural upland flow of a river system is 
superimposed on the tidal wave motion or when storm surges from 
the ocean occur. 

Despite these drawbacks, Fourier series evaluation techniques for 
determining flow in tidal reaches have been developed (Dronkers, 
1947, p. 127-137; Dronkers and Schonfeld, 1955, p.ll-24; Schonfeld, 
1951, p. 70-87 and 143-152). However this type of solution is the 
least suitable of the four methods that have been briefly described 
here for solving the differential equations of unsteady flow in tidal 
reaches. 

EMPIRICAL METHODS 

Four empirical methods of rating tidal reaches have been in use, all 
but one of which were developed before the use of digital computers 
became commonplace. Those techniques are: 
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1. method of cubatures, 
2. rating-fall method, 
3. tide-correction method, and 
4. coaxial graphical-correlation method. 

All the above methods have their shortcomings which are discussed, 
where appropriate, in the sections of the manual that follow. 

METHOD OF CUBATURES 

One of the oldest methods of computing discharge in tidal estuaries 
is-the method of cubatures (Pillsbury, 1956). The method, still in use, 
is based on the equation of the conservation of mass; 

Outflow at the study station = inflow 2 change in storage. 
The inflow term in the above equation is the freshwater discharge 
measured at a gaging station at or upstream from the head of tide- 
that is, a gaging station having a simple stage-discharge relation. 
The storage term refers to volume of water in the reach between the 
inflow gaging station and the study station on the estuary. Inter- 
mediate stage gages are usually needed for evaluating the storage 
term. The gages are spaced at such distances that no significant error 
is introduced in the computations by considering the water surfaces 
between gages as planes. That requirement ordinarily is met by sta- 
tions some miles apart but suitably placed with regard to marked 
changes in the cross section of the waterway. The differences in the 
tidal ranges on the opposite shores of a wide estuary may usually be 
disregarded, but it may be necessary to establish tidal stations on any 
long tidal tributaries of the main waterway. For convenience in the 
computations, the tides at all stations should be reduced to the same 
horizontal datum, preferably taken low enough to make all stages 
positive. 

If existing surveys do not afford reliable data on the areas of the 
water surfaces between the selected tidal stations, a survey to estab- 
lish these surfaces is required. Usually such surface areas may be 
taken as increasing uniformly from low water to high water, but if 
there are any considerable tide flats that are exposed at the lower 
tidal stages, the area at the stage at which such flats are covered also 
should be found. 

Freshwater inflow to the reach from tributary streams is estimated 
if the tributary flow is relatively small. If the tributary streams are 
large, they are gaged upstream from the head of tide to provide a 
continuous record of freshwater inflow, just as is done with the prin- 
cipal inflow stream. 

A sample computation is shown in figure 222 for a 5.8 mile reach of 
the Delaware River between Trenton and Fieldsboro, N.J. This is the 
second reach in the estuary; the first reach extends upstream from 
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Trenton to the Delaware River gaging station that is upstream from 
head of tide. Total freshwater inflow to the second reach is -12,200 
ft”ls, flow in the downstream (ebb) direction being considered nega- 
tive in the computations. That inflow consists of 12,000 ft,‘/s for the 
Delaware River mainstream and 200 ft”/s for tributary inflow. The 
time interval (At) used in the computations is 30 minutes, or 1,800 
seconds. The computations in the table in figure 222 are largely self- 
explanatory. The figures in column 9 were obtained from similar 
computations (not shown) for the reach upstream from the study 
reach. Column 10 is the sum of columns 8 and 9; column 11, the 
outflow from the study reach, is the sum of the total storage change 
(column 10) and the total freshwater inflow (-12,200 ft”/s). 

Figure 223 is the discharge hydrograph obtained by first plotting 
the outflow histogram (values from column 11 of fig. 222), and then 
drawing a smooth hydrograph to give balance between areas above 
and below the horizontal bars of the histogram. 

The method of cubatures is not only cumbersome, but the discharge 
figures obtained are only rough approximations of the true values 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
HOURS 

FIGURE 223.-Discharge hydrograph obtained for sample problem by method of 
cubatures. (After Pillsbury, 1956.) 
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because of the large errors inherent in computing the storage compo- 
nent of the continuity equation. When the method is used, the results, 
although approximate, should be checked for consistency-total com- 
puted outflow should approximate total inflow over some long-term 
period whose net change in storage is negligible. 

RATING-FALL METHOD 

Stage-fall-discharge relations have been used successfully for rat- 
ing tide-affected streams where acceleration head is a minor factor. 
The rating-fall method that is discussed in detail in the section in 
chapter 11 titled, “Variable Slope Caused by Variable Backwater,” is 
used for that purpose. Acceleration head is often a minor factor where 
the slope reach is located at the upper end of an estuary near the head 
of tide. Consequently, it is usually only at or near such locations that 
the rating-fall method can be used successfully. 

TIDE-CORRECTION METHOD 

The tide-correction method assumes that a direct proportionality 
exists between the cyclic range in stage observed at any two points 
within a tidal reach. On the basis of that assumption, a relation of 
mean discharge for a tidal cycle to mean stage for a tidal cycle is 
developed for the base-gage site. In calibrating that relation, the 
mean discharge for a tidal cycle, obtained by averaging several indi- 
vidual measurements made l-2 hours apart throughout the cycle, is 
plotted against adjusted mean stage at the base gage. The adjustment 
applied to the mean stage at the base gage is determined from the 
difference, at the secondary gage, between observed mean stage and 
the stage that is presumed to exist under conditions of least tide 
fluctuation. That difference (0) is multiplied by the ratio of the stage 
range at the base gage to the stage range at the secondary gage; the 
product is the stage adjustment required at the base gage. In practice, 
the secondary stage observations are frequently made at a nearby 
ocean inlet. Mean sea level is assumed to represent the condition of 
least tidal fluctuation, and therefore, if all gages have their datums 
set to mean sea level, D is always equal to the mean stage for a tidal 
cycle at the secondary gage. Essentially the tide-correction method 
attempts to approximate the stage that would occur for a particular 
steady-flow discharge under a fixed backwater condition. An example 
of the tide-correction method (Parker and others, 1955) follows. 

At Hialeah, Fla., the base gage is on the Miami Canal, 7.6 miles 
upstream from the ocean. A tide gage on the ocean is used as the 
secondary gage. Both gages have their datum at mean sea level. On a 
given date the following tidal-cycle data were obtained from the stage 
gages: 
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Base gage Secondary gage 

2.64 1.61 = D 
3 18 2.74 
2.10 .48 
1.08 2.26 

Stage correction (base gage) = D 
stage range at base gage 

range at secondary 

= 1.61 

= 0.77 ft 
The stage correction is always negative and therefore the stage at the 
base gage, to be applied to the mean discharge for the tidal cycle on 
that date, is 

Gage height = 2.64-0.77 = 1.87 ft. 
The mean-cycle discharge, as determined from 20 sets of discharge 

measurements, was plotted against the actual mean-cycle gage 
height and also against the tide-corrected gage height, as indicated 
on figure 224. The rating curve shows the relation between the tide- 
corrected gage height and the mean tide-cycle discharge for the upper 
gage. The discharge, when plotted against actual mean-cycle gage 
height, shows a considerable scatter of the plotted points, but the 
discharge plotted against tide-corrected gage height shows a very 

Mean gage height for one tide cycle 

0 Tide-corrected gage height 

DISCHARGE. IN CUBIC FEET PER SECOND 

FIGURE 224.-Graph of relation between tide-corrected gage height and discharge fol 
Miami Canal at Water Plant, Hlaleah, Fla. 
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close agreement for the numerous measurements. The shape of the 
rating curve is characteristic of that for a stream having a large 
initial cross-sectional area at the point of zero flow. 

The tide-correction method of rating a tide-affected stream may be 
used where reverse flows occur during a part of each tide cycle because 
the mean discharge for the cycle is the value used in the computation. 
It is also applicable to a reach of tidal waterway, on which both 
observation stations are upstream from the mouth of the waterway. 
Mean-cycle discharge obtained from the rating curve can be plotted 
against mean-cycle time on a hydrograph sheet, and after connecting 
the points by straight lines, the daily mean discharges can be deter- 
mined. 

The tide-correction method has been satisfactory, though cumber- 
some, for computing the daily discharge of tide-affected canals in 
Florida, but efforts to adopt the method for use elsewhere in the 
U.S.A. have generally been unsuccessful. 

COAXIAL RATING-CURVE METHOD 

The coaxial method of graphical correlation to determine discharge 
in a tidal reach was developed to fill the need for a simple method of 
making reasonably accurate “on-the-spot” determinations of 
streamflow. A method of this kind is required, for example, in the 
operation of a sewage plant discharging its effluent into a tide- 
affected stream. The method that was developed fills this need in that 
readings from a pair of stage gages can be used to determine 
momentary discharge directly from a set of rating curves. 

The coaxial method is best described by an example. Coaxial rating 
curves were developed for the Sacramento River at Sacramento, 
Calif., on the basis of 302 discharge measurements made during the 
years 1957-60 (Rantz, 1963). Actually only 52 of the measurements 
were used to develop the curves; the remaining 250 discharge meas- 
urements were used to test the rating curves and refine them 
slightly. Measured discharges ranged from 4,060 ft”/s (115 m”/s) to 
19,300 ft”/s (547 mYs). 

The streamflow-measurement section is at the site of the stage 
recorder in the city of Sacramento; the auxiliary stage recorder is 10.8 
mi(17.4 km) downstream near the town of Freeport. Local inflow into 
the 10.8-mile reach of channel is negligible. The reach itself is located 
far enough upstream on the Sacramento River estuary so that no 
reversal of flow occurs. When upland flow (streamflow) into the es- 
tuary is less than about 30,000 ftYs (850 m%), however, the discharge 
is affected by tidal action, and the flow in the reach is unsteady. The 
relative magnitude of the tidal effect in the reach increases with 
decrease in the upland flow and with increase in the range of eleva- 
tion between high and low tides. The stages at Sacramento and 
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September 30 October 1 

FIGURE 225.-Stage and discharge of the Sacramento River at Sacramento, Callf., 
Sept. 30 to Oct. 1, 1959. 

Freeport during a 36-hour period and the fluctuation of discharge at 
Sacramento illustrate a typical low-flow condition (fig. 225). The 
upland flow above Sacramento was 9,300 ftls (263 n-?/s). As a result of 
tidal effect, the discharge at Sacramento varied from 6,800 ft”/s (193 
m,‘/s) to 11,300 ft”/s (320 m”/s). 

The differential equations of unsteady flow were used to devise a 
graphical technique for determining discharge. The following param- 
eters serve as indices of the terms that appear in these differential 
equations: 

Dependent variable. -Measured discharge at Sacramento. 
Independent variables.-(l) Stage at Sacramento, (2) fall in the 
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FIGURE 226.-Coaxial rating curves for the Sacramento River at Sacramento, Calif. 
(Dashed lines and arrows illustrate use of the curves.) 

reach between Sacramento and Freeport, and (3) the algebraic aver- 
age of the change in stage observed at Sacramento and Freeport dur- 
ing a 15-minute interval. 

Because of the differential form of the equations of unsteady flow, 
there is no statistical model on which to base the relationship of these 
variables. A further complication arises from the fact that joint func- 
tions are involved, for interrelations among the independent vari- 
ables affect the flow at Sacramento. The versatile statistical tech- 
nique known as the coaxial method of graphical multiple correlation 
(Linsley and others, 1949,p. 650-655) was adopted for developing the 
rating curves for the Sacramento River. 

The coaxial graphical correlation that was the end product of this 
study is shown in figure 226. In the interest of simplicity, only a few 
lines are shown in each family of curves. To use the graph, first, the 
curves in the upper left-hand group are entered with the stage at 
Sacramento and the fall in the reach; next, the curves in the lower 
left-hand group are entered with the average rate of change of stage 
in the reach; finally, the adjustment graph to the right is entered and 
the discharge is read. The adjustment graph was added to the correla- 
tion to introduce a necessary curvilinearity to the relationship. This 
curve may also serve another purpose-if the relation should change, 
as a result of channel dredging, for example, only the adjustment 
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graph need be revised, thereby eliminating the laborious task of re- 
vising the two families of curves. 

Of the 305 discharge measurements, 268, or 89 percent of them, 
checked the rating within ? 10%; 286 measurements, or 95 percent of 
the measurements, checked the rating within k--15%. The rating was 
weakest during periods of low upland flow, but for only a few hours of 
any day during those periods. Those hours coincided with times when 
the acceleration head in the equations of unsteady flow was of rela- 
tively major importance. 

The coaxial rating-curve method fulfills its purpose of being useful 
for making “on-the-spot” estimates of tidal flow at Sacramento, but 
the method is too cumbersome for use in computing a continuous 
record of discharge for a gaging station. Solution of the theoretical 
equations of unsteady flow (see section on”Evaluation of Unsteady- 
Flow Equations”) is much better for the latter purpose. 
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CHAPTER 14-DISCHARGE RATINGS FOR 
MISCELLANEOUS HYDRAULIC FACILITIES 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is a “catchall” for specialized problems in establishing 
discharge ratings for various hydraulic facilities, using techniques 
that are not specifically described in chapters 10-13. The hydraulic 
facilities are discussed under the following principal headings: 

1. dams with movable gates, 
2. navigation locks, 
3. pressure conduits, and 
4. urban storm drains. 

DAMS WITH MOVABLE GATES 
GENERAL 

Dams are commonly equipped with movable gates for better control 
of pool stage and outflow. As a general rule the movable gates, as 
such, are not rated; instead, the channel downstream is rated by the 
most practicable method-simple stage-discharge relation (chap. lo), 
or stage-fall-discharge relation (chap. ll), or by use of a velocity index 
furnished, for example, by an acoustic velocity meter (chap. 12). 
However, in some situations none of those rating methods may be 
satisfactory. For example, consider a river controlled by a series of 
low navigation dams. In that situation, the river profile resembles a 
huge staircase-successive pools separated by dams. The movable 
dam crests negate the use of a simple stage-discharge relation; the 
slope of the water surface in the pools may be too flat for a stage-fall- 
discharge relation; and velocities may be too slow for accurate evalu- 
ation by an acoustic velocity meter. In that situation, the most prac- 
ticable method of obtaining a continuous record of discharge is to 
calibrate the flow through or over the movable gates. If boat traffic is 
heavy and natural inflow is light, a significant part of the discharge 
may be the flow released through the navigation locks and the lock- 
ages must likewise be calibrated (see section on “Navigation 
Locks”). 

Calibration of the gates by discharge measurements during periods 
of light releases of water may be extremely difficult. If boat lockages 
are infrequent, standard current-meter measurements made 
downstream by boat, using a low-velocity meter, may be adequate. If 
boat lockages are frequent, the surges in discharge attributable to the 
lockages may cause unsteady and nonuniform flow conditions 
downstream; discharge measurements must then be made as rapidly 
as possible under conditions that are not conducive to accurate 
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results. A rapid discharge measurement may be made by the 
moving-boat method (chap. 6) or by use of a bank of current meters 
operated from a bridge (see section in chapter 5 titled, “Networks of 
Current Meters”). If velocities are too slow for accurate measurement 
by either of those two methods, and if only small quantities of water 
are being released under the dam-crest gates, the best course of action 
might be to use the volumetric method for measuring flow over a dam 
crest that is described in the section in chapter 8 titled, “Volumetric 
Measurement.” In using the volumetric method, the barge carrying 
the calibration tank is kept in place not only by lines operated from 
the banks, but also by an outboard motor on the barge to keep the 
barge from drifting downstream. The difficulty of measuring low flow 
under the conditions described above is apparent. At those times it 
may also be difficult to determine the actual head on the gates be- 
cause lockages often cause longitudinal seiche-like waves to traverse 
the gage pool, and those waves travel back and forth over the length 
of the pool for a considerable period of time. 

The flow at movable dam-crest gates may be placed in two general 
categories-weir flow over the gate or dam crest and orifice flow 
under the gate. Each of those types of flow may be either free or 
submerged, depending on the relative elevations of headwater, tail- 
water, and pertinent elements of the dam crest or gate. Listed below 
are the crest gates that will be discussed. 

1. Drum gates 
2. Radial or Tainter gates 
3. Vertical lift gates 
4. Roller gates 
5. Movable dams 

a. Bear-trap gates 
b. Hinged-leaf gates 
c. Wickets 
d. Inflatable dams 

6. Flashboards 
7. Stop logs and needles 

A gated dam usually has several gates along its crest. The gates are 
installed in bays that are separated by piers. All other conditions 
being equal, the discharge through a single gate, when adjacent gates 
are open, will be about 5 percent greater than the discharge through 
that same gate when adjacent gates are closed. The various types of 
gates should be calibrated by discharge measurements, but as an aid 
to shaping the calibration curves, experimental ratings where avail- 
able are given in the text that follows. 

Discharge measurements for the purpose of determining gate coef- 
ficients will almost always be made in the downstream channel and 
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will include the flow for all the gates that are open. Furthermore, for 
given stages upstream and downstream from the gates, the gate coef- 
ficient will commonly vary with the gate position or opening. Con- 
sequently, if discharge is to be measured with more than one gate 
open, arrangements should be made, if possible, for all gates to be 
positioned identically. If the difference in the positioning of the gates 
are minor, and if the gate coefficient does not vary significantly with 
its positioning, a discharge measurement may be made; in the compu- 
tation of the gate coefficient, an average gate position will be assumed 
for each of the bays carrying flow. 

DRUM GATES 

A drum gate consists of a segment of a cylinder which, in the open 
or lowered position, fits in a recess in the top of the spillway. When 
water is admitted to the recess, the hollow drum gate is forced upward 
to a closed position. One type of drum gate (fig. 227A) is a completely 
enclosed gate hinged at the upstream edge; buoyant forces aid in its 
lifting. That type of gate is adapted to automatic operation and also 
conforms closely to the shape of the ogee crest when lowered. A second 
type (fig. 227B) has no bottom plate and is raised by water pressure 
alone. Because of the large recess required by drum gates in the 
lowered position, they are not adapted to small dams. 

With regard to its calibration, the drum gate resembles a thin-plate 
weir with a curved upstream face over the greater part of its travel. 
Given an adequate positioning indicator, the drum gate can serve as a 
satisfactory stream-gaging control. Its use for that purpose has been 
investigated by Bradley (1953), and the discussion that follows is 
taken almost verbatim from Bradley’s paper dealing with a drum 
gate of the type shown in figure 227A. 

When the drum gate simulates a thin-plate weir-that is,. when a 
line drawn tangent to the downstream lip of the gate makes a positive 
angle with the horizontal, as shown in figure 228A-four principal 
factors are involved. These factors are H, the total head above the 
high point of the gate; 8, the angle between the horizontal and a line 
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FIGURE 227.-Two types of drum gate. 
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- A. POSITIVE ANGLE, 0 B. NEGATIVE ANGLE, 0 c. CONTROL POINT 

FIGURE 228.-Drum-gate positions. (After Bradley, 1953.) 

drawn tangent to the downstream lip of the gate; r, the radius of the 
gate, or an equivalent radius if the shape of the gate is parabolic; and 
C,,, the coefficient of discharge in equation, 

where 
Q = C,,bH:V’J, (124) 

Q is discharge (ft:‘/s), and 
b is length of the gate (ft) normal to the discharge. 

The velocity in the approach section was not included as a variable 
because the drum-gate installations studied were on high dams 
where approach effects were negligible. It has been shown that when 
the approach depth measured below the high point of the gate is equal 
to or greater than twice the head on the gate, a further increase in the 
approach depth produces little change in the coefficient of discharge. 
Most drum-gate installations are on dams that meet the above depth 
criterion, particularly when the gate is in a raised position. There- 
fore, in the usual case of adequate approach depth, the four variables, 
H, 0, r, and C,, completely define the flow over this type of gate when 
angle 8 is positive (fig. 22SA). 

For negative values of 8 (fig. 228B), the downstream lip of the gate 
no longer controls the flow. In that situation the control point shifts 
upstream to the vicinity of the high point of the gate for each setting, 
as illustrated in figure 22X’, and flow conditions gradually approach 
those of the free crest as the gate is lowered. Although other factors 
enter the problem, similitude in the computation exists down to an 
angle of about -15”. 

Experimentation with eleven drum gates produced the family of 
curves for C,, shown in figure 229. The discharge coefficients in the 
region between O= -15” and the gate completely down are deter- 
mined by graphical interpolation, a method that will be explained in 
the example that follows. The effect of submergence of the drum gate 
on C,, was not investigated because drum gates are invariably used on 
high dams, and the probability of submergence is negligible. The data 
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FIGURE 229.-General curves for the determination of discharge coefficients. (After 
Bradley, 1953.) 

to be continuously recorded for computing discharge over rated drum 
gates are reservoir stage and the indication of drum-gate position for 
each gate. 

The method of rating a drum gate on a round-crested weir will now 
be demonstrated using as an example the plan and spillway cross 
section of Black Canyon diversion dam in Idaho (figs. 230 and 2311. 
The first step is the determination of the design head of the dam and 
the corresponding discharge coefficient for the free crest. That is done 
in accordance with the technique described under the heading 
“Nappe-fitting method’ in the U.S.G.S. manual on computing peak 
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FIGURE 230.-Plan of Black Canyon Dam in Idaho. (After Bradley, 1953.) 

discharge at dams (Hulsing, 1967, p. 13-23). If a discharge measure- 
ment has been made under the condition of flow over a free crest, the 
results of the measurement are used to check the value of design head 
and design-head coefficient, using the technique described under the 
heading “Index-measurement method” in the previously cited man- 
ual by Hulsing (1967, p. 23-24). The design head (H,,) of Black Can- 
yon diversion dam was found to be 14.5 ft and the corresponding 
coefficient of discharge (C,,) was found to be 3.48. 

With the coefficient of discharge known for free flow at the design 
head, the entire free-flow coefficient curve can be established by use 
of figure 232. The free-flow coefficient curve for the spillway of Black 
Canyon diversion dam (H,, = 14.5 ft; C,, = 3.48) is constructed by 
arbitrarily assuming several values of H/H,, and reading the corres- 
ponding values of C/C,, in figure 232. The method of computation is 
illustrated in table 25, and the head-coefficient curve for free flow 
(gate down) obtained in that manner is shown in figure 233. 

Before considering the rating of the spillway with gates in raised 
positions, it is necessary to construct a diagram, such as that shown 
in figure 234, to relate gate elevation to the angle 0 for the Black 
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Point of compound 
curvature El 2476.2 

FIGURE 231.--Spillway crest detail, Black Canyon Dam, Idaho. (After 
Bradley, 1953.) 

Canyon Dam gate. The tabulation in figure 234 shows the angle 8 for 
corresponding elevations of the downstream lip of the gate at inter- 
vals of 2 ft. 

Beginning with the maximum positive angle of the gate, which is 
34.883”, the computation may be started by choosing a representative 
number of reservoir elevations as indicated in column 2 of table 26. 
The difference between the reservoir elevation and the high point of 
the gate constitutes the total head on the gate, and values of head are 
recorded in column 3. Column 4 shows these same heads divided by 
the radius of the gate, which is 21.0 ft. 

The discharge coefficients listed in column 5 (table 26) of the set of 
computations designated “A”, are obtained by entering the curves in 
figure 229 with the values in column 4 for 8 = +34.883”. The remain- 
der of the procedure outlined in columns 6 and 7 of table 26, consists 
of computing the discharge for one gate from the equation, 

Q = C,, bH’l”. (124) 
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FIGURE 232.-Diagram for determlnlng coef’ficlents ol’dtscharge for heads other than 
the design head (After Bradley. 1953.) 

A similar computation procedure is repeated for other positive angles 
of 0, as in sets B, C, and D of table 26. 

For positive values of angle c) the high point of the gate is the 
downstream lip of the gate. As the angle 0 decreases to negative 
values, the high point of the gate is no longer the downstream lip. In 
determining the discharge for negative values of C-3 between 0” and 
- 15’) the procedure remains the same as was used for positive values 
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TABLE 25.-Head and Discharge Computations for a Free Crest 
(Black Canyon Dam Ln Idaho) 

[After Bradley, 19531 

Total head, 
H, ,n ft 

(11 

RC%WW1r 
&“C&Xl, R&IO,” Rat,“,“’ Coeffiaent, Q. I” 

I” ft H/H,. C.,IC,, C., ft’is (‘1 

(21 (31 (4) (51 (61 

17 2499.5 1.172 1.020 3.55 15,950 

z.5 
2498.5 1.104 1.012 3.52 14,420 
2497.0 1.0 1.0 3.48 12,296 

12 2494.5 0.827 0.980 3.41 9,072 
10 2492.5 0.690 0 960 3.34 6,759 

8 2490.5 0.552 0.940 3.27 4.736 

2 
2488.5 0.414 0.905 3.135 2;949 
2486.5 0.276 0.850 2.957 1.514 
2485.5 6.207 0.815 2.835 ‘943 
2484.5 0.138 0.760 2.642 478 

“‘H,, = 14.5 ft. “‘C,, = 3.48. ““The discharge for one gate: Q = C,,bH”I’, m which b = 64.0 
ft. 

of 0, but as mentioned above, the controlling difference between 
reservoir elevation and high point of the gate is no longer the head 
above the downstream lip. (See fig. 234.) Discharge computation for 
negative angles down to - 15.017” are tabulated in sets E, F, and G of 
table 26. 

The plotting of values of discharge, reservoir elevation, and gate 
elevation from table 26, results in the seven curves in figure 235 that 
bear the plotted points, shown by closed circles. An eighth curve, the 
extreme lower curve, which bears plotted points shown by X’s, repre- 
sents the discharge of the free crest with the gate completely down; 
the plotted points represent values obtained from table 25. 

The discharge values shown in figure 235 are for one gate only. 
When more than one gate is in operation, the discharges from the 
separate gates may be totaled, providing the gates are each raised the 
same amount. The experimental models used in this study had from 
one to eleven gates operating, so that a reasonable allowance for pier 
effect on the discharge is already present in the results. 

The intervals between the eight curves in figure 235 that are iden- 
tified by plotted points are too great for rating purposes, particularly 
the gap between gate elevations 2485.75 and 2482.5 ft. That deli- 
ciency is remedied by cross-plotting the eight curves for various 
constant values of discharge as shown in figure 236. Fortunately the 
result is a straight-line variation for any constant value of discharge. 
The lines in figure 236 are not quite parallel, and there is no assur- 
ance that they will be straight for every drum gate. Nevertheless, this 
uncertainty will not detract appreciably from the accuracy obtained. 
Interpolated information from figure 236 is then utilized to construct 
the additional curves in figure 235. Figure 235 now shows the rating 
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FIGURE 233.-Head-coefficient curve, Black Canyon Dam, Idaho. (After Bradley, 
1953.) 
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El Crest 2482.b 
El Pin 2481.63 

El 2478.20 

FIGURE 234.-Relation of gate elevation to angle 0. (After Rladley, 1953 I 

for the Black Canyon Dam spil!.way for gate intervals of 0.5 ft. For 
intermediate values, straight-line interpolation is permissible. 

RADIAL OR TAINTER GATES 

The damming face of a radial or Tainter gate is essentially a seg- 
ment of a hollow steel cylinder spanning between piers on the dam 
crest. The cylindrical segment is supported on a steel framework that 
pivots on trunnions embedded in the downstream part of the piers. 
The gate is raised or lowered by hoisting cables that are attached to 
each end of the gate; the cables lead to winches on a platform above 
the gate. In its closed position, the lower lip of the gate rests on the 
dam crest. 
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TABLE %.-Head and discharge computations for drum gates In raised positions 

[After Bradley, 19531 

Reservoir H, Ratlo, Coef- Q, Reservow H, Ratlo, Coef- 9, 
set elevation. m H bents, H’J’ set elevatmn, In H ficmts, H’P 

In ft ft T c,, ft% I” ft ft r C., ft’h 
Ill 121 131 (41 151 (61 171 Ill 121 131 I41 (51 161 171 

Gate Elevation ‘2497 0. H = + 34 88’ Gate Elevation 2469 0. ” = - 1 28 

24980 1 0048 366 1 247 2490 0 0048 
1 0 095 

321 1 205 
A 24990 2 0 095 3 86 2 828 699 24910 328 2 828 594 

25000 3 0143 3 86 5 196 1283 24920 3 0143 3.34 5.196 1,111 
E 2494 0 0238 345 1118 2,469 

Gate Elevat,op 2495 0. 0 = + 23 43’ 2496 0 7” 0333 3545 1852 4,202 
2498 0 0429 

2496 0 ; 0048 3 85 :828 246 25000 1: 0.524 
3.63 2700 6,273 
3695 3648 8,627 

2497 0 0 095 3 86 698 
B 24980 3 0143 3 87 5 196 1,281 Gate Elevation 2487 2. H = - 8 28’ 

2499 0 i 0 190 3 87 8 00 1,979 
25000 0238 388 1118 2,710 24880 08 0038 302 0 716 138 

24890 18 0 086 3 10 2 415 479 
Gate Elwatlon 2493 0. H = + 14 22. 2490 0 28 0133 3 17 4685 950 

24940 1 0048 3 69 236 F 2492 0 48 0229 331 10 52 2,229 
24950 2 0 095 3 73 

Z'S28 
675 2494 0 68 0324 343 17 73 3,892 

C 24960 3 0 143 3 75 5 196 1,247 2496 0 88 0419 351 2610 5,863 
24980 5 0238 380 1118 2,719 24980 108 0515 358 3549 8,131 
25000 7 0333 384 1852 4.552 25000 12 8 0610 3635 45 79 10,653 

Gate Elevation 2491 0. 0 = + 6 13 Gate Elevation 2485 75, H = - 15 02’ 

2492 0 :: 0048 347 ; 222 2487 0 125 0060 300 1398 268 
2493 0 0 095 351 828 635 24880 225 0107 307 3375 663 

D 24940 3 0143 3 57 5 196 1,187 2489 0 325 0155 315 5 859 1,181 

24960 5 0238 363 1118 2,597 G 2491.0 525 0250 3275 1203 2,522 
2498.0 ll 0333 370 1852 4,386 24930 725 0315 3375 1952 4,216 
25000 0 429 317 2100 6.515 2495 0 925 0440 3465 2813 6,238 

24970 11 25 0536 351 3713 8548 
24990 1325 0631 3595 4823 11,097 

*H is the total head on the gate. bThe discharge for one gate: Q = C,,bHV. 

Experimental work has been performed to determine discharge 
coefficients for radial gates that control flow along a horizontal sur- 
face (Tech, 1953). The results of those experiments are shown in 
figures 237 to 240. Figure 237 is a definition sketch for a radial gate 
on a horizontal surface. The discharge coefficient, C,,, is defined as 

(125) 

where q is discharge per unit width of gate, g is acceleration of grav- 
ity, and h,, and b are elements shown in the definition sketch (fig. 
237). 
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ELEVATION OF HIGH POINT OF: GATE. IN FEET 

FIGURE 236.-Cross-plotting of values from initial rating curves, Black Canyon Dam, 
Idaho. (After Bradley, 1953.) 

Figures 238 to 240 show values of C,, for three values of the ratio 
air, where a is trunnion elevation and r is gate radius. In the relations 
shown in the three figures, all pertinent elements have been made 
dimensionless by using gate radius, r, as a reference. Thus the rela- 
tive headwater depth is h,Jr, the relative tailwater depth is h,lr, the 
relative height of opening is blr, and the relative trunnion height is 
alr. Free efflux (flow) occurs when h, < b; submerged efflux occurs 
when h, 2 b. Each of t,he three graphs shows values of the coefficient 
of discharge for: 

a. Free efflux for three values of blr, 
b. Submerged efflux for two values of blr, when h,lr = 0.5, and 
c. Submerged efflux for three values of blr, when hZlr = 0.7. 

More commonly radial gates are used to control the flow over a 
curved dam crest or over a sill. The discharge coefficients determined 
for a radial gate on a horizontal surface cannot be transferred to a 
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I L 
’ b 1 

I i 
FIGURE 237.-Definition sketch of a radial gate on a horizontal surface. (After Tech, 

1953.) 

radial gate on a curved dam crest or sill because of differences in the 
pressure distribution. The flow under radial gates on a curved crest or 
sill is controlled by the geometry of three interrelated variables-the 
crest shape, the gate, and the gate setting. Major factors that influ- 
ence the discharge relations are the position of the gate-seal point 
with respect to the highest point of the spillway crest and the 
curvature of the upstream face of the gate. Therefore, experimentally 
derived discharge coefficients for various prototype dams cannot be 
transferred to other installations unless the several variables in- 
volved are similar. Consequently, radial gates will invariably require 
rating by current-meter discharge measurements. 

When radial gates control the flow over a sill or a curved dam crest, 
six flow regimes may occur, namely, 

1. free orifice flow, 
2. submerged orifice flow, 
3. free weir flow, 
4. submerged weir flow, 
5. free flow over closed radial gate, and 
6. submerged flow over closed radial gate. 

Figure 241 is a definition sketch for the discussions that follow, all of 
which are concerned with only a single gate. As mentioned earlier in 
this discussion of movable gates, when discharge measurements for 
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FIGURE 238. -Coefficient of 
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calibration purposes are made with several gates open, it is highly 
desirable that all gate openings be identical, unless of course the 
gates are all raised sufficiently for their lower lips to be clear of the 
water, If gate openings are variable under the condition of orifice 
flow, it will be necessary to use an average gate opening in computing 
discharge coefficients for the gates from the measured discharge. 

Free orifice flow. -Free orifice Aow occurs when the lower lip of the 
raised gate is submerged by headwater but is above the elevation of 
tailwater. When the radial gate is on a sill, as in figure 241, free 
orifice flow occurs under the gate when h, is less than (2/3)h,, and hiI is 
less than h,. Discharge for that condition is computed from the equa- 
tion, 

Q = Ch,b (2gh,)‘/‘, (126) 
where 

Q = discharge for one gate, 
c = discharge coefficient, 
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FIGURE 239.-Coefficient of discharge for free and submerged efflux, a/r = 0.5 (After 
Tech, 1953.) 

b = lateral gate length (normal to flow), and 
g = acceleration of gravity. 

The remaining symbols in equation 126 are defined in figure 241. 
Values of C will vary inversely with h,, because the change in slope of 
the lower lip of the gate, as the gate is raised, progressively decreases 
the hydraulic efficiency of the orifice. There is also a tendency for C to 
increase with h,, particularly at low stages, but that effect is usually 
minor compared to the effect of h,. Consequently C can usually be 
related to h,, alone. In developing the relation, discharge meas- 
urements should be made throughout the expected range of h,, and h,. 
Values of C are then plotted against h, and the plotted points are 
fitted with a smooth curve. For convenience in later computations 
of discharge, the ordinates of the curve are put in tabular form. 

The vertical gate opening, h,,, is computed from the following equa- 
tion based on gate geometry and the position of the reference point at 
various gate settings: 
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FIGURE 240.-Coefficient of discharge for free and submerged efflux, a/r = 0.9. (After 
Tech, 1953.) 

h,, = R cost3 (y) + a - R sin0 ,/m 

where i 
0 = @,, - QL = sin-’ g ( 1 

- sin-’ (*) 

Because C does not vary linearly with h,, it is highly desirable, and 
often necessary, that all gates be positioned identically during a dis- 
charge measurement to avoid the necessity of using an average value 
of h,, in the computation of C. 

Submerged orifice flow. -Submerged orifice flow occurs when the 
lower lip of the raised gate is submerged by both headwater and 
tailwater. When the radial gate is on a sill, as in figure 241, sub- 
merged orifice flow occurs when h,: is greater than h,,, and h,, is less 
than (2/3)/z,. The basic equation for computing discharge is 

Q = C,,,h,,b(2gAh)‘i”, (127) 
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Definitions of symbols used in sketch are: 
elevatron drfference, trunnron centerhne to sill; 
elevation drfference, gate reference point (R.P.) to sill, 
elevatron drfference, gate R.P to SIII with the gate in a closed posrtron; 
static headwater referenced to gate sill; 
statrc tarlwater referenced to gate ~111; 
vertrcal gate opening, 
radrus from trunmon centerlme to gate R.P., 
radius from trunnion centerline to upstream face of a Tainter gate; 
reference pornt used as Indicator of gate posrtion, 
static head loss through structure; 
included angle between radial lines from the trunnion centerline through the R P. and 
through the lower lip of the gate, 
the angle measured from horizontal to the radial line from the trunnron centerline 
through the lower lip of the gate with the gate in a closed position, and 
the angle measured from horizontal to the radial hne from the trunnion centerline 
through the gate l3.P 

FIGURE 241.-Definition sketch of a radial or Taunter gate on a ~111 

where C,,, is the coefficient of discharge for a submerged gate. The 
remaining symbols in equation 127 are defined either in figure 241 or 
in the preceding discussion of equation 126. Values of C,,,Y are deter- 
mined from discharge measurements, and in addition, values of h:Jh,, 
and h:Jh, are computed for each measurement. For calibration pur- 
poses it is desirable to have measurements that cover the range of 1 to 
100 for the ratio h.Jh,,, with several in the range of 1 to 2. The value of 
C,,, is a function of h,,, h,, and h:,, and the complexity of that function 
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depends on the geometry of the hydraulic structure. The geometry 
may be such that all computed values of CUS show little variation from 
a mean value, and when that occurs the mean value of C,, is used in 
equation 127. 

However, computed values of C,, will often vary, particularly in the 
range of 1 to 2 for the ratio h:Jh,,. If that occurs, three relations 
involving C,,,q are plotted graphically, and the one that best fits the 
plotted points is selected for use. The three relations are: 

C,,,y versus h,,, 
C,,, versus h,,lh,, and 
C,,, versus h:,lh,. 

Quite often the last of the three relations will show the best fit. It will 
plot as a straight line on logarithmic graph paper and have the gen- 
eral equation, 

C,,,s = K(h:,lh,f . (128) 

When equation 128 is substituted in equation 127, the result is 

Q = K(h:,lh,,,‘h,,b(2gAh)‘/‘. (129) 

Ordinates of the relation indicated by equation 128 are put in tabular 
form for convenience in later computations of discharge. Because C,,, 
does not vary linearly with h,,, it is highly desirable, and often neces- 
sary, that all open gates be positioned identically during a discharge 
measurement to avoid the necessity of using an average value of h,, in 
the computation of C,,,? from measured discharge. 

Free weir flow. -Weir flow will occur when the lower lip of the gate 
is above the water surface. When the radial gate is on a sill, as in 
figure 241, weir flow will occur when h,, is greater than (2/3)h,, be- 
cause of drawdown of the water surface at the dam crest; the lower lip 
of the gate will then be above the water surface. Whether the weir flow 
is free or submerged will depend on the relative elevations of h., and 
h,. Free weir flow will occur when the submergence ratio, h:Jh,, is less 
than about 0.5-0.7, depending on the geometry of the weir crest. The 
discharge equation is, 

Q = C,,.bh,“l’, (130) 

where C,,. is the coefficient of discharge for free weir flow. Values of 
C,,., which are dependent on the shape of the dam crest, are deter- 
mined from discharge measurements, and the computed values are 
then plotted against h,. Approach velocity head is usually negligible, 
but even where it is not, its effect is included in the variable coeffi- 
cient, C,, . Measurements should be made at headwater (h,) intervals 
of 1 to 2 feet throughout the expected headwater range to establish 
the functional relation between C,, and h,. Information contained in a 
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previously cited report by Hulsing (1967) will usually be helpful as a 
guide to the probable shape of that relation. 

Submerged weir flow.-As mentioned above, weir flow is sub- 
merged when the submergence ratio h:Jh, is greater than about 0.5- 
0.7, depending on the geometry of the weir crest. The discharge equa- 
tion for that condition is 

Q = C,,.C,, pbh,‘%“‘, (131) 

where C,,. is the coefficient previously determined from equation 130. 
Values of C,,.,Y, which is a submergence coefficient, must be determined 
from discharge measurements and expressed as a function of h,,lh,. 
Satisfactory definition of the functional relation will probably require 
lo-12 discharge measurements well distributed over the range of 
h:,lh, . Information contained in the Hulsing report (1967) will often 
be helpful in the analysis. If the submergence is greater than 0.95 for 
much of the time, it may be advisable to attempt to develop a relation 
of discharge to tailwater stage for use during periods of excessive 
submergence. 

Flow over closed radial gate.-At extremely high flows, the closed 
radial gate may be overtopped, at which time the discharge over the 
gate is computed from the general weir equation, 

Q = Cbh”l’, (132) 

where h is the head on the upper lip of the gate. The gate itself will 
act as a thin-plate weir. Values of the discharge coefficient C will vary 
primarily with the geometry of the gate and with h; the geometry of 
the dam crest or sill will have a lesser effect on the value of C. Dis- 
charge measurements will be required to define the rating for flow 
over the gate, both for unsubmerged flow (tailwater below the upper 
lip of the gate) and for submerged flow (tailwater above the upper lip 
of the gate). 

Flow over a radial gate can also occur at low stages if the gate is of 
the submersible type. A submersible gate is designed to be lowered to 
allow flushing of upstream debris over the top of the gate. When so 
lowered, the bottom lip of the gate drops below the normal sill eleva- 
tion. The upper surface of a submersible gate usually has an ogee or 
rounded crest. 

Automated digital recording of elements for computing 
discharge.-To facilitate the computation of discharge, the Geo- 
logical Survey has developed an automated digital system for the 
multiple recording of those elements that are required for discharge 
computation. The elements monitored are headwater, tailwater, and 
individual crest-gate positions. At navigation dams additional ele- 
ments recorded include the number of lockages and, where supple- 
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mental hydroelectric power is produced, turbine pressure drops or 
commercial turbine monitor outputs. All of these elements are re- 
corded on a digital recorder at preselected time intervals, usually 
hourly or bihourly. The recorded values of headwater, tailwater, and 
gate settings are the instantaneous values of those elements at the 
time of recording. The lockage count recorded is the number of lock- 
ages between the recordings. The turbine monitor integrates turbine 
pressure drops over the time interval between recordings. 

All data at a site are recorded on paper punch tape in a preselected 
sequence by a master control console that queries the individual 
monitors in sequence. The punched tape is removed, usually once a 
month, and information from that tape is transferred to a magnetic 
tape. The magnetic tape is then used as input to a computer program 
for the computation of the streamflow record. 

VERTICAL LIFT GATES 

Vertical lift gates are simple rectangular gates of wood or steel 
spanning between piers on the dam crest. The gates move vertically 
in slots in the piers, and all but the smallest gates are mounted on 
rollers to reduce the friction caused, by the hydrostatic force on the 
gate. The vertical lift gate, like the radial gate, must be hoisted at 
both ends, and the entire weight is suspended from the hoisting ca- 
bles or chains (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1952.) Piers must be 
extended to a considerable height above high water to provide guide 
slots for the gate in the fully raised position. To reduce the height of 
the piers required for operating large vertical lift gates, the large 
gates are often built in two horizontal sections, so that the upper 
section may be lifted and placed in another gate slot before raising 
the lower section. This design also reduces the load on the hoisting 
mechanism. Discharge may occur over either one or both sections of 
the gate or over the spillway crest. Discharge over the spillway crest 
may occur as weir flow if the gate is raised above the water surface, or 
as orifice flow if the raised gate does not clear the water surface. 

The principles that govern the rating of radial gates likewise apply 
to vertical-lift gates. When the elevation of the lower edge of the 
raised gate is less than two-thirds of the upstream head, orifice flow 
occurs. The orifice flow is free if the tailwater is below the lower edge of 
the raised gate; the orifice flow is submerged if the tailwater is above 
the lower edge. General equations 126 and 127 apply to the discharge, 
and values of C and C,,, in those equations must be determined from 
discharge measurements. 

If the elevation of the lower edge of a raised gate is greater than 
two-thirds of the upstream head, weir flow over the dam occurs. If the 
weir flow is free, equation 130 applies; if the elevation of the tailwater 
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(A). Simple roller 
gate 

\ 
(Bl. Roller gate 

with apron 
’ (C). Roller gate with 

top apron 

FWURE 242.-Schematic sketches of roller gates. (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
1952.) 

causes submergence effect, equation 131 applies. The coefficients in 
the two weir equations are primarily dependent on the shape of the 
weir crest. Values of the coefficients are determined from discharge 
measurements, but helpful information concerning them is found in a 
report by Hulsing (1967). 

When a closed gate is overtopped by headwater, the upper edge of 
the gate acts as a weir and general equation 132 is applicable. The 
upper edge of a vertical-lift gate commonly has the shape of a 
modified horizontal broad-crested weir. Coefficients of discharge are 
determined from discharge measurements, but again, helpful infor- 
mation is to be found in the Hulsing report (1967). 

ROLLER GATES 

A roller (or rolling) gate (fig. 242) is a horizontal, internally braced, 
metal cylinder spanning between piers. Rings of gear teeth at the 
ends of the cylinder mesh with inclined metal racks supported by the 
piers, and when a pull is exerted on the hoisting cable or chain, the 
gate rolls up the rack (fig. 242A). The effective damming height of the 
cylinder can be increased by means of a projecting apron (fig. 242B) 
which rotates into contact with the dam crest as the gate rolls down 
the inclined racks (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1952). A similar 
apron or rounded lip may be added to the top of the gate (fig. 242O. 

As in the case of radial and vertical-lift gates, orifice flow will occur 
under partly raised rolling gates; weir flow over the dam will occur 
when the gates are raised sufficiently (% or more of the headwater 
elevation) to be clear of the water surface, and weir flow over the 
gates will occur when the closed gates are overtopped by headwater. 
The principles of rating roller gates are similar to those discussed for 
radial gates and vertical-lift gates. 

MOVABLE DAMS 

A movable dam consists of a low concrete sill and a damming sur- 
face that can be raised above the water surface to maintain a desired 
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Water pressure from upper pool raises and holds dam 

FIGURE 243.-Bear-trap gate. (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1952.) 

pool level, or lowered to the sill at higher discharges so as to offer no 
interference to the flow. The most commonly used gates or damming 
surfaces are bear-trap gates, hinged-leaf gates, wickets, and inflata- 
ble dams. 

Bear-trap gate. -A bear-trap gate (fig. 243) consists of two leaves of 
timber or steel hinged and sealed to the dam or sill. When water is 
admitted to the space under the leaves, they are forced upward. The 
downstream leaf is hollow so that its buoyancy aids the lifting opera- 
tion. When the dam is collapsed by the release of water from under 
the leaves, the leaves lie flat. (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1952). 

Hinged-leaf gate. -A hinged-leaf gate (fig. 244) is a rigid flat leaf 
hinged at bearings along its lower edge. In its raised position, the leaf 
slopes upward and downstream at an angle of between 20” and 30” 
from the vertical. When lowered, it lies approximately in a horizontal 
position. The position of the leaf is controlled by a mechanical hoist or 
by a counterweight device that causes the leaf to rise or fall automati- 
cally with slight incremental changes in headwater level. 

Wickets.-A wicket is a shutter held in position against the water 
load by a metal prop (fig. 245A). It is not intended that water flow 
over the wicket at an appreciable depth, because the resultant water 
load will shift to a point above the prop and cause the wicket to 
overturn or vibrate violently (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1952). 
The metal prop, hinged at midlength of the wicket, seats against a 
shoulder on a metal fixture (“hurter”) embedded in the foundation. 
The wicket is raised by an upstream pull on a hoisting line attached 
to the bottom of the wicket. This causes the prop to fall into its seat 
after which the wicket is rotated into position against the sill (fig. 
245B). The wicket is lowered by pulling upstream on a line attached 
to the top of the wicket; the base of the prop is pulled away from its 
seat and falls to one side into a groove in the hurter in which it can 
slide freely downstream. Wickets are raised and lowered by use of a 
boat operating on the upstream side of the dam. Figures 245C and 
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FIGURE 244.-Hinged-leaf gate. 

2450 show improved types of wickets. The Bebout wicket (fig. 2450) 
trips automatically to permit the passage of high flows. 

Inflatable dams.-An inflatable dam, before activation, is a col- 
lapsed nylon-rubber bladder that occupies the full width of the stream 
and is attached to a concrete sill on the channel bottom. The dam is 
activated by pumping water into the bladder, thereby inflating it to 
form a barrier across the channel. The dam is deactivated by releas- 
ing water from inside the bladder. Inflatable dams are usually used 
on shallow streams to maintain a water level in the stream that is 
sufficiently high to submerge the intake of a diversion works. When 
the river stage is high, the dam is deflated. The inflation and deflation 
are often automatically controlled in response to the changing stage 
of the stream. Although it would probably be feasible to determine 
the rating for an inflatable dam by monitoring both the stream stage 
and the pressure within the dam bladder, inflatable dams have not 
been used as gaging-station controls. It is invariably simpler to oper- 
ate a conventional gaging station on the stream either downstream 
from the inflatable dam or far enough upstream to be beyond the 
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FIGURE 245.-Wickets. (U.S. Army Corp of Engineers, 1952.) 

influence of backwater from the dam. 
Discharge characteristics. -The discharge characteristics of bear- 

trap gates, hinged-leaf gates, and wickets are similar. In their low- 
ered position they act as broad-crested weirs that control the stage- 
discharge relation over a limited range of low-water stage. The stage 
at which they become submerged depends primarily on the height of 
the sill on which they rest. Their discharge ratings in the lowered 
position will resemble that for a highway embankment (Hulsing, 
1967, p. 26-27) whose general equation is 

Q = CbIW, (133) 
where 

Q is discharge, 
C is the coefficient of discharge, 
b is the width normal to the Aow, and 
H is the total head. 
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FIGURE 246.-Discharge coefficients for an inclined rectangular thin-plate weir. 

The value of C will be dependent on the elevations of headwater 
and tailwater, the length of the crest in the direction of flow, and the 
geometry of the crest. For unsubmerged flow (tailwater d 0.7 times 
headwater) C, when English units are used, can be expected to range 
from about 2.6 to 3.1, depending primarily on the ratio of static head 
(h) to length of sill in the direction of flow (L). For submerged flow, the 
free-flow value of C will be multiplied by a factor that ranges from 
almost zero to almost 1.00, depending on the degree of submergence. 

When overtopped in their raised position by headwater, the three 
types of movable dam-bear-trap gate, hinged-leaf gate, and 
wickets-act as inclined thin-plate rectangular weirs. Figure 246 
gives values of the discharge coefficient C in the general weir equa- 
tion (eq. 133) for various angles of inclination of such weirs. If the 
upstream edge of the crest is rounded, the value of C may increase by 
5- 10 percent. 

FLASHBOARDS 

The usual flashboard installation consists of horizontal wooden 
panels supported by vertical pins placed on the crest of a spillway (fig. 
247A). Such installations are temporary and are designed to fail 
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Pins on downstream 
side of flashboards 

(A). Temporary type 
(Front view) 

FIGURE 247.-Flashboards. 

(6). Permanent type 
(End view) 

when the water surface in the reservoir reaches a predetermined 
level. A common design uses steel pipe or rod set loosely in sockets in 
the crest of the dam and designed to bend and release the flashboards 
at the desired water level. Temporary flashboards of this type have 
been used in heights up to 4 or 5 ft. Because temporary flashboards 
are lost each time the supports fail, permanent flashboards are more 
economical for large installations. Permanent flashboards usually 
consist of horizontal wooden panels that can be raised or lowered from 
an overhead cableway or bridge. The bottom edge of the panels is 
placed in a seat or hinge on the spillway crest, and the panels are 
supported in the raised position by struts (fig. 247B) or by attaching 
the top edge of the panels to the bridge. 

To rate the vertical flashboards shown on figure 247A, a value of C 
= 3.33 (English units) is usually used in the general weir equation, 

Q = Cbw’F’ (133) 

As for the permanent flashboards in figure 247B, when the 
flashboards are lowered, the value of C that should be used is that for 
the free dam crest (no flashboards). The value of C to use when the 
flashboards are raised and supported by struts is determined from 
figure 248, which shows C values for various angles of inclination. If 
the raised flashboards are supported in an inclined position by a 
bridge so that the top edge of the flashboards is flush with the 
upstream edge of the bridge floor, we have in effect a flat-crested 
rectangular weir with inclined upstream face. The bridge floor a&s as 
the flat weir crest and the flashboards act as the inclined upstream 
face of the weir. Discharge is computed by the use of equation 133; the 
value of C to be used in that equation can be obtained from figure 151 
(chap. 10). 
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STOP LOGS AND NEEDLES 

Stop logs consist of horizontal timbers, similar to flashboards, 
spanning between vertically slotted piers on the dam crest. The tim- 
bers may be inserted into, or removed, from the vertical slots by hand 
or with a hoist. There is usually considerable leakage between the 
timbers and considerable time may be required for their removal if 
they become jammed in the slots. Stop logs are ordinarily used only 
for small installations where the cost of more elaborate devices is not 
warranted or in situations where the removal or replacement of the 
stop logs is expected only at infrequent intervals. 

Needles consist of timbers standing on end with their lower ends 
resting in a keyway in the spillway and their upper ends supported 
against the upstream edge of a bridge floor. Needles are easier to 
remove than stop logs but are difficult to place in flowing water. 
Consequently, they are used mainly for emergency bulkheads that 
are installed during periods of low flow. 

The simple crest shape of stop logs and needles makes it easy to 
determine the theoretical value of the discharge coefficient C in the 
general weir equation 133. (See report by Hulsing (1967) on comput- 
ing discharge over dams.) However, it is usually futile to rate stop 
logs or needles theoretically because of the appreciable leakage be- 
tween them. 

NAVIGATION LOCKS 

Navigation locks are required for boat traffic to overcome the dif- 
ference between headwater and tailwater elevations at a dam. The 
boat enters the open gate of the lock; the lock is closed behind the 
boat; valves are used for filling or emptying the locks, as the case may 
be, to bring the water level in the lock to that of the pool ahead of the 
boat; the other lock gate is opened and the boat proceeds on its jour- 
ney. Various lock-filling and lock-emptying systems have been de- 
vised as a compromise between two conflicting demands: (1) that the 
filling time be short so as not to delay traffic, and (2) that the disturb- 
ances in the lock chamber not cause stresses in mooring hawsers 
which might cause the boat or barges to break loose and thereby 
damage either the boat or lock structure. 

The flow through navigation locks is computed as the total volume 
of water released during a finite time interval, usually 1 day. The 
volume of water discharged for any one lockage is the product of the 
plan or water-surface area of the lock and the difference between 
headwater and tailwater at the time of lockage. These volumes are 
summed for the day and divided by 86,400, which is the number of 
seconds in a day, to obtain the average lockage flow in cubic feet per 
second or cubic meters per second. Usually it will be sufficiently accu- 
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rate to compute the daily average lockage discharge (Q,) by use of the 
equation, 

(134) 

where 
N is the number of lockages in a day, 
A is the plan or surface area of the lock, 
h,, is the daily mean headwater elevation, and 
h, is the daily mean tailwater elevation. 

If appreciable leakage through the lock occurs between boat lockages, 
the daily average leakage must be added to the daily average lockage 
discharge. 

MEASUREMENT OF LEAKAGE THROUGH NAVIGATION LOCKS 

If the leakage through the closed lock gates is great, it can be 
measured in the forebay with a low-velocity current meter. The leak- 
age will seldom be that great, however, and it usually will have to be 
computed by a volumetric method. 

If, for considerable periods of time between lockages, the lockmas- 
ter keeps the valves and lower gates closed and the upper gates open, 
leakage will occur through the lower gates, and it is that leakage 
(&,,,,,I that must be determined. If, instead, it is the valves and upper 
gates that are kept closed and the lower gates that are kept open, 
leakage will occur through the upper gates, and it is that leakage 
(Q, ,,,I that must be determined. If all valves and gates are kept closed, 
it is the equilibrium leakage (Q,,,) through the lower gate that must 
be determined. 

Instructions for determining Q ,,,,, , QI ,,, , and QL6. follow. Figure 248 is 
a definition sketch of a lock. 

FIELD \VORK 

1. Close upper and lower lock gates and open the valve to fill the 
lock chamber. When the lock chamber is filled, close the valve and 
open one upper gate slightly. 

2. Attach the zero end of a steel tape by a small staple to the middle 
of a long plank. Float the plank in a lock chamber against the lock 
wall after first setting a reference mark on top of the wall for use as 
an index for reading the tape. A portable electric-tape gage (see sec- 
tion in chapter 4 titled, “Electric-Tape Gage”) is even more satisfactory 
for reading stages in the lock chamber. 

3. Record gage heights in the upper pool and lower pool and the 
tape reading in the lock chamber. 

4. Close the upper gate. Read the tape immediately after the gate 
is fully closed and seated, and start a stop watch. Thereafter, read the 
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FIGURE 248.-Definition sketch of a lock. 

tape and stop watch at intervals of about 0.5 ft as stage decreases in 
the chamber, or at l-minute intervals, whichever comes first. Con- 
tinue for about 10 minutes. 

5. Empty the lock chamber by opening the lower gate, and then 
partly close the lower gate; that is, leave one lower gate slighty open. 

6. Record gage heights in the upper pool and lower pool, and the 
tape reading in the lock chamber. 

7. Close the lower gate. Read the tape immediately after the gate is 
fully closed and seated and start a stopwatch. Thereafter read the 
tape and stopwatch at intervals of about 0.5 foot as stage increases in 
the chamber, or at l-minute intervals, whichever comes first. Con- 
tinue for about 10 minutes. 

8. Obtain dimensions of the lock chamber for use in computing 
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FIGURE 249.~-Storage diagram starting with lock chamber full. 

volumes of water involved in the leakage. That completes the field 
work. 

COMPUTATIONS FOR Q,,,, 

1. Use readings obtained when observations were started with a 
full lock chamber. Subtract initial tape reading (made with upper 
gate open slightly) from all tape readings. 

2. Plot adjusted tape readings from step 1 against time in seconds. 
The first reading made after the upper gate was fully closed is plotted 
at zero seconds. Too much uncertainty usually exists as to when the 
gate actually seated to use the closure of the gate as the starting time 
for the graph. See figure 249. The plot should be made on a large sheet 
of graph paper. 

3. Connect the plotted points with a smooth curve. A tangent to the 
curve at any value of the abscissa represents the rate of change of 
water-surface elevation at that instant. The rate of change multiplied 
by the surface area of the lock chamber gives the instantaneous rate 
of storage in the lock chamber; that is, the difference in rate of leak- 
age out of the chamber through the lower gate and rate of leakage 
into the chamber through the upper gate. 

At the instant the upper gate is closed, the leakage out of the 
chamber is at its maximum, QL,,, (full head on the lower gate), and the 
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leakage into the chamber is zero (zero head on the upper gate). As the 
stage in the chamber falls, the leakage out of the chamber decreases 
because of the decreased head on the lower gate, and leakage into the 
chamber increases because of the.increased head on the upper gate. 
Eventually leakage into the lock would equal the leakage out of the 
lock (Q,,), and the stage in the chamber would remain constant. 

4. In order to obtain the rate of storage at any instant from the 
tangent of the curve showing the decrease in lock stage with time, 
construct a diagram showing the storage rate (Q,,) for various tangen- 
tial slopes. 

The method of constructing the diagram is demonstrated in figure 
249. The area of the lock chamber is 12,750 ft’. If the stage in the 
chamber dropped 2 feet, the change in volume would be 2 x 12,750 or 
25,500 ft”. If Q,# were 200 ft”/s, the time required for a 2 ft drop would 
be 127.5 seconds. A vertical line is drawn at 127.5 seconds on figure 
249 and a diagonal line having a drop of 2 ft is drawn between the 
abscissa values of 0 and 127.5 seconds. A tangent to the storage curve 
having a similar slope would have a Q,, value of 200 ft”/s. Diagonals 
representing other values of Q,, are added as shown. 

5. Select two points on the storage curve, one near the origin (0 
seconds) and the other no more than 1 ft lower in stage. Draw tan- 
gents to those points and use the slopes of those tangents with the 
tangential rate diagram to obtain the two values of Q,, . To obtain the 
tangential slope at a point on the curve, use a pair of dividers to lay 
off short equal distances on the curve on each side of the selected 
point. A chord connecting the equidistance points will have a slope 
approximately equal to that of the tangent. 

6. The two values of Q,, obtained in the preceding step will be used 
to compute QL,,!. No further use will be made of the leakage curve, 
except that it has value for making a rough check on the basic as- 
sumption that will be made in the computations that follow. That 
assumption is that the leakage through a gate can be treated as 
though it all occurred at an orifice at the bottom of the gate. In other 
words, 

or 

QL = QL,,, (&)I" and QI, = &I.,,, (5) Ip (135) 

7. From figure 248 and equation 135. 
&,a = QL - Q, 
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Ol- (136) 

For each of the two values of Q,,, all values in equation 136 are 
known, except for the values of QL,,# and QL.,,,. The known values can 
be substituted in equation 136 to give two simultaneous equations, 
which can then be solved for the desired value of Q,*,,,. 

8. In the preceding step, it would be a simple matter to solve for 
Q, ,,,, but we do not do so. Our basic assumption of orifice flow may not 
be strictly correct, and experience has shown that the desired value of 
Q I ,,, can be computed with much more accuracy by using the field data 
obtained when observations of leakage were started with an empty 
lock chamber. 

9. Obtain values of leakage through the lower gate when the 
upper gate is open, for other values of total head. Use the following 
equation: 

&‘I,,,, = QL.,,(~~)~ (137) 

where Q,.,,, and b,,,, are values obtained from a leakage test as de- 
scribed above, and Q I,,,,, is the leakage through the lower gate corres- 
ponding to any other value of total head, h’,,,,,. 

10. Prepare a rating table of Q ,,,, I versus h, ,,,,. 

(:OXII’l’~I-A’I‘IONS I-OK ‘jr ,,! 

1. Use readings obtained when observations were started with an 
empty lock chamber. Subtract initial tape reading (made with lower 
gate slightly open) from all tape readings. 

2. Plot adjusted tape readings from step 1 against time in seconds. 
3. Proceed with computations in a manner analogous to that used 

in the computation of Q,,,,,. 
4. Obtain Q,, for two points on the leakage curve, one near the 

origin (0 seconds) and the other no more than 1 ft higher in stage. 
5. Use equation 136 to solve for the desired value of Q, !,,. 
6. Obtain values of leakage through the upper gate when the lower 

gate is open, for other values of total head. Use the following equa- 
tion: 

&I(.,,, = Q ,.,,, (2) ‘+“, (138) 

where Q, ,,, and h, ,,, are values obtained from a leakage test as de- 
scribed above, and Q’, ,,, is the leakage through the upper gate corres- 
ponding to any other value of total head h’, ,,,. 
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7. Prepare a rating table of QCnl versus hc,,#. 

COMPUTATIONS FOR (& 

1. Q1,e is the leakage through~ the lower gate when equilibrium 
exists; that is, the stage in the lock chamber is constant because Qt. = 
QL. 

2. Starting with the equation, Qc.r = QLe, it is a simple matter to 
transform the equation to 

hLe= = h,r / [(Q’,,,, / Q’r,,,) + 11 (139) 

All values on the right-hand side of equation 139 are known because 
in preceding steps Q Lnr and QC,,# had been computed. Solve for hLr. 

3. Obtain the desired value of QLp from the equation 

4. Use the rating tables for QL,,, and Q,.,,, with equations 139 and 
140, to prepare a rating table of QLe versus h[,,,,. 

PRESSURE CONDUITS 
GENERAL 

In one respect, the gaging of a pressure conduit is simple in that the 
cross-sectional area is constant for all discharges. The calibration of 
the metering device offers difficulty, however, because the discharge 
measurements require special instrumentation unless they can be 
made by current meter in the forebay or afterbay of the conduit where 
open-channel conditions exist. 

The following are the metering devices used for pressure conduits: 
1. Mechanical meters 

a. Displacement meter 
b. Inferential meter 
c. Variable-area meter 

2. Differential-head meters 
a. Constriction meters 

(1) Venturi meter 
(2) Flow nozzle 
(3) Orifice meter 

b. Bend meter 
c. Pressure differential in a reach of unaltered conduit 

3. Electromagnetic velocity meter 
4. Acoustic velocity meter 
5. Laser flowmeter. 
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Changes in the rating of mechanical meters occur only as a result of 
wear on the moving parts of the meter. Changes in the rating of 
differential-head meters that are kept clean occur only as a result of 
changes in perimeter roughness of the conduit with time. The elec- 
tromagnetic, acoustic, and laser velocity meters are complex elec- 
tronic devices, and as such,.they are subject to the occasional calibra- 
tion drift that for various reasons affect such devices. 

The various meters must be calibrated when first installed, and the 
calibration must be periodically checked thereafter. Methods of 
measuring discharge for that purpose include: 

1. pitot-static tubes and pitometers, 
2. salt-velocity method, and 
3. Gibson method. 

This section of the manual closes with a brief discussion of dis- 
charge ratings for turbines, pumps, gates, and valves, all of which are 
associated with pressure conduits. 

METERING DEVICES FOR PRESSURE-CONDUIT FLOW 

MECHANICAL METERS 

Mechanical meters are widely used in water-distribution systems 
because of their low cost and small size, but they can only be used to 
measure a relatively narrow range of discharge. They are not suited 
for the measurement of very low flow rates because the liquid may 
pass the meter without moving the mechanical elements; they are 
seldom used to measure discharges greater than 10 ftVs (0.28 m3/s) 
because of high head loss. A large variety of mechanical meters are 
commercially available, but only the three general types- 
displacement, inferential, and variable-area-will be described here 
(Howe, 1950, p. 210-212). 

Displacement meters. -An elementary form of displacement meter 
consists of a single or multiple piston arrangement in which fluid 
passing through the meter moves a piston back and forth. The move- 
ment of the piston is readily registered upon a counting device cali- 
brated in any desired units to give total volumeof flow. Such meters 
can have a fairly large capacity and are accurate if no slippage occurs. 

Another commonly used displacement meter is the disk meter 
which oscillates in a measuring chamber; for each oscillation a known 
volume of water passes the meter. The motion of the disk operates a 
gear train which in turn activates a counting mechanism, thereby 
furnishing a measure of the total volume of flow. When the disk is 
new, the meter is accurate to within 1 percent, but the meter may 
underregister significantly as the disk becomes worn. 

Inferential meters. -Inferential meters are in effect small turbines 
and are called “inferential” because the rate of flow is inferred from 
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the speed of rotation of the propeller. An essential element of such 
meters is a set of guide vanes which may be adjusted to change the 
calibration of the meter. However, the calibration may inadvertently 
change if the surface of the propellor blades becomes worn or coated. 
Although inferential meters normally register only volume of flow, 
equipment may be added to the meter to indicate instantaneous rate 
of discharge. 

Variable-area meter. -The variable-area meter consists of a vertical 
tapered tube containing a small plunger “float.” In some instru- 
ments the plunger is completely immersed in a transparent, 
graduated tube; in others, a stem projects through the end of the 
conical tube and traverses a scale. In both types the plunger rises as 
the rate of flow increases, thereby increasing the area around it. By 
calibration, the position of the plunger can be related to the rate of 
flow. These instruments are restricted to the measurement of rather 
small discharges and will not accommodate any great change in 
viscosity without recalibration. Accuracy within 1 percent is possible. 

DIFFERENTIAL-HEAD METERS 

The tlow of fluid through a constriction in a pressure conduit results 
in a lowering of pressure at the constriction. The drop in piezometric 
head in the reach between the undisturbed flow and the constriction 
is a function of the flow rate. The venturi meter, flow nozzle, and 
orifice meter (fig. 250) are constriction meters that make use of this 
principle. The difference in piezometric head may be measured with a 
differential manometer or pressure gages. In order that such an 
installation may function properly, a straight length of pipe at least 
10 diameters long should precede the meter. Straightening vanes 
may also be installed in the conduit just upstream from the meter to 
suppress disturbances in the flow. 

Venturi meters.-Venturi meters (fig. 25OA) are highly accurate 
and efficient flow meters; they have no moving parts, require little 
maintenance, and cause little head loss (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 
1971). They operate on the principle that flow in a given closed- 
conduit system moves more rapidly through areas of small cross sec- 
tion (D, in fig. 25OA) than through areas of large cross section (D, in 
fig. 250A). The total energy in the flow, consisting primarily of veloc- 
ity head and pressure head, is virtually the same at D, and D, within 
the meter. Thus the pressure must decrease in the constricted throat, 
D?, where the velocity is higher; and conversely the pressure must be 
greater at D,, upstream from the throat, where the velocity is lower. 
This reduction in pressure from the meter entrance to the meter 
throat is directly related to the rate of flow passing through the meter 
and is the measurement used to determine flow rate. Tables or dia- 
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A. Venturi meter 

B. Flow nozzle 

C. Orifice meter 

FICHJRE 250.-Three types of constriction meter for pipe flow. (Courtesy of U.S. Bureau 
of Reclamation.) 

grams of this head differential versus rate of flow may be prepared, 
and flow indicators or flow recorders may be used to display the dif- 
ferential or the rate of flow. 
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The relation of rate of flow, or discharge, to the head and dimen- 
sions of the meter is 

(141) 

where 
A, = cross-sectional area of the throat, in square feet, 
h = difference in pressure head between upstream pressure- 

measurement section and the downstream pressure- 
measurement section, in feet, 

g = 32.2 feet per second per second, 
r = ratio of the throat diameter to pipe diameter = DJD,, and 

C = coefficient of discharge for the venturi meter. 
The coefficient of discharge for the venturi meter varies with a 

Reynolds number that is based on the diameter and velocity at the 
throat and on the kinematic viscosity of the water; the kinematic 
viscosity of the water is in turn a function of the water temperature. 
The formula for computing the Reynolds number is 

(142) 

where 
R = Reynolds number (dimensionless), 

V, = mean velocity in the throat (ft/s), 
D, = throat diameter (ft), and 

v = kinematic viscosity (ft”/s). 
Table 27 gives values of kinematic viscosity corresponding to selected 

TABLE 27.-Values of kznematrc viscosity corresponding to selected water temperatures 
[From Amencan Sonety of Cd Engmeers (1942, p 6011 

Water temperature Kmematlc wscoslty (v x 10’1 
I”FI (ft’/s) 

90 
100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
212 

1.931 
1.664 
1.410 
1.217 
1.059 

,930 
,826 
.739 
,667 
.609 
,558 
,514 
,476 
,442 
,413 
,385 
,362 
,341 
319 
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FIGURE 251.-Discharge coefficients for venturi meters as related to Reynolds 
number. (After Howe, 1950. Reprinted by permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.) 

water temperatures. Figure 251 shows values of the discharge coeffi- 
cient for venturi meters as related to the Reynolds number. Figure 
251 is based on discharge data for meters having a diameter ratio (r-1 
equal to 0.5, and although the discharge coefficient will vary slightly 
with the geometry of the venturi meter, the relation shown in the 
figure is considered accurate to within 1 percent for meters that are 
carefully maintained. 

Flow nozzles. -Flow nozzles operate on the same basic principle as 
venturi meters. In effect, the flow nozzle is a venturi meter that has 
been simplified and shortened by omitting the long diffuser on the 
outlet side (fig. 25OB). The streamlined entrance of the nozzle pro- 
vides a straight cylindrical jet without contraction, so that the coeffi- 
cient is similar, in considerable degree, to that for the venturi meter. 
In the flow nozzle, the jet is allowed to expand of its own accord, and 
the high degree of turbulence created downstream from the nozzle 
causes a greater loss of head than occurs in the venturi meter where 
the long diffuser suppresses turbulence. 

The relation of rate of flow to the head and dimensions of the flow 
nozzle is 

Q = CA&‘%& 
-’ (141a) 

Vl - r” 
which is identical with equation (141) given above for the venturi 
meter. The symbols have the same meaning in both equations, except 
that C in equation 141a is the coefficient of discharge for the flow 
nozzle. 

Specifications for the manufacture and installation of flow nozzles 
vary, and extensive research on the various types has resulted in the 
accumulation of a large body of data on discharge coefficients. Space 
limitations preclude detailed discussion of those coefficients, but it 
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may be stated that for the more popular types of design and in the 
usual range of operation the coefficients generally range from 0.96 to 
0.99; for any type of flow nozzle, the discharge coefficients increase 
with Reynolds number and tend to become constant at Reynolds 
numbers greater than 10”. A recommended source of data on dis- 
charge coefficients is a report of the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (1937). 

The upstream pressure connection for measuring head is fre- 
quently made through a hole in the wall of the conduit at a distance of 
about 1 pipe diameter upstream from the starting point of the flare of 
the nozzle. The pressure observed is that of the stream before it has 
begun to turn inward in response to the inlet curvature of the nozzle. 
The downstream pressure connection may be made through the pipe 
wall opposite the end of the nozzle throat. 

Orifice meters. -A thin-plate orifice inserted across a pipeline can 
be used for measuring flow in much the same manner as a flow nozzle 
(fig. 2500. Th e upstream pressure connection is often located at a 
distance of about 1 pipe diameter upstream from the orifice plate. The 
pressure of the jet ranges from a minimum at the vena contracta- 
the smallest cross section of the jet-to a maximum at about 4 or 5 
conduit diameters downstream from the orifice plate. The 
downstream pressure connection- the center connection shown in 
figure 25OC-is usually made at the vena contracta to obtain a large 
pressure differential across the orifice. The location of the vena con- 
tracta may be determined from data provided in standard hydraulic 
handbooks. 

The relation of rate of flow to the head and dimensions of the 
metering section is 

CA&“?& 
Q= dyI-+ (141b) 

which is identical with equations 141 and 141a except that C in 
equation 141b is the coefficient of discharge for the orifice meter. 

For pressure taps located 1 pipe diameter upstream from the orifice 
plate and at the vena contracta, the coefficient of discharge ranges 
from 0.599 for an r value of 0.20 to 0.620 for an r of 0.71, when the 
Reynolds number exceeds 2 x lo”. The principal disadvantage of 
orifice meters, as compared to venturi meters or flow nozzles, is their 
greater loss of head. On the other hand, they are inexpensive and are 
capable of producing accurate flow measurements. 

Bend meters. -Another type of differential head meter is the bend 
meter, which utilizes the pressure difference between the inside and 
outside of a pipe bend. The meter is simple and inexpensive. An elbow 
already in the line may be used without causing added head loss. For 
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best results a bend meter should be calibrated in place. The meter 
equation is 

Q=CAV2gh, (143) 
where C is the coefficient of discharge, h is the difference in piezomet- 
ric head between the outside and inside of the bend at the midsection, 
and A is the cross-sectional area of the pipe. For best results it is 
recommended that the lengths of straight pipe upstream and 
downstream from the bend be equal to at least 25 pipe diameters and 
10 pipe diameters, respectively. 

Lansford (1936) experimented with 90” bends, and he concluded 
that if calibration of a 90” bend is not feasible, results at moderate to 
high Reynolds numbers that are accurate to within 10 percent can be 
obtained from a simple formula for C, in which 

(143a) 

In equation 143a, D is the pipe diameter and r is the centerline radius 
of the bend. 

Pressure differential in a reach of unaltered conduit.-If a 
pressure-conduit system has high velocities and low pressures, it may 
not be practical to install a venturi meter in the line because cavita- 
tion will occur in the throat along with excessive vibration. In that 
situation the installation of a manometer between two piezometer 
taps in the conduit, several hundred feet apart, may be the most 
feasible method of metering the flow. One but preferably two dis- 
charge measurements would suffice to rate the manometer, and a 
third measurement could be made to check the rating equation which 
is, 

Q=Kvr, 
where 

Q = discharge, 
K = a constant, and 
Ah = head differential. 

(144) 

If two discharge measurements are used in the initial calibration, the 
two computed K values, which should agree closely, are averaged. 

In the case of reaction turbines, the discharge may be metered by a 
manometer that measures the pressure drop in the scroll case. The 
scroll case of a reaction turbine has a decreasing diameter, being 
largest at its upstream end where it is joined to the penstock. A set of 
piezometer taps is installed at each end of the scroll case forming, in 
effect, a type of venturi section. Discharge is computed by use of 
equation 144, K being determined from discharge measurements, 
preferably made over the complete range of output, and simultaneous 
observations of the pressure drop. The calibration should remain 
constant as long as the turbine efficiency does not change. 
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where c=a constant 

Nonmagnetic conduit---. 
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FIGURE 252.~-Schematic view of one type of electromagnetic velocity meter. (Courtesy 
of U.S. Bureau of Reclamation.) 

Summary. -Differential-head meters are very satisfactory meter- 
ing devices as long as they are kept clean and the velocities in the 
conduit are high enough to give significant pressure differentials be- 
tween the two piezometer taps. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC VE:I.OCI-I-1’ ME.I‘ER 

Electromagnetic velocity meters for measuring flow in pressure 
conduits are commercially available. The principle of the elec- 
tromagnetic velocity meter was explained in the section in chapter 12 
titled, “Electromagnetic Velocity-Meter Method”; but to repeat 
briefly, when a fluid which is an electric conductor moves across a 
magnetic field at 90”, as shown in figure 252, an electromotive force is 
produced in the fluid at right angles to both the flux of the magnetic 
field and the velocity of the fluid. The induced voltage is proportional 
to the average velocity of the fluid, V. If the pipe is a conductor, as it 
usually will be, an insulating liner must be installed in the metering 
section and the probes must contact the water. Two or more discharge 
measurements are required to calibrate the meter. 

ACOUSTIC VELOCII‘Y ME-1 ER 

Acoustic velocity meters for measuring flow in pressure conduits 
are commercially available. The principle of the acoustic velocity 
meter was explained in the section in Chapter 12 titled, “Acoustic 
Velocity-Meter Method,” and will not be discussed further other 
than to state that better results are obtained with the transducers of 
the meter in direct contact with the fluid stream than are obtained 
with the transducers mounted on the outside of the conduit walls 
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(Schuster, 1975). The acoustic velocity meter should be calibrated by 
discharge measurements. 

LASER FLOWMETER 

Laser (light amplification by stimulated emission radiation) beams 
have been used for studying the turbulent characteristics of flowing 
liquids and for determining the velocity of fluid flow (Schuster, 1970). 
The Doppler principle, which involves a measurable shift in the fre- 
quency of the light rays under the influence of an external velocity 
imposed on the system, underlies the operation of the laser flowmeter. 
The flowing water scatters part of a beam of light (laser) directed 
through it. By comparing the frequencies of the scattered and unscat- 
tered rays, collected in receiving lenses on the opposite side of the 
stream, the velocity of the water (hence the discharge) can be calcu- 
lated. In laboratory experiments, the instrument has measured fluid 
flows as slow as a fraction of an inch per second and as fast as 1,000 or 
more feet per second. The device is a valuable research tool, but it 
should also be considered a possible future device for measuring dis- 
charge in both open channels and pressure conduits. 

DISCHARGE-MEASUREMENT METHODS FOR METER CALIBRATION 

MEASUREMENT OF DISCHARGE BY PITOT-STATIC TUBES 
AND PITOMETERS 

Pitot-static tubes and pitometers may be classed as differential- 
head meters, but they are seldom used for continuous-flow measure- 
ment. Instead, they are usually used for calibrating other metering 
devices in place and for intermittent measurements. Pitot tubes and 
pitometers indicate the velocity head at a point in the conduit cross 
section. 

The operation of pitot-static tubes or pitometers is based on the 
principle that the increase in head at the mouth of a bent tube facing 
upstream is a measure of the velocity head of the oncoming flow. The 
most commonly used type of pitot-static tube (fig. 253A) consists of 
two separate parallel tubes, one for indicating total head, Pt (sum of 
static and velocity heads), and the other for indicating only static 
(pressure) head, Ps. Manometers are commonly used to measure these 
heads, the velocity head being the difference between the static head 
and the total head. A pressure transducer may also be used instead of 
the manometer for measuring the differential head. Where pitot- 
static tubes are used for continuous-flow measurement, oscillograph 
or digital recording of the electrical signal from the transducer pro- 
vides a continuous record of the changes in head. 

The general equation for pitot-static tubes and pitometers is 
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where 
v = c,x&z, (145) 

V = velocity, 
C, = coefficient, 
g = acceleration of gravity, and 

Ah = observed velocity-head differential. 
The coefficient C, will vary with the dimensions and geometry of the 
meter, but the instruments are usually individually rated by the 
manufacturer in the manner that current meters are rated, and the 
value of C, is therefore known. For the pitot-static tube shown in 
figure 253A the value of C, usually ranges from 0.98 to 1.00. 

Another commonly used type of pitot device is the Cole pitometer 
(fig. 253B), which consists of two tubes headed in opposite directions. 
The tubes can be rotated so that the instrument may be inserted 
through a small bushing in a pipe. When in operating position, the 
downstream tube registers a negative pressure because its opening is 
in the wake of the instrument. The differential of the water columns 
is therefore considerably greater than V2/2g. The value of C, in equa- 
tion 145 usually ranges from 0.84 to 0.87. 

Reinforced pitot tubes and pitometers have been used successfully 
in pipes up to five feet in diameter having flow velocities of 5-20 R/s 
(U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1971). Even larger pipes can be 
traversed by pitometer by having access ports on both sides of the 
pipe and by probing to or past the conduit centerline from each side. 
The principal disadvantage encountered is that relatively large forces 
push on the tube when flow velocities are high, making positioning 
and securing of the instrument difficult. Dynamic instability may 
also occur, causing the tube to vibrate and produce erroneous read- 
ings. At moderate flow velocities the measurements are accurate. 

The most common pressure conduit is the circular pipe. For a con- 
stant rate of flow, the velocity varies from point to point across the 
stream, gradually increasing from the walls to the center of the pipe. 
The mean velocity is obtained by dividing the cross-sectional area of 
the pipe into a number of concentric equal-area rings and a central 
circle. The standard lo-point system is shown in figure 254A. More 
divisions may be used if large flow distortions or other unusual flow 
conditions exist. Observations are made at specific locations in these 
subareas (fig. 254A) and mean velocity is computed from the equa- 
tion, 

The mean velocity in rectangular ducts can be determined by first 
dividing the cross section into an even number-at least 16-of equal 
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(A). Ten-point system 
for circular conduits 

(B). System for rectangular (c). Additional points for data 
conduits, where at least in areas around periphery 

16 divisions must be used of the rectangular conduit 

FIGURE 254.-Locations for pitot-tube measurements in circular and 
rectangular conduits. (Reproduced from B.S. 1042, Flow Measurement 
(1943), by permission of the British Standards Institution.) 

rectangles geometrically similar to the duct cross section, and then 
making a pitot-tube observation at the center of each subarea (fig. 
254B). Additional readings should be taken in the areas along the 
periphery of the cross section in accordance with the diagram in 
figure 254C. Mean velocity is then computed from equation 146. 

When using pitot-static tubes or pitometers, it must be remem- 
bered that at low velocities, head differentials are small and errors in 
reading head differentials will seriously affect the results. Also the 
openings in the tubes are small and foreign material in the water, 
such as sediment or trash, can plug the tubes. 
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MEASUREMENT OF DISCHARGE BY SALT-VELOCITY METHOD 

Discharges in conduits flowing full may be determined from the 
known dimensions of the conduit and velocity observations made by 
the salt-velocity method. Basically, the method uses the increased 
conductivity of salt water as a means of timing the travel of a salt 
solution through a length of conduit. A concentrated solution of 
sodium chloride is suddenly injected into the conduit at an injection 
station. At two downstream stations, electrodes are connected to a 
recording ammeter. An increase in the recorded electric current oc- 
curs when the prism of water containing the salt passes the electrodes 
(fig. 255). The difference in time (t) between the centers of gravity of 
the recorded salt passage is obtained from the recorder chart as 
shown in figure 255. The discharge is equal to the volume of the 
conduit between the two electrodes -it is not necessary that the con- 
duit be uniform-divided by time, t, in seconds. 

The brine-injection system that is used is quite complex (figs. 256 
and 257). A turbulence-creating device (turbulator) is also sometimes 
used to insure adequate mixing of the brine and water by the time the 
upstream electrode station is reached. The required equipment and 
techniques have been described in detail by Thomas and Dexter 
(1955). 

MEASUREMLNT OF DISCHARGE BY THE GIBSON METHOD 

The Gibson method was developed for computing the discharge of a 
conduit or penstock controlled by a valve, turbine, or regulating de- 
vice located at the downstream end. The pressure conduit must ex- 
tend at least 25 feet, and preferably much more, upstream from the 
valve or regulating device, but the conduit need not be of uniform 

FIGURE 255.-Sample record of a salt cloud passing upstream and downstream elec- 
trodes in the salt-velocity method of measuring flows in pipelines. (Courtesy of 
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation.) 
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FIGURE 256.-General arrangement of salt-velocity equipment for pressure conauns. 
(Courtesy of U.S. Bureau of Reclamation.) 

cross-sectional area. The underlying principle of the method is that 
the pressure rise that results from gradually shutting off the flow in a 
conduit is an indication of the original velocity of the water (Howe, 
1950, p. 209-210). 

The Gibson apparatus (fig. 258A) consists of: a mercury U-tube 
connected to the penstock just upstream from a gate; a light source 
behind the U-tube and a pendulum that swings in front of the box; 
and a narrow slit in the box directly behind the U-tube. Light shines 
through the U-tube and exposes a film on a rotating drum unless 
blocked by the pendulum or the mercury in the tube. During a test, 
the film therefore registers the fluctuation of the mercury column and 
the time intervals indicated by the pendulum (fig. 258B). The period 
of deceleration, T, terminates when the oscillations become symmet- 
rical (point B, fig. 258B, where t , = t,,). An integration of the area 
ABCA leads directly to the discharge through application of the equa- 
tion, 

Q =(y)($(areaABCA), (147) 

in which Q is the discharge, D and L the diameter and length of 
conduit, and g the gravitational constant. The lower boundary of the 
area AC (practically a straight line) must be located by a trial-and- 
error process which is somewhat time-consuming but which 
nevertheless gives an accurate location of the line. 

Equation 147 is applicable for a conduit of uniform cross section. If 
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FIGURE 258.-Gibson apparatus and pressure-variation chart. (After Howe, 1950. Re- 
printed by permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.) 

the conduit is not ofuniform cross section throughout its length but is 
made up of a series of different sections of length I,, 12,13, etc. having 
cross-sectional areas a,, up, u3, etc., equation 147 must be modified. In 
that modi$cation, we substitute the value CWZ) for the composite 

term 9 
( )/ 

L; the value X(u/Z) is the sum of the quotients obtained by 

dividing the cross-sectional area of each conduit section by its respec- 
tive length. The modified equation is therefore, 

Q = g [I%u/Z>] [area ABCA] (147a) 

It is generally agreed that the Gibson method is very accurate. As 
an application of the momentum principle, this might be expected. 
The personnel requirements are not great, since only one operator is 
required to run the instrument. Neither is cost of the equipment 
excessive. A series of tests consumes a considerable time, however, 
because of the necessity for alternately shutting down the flow and 
bringing it back to a steady rate. Nevertheless, it must be concluded 
that the Gibson method offers a fairly simple and accurate approach 
to certain measurement problems that might otherwise be difficult. 

CALIBRATION OF TURBINES, PUMPS, GATES, AND VALVES 

The calibration of a reaction turbine by the measurement of pres- 
sure drop in the scroll case was discussed at the end of the section 
titled, “Differential-Head Meters.” However, in some hydraulic sys- 
tems it may be desirable, or perhaps necessary, to consider the tur- 
bine, pumps, gates, or valves themselves as flowmeters for the sys- 
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tern. To do that, it is required that the pertinent hydraulic element be 
calibrated. The calibration is often done in the laboratory using hy- 
draulic models, but it is preferable that the hydraulic element be 
calibrated in place, or at least have its laboratory-derived calibration 
checked by field measurements of discharge. For field calibration, 
discharge measurements are made by one of the three methods dis- 
cussed in the section on “Discharge-Measurement Methods for Meter 
Calibration,” if they cannot be made by current meter in the forebay 
or afterbay of the system where open-channel conditions exist. 

In the case of turbines or pumps, relations of discharge versus 
power are generally desired. They may be defined by observing the 
metered power output or input during periods when discharge meas- 
urements are made for various load conditions. Suitable curves or 
tables may be developed from these test data to show the discharge 
(Q) that occurs for specific types of operation. Curves or tables may 
also be prepared from model test data if the test data can be verified 
by a few discharge measurements. The calibration will change with 
time if there is a change in the efficiency of the turbine or pump 
resulting from long service or from other factors that cause deteriora- 
tion. 

If the range of operating conditions for a pump or turbine is narrow, 
the calibration is simplified. In such a situation-for example, where 
power input or output is metered-a simple relation of discharge 
versus power divided by head may be adequate. For a pump operated 
by an internal-combustion engine, where power was not metered but 
rotational speed was automatically recorded, the following calibra- 
tion scheme has been used. For the most commonly used rotational 
speed, (RPM),., a base rating of discharge (Q,) versus head was defined 
by current-meter discharge measurements. To obtain the discharge 
(Q,,,) for other rotational speeds, (RPM),,,, an empirical adjustment 
relation of Q,,,/Q,. versus (RPM),,,I(RPM),. was defined by the dis- 
charge measurements. (The method of defining the two relations is 
similar to that used in the constant-fall method of rating open- 
channel discharges, discussed in the section in chapter 11 titled, 
“Rating-Fall Constant.” The use of head in the pump rating is 
analogous to the use of stage in the open-channel method; the use of 
rotational speed of the pump is analogous to the use of fall in the 
open-channel method.) After the two relations have been defined, to 
obtain the discharge (&,,,I for a given head and a given rotational 
speed, (RPM),,,, the ratio (RPM),,, to (RPM), is first computed. That 
ratio is then used in the adjustment relation to obtain the ratio 
Q,,,/Q,. The value Q,. is the discharge corresponding to the given head 
in the base rating. The desired discharge (&,,,I is then computed by 
multiplying Qr by the ratio Q,,,/Q,.. 
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For gates and valves, relations of discharge versus gate opening for 
various appropriate heads are desired. They may be defined by ob- 
serving the gate or valve openings during periods when discharge 
measurements are made for various operating heads. Measure- 
ments made over the full range of gate openings and heads will 
provide the data for establishing the required curves or tables. Gen- 
erally the relations are in the form of discharge (Q) for gate openings 
expressed as a percentage of full opening for pertinent operating 
heads. Curves or tables may also be prepared from model test data if 
the test data can be verified by a few discharge measurements. As 
with turbines and pumps, the calibrations for gates and valves are 
subject to change with time as wear or deterioration occurs. 

URBAN STORM DRAINS 

Quantitative studies of urban storm runoff have been handicapped 
by a lack of proper instrumentation for metering the flow in sewers. 
An ideal sewer flowmeter should have the following characteristics: 
(1) capability to operate under both open-channel and full-flow condi- 
tions, (2) a known accuracy throughout the range of measurement, (3) 
a minimum disturbance to the flow or reduction in pipe capacity, (4) a 
minimum requirement of field maintenance, (5) compatibility with 
real-time remote data-transmission, and (6) reasonable construction 
and installation costs. 

Over the years many devices have been tested for use as sewer 
flowmeters. Wenzel (1968) has reviewed the methods and devices 
tested-weirs, depth measurement, depth and point-velocity meas- 
urements, dilution methods, and venturi flumes-and found that all 
have disadvantages of one kind or another. Of those devices, one of 
the most favorable was the flat-bottom venturi flume specifically de- 
signed for flow measurements in conduits by Palmer and Bowlus 
(1936). That flume has a throat of trapezoidal cross section, a flat 
bottom, and upstream and downstream side and bottom transitions. 
The flat bottom permits debris to flow smoothly through the throat 
and the transitions reduce the head loss substantially below that 
which would be caused by a weir, for example. 

Wenzel(1968), in his study, concluded that further effort in design- 
ing some new modifications of a venturi flume offered the greatest 
promise of success in developing a more satisfactory flowmetering 
device for urban storm drains. Accordingly three new variations of a 
venturi section have been designed and laboratory tested in the 
U.S.A. The U.S.G.S. sewer flowmeter is now (1976) being field tested; 
the Wenzel asymmetrical and symmetrical sewer flowmeters are still 
awaiting installation in the field. The three types are briefly de- 
scribed below. 
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FIGURE 259.-Sketch of USGS flowmeter in a sewer. 

U.S.G.S. sewer flowmeter. --The U.S.G.S. meter is a U-shaped con- 
striction made to be inserted in a circular pipe (fig. 259). The sym- 
metry of the design permits fabrication in two half sections for easy 
transportation and installation. Molds are available for fiberglass 
prototypes in standard pipe sizes from 24 to 60 in. (0.61 to 1.52 m). 

The overall length from toe to heel is 1.75 pipe diameters. The 
throat length, equal to one pipe diameter, and the approach and 
getaway apron slopes of 1 on 3, resemble venturi meter specifications. 
The constriction, in fact, is a venturi flume for open channel flows; 
for pressure flows it may be considered to be a modified venturi meter. 

For subcritical open-channel flows, the constriction dams up the 
flow, which then passes through critical depth as it spills through the 
throat. If the oncoming flow is supercritical, two conditions are possi- 
ble: a hydraulic jump may be forced to form, which then spills 
through the throat and continues downstream as supercritical flow, 
or, on steeper slopes, the oncoming flow may remain supercritical 
throughout the entire constriction. As discharge increases, the water 
surface on the upstream side rises, touches the top of the pipe, and 
fills the upstream pipe, while the downstream side continues to flow 
part full. A discharge rating is available for each of these open- 
channel conditions. 

Further increases in discharge trigger full-pipe conditions, which 
also are well rated. It is for these pressure-flow conditions that the 
question of head loss becomes of interest. Head loss, or backwater, is 
taken to be the increase in the upstream piezometric grade line 
caused by the presence of the constriction in the sewer line. For this 
constriction shape, the head loss is expressed as a function of the 
throat velocity head: 

HI, = 0.042. 
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The constriction is considered to be self-cleaning. Inasmuch as sew- 
ers are generally laid to a self-scouring slope, any silting upstream 
from the constriction is expected to flush out on the next rise. The 
deposition of silt would have a negligible effect on the rating for small 
discharges, and no effect for high discharges. 

The curved floor in the throat, parallel to the circumference of the 
pipe rather than being horizontal, retains some self-cleaning ability. 
It is a compromise between a V-notch base which would have great 
rating sensitivity for small discharges but a tendency to clog with 
small debris, and the other extreme, a horizontal floor as in a 
Palmer-Bowlus trapezoidal constriction. The floor thickness, one 
eighth of the pipe diameter, provides enough height to produce and 
maintain a stable hydraulic jump, and it also provides enough con- 
striction (throat area is 0.709 of pipe area) to produce an adequate 
pressure drop for full-pipe flows. Yet, it is low enough to maintain 
open-channel flow for a larger range of discharge than would be 
maintained by a thicker constriction. By leaving the upper part of the 
pipe unconstricted, a quick transition from open-channel to full-pipe 
flow conditions is assured, and pressure build-up upstream from the 
constriction and head loss are minimized. 

The pressures in the approach and in the throat of the constriction 
are measured remotely by pressure transducers. Dry nitrogen gas is 
bubbled at a constant rate through tubes to the two piezometer open- 
ings. The pressure at each opening is reflected to the head of the gas 
column where the transducer is located. 

Data from the flowmeter are entered into the system and converted 
to two digital numbers proportional to the two pressures measured. 
The two transducer outputs are applied to a dual analog input 
amplifier that transforms them to analog voltage levels, which are 
then applied to analog-to-digital converters. Provisions are made so 
that one may compress, expand, or shift the range at the analog 
section. 

The format under which data are recorded is dependent upon the 
conditions indicated by the system data inputs. The system logic in- 
hibits data recordings during dry-weather, no-flow conditions. When 
flow begins in the sewer to be monitored by the system, the pressure 
at the approach tap will increase. During the period when this pres- 
sure exceeds a preset value, as indicated by the corresponding analog 
voltage exceeding a programed level, recordings will be continuous 
on a l-minute cycle. The recordings are usually on on-site digital- 
punched paper tape, but variations have provided for analog record- 
ing as well as telemetry. 

One or more recording precipitation gages and an automatic water 
sampler are included in the instrumentation for studying urban 
storm runoff. 
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It is desirable that the meter be calibrated in place by current-meter 
discharge measurements. However, as a guide to the probable meter 
rating and for use until field calibration is completed, the following 
laboratory discharge equations are presented. The coefficients shown 
are for use with English units. 

A. Pipe flowing full 

where 
QlD,fl = 5.74 $ 

( > 

0.52 

, (148) 

Q is discharge, 
D is pipe diameter, and 
Ah is the head differential between piezometer readings. 

The constant 5.74 includes the constant for the acceleration of grav- 
ity. The exponent 0.52 fits the laboratory data better than the theori- 
cal exponent 0.5. 

B. Open-channel flow 
1. Supercritical regime 

&ID* = 5.58 (h,/D)‘,=, (149) 
where h, is the depth above pipe invert at the upstream 

piezometer. 

2. Subcritical regime-slope of culvert ~0.020 

a. For h,lD 3 0.30 

QID”~~ = 2.85 (h,lD - 0.191)'." 

b. For h,lD < 0.30 

QfD”f’ = 1.15(h,lD - 0.177)'.:" 

3. Subcritical regime-slope of culvert 2 0.020 

QlaD”f’ = 1.07 (h,/D)‘.” 

where a = 2.15 + [(9.49)(10)" (Slope - O.OOSPi”]. 

(150) 

(151) 

(152) 

(153) 

C. Transitional flow between open-channel flow and full-pipe flow 

(154) 

where h, is the depth above the flowmeter invert at the downstream 
piezometer. 

Wenzel asymmetrical and symmetrical flowmeters. -A generalized 
drawing of the asymmetrical venturi section devised by Wenzel 
(1975) is shown in figure 260. The symmetrical venturi section differs 
from the asymmetrical type shown by having identical constrictions 
on either side of the vertical centerline of the pipe. The constriction 
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UPSTREAM MEASURING SECTION UPSTREAM MEASURING SECTION 

CRITICAL SECTION CRITICAL SECTION 

Section A-A Section B-6 
FIGURE 260.-Sketch of Wenzel asymmetrical flowmeter in a sewer. (After Wenzei, 

1975.) 

consists of a cylindrical section, whose radius is greater than that of 
the pipe, with entrance and exit transitions having a slope of 1 on 4. 
The cylindrical section intersects the pipe wall a distance S from the 
centerline, thereby maintaining the invert region free of obstruction 
so that self-cleaning is facilitated. In all laboratory tests, a constant 
value of 0.1 was maintained for SID, but the ratio rlD was varied to 
provide various ratios of throat area to pipe area for testing. A throat 
length between 2.250 and 4.00 is recommended. The upstream 
piezometer tap is located approximately D/3 upstream from the be- 
ginning of the entrance transition; the downstream piezometer tap is 
located approximately at the center of the throat. As mentioned ear- 
lier, no information on the field performance of the Wenzel flowmet- 
ers is as yet available. 
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CHAPTER 15-COMPUTATION OF DISCHARGE 
RECORDS 

GENERAL 

Streamflow records for each gaging station are computed and pub- 
lished annually. The 12-month period used, which is known as the 
water year, usually does not coincide with the calendar year. In the 
U.S.A. the water year runs from October 1 to September 30 and is 
designated by the calendar year of the last 9 months-for example, 
the 1975 water year runs from October 1,1974 to September 30,1975. 
The following considerations govern the choice of the 12 months that 
will constitute the water year. The 12-month record is essentially an 
inventory of the water supply. As with any inventory, it should be 
made when the stock on hand (\available water resource) is at a 
minimum. That is the case in most of the U.S.A. on September 30, at 
which time the growing season is at an end. Not only are ground- 
water, soil-moisture, and surface storage at or near a minimum on 
that date as a result of heavy water use during the preceding sum- 
mer, but the replenishing rains of autumn have not yet begun and 
streamflow is also near minimal. In short, the 12-month period to be 
used as the water year is determined by the climatic regime of the 
region. 

A daily record of discharge, along with momentary values of peak 
discharge and minimum flow, is computed for the water year from the 
record of stage and the discharge rating for the gaging station. The 
type of stage recorder used determines whether the computations are 
performed manually or by an electronic computer. In either system, 
the engineer must study the data and prepare what is termed a sta- 
tion analysis before the actual computation of discharge is begun. 

STATION ANALYSIS 

A station analysis, which documents the results of’ the study of the 
data, is prepared for each station for each water year. The study 
includes the following items, all of which are needed as a preliminary 
to computing the discharge record. 

1. A review of field surveys of gage datum and a determination of 
the datum corrections, if any, to be applied to stage observa- 
tions or recordings during the year. 

2. A listing and review of discharge-measurement notes 
3. An analysis of the discharge rating and the determination of 

the rating (or shift) applicable during each period of the year. 
4. The preparation of tables that express the discharge rating, 

using the rating curves derived in the above item 3. 
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Documentation of items in the station analysis is made as the var- 
ious steps in the analysis and computation of the discharge record are 
completed. The station-analysis document is described in detail later 
in this chapter after all items in the analysis and computation of dis- 
charge have been discussed. Examples of the methods of analysis and 
computation are interspersed in the discussions of methodology for 
illustrative purposes, 

DATUM CORRECTIONS 

The datum of the gaging station is the elevation of the zero point of 
the base or reference gage, preferably referred to mean sea level. (For 
a discussion of reference and auxiliary gages see the section so-titled 
in chapter 4. The base gage or reference gage is the gage to which the 
recording instrument is set; at a nonrecording station it is the gage 
whose daily readings are recorded by the observer.) Levels are run 
periodically to all bench marks, reference marks, reference points, 
and gages at each station for the purpose of determining if any datum 
changes have occurred as a result of settlement or other movement of 
any of the gages or of the bubble orifice. If significant movement is 
indicated by the levels, the gage or bubble orifice is reset to its origi- 
nal datum. 

Figure 261 is a typical set of level notes obtained in checking the 
datum of a recording stage-gage of the float-sensor type; the base gage 
is a vertical staff gage in the stilling well immediately below a refer- 
ence point (RPl). Where a vertical staff gage consists of a number of 
standard USGS porcelain-enameled gage plates, each 3.4 ft long, the 
elevation of one of the central graduations on ea& plate should be 
checked. This is usually done by measuring to each plate with a steel 
tape whose zero end is held at a reference point of known elevation; 
the reference point, as mentioned, is established directly above the 
staff gage. The level notes in figure 261 for the inside staff gage (IG) 
show that the above procedure was followed. 

The level notes are checked in the field for mathematical errors 
before the field party leaves the gaging station. 

If a change in datum has occurred, it is necessary to determine the 
effective date of the change. In the absence of any evidence indicating 
the date when the datum change occurred, the change is assumed to 
have occurred gradually from the time the last levels were run, and 
the change is prorated with time. On the station-analysis document 
there would be entered the date(s) when levels were run, the period(s) 
and magnitude(s) of the datum correction(s) required, and the date 
‘and time when the original datum was restored to eliminate the need 
for corrections. If no datum corrections were required, as indicated, 
for example, in the level notes of figure 261, that fact would be en- 
tered in the station-analysis document. 
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REVIEW OF DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS 

The first step in the review of discharge measurements is to check 
the mathematics of the measurements. It is usually considered expe- 
dient, however, to accept, without checking, the results of a discharge 
measurement made by an experienced hydrographer if the meas- 
urement checks the rating curve within 25 percent and if the meas- 
ured discharge does not exceed all previously measured discharges. 
The discharge measurements (fig. 42), including indirect determina- 
tions of discharge (chap. 9>, are then arranged in chronological order 
and numbered consecutively. The measurements are next compared 
with the gage-height record to ensure that all discharge meas- 
urements are at hand-the inspection notes on the stage record 
should indicate whether or not a discharge measurement had been 
made-and also to check the gage heights shown on the meas- 
urement sheet. If a datum correction is applicable, it is applied to the 
mean gage height for the measurement. 

The measurements are then tabulated on a special form (USGS 
form 9-207 in fig. 262). Most of the column headings in figure 262 are 
self-explanatory. Those on the right half of the table supply informa- 
tion that is helpful to the analyst in appraising the comparative accu- 
racy of the discharge measurements, in case he should find it neces- 
sary to give more weight to one measurement than to another in 
developing the discharge rating. The hydrographer’s field appraisal of 
the probable accuracy of his measurement is shown in the column 
headed “Meas. rated,” where E is excellent, G is good, F is fair, and P 
is poor. For example, measurements nos. 31,32,34-35A, and 44 are 
rated “poor” because the depths were too shallow or the velocities too 
low to obtain reliable discharges. In addition, only a few sections 
(verticals) were used for measurement nos. 32,34, and 44. The gage- 
height change during the time required for the measurement is also 
listed because a rapidly changing stage would adversely affect the 
adequacy of the measurement. The outside gage reading is listed to 
provide the analyst with information as to whether or not the gage- 
well intakes were functioning properly. (Small differences between 
the readings of the base gage and of the outside auxiliary gage are 
often the norm because of the difference in location between intakes 
and outside gage.) The two columns headed “Rating. . . .” are dis- 
cussed in the section titled, “Rating-Curve Analysis.” 

The “Remarks” column is most important to the analyst. If a meas- 
urement was made by any means other than wading, the method and 
the sounding weight used are indicated. Measurements made from a 
bridge or cableway are directly comparable for studying changes in 
the measurement cross section because the same cross section is used 
for all discharge measurements. With regard to noting the 
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sounding-weight size, the measured discharge tends to be greater 
than the true discharge if too light a weight is used in high-velocity 
flow because depth soundings tend to be erroneously high and the 
meter also tends to rise to a higher (and faster) level than intended 
when positioned at the desired depth for a velocity observation. 

The condition of the control-whether clear, ice-covered, or debris- 
covered-is also noted in the “Remarks” column, along with the gage 
height of zero flow on the control at the time of low-flow meas- 
urements. (Zero flow equals gage-height minus depth of water over 
the lowest point on the control.) The stability of the rating is depend- 
ent on control conditions; the elevation of zero flow is highly impor- 
tant for extrapolating the low-water end of the rating. 

In the case of an indirect discharge determination (no. 39), the 
gage-height of the outside high-water mark is noted in the “Remarks” 
column, along with the Froude number and roughness coefficient. 
The equation for computing the Froude number (F) is F=VNa, 
where V is mean velocity in the measurement section, g is the accel- 
eration of gravity, and d is mean depth in the measurement section; d 
is computed by dividing the area of the measurement section by its 
width. A Froude number close to unity casts some doubt on the indi- 
rect determination because it indicates the probability of unstable 
flow conditions. As for the roughness coefficient, more reliability is 
generally attached to indirect determinations for smooth channels 
(low roughness coefficient) than to such measurements for rough 
channels (high roughness coefficient). 

If the gaging station is on an intermittent stream-one that goes 
dry for periods during the year-the list of discharge measurements 
should also list chronologically the dates when the hydrographer ac- 
tually observed that there was no flow in the stream. 

STATION RATING-SIMPLE STAGE-DISCHARGE RELATION 

The rating curve for a gaging station is a graphical depiction of the 
relation between stage and discharge. Additional parameters such as 
fall or velocity index.may be required in the rating (see section titled, 
“Stage Rating-Three-Parameter Discharge Relation”), but this 
section of the manual deals only with simple stage-discharge rela- 
tions. Each station rating curve presents individual problems based 
on the control characteristics for the station, a knowledge of which is 
a prerequisite for the rating analysis. The principles underlying sim- 
ple stage-discharge relations were discussed in chapter 10; this sec- 
tion deals only with the mechanics of computing and preparing the 
station rating. 

1'1.0 1'1 Is<; ot I~ls(:H.\K~;k; \IF -\SI KF\lt\-lh 

Rating curves and discharge measurements should be plotted on 
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logarithmic graph paper, and it is often advantageous to have an 
additional plot of the low-flow data on rectangular-coordinate graph 
paper so that the point of zero flow may be plotted. If a new station is 
being analyzed, the scales selected should be such-as to accommodate 
the ranges of stage and discharge that are expected. If the station is 
not new, all measurements made since the analysis of the preceding 
year should be plotted on the prints of the last-used rating curve. 
Each plotted measurement is tagged with its identifying number, and 
if the “Remarks” column of the list of measurements indicates that a 
measurement was made under altered control conditions, that fact 
should be temporarily indicated alongside the measurement number. 
Measurements that are affected by ice (nos. 35 and 35A in fig. 262) 
are not plotted because they serve no purpose in defining the rating. 
(The use of ice-affected discharge measurements is discussed in the 
section titled “Rating-Curve Analysis” that follows.) The meas- 
urements listed in figure 262 are plotted on the logarithmic rating- 
curve sheet used during the preceding year (fig. 263). In actual prac- 
tice, the rating-curve sheet that is used is large enough to accommo- 
date both parts of the plot shown in figure 263. In figure 264, the 
low-water discharge measurements have been replotted on 
rectangular-coordinate graph paper that bears a copy of the last-used 
discharge rating. Logarithmic rating-curve sheets have been de- 
signed with a rectangular-coordinate scale in one corner, thereby 
permitting both logarithmic and rectangular plotting on the same 

RATING-CURVE ANALYSIS 

The principles involved in simple stage-discharge relations (chap. 
10) are used in analyzing the rating. After reviewing and plotting the 
discharge measurements, the analyst must determine whether the 
last-used rating is applicable for part or all of the water year. To do 
that, he computes percentage departures of his measured discharges 
from the discharges for the measurement stages, as indicated by the 
last-used rating table (rating no. 3 on figs. 263 and 264). The per- 
centages are tabulated on the list of discharge measurements (fig. 
262). As long as the departures are random in sign (plus and minus) 
and within *5 percent, the last-used rating is kept in effect. Aside 
from the two ice-affected measurements, nos. 35 and 35A, all meas- 
urements above a stage of 3.00 ft closely check rating no. 3. Sometime 
between measurements no. 35A (January 18) and no. 36 (February 
251, the ice in Clear Creek went out. When the ice went out, it appar- 
ently moved bed material which built up the lower part of the low- 
water control by about 0.06 ft; the build-up is evident from the change 
in zero-flow elevation (see “Remarks” column of fig. 262) and from the 
plotting of the measurements on the low-water curves of figures 263 
and 264. Inspection of the gage-height chart indicates that the ice 
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FIGURE 263.-Logarithmic plot of rating curve 

probably went out on a small rise in stage on February 24. Con- 
sequently a new rating curve (rating no. 4), based on measurements 
made after February 24, was developed for use starting February 25. 
Rating no. 4 is identical with rating no. 3 above a stage of 3.00 ft. One 
would expect the rating to change as a result of the major peak of May 
27 (meas. no. 39), but no such change was evident from subsequent 
discharge measurements. 
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When discharge measurements depart from the rating curve by 
more than 5 percent, but the indicated change in rating is short- 
lived-less than a month or two-it is common practice not to estab- 
lish a new rating curve, as such, for the short period. Instead, gage- 
height shifts (adjustments) are applied either to the rating in use 
prior to the period of shifting control or to a new rating, if one is later 
needed, that is established for use starting with the period of shifting 
control. (Shifts are discussed in detail in the section in chapter 10 
titled, “Shifts in the Discharge Rating.“) In our example for Clear 
Creek, aside from the period of ice effect shown by measurements nos. 
35 and 35A, only one period of shifting control is in evidence. When 
the hydrographer visited the station on October 9, he found a heavy 
tree limb lodged on part of the control. He made his discharge meas- 
urement (no. 32) and then removed the limb. That is the proper se- 
quence; had he removed the tree limb before the measurement, his 
results would be misleading unless he waited long enough for the 
surcharge storage to drain from the pool so that the stage and dis- 
charge became stabilized at the lower stage. That may take an hour 
or more, but if the measurement is made first, the drop in stage after 
removing the obstruction can be read later from the stage graph or 
punched tape. To get back to measurement no. 32, the stage.dropped 
0.02 ft after removal of the tree limb, and the measured discharge 
checked the rating curve at the lower gage height. The limb is 
believed to have lodged on the control on the recession following the 
minor rise of September 30. Consequently a shift of -0.02 ft is applied 
to all stages from October 1 to 1300h October 9 when the limb was 
removed. During that period 0.02 ft is subtracted from all recorded 
gage heights before obtaining the corresponding discharge from the 
rating table. 

The period of rating shift that occurs as a result of ice effect is not 
classed as a period of shifting control because discharges are usually 
not computed by applying shifts to the gage-height record during an 
ice-affected period. The method of computing discharge for periods of 
ice effect is discussed in detail in chapter 10. 

The basic rating curves to be used during the water year have now 
been defined and the next step is to transfer the ordinates of the 
rating curve to a rating table. That is done to refine the rating curve 
and to provide a more convenient way of obtaining the discharge 
corresponding to any given stage. The mechanics of preparing the 
rating table are described in the next section on “Rating Tables.” At 
this point, we will assume that the rating table for rating no. 4 has 
been prepared, and the next task is to complete the forms that have 
been used up to now. 

The first items to be considered are the two columns headed “Rat- 
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ing . . . .” in figure 262. A heavy line is drawn across the columns 
between the last measurement (no. 35A) for which rating no. 3 was 
used and the first measurement (no. 36) for which rating no. 4 was 
used, and above the latter measurement is inserted the heading “Rat- 
ing 4.” For measurement no. 32, the shift of -0.02 is inserted, as 
shown by the change in stage when the tree limb was removed from 
the control. Percentage differences are recomputed for measurements 
nos. 36-44, using discharges from rating table no. 4 as a base. The 
originally computed percentage differences for those measurements 
made at a stage greater than 3.00 ft will remain unchanged because 
the rating above the stage is unchanged. Shifts are computed and 
entered for the ice-affected measurements (nos. 35 and 35A), but no 
percentage differences are computed for ice-affected measurements 
because as mentioned earlier, shifting-control adjustments, as such, 
are not applied during the ice-affected periods. The shifts computed 
for ice-affected discharge measurements, therefore, are not an abso- 
lute requirement; they are shown solely for the purpose of giving the 
rating analyst a quick view of the magnitude of the backwater effect 
caused by ice. As an example of how shifts are computed, we consider 
measurement no. 35. The measured discharge of 2.15 ft3/s corresponds 
to a gage height of 2.37 ft in rating table no. 3. The observed stage 
was 3.12 ft. The shift adjustment is -0.75 ft because that is the 
adjustment that must be applied to the observed stage (2.37 - 3.12) to 
obtain the stage corresponding to a discharge of 2.15 ft3/s in rating 
table no. 3. 

On figures 263 and 264 a closing date is added to rating curve no. 3. 
Rating curve no. 4 is replotted from the refined table for that 
rating-departures from the original plot of the rating should be very 
minor-and the new curve is tagged with its identifying number and 
the date on which it became effective. 

To return to generalities about plotting discharge measurements 
and rating curves, the number of measurements and curves that have 
accumulated on a rating-curve sheet may in time be sufficient to 
clutter the sheet to the extent that the data are confusing. In that 
event a new rating curve should be drawn on a fresh sheet. Old 
high-water and extreme low-water measurements that are needed as 
supporting data for the new rating curve are transferred to the new 
curve sheet. 

In the Clear Creek example that has been discussed, there was no 
need to extrapolate the rating curve. A slope-area determination of 
discharge had been made at the peak stage to define the high-water 
end of the curve, and current-meter discharge measurements defined 
the low-water end of the curve. Had extrapolation been required for 
either end of the curve, it would have been done by use of the methods 
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discussed in the section in chapter 10 titled, “Extrapolation of Rating 
Curves.” 

RATING TABLES 

The rating table is a tabular expression of the information that is 
graphically presented by the rating curve. A part of rating table no. 4 
for the Clear Creek example is given in figures 265 and 266. 

In preparing the rating table from the rating curve, it is important 
to transfer to the table the identifying number of the rating and its 
starting date or period of application. Then starting with the low- 
water curve, the discharge is read and tabulated at intervals of 0.1 ft 
of stage on the standard rating-table form (fig. 265). On reaching the 
stage where the rating curve is no longer strongly curvilinear, the 
discharge may be tabulated at intervals of 0.5 ft of stage, and when 
the curve becomes more linear, the discharge is tabulated at intervals 
of 1.0 ft or more. For those parts of the rating that are truly linear on 
a logarithmic plot, the discharge may be computed from the equation 
of the rating (chap. 10). The blank spaces in the discharge column of 
the rating curve are then filled with values that are interpolated 
between the discharges that were entered in the table. 

Differences in discharge for each ‘0.1 foot of gage height are then 
computed and entered in the appropriate column of the rating table 
(fig. 265). The differences should increase uniformly with stage, but 
this will seldom result from the discharges first entered from the 
rating curve. It will be necessary to adjust the differences so that they 
do vary uniformly, which in turn will necessitate a recomputation of 
the discharge figures, starting with the lowest value whose difference 
has been adjusted. The adjustment of the rating table must be done 
judiciously so that the recomputed discharges do not depart 
significantly from the original rating curve values, particularly in the 
vicinity of the plotted discharge measurements. Because the rating 
curve usually has changes in slope, the variation of the difference 
values can seldom be perfectly uniform. The aim of the smoothing 
process is to eliminate abrupt changes in the progression of differ- 
ences, because those abrupt changes would indicate sharp bends in 
the rating curve. The differences should never decrease with increas- 
ing stage unless there is an actual reversal in the shape of the rating 
curve. Such reversals can only occur where some impeding effect on 
the discharge (increased backwater) comes into play; for example, 
where an arch bridge is the high-water control, the increase in 
waterway area ivith stage slows and finally ceases at the stages 
where the archway becomes submerged. 

If difficulty is encountered in smoothing the progression of differ- 
ence values while still adhering to the rating curve, it is helpful to 
compute second differences, that is, the differences between the dif- 
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ferences per tenth of a foot of stage. The second differences are then 
adjusted so that they form a uniform progression; second differences 
usually change quite slowly. After adjusting the second differences, 
the first differences are recomputed and finally the discharges are 
recomputed. As an aid in smoothing the second differences, it is often 
helpful to plot second differences against stage and then fit a smooth 
curve to the plotted points. It is highly desirable that a smooth rating 
table be obtained, but too great an effort to attain the ultimate in 
smoothness is unwarranted. 

To obtain discharges from the rating table for gage heights that are 
expressed in hundredths of a foot, the discharges are computed by 
linear interpolation between the values shown for tenths of a foot of 
stage. Where sharp curvature occurs at the low-water end of the 
rating curve, such interpolation may be too crude. In that case the 
discharge for each hundredth of a foot of stage is picked from a large- 
scale plot of the low-water rating curve, and the discharge values are 
transferred to an expanded rating table (fig. 266). 

Each rating table should be complete within itself for the entire 
range of stage through which it will be used so that it will not be 
necessary to refer to some other table that may be identical in part. 
For example, rating no.4 for Clear Creek is identical with the preced- 
ing rating no. 3 at stages above 3.0 feet. Nevertheless, rating no. 4 is 
completed in figure 265 for all stages above 3.0 ft so that there will be 
no shuffling back and forth between rating table sheets when apply- 
ing discharges to recorded stages. By having each rating table 
complete in itself, the probability of error is reduced. If, as in the case 
of rating no. 4, the rating is identical with some former rating for 
some particular range of stage, that fact should be noted at the bot- 
tom of the rating table. The blank spaces below the rating table 
should also be filled to indicate the data on which the rating’is based, 
the range of discharge that has actually been measured by current 
meter, and the basis of rating-curve extrapolation. As mentioned ear- 
lier, the completed rating table is used as the basis for computing the 
percentage differences for discharge measurements in figure 262, and 
it is also used to replot the rating curves in final form in figures 263 
and 264. As a general rule, no more than three significant figures are 
used for discharge in the rating table. 

STATION RATING-THREE-PARAMETER DISCHARGE RELATION 

When a station rating involves three parameters-stage, dis- 
charge, and a third parameter such as fall or velocity index-the 
instructions given in the preceding sections will require some amend- 
ing. The list of discharge measurements (fig. 262) will require an 
additional column for the third parameter. The additional column can 
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be provided by reducing the width of the “Remarks” column or by 
using the column normally reserved for outside gage height. 

The general principles concerning the plotting of the discharge 
measurements and rating curves remain unchanged, but additional 
curves are required as shown, for example, in figures 190-195. The 
curves may be plotted on rectangular-coordinate graph paper, as 
shown in figures 190-195, but logarithmic graph paper may be pref- 
erable because then the principles of rating analysis are more easily 
followed. It may also be advantageous to use more than one sheet of 
graph paper for the curves to avoid clutter and attendant confusion in 
working with the graphs. 

Because a 3-parameter discharge relation requires more than one 
relation curve-for example; a rating-fall curve, a fall-ratio curve, 
and a Qr rating curve-more than one rating or relation table is 
required. The general principles discussed on the preceding pages for 
transferring curve ordinates to a table are applicable for any table. 

COMPUTATION OF DISCHARGE RECORDS FOR A 
NONRECORDING GAGING STATION 

The computation of discharge records for a nonrecording gaging 
station is identical with that for a recording station equipped with a 
graphic recorder, except for the early steps in computing the gage- 
height record. Consequently only those early steps will be discussed 
in this section of the manual. The remaining steps in the computation 
of the discharge record are discussed on those pages of this chapter 
that deal with stations equipped with graphic stage recorders. 

COMPUTATION OF GAGE-HEIGHT RECORD 

The first step in computing the record for a nonrecording gage is to 
compare the readings on the weekly gage cards mailed in by the 
observer with those he has entered in his quarterly book of gage 
height observations. (See introductory pages of the section in chapter 
4 titled, “Nonrecording Stream-Gaging Stations.“) The observer’s 
readings should also be compared with readings made by the hydro- 
grapher on his regular visits. After reconciling any differences, the 
next step is to apply datum corrections, if any, to the observed gage 
heights. Both the corrections applied and the corrected gage-height 
values are entered in the book of gage observations (fig. 8). The cor- 
rected gage-heights are plotted at the appropriate time ordinates on 
fragments of unused recorder chart that are excess when a new roll of 
recorder paper is installed in a graphic stage-recorder. It is not neces- 
sary to plot gage heights for the long periods of gradually receding 
flows that follow stream rises. For the days during such periods, the 

. 
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daily mean gage heights are computed as the mean of the two ob- 
served ,readings for each day. 

A stage hydrograph is sketched through the plotted gage heights, 
using the graphic stage record from a nearby recording gaging station 
as a guide to the probable shape of the stage hydrograph. Observed 
high-water marks, for each of which the gage-height has been deter- 
mined, and crest-stage gage readings are used where available, to 
give the peak stage of major rises. (Crest-stage gages are discussed in 
the last section of chapter 4.) The result is a stage hydrograph which, 
from the standpoint of discharge-computation methodology, is equiv- 
alent to the stage record from a graphic recorder after the recorder 
chart has had time and gage-height corrections applied to it. 

Consequently, the remaining steps in computing the discharge rec- 
ord are, in effect, continued on the pages that follow the discussion of 
time and gage-height corrections for graphic-recorder charts. As 
mentioned above, from that point on the computation procedures are 
identical for nonrecording and graphic stage-recorder stations. 

COMPUTATION OF DISCHARGE RECORDS FOR A 
RECORDING STATION EQUIPPED 

WITH A GRAPHIC RECORDER 

COMPUTATION OF GAGE-HEIGHT RECORD 

At a station visit when the recorded segment of the gage-height 
chart is removed and a fresh segment of chart is started, the hydrog- 
rapher makes note of all information that will be needed in comput- 
ing daily gage heights. His notations are made both on the end of the 

0 recorded chart and on the beginning of the fresh segment of chart. 
Those notations include name of the station, date, readings on all 
gages and the time of those readings, the instrument stage ratio, and 
notes explaining any unusual appearance of the pen trace. In addition 
to making a pen “tick” at the point where the pen rests at the time of 
chart removal and again at the time the fresh segment of chart is 
started, the hydrographer also rotates the float wheel to indicate the 
pen-reversal points on the chart. If the float wheel of the recorder is 
equipped with a tape, the step method of checking pen reversal is 
used. (See fig. 267.) The step method is used in making gage-height 
corrections to the pen trace and is explained in the section on “Deter- 
mination of Gage-Height Corrections.” 

DETERMINATION OF TIME CORRECTIONS 

Before determining the time corrections to be applied to the gage- 
height record, the chart should be dated. Each day is numbered on 
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Pen correction= 0 Aug 31 ., (chart stark-d) 
Pen rnrrwtiqn = t6hrs.OCt 21 (chart removed) Pen correction = t6hrs.OCt 21 (chart removed) 

I I I I I I I I 
-7 m 5 10 15 20 25 30 5 10 15 21 

Oct. 

FIGURE 268.-Example of graphical interpolation to determine time corrections. 

the lower base line at the noon line. The month is shown about every 
fifth day, and the year is shown about once a month. 

The first step in computing time corrections for a segment of chart is 
to list the time corrections needed at each of the two or more days 
when the chart was field inspected. If the time correction at the end of 
the chart is large, the record should be inspected for evidence of large 
abrupt timing error-for example, clocks have been known to stop 
and then restart some hours later. If no abrupt timing errors are 
found, the time corrections are prorated by straight-line interpolation 
in which corrections are determined to the nearest hour. Figure 268 is 
an example of such an interpolation. The graph in figure 268, which is 
self-explanatory, would normally be drawn on the recorder chart near 
the beginning of the chart segment being studied. If the total time 
correction for the chart segment is small, the interpolated distribu- 
tion of time corrections may be computed arithmetically without the 
use of a graph. 

The computed time corrections are applied by changing the po- 
sitions of the midnight lines for the affected days. Heavy vertical 
lines are drawn to indicate the new midnight lines, using care to 
ensure that the time adjustments are applied in the correct direction. 
It is advisable to make all interpretive notes, figures, and time correc- 
tions in colored pencil on the gage-height chart to differentiate them 
from the original notes. 
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DETERMINATION OF GAGE-HEIGHT CORRECTIONS 

Gage-height corrections to the recorder trace are next determined. 
They are based on differences in readings of the recorder pen and the 
base gage, usually the inside staff, at station inspections. These correc- 
tions are also prorated with time unless there is evidence of abrupt 
instrumental error, such as would occur as a result of float-wheel 
slippage, or unless a systematic error with stage is shown to exist 
when the reversal points are checked by the step method at station 
inspections. An error in setting the pen at the start of a segment of 
strip chart will be carried throughout the length of that segment, but 
the original error may be increased or decreased by the above- 
mentioned errors. Gage-height corrections should be noted on the 
chart in such a manner that they can be easily applied to the gage- 
height values that are determined later. 

Reversal errors, that is, errors that occur when the pen reverses 
direction at or near the upper or lower base lines, and systematic 
errors that vary with stage are usually caused by expansion or con- 
traction of the chart, but they may also be caused by skewed travel of 
the chart. Reversal errors may also result from wear or maladjust- 
ment of the reversal mechanism of the stage recorder. 

The step method of checking reversal points when changing the 
chart in the field provides a means of determining the gage-height 
corrections that vary with stage. The method requires that the re- 
corder float wheel be equipped with a tape. The procedure used by the 
hydrographer is as follows: 

1. Before removing the chart, raise the float tape to a value that is 
exactly 1 foot less than the foot mark at which the pen reverses; pull 
the chart forward a short distance to put an identifying “step” on the 
chart at that stage (fig. 267). Enter the tape reading on the chart. 

2. Raise the float tape an additional half-foot and repeat the proce- 
dure. 

3. Raise the float tape to the reversal point and repeat the proce- 
dure . 

4. Repeat the above procedure, first with the tape reading 0.5 ft 
more than the foot mark at which the pen reverses, and again with 
the tape reading 1.00 ft more than the reversal foot mark. 

5. Continue to raise the float tape and repeat steps 1 to 4 for the 
other base line reversal. 

6. After the recorded segment of chart has been removed and the 
fresh segment of chart has been engaged, the pen is set to the correct 
gage height and steps 1 to 5 are repeated. 

An example of the step method of checking reversal points is shown 
in figure 267. The step method in figure 267 actually indicates the 
need for a correction of +O.Ol foot at a recorded stage of 4.99 ft and a 
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correction of -0.01 foot at a recorded stage of 5.01 ft. In other words a 
true stage of 5.00 ft is recorded as 4.99 ft on one side of the reversal 
and 5.01 ft on the other side. However, the gage inspections at 5.73 ft 
and 5.74 ft indicate that no corrections are needed and none were 
applied. 

As a final step, datum corrections (see section on “Datum Correc- 
tions”), if required, are noted for each affected day. The recorder chart 
is now ready for the determination of daily gage heights. 

DETERMINATION OF DAILY MEAN GAGE HEIGHT 

Daily mean gage heights are usually determined graphically by the 
use of a thin rectangular piece of clear plastic whose dimensions are 
approximately 2 by 4 inches; a centerline is scribed on the plastic 
parallel to the long edge. The plastic is placed over a 24-hour segment 
of the recorder chart with the scribed line approximately over the pen 
trace. The plastic is then maneuvered into a position where the areas 
bounded by the midnight lines and lying above the scribed line but 
below the pen trace are equal in size to the areas lying below the 
scribed line but above the pen trace. When the areas above and below 
the scribed line are so balanced, the gage height of the point at 
which the scribed line intersects the noon line is the uncorrected 
mean gage height for the day. An example of the graphical method of 
determining daily mean gage height is shown for July 28 in figure 
267. 

A gage-height correction and (or) a datum correction, if applicable, 
will have been entered on the chart at about the noon line and about 
1% inches above the base line. The uncorrected daily mean gage 
height determined by the graphical method is then entered above the 
correction(s), the required addition or subtraction is performed to 
obtain the corrected daily mean gage height, and the corrected value 
is written below the correction as shown for August 10 in figure 267. 

SUBDIVISION OF DAILY GAGE HEIGHTS 

When there is large variation in stage during the day, it is neces- 
sary to: subdivide the day into smaller increments of time, determine 
the mean gage height for each time increment, apply the correspond- 
ing discharge from the rating table to each incremental mean gage 
height, and compute a time-weighted mean discharge for the day. 
That procedure is necessary because the stage-discharge relation is 
curvilinear; consequently the discharge corresponding to the mean 
gage height for a segment of stage of large range will differ 
significantly from the true discharge, which is the discharge inte- 
grated over that range of stage. The allowable range of stage, for 
which the use of a mean gage height introduces no significant error in 
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discharge, depends on the curvature of the stage-discharge relation; 
the more nearly linear the rating is, the larger the allowable range in 
stage. 

The rule generally followed in the U.S.A. is to subdivide the gage- 
height graph for the day if the discharge corresponding to the daily 
mean gage height differs by 4 percent or more from the average of the 
two discharges corresponding to the maximum and minimum gage 
heights in the day. For any normal rating table, the average of the 
two discharges will be the larger figure. A simple method of comput- 
ing a table of allowable range of stage for a rating is outlined below, 
using the rating table in figures 265 and 266 as an example. 

First, a gage height G is selected near the lower end of the rating. 
Because the allowable difference in discharge is 4 percent, the aver- 
age of the two extreme discharges in the allowable range of stage is 
1.04 Qc where QG is the discharge from the rating table corresponding 
to gage height G. That means that 2.08 QG equals the sum of the two 
extreme discharges in the allowable range of stage. (A definition 
sketch is given in fig. 269.) The analyst using the rating table moves 
small equal distances in stage up and down from gage height G until 
he obtains a pair of stages whose discharges total 2.08 QG. The range, 

Q=Discharge at selected gage height (G) 
O,=Discharge at lower limit of range in stage (G,) 
&=Discharge at upper limit of range in stage (GJ 

l 

DISCHARGE 

FIGURE 269.-Definition sketch illustratmg computation of stage limits for application 
of discharge. 
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Mean 
wge(;;ight &i&j 

Q x 2.08 Allowable limits of stage (ft) Allowable range 

(ft3/s) Corresponding discharge (W/s) 
of stage 

(ftl 

2.2 04 0.83 

2.4 1.6 3.30 

2.8 6.4 133 

3.4 19.6 40.8 

4.0 40 83.2 

4.8 78 162 

6.0 160 333 

7.5 302 628 

9.0 490 1020 

2.15-2.25 
(0.22+0.60=0.82) 

2.32-2.48 
(1.02+2.30=3.32) 

2.65-2.95 
(425+9.05=13.3) 

3.1-3.7 
(12.1+28.9=41.0) 

3.64.4 
(25.6+57.0=82.6) 

4.2-5.4 
(48+115=163) 

5.2-6.8 
(122+203=325) 

6.4-8.6 
(194+435=629) 

7.6-10.4 
(313+706=1019) 

0.10 

.16 

.30 

.6 

.8 

1.2 

1.6 

2.2 

2.8 

FIGURE 270.-Results of computation of allowable limits of stage for Rating No. 4, 
Clear Creek near Utopia, Calif. 

in feet, between the pair of stages is the allowable range in stage for a 
mean gage height of G. The procedure just described is then used to 
obtain the allowable range in stage for other values of gage height. 
The results of such computations for the rating table in figures 265 
and 266 are shown in figure 270. The information given by the table 
in figure 270 is reorganized to provide the table of allowable rise 
shown in figure 271, which is more convenient for use in subdividing 
days. For days that are subdivided it is not necessary to compute the 
daily mean gage height. 

The table of allowable ranges for subdivision may require some 
revision for periods when shifting-control adjustmen-ts are used. 

Gage height Allowable rise 
WI (ftl 

2.15 0.10 
2 32 .16 
2.65 .3 
3.1 .6 
3.6 .8 

Gage height Allowable rise 
(fi) (fi) 

4.2 1.2 
5.2 1.6 
6.4 2.2 
7.6 2.8 

FIGURE 271.-Table of allowable rise for use with Rating No. 4, Clear Creek neal 
Utopia, Calif. 
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However, revision will usually be necessary only in the unusual situ- 
ation where the shifts to be applied are so extreme that they radically 
change the shape of the stage-discharge relation. 

Either of two methods are used for computing discharge for sub- 
divided days, and the procedure for subdividing the day varies with 
the method used. The first method is the increment-mean method. In 
that method the mean gage height is determined for each increment 
of the day by using the graphical process of balancing areas that was 
described earlier. Shifts, if appropriate, are applied to the mean gage 
heights, corresponding values of incremental mean discharge are ob- 
tained from the rating table, and a time-weighted daily mean dis- 
charge is computed. The time-weighting is done by first multiplying 
each incremental mean discharge by the number of hours in the in- 
crement, then adding the products, and finally dividing the sum of the 
products by 24 (number of hours in the day). The arithmetic is 
simplified if the increments of the day are all multiples of either 2,3, 
4, 6, 8, or 12 hours, because then the numerical values of the hours 
used can be reduced by factoring. For e’xample, if the day had been 
subdivided into three increments of 6, 6, and 12 hours, those time 
periods could be expressed as multiples of 6. For weighting purposes, 
the hour values would be factored to give 1, 1, and 2, and the sum of 
the products would be divided by 4 rather than 24. (See subdivision 
for July 31 in fig. 267.) 

The procedure for subdividing a day by the increment-mean 
method is as follows. The analyst starts at the lowest point of the pen 
trace and moves upward as far as the table of allowable rises will 
permit. That upper value of stage then becomes the starting point for 
the next increment of the day, whose upper limit is also determined 
from the table of allowable rises. The process is continued until the 
entire day has been subdivided. The ends of the time increments are 
adjusted to coincide with the nearest hour lines, but the adjustment 
should, if anything, decrease the range in stage for an increment from 
that indicated by the table of allowable rises. If feasible, the time 
increments are further adjusted to permit the factoring discussed in 
the preceding paragraph. 

The second method of computing discharge for subdivided days is 
the point-intercept method. In that method, gage heights are noted 
along with the clock hour of occurrence, at the beginning of the day, 
the end of the day, and at all “breaks” in slope of the stage hydro- 
graph during the 24 hours. It is important, however, not to permit the 
difference in stage between consecutive recorded gage heights to ex- 
ceed values given by the table of allowable rises. If the stage differ- 
ence for a time increment does exceed the allowable rise, one or more 
additional intermediate points on the hydrograph must be selected 
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Time 
0000 
0500 
0530 
0600 
0700 
0730 

*p, j , pi!j 
0 1200 2400 2000 

TIME, IN HOURS 2400 

JULY 1 
(4 (31 (4) 

Corrected Time 
gate height Shift increase (hrs) 

(5) 
Discharge 

W/s) 
225 0 
2.22 0 
4 28 0 
4.04 0 
3.50 0 
4.94 0 
455 0 
387 0 
477 
4.49 : 
3.97 0 
3 34 0 
4.16 0 
3 88 
3.48 i 
2 94 
2 66 

2% 24 
2% 22 

% 464 
Yi 392 
% 250 
% 716 
% 560 
% 342 
% 648 
% 536 

2 371 
1% 213 
% 428 
% 345 

2% 245 
4 133 
2 79 
24 ) l 5484 5 

229.0=Mean 0 

*Summation of Individual products 
of column 4 times column 5 

FIGURE 272.-Sample computation of daily mean discharge for a subdivided day by 
point-intercept method. 

for use. The end result is a tabulation such as that shown in the 
example in figure 272 where the gage heights are tabulated at the 
nonuniform hours associated with breaks in slope of the stage hy- 
drograph. 

Computation of the daily mean discharge by the point-intercept 
method is similar to that for the increment-mean method except for 
the manner of determining the number of hours (col. 4 of fig. 272) 
associated with each tabulated gage height. Each of the gage heights 
is assumed to represent the mean gage height for a time interval that 
extends from (a) the clock time midway to the preceding tabulated 
gage height to (b) the clock time midway to the following tabulated 
gage height. The discharges in column 5 of figure 272 correspond to 
the tabulated gage heights in column 2 after those gage heights have 
been adjusted for the shifts, if any, shown in column 3. The time- 
weighting of the discharge is then done by first multiplying each 
discharge (col. 5) by the correspnding number of incremental hours 
(col. 4). The individual products, which are not shown in figure 272, 
are then added, and finally the sum of the products is divided by 24 
(number of hours in the day). 

The advantage of the point-intercept method over the increment- 
mean method of computing daily mean discharge for subdivided days 
lies in the fact that the point-intercept method provides the data for 
reproducing the stage or discharge hydrograph for storm runoff. Con- 
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sequently, the point-intercept method is always used in flood reports. 
Because daily mean discharges computed by the two methods will 
seldom agree exactly, it is best to use the point-intercept method, at 
least for major runoff events. Then if the major runoff event is made 
the subject of a later flood report, daily mean discharge in the flood 
report and in the routine annual streamflow report will agree. For 
complex flood events, such as that shown in figure 272, the point- 
intercept method will usually give somewhat more accurate daily 
mean discharges than will the increment-mean method, but only be- 
cause more gage heights per day are usually used in the point- 
intercept method for such events. Subdivision is really a crude form of 
mathematical integration of the hydrograph. Mathematical integra- 
tion gives the only truly accurate value of mean discharge, and the 
more points that are used in the subdivision, the more closely the 
subdivision will resemble integration. The difference in results be- 
tween mathematical integration and subdivision rapidly dwindles to 
insignificance when sufficient points are used in the subdivision. Me- 
chanical integrators, now largely superseded by digital recording and 
computation, are available to compute daily mean discharge for sta- 
tions having large and frequent stage fluctuations, such as those that 
occur downstream from hydroelectric power plants. 

COMPUTATION OF DAILY DISCHARGE 

PREPARATION OF FORM FOR COMPUTING AND TABULATING DISCHARGE 

The first step in the computation of daily discharge for a nonrecord- 
ing station or a recording station equipped with a graphic recorder is 
to prepare a form, such as USGS form 9-192a which is shown in 
figure 273, to receive the computed values. The form in figure 273 
provides columns for daily mean gage height and discharge for the 12 
months in the water year, as well as spaces for monthly and annual 
summaries which will be discussed in the section on “Completion of 
the Discharge Form.” The analyst fills in the blanks at the top of the 
form that supply general information such as name of station, drain- 
age area, type of recorder, water-year date, numbers of the rating 
tables used, and so on. It is important that the form be prepared 
carefully because the data are copied from this form on to offset sheets 
used for publication of the data. In addition, prints of the form are 
often furnished to water users as preliminary data in advance of the 
published data. 

Daily mean gage heights from the original water-stage recorder 
chart are copied in the columns headed “Gage height.” In addition, 
the maximum and minimum gage heights that occurred during the 
year are listed in the spaces provided at the left margin. For those 
days that are subdivided for the computation of daily discharge, no 
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figures of daily mean gage height will be computed; for those days an 
uppercase letter “s” is entered in the gage-height columns. That 
symbol, as well as any others that are used, is explained by a footnote 
in the left margin; for example “S-subdivided day.” For days of 
recorder malfunction, if the daily mean gage height is computed from 
a graph based on the observer’s gage readings, the symbol “g” is 
added to the left of the gage-height value. 

In a last step before applying discharges from the rating table to 
the gage heights, values of shifts to be applied are entered in columns 
constructed on the left side of the wide columns headed “Discharge” 
in figure 273. Little has been said about shifts in this chapter of the 
manual because they have been discussed in detail in the section in 
chapter 10 titled, “Shifts in the Discharge Rating.” Shifts, it will be 
recalled, may vary with stage. If, during a subdivided day, shifts of 
varying magnitude are to be used because of the varying stage during 
the day, the symbol “v” is used in place of a numerical value in the 
shift column. The application of discharges to gage heights for sub- 
divided days has been discussed in the section on “Subdivision of 
Daily Gage Heights.” The reader is warned at this point that the 
shifts shown in figure 273 have ‘no relation to the rating-curve 
analysis discussed in the section on “Rating-Curve Analysis.” That 
analysis for Clear Creek indicated only a short period of shifting 
control in early October. Shifts have been scattered throughout figure 
273 for the purpose of illustrating various conditions in applying 
discharge. 

DETERMINATION OF DISCHARGE FROM THE GAGE-HEIGHT RECORD 

Discharges are determined by applying the appropriate rating ta- 
bles to the gage heights tabulated in figure 273. The rating analysis 
indicated a change in the rating after February 24, rating no. 3 being 
used up to and including that date and rating no. 4 thereafter. Con- 
sequently, before applying discharges a heavy horizontal line is 
drawn in the discharge column of figure 273 between February 24 
and February 25 to warn the analyst of the change in rating on 
February 25. The daily mean discharges, in cubic feet per second, are 
entered in the discharge columns of figure 273. Daily discharges are 
shown to the nearest hundredth from 0.01 to 0.99 ft”/s, to the nearest 
tenth from 1.0 to 9.99 ft”/s, to the nearest unit from 10 to 999 ft”/s, and 
to three significant figures above 1,000 ft3/s. Where shifts are indi- 
cated, the amount of the shift is added algebraically to the tabulated 
gage height, and the discharge corresponding to the shift-adjusted 
gage height is determined from the appropriate rating table. It is 
important that there be no discontinuity between the discharge on 
the last day of the preceding water year and the first day of the 
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current water year. That can easily occur if a new rating table is 
placed in effect on the first day of the current water year, or if shift 
adjustments to the gage height are used on either or both the first and 
last days of the two water years. Consequently the discharge for the 
last day of the preceding water year should be examined to ensure 
consistency. 

To facilitate the determination of discharges from the rating table, 
it is advisable to expand the rating table to show the discharge for 
each one-hundredth of a foot of stage, as in figure 266, to cover the 
frequently occurring stages. For example, if the rating table were 
expanded to a stage of 7.0 ft, it would cover most of the gage heights 
tabulated in figure 273, thereby reducing the probability of error in 
mentally interpolating discharge values between the tenths of a foot 
of stage given in the standard rating table (fig. 265). 

At this point all boxes for daily mean discharge in figure 273 will 
have been filled, except those opposite gage-height boxes that are 
blank for lack of record because of instrument malfunction, or those 
opposite gage-height boxes that carry the symbol “s” for subdivided 
day. The discharges for subdivided days are next computed. The 
method of computation was explained in the section on “Subdivision 
of Daily Gage Heights.” The daily mean discharges are computed on 
the gage-height chart, as shown in figure 267, where the increment- 
mean method of computation was used. The computed discharges are 
then transferred to the discharge columns in figure 273. 

ESTIMATION OF DAILY DISCHARGE FOR PERIODS OF 
INDETERMINATE STAGE-DISCHARGE RELATION 

After the mean discharge has been computed for each day of the 
water year for which there is a gage-height record, a hydrograph of 
daily mean discharge is prepared on a form that has a logarithmic 
discharge scale. Discharge measurements are also plotted on the hy- 
drograph sheet. The hydrograph is used for comparison with similar 
hydrographs of daily discharge for nearby stations as a test for consis- 
tency of the computed record. Obviously such comparison is only valid 
for streams whose daily flow is essentially natural, that is, not con- 
trolled significantly by the works of man. Hydrographic comparison 
usually brings to light any serious errors in the basic data computa- 
tions and interpretations; it also provides a means of estimating dis- 
charge for days of no gage-height record and for days of indeterminate 
stage-discharge relation, A period of indeterminate stage-discharge 
relation does not refer to one in which the gage-height record is 
faulty; if the recorded gage-heights do not reflect the true stage of the 
stream, the period affected is considered to be one of no gage-height 
record. A period of indeterminate stage-discharge relation is one for 
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which a satisfactory gage-height record is available, but one for 
which no stage-discharge relation can be determined. The most com- 
mon situation of that kind occurs during an ice-affected period, and it 
may also occur during the passage of sand waves in an alluvial chan- 
nel. Sometimes ephemeral backwater effect occurs when a channel is 
choked by debris for a few days, but in that situation the stage- 
discharge relation is not really indeterminate but is merely undefined 
because of the limited opportunity to define it by discharge meas- 
urements. 

A period of indeterminate or undefined stage-discharge relation is 
indicated on the discharge tabulation form (fig. 273) by a heavy verti- 
cal line drawn between the gage-height and discharge columns. Such 
a line appears in November and December in figure 273 to indicate 
that the ice-affected discharges during those months bear no relation 
to the recorded stages. Where preliminary discharge values from the 
rating table have been entered for such days in figure 273 and are 
then shown by hydrographic comparison to be in error, they are re- 
placed in figure 273 by the revised discharge figures. 

Periods of ice effect.-The method of estimating discharge during 
periods of ice effect was discussed in detail in chapter 10 and will not 
be repeated here. Measurements nos. 35 and 35A (fig. 262) clearly 
indicated, by the magnitude of the backwater effect (shift values), 
that ice affected the stage-discharge relation. 

Other periods of indeterminate stage-discharge relation. -For 
periods of indeterminate stage-discharge relation other than ice ef- 
fect, discharges are estimated as though they occurred during periods 
of no gage-height record. Methods of treating periods of no gage- 
height record are described on the pages that follow; hydrographic 
comparison is one of those methods. 

ESI‘IMATION OF DAILY DISCHARGE FOR PERIODS OF NO 
GAGE-HEIGHT RECORD 

The analyst is often required to estimate discharge for periods of no 
gage-height record resulting from recorder malfunction, or a frozen 
well, or a plugged intake. Such periods are shown in figure 273 for 
periods December 26 to February 24, August 20-21, and September 
2-10. The task of the analyst is greatly facilitated if the fieldman who 
finds the gage-height record incomplete makes an effort to collect as 
much supplementary information as possible. An attempt should be 
made to get the range in stage during the period of no gage-height 
record because that information indicates the limits of discharge 
within which any estimates made may vary. If the clock has stopped 
but the pen continues to function, the vertical line recorded on the 
chart will give the range in stage. Because of the possibility of the pen 
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reversing during the period of no record, when the pen was scribing a 
vertical line, there may be some doubt as to the maximum gage- 
height reached during that period. If the tape gage is equipped with 
either a magnet or wire clip for indicating peak stage (see the section 
in chapter 10 titled, “Operation of a Recording Stream-Gaging Sta- 
tion”), the peak indicated by either of those devices should be noted. 
High-water marks should be sought both in the well and outside the 
gage structure. If the intakes have been plugged or the well frozen 
and a high stage had occurred during the period of no record, again an 
outside high-water mark should be sought. Local residents should be 
interviewed in an attempt to determine the time the peak occurred. 

The previously mentioned annual hydrograph of daily mean dis- 
charge, with gaps left for periods of no gage-height record, along with 
the annual hydrograph of daily discharge for nearby stations, are 
prerequisites for estimating the discharges sought. Each of the sta- 
tion hydrographs should be plotted on a separate graph sheet, but the 
logarithmic discharge scales and time scales on the individual sheets 
should be identical. It is particularly helpful if one or more of the 
stations used is on the same stream as the station being studied. The 
hydrographs for uncontrolled streams in the same vicinity will 
usually have similar patterns of discharge. 

In the discussion that follows, the procedure for estimating dis- 
charge for periods of no gage-height record is described under the 
following subheadings: 

1. No gage-height record during a low- or medium-flow recession 
on an uncontrolled stream. 

2. No gage-height record during periods of fluctuating discharge 
on an uncontrolled stream. 

3. No gage-height record for a station on a hydroelectric pow- 
erplant canal. 

4. No gage-height record for a station immediately downstream 
from a reservoir. 

5. No gage-height record for a station on a controlled stream 
where the station is far downstream from the known controlled 
release. 

CASE A. NO GAGE-HEIGHT RECORD DURING A LOW- OR MEDIUM-FLOW 

RECESSION ON AN UNCONTROLLED STREAM 

If the vertical trace left by the inoperative recorder indicates no 
stages higher than that when the clock stopped nor any stages lower 
than that when the stoppage was discovered, there may well have 
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been an unbroken recession from the time the clock first stopped. The 
hydrographs plotted for other nearby stations, particularly those on 
the stream being studied, should then be examined. If there is no 
evidence of anything but an unbroken recession, the discharge should 
be estimated by semilogarithmic interpolation. That is, the gap in the 
logarithmically plotted hydrograph for the station being studied 
should be filled by either a straight line or a smooth flat curve, de- 
pending on which best merges with the graph on either side of the 
dates of no gage-height record. The daily discharges that are esti- 
mated on the hydrograph are then transferred to the discharge- 
tabulation form with appropriate notation. (See record for September 
2- 10 in fig. 273.) If the period of no gage-height record involves only a 
few days, it is permissible to interpolate gage heights graphically on 
the recorder chart and then obtain the corresponding discharges from 
the rating table. That was actually done for August 20, 21 in figure 
273. 

CASE B. NO GAGE-HEIGHT RECORD DURING PERIODS OF FLUCTUATING 

DISCHARGE ON AN UNCONTROLLED STREAM 

If a short period of recorder stoppage occurred near the peak of a 
stream rise, such as might occur if the float could not operate freely, 
knowing the peak stage of a stream makes it possible to sketch in the 
missing portion of gage-height record on the recorder chart. An even 
better estimate can be made on the recorder chart if the time of the 
peak is also known. 

If long periods of no gage-height record are involved, the best 
method of making discharge estimates is by hydrographic compari- 
son. A “light table” is used for the purpose in the manner described in 
,the section in chapter 10 titled, “Hydrographic- and Climatic- 
Comparison Method.” The logarithmic hydrograph of daily discharge 
for the study station is superposed on the logarithmic hydrograph for 
the reference station, and the date lines for the two sheets are 
matched. If the two stations are comparable, the two hydrographs 
should show similar runoff patterns. The study hydrograph is moved 
vertically until the hydrographs on either side of the period of no 
gage-height record match closely, making sure that the date lines 
match perfectly. An exception, to the perfect matching of date lines 
occurs, for example, where the two stations are on the same stream, 
but so distant from each other that the travel time between stations is 
approximately 24 hours. It would then be necessary to lag the hy- 
drographs by a day. After matching the hydrographs, the missing por- 
tion of the study hydrograph is sketched by tracing the underlying 
reference hydrograph. 
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The hydrographic comparison also provides a simple means of com- 
paring the runoff yield per square mile (unit yield) for the two stream 
basins. To make that comparison a short horizontal line, showing 
drainage-area size is marked on the logarithmic ordinate of each 
hydrograph. If, when the two hydrographs are matched vertically, the 
drainage-area lines also match, the two basins have equal unit yield. 
If the drainage area lines do not match, the basin whose drainage- 
area line is the lower of the two has the greater unit yield. 

More often than not, it will be found that when the low-water part 
of the study hydrograph is matched with the low-water part of the 
reference hyrograph, the high-water parts of the two hydrographs do 
not match, and vice versa. When that occurs, the low-water parts of 
the two hydrographs are matched for sketching the low-water esti- 
mates, and the high-water parts of the two hydrographs are matched 
for sketching the high-water estimates of discharge. The discharge 
estimates for the medium-flow part of the study hydrograph is 
sketched while gradually sliding that hydrograph up or down, as 
required. Any discharge measurements made at the study station 
during the period of no gage-height record are especially valuable in 
positioning the two hydrographs, and unless it is known that the 
discharge measurement was made at a time of rapidly changing stage 
and is not representative of daily mean discharge, the sketched dis- 
charge on the study hydrograph should pass through the discharge 
measurement. If the range of stage for the period of no gage-height 
record is known, no estimated daily mean discharge should be 
smaller than the discharge corresponding to the minimum gage 
height for the period; no estimated daily mean discharge should equal 
or be greater than the discharge corresponding to the maximum gage 
height for the period, because the maximum daily discharge is seldom 
as great as the maximum momentary peak discharge. In figure 273 
the daily mean discharges for the period of no gage-height record, 
December 26 to February 24, were estimated by hydrographic com- 
parison with discharges for a nearby station. 

It is desirable that hydrographic comparisons be made with more 
than a single reference station. The different comparisons will give 
estimates of daily discharge that differ from each other to some de- 
gree. In averaging the estimates, the greatest weight should be given 
to the results obtained from: reference hydrographs that show the 
closest fit with the study hydrograph; reference hydrographs on the 
same stream as the study station; and reference hydrographs for sta- 
tions whose drainage areas approximate that of the study station. 

If the period of no gage-height record involves a snowmelt period 
and the maximum stage is known, the maximum daily mean dis- 
charge can often be estimated fairly closely. Discharge has a diurnal 
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fluctuation during snowmelt periods, and the ratio of maximum daily 
mean to maximum momentary discharge will vary with such factors 
as air temperature and date. However, examination of discharge rec- 
ords for the study station and for a snowmelt reference station may 
show how concurrent ratios vary at the two stations, and thereby give 
a strong clue to the ratio to be used to estimate maximum daily mean 
discharge during the period of no gage-height record. 

On occasion, the station that has a period of no gage-height record 
may be located immediately upstream from a reservoir for the pur- 
pose of measuring inflow to the reservoir. If reliable records are 
available showing daily change in reservoir contents and daily spill 
and release from the reservoir, it is then a simple matter to compute 
the daily discharge (Q) at the gaging station from the formula: 

Q = Daily spill + daily release 5 daily change in reservoir contents. 

There may be times when record for a flood period is lacking and 
there is no nearby gaging station with which to compare runoff rec- 
ords. Under those circumstances, daily discharges for the flood period 
may be estimated from a model study of rainfall-runoff relations. It is 
beyond the scope of this manual to detail the development of such 
hydrologic models. A simpler task is to estimate the total volume of 
storm runoff from precipitation records. For general storms in the 
past at the study station, tabulate the total storm precipitation, its 
duration in days, and the total volume of storm runoff in inches or 
millimeters. Compute the value (infiltration index) that must be sub- 
tracted from each daily increment of precipitation during a storm to 
give the total volume of runoff from that storm. The infiltration index 
will vary with storms, but it can often be related to antecedent 
precipitation and month of the year. Apply the appropriate infiltra- 
tion index to the storm precipitation during the period of no gage- 
height record to obtain the total volume of storm runoff during that 
period. This simple method provides only an approximate result; it 
should be used sparingly for general storms, and not at all for thun- 
derstorms, which usually occur over limited areas. 

(:ASE <:. NO GAGE-HEIGHT RECORD FOR A STATION ON A HYDROELECTRIC- 

PO~\‘ERPLAh’T CANAL 

For a period of no gage-height record for a station on a powerplant 
canal, it is generally possible to use the power-plant record of daily 
kilowatt output to estimate reliably the daily mean discharges. That 
is done by means of a relation of daily discharge to daily power output 
that is developed for periods preceding and following the period of no 
gage-height record. 
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CASE D. NO GAGE-HEIGHT RECORD FOR A STATION IMMEDIATELY 

DOWNSTREAM FROM A RESERVOIR 

Ratings are often available, or may be computed, for a reservoir 
spillway, gates, valves, and turbines (see the section in chapter 14 
titled, “Pressure Conduits”). Ratings of those types will enable the 
engineer to estimate the discharge for a period of no gage-height 
record at a station immediately downstream from a reservoir. 

Another method may be used if the reservoir itself is equipped with 
a stage gage so that a reliable record of daily change in reservoir 
contents is available. Daily changes in reservoir contents may be 
added algebraically to the daily mean discharge at the study station 
downstream from the reservoir to provide daily mean values of reser- 
voir inflow during periods of record at the study station. An annual 
hydrograph of daily mean reservoir inflow is prepared and is com- 
pared with the hydrograph for a nearby natural-flow station. Using 
the technique described for Case B, the daily mean values of reservoir 
inflow are estimated for the period of no gage-height record at the 
study station. The known daily changes of reservoir contents are then 
subtracted algebraically from those estimated daily values of reser- 
voir inflow to give the required daily discharge at the study station. 

CASE E. NO GAGE-HEIGHT RECORD FOR A STATION ON A CONTROLLED 

STREAM WHERE THE STATION IS FAR DOWNSTREAM FROM THE KNOWN 

CONTROLLED RELEASE 

Case E is a situation somewhat similar to Case D, except that the 
study station is so far downstream from the reservoir that tributary 
inflow between the reservoir and the study station cannot be ignored. 
Outflow from the reservoir cannot be compared directly with the dis- 
charge at the study station because the reservoir outflow is 
completely controlled and the discharge at the study station is par- 
tially controlled, The method of attacking the problem is to estimate 
daily tributary inflow during the period of no gage-height record at 
the study station, and then to add the estimated daily tributary 
inflow to the known upstream reservoir releases to obtain the 
required daily discharges at the study station. What is needed, there- 
fore, is a means of estimating tributary inflow. 

Daily releases from the reservoir are subtracted from the daily 
mean discharge at the study station to provide daily mean values of 
tributary inflow during periods of record at the study station. An 
annual hydrograph of daily mean tributary inflow is prepared and is 
compared with the hydrograph for a nearby natural-flow station. 
Using the technique described for Case B, the daily mean values of 
tributary inflow are estimated for the period of no gage-height record 
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at the study station. As mentioned above, those estimated values of 
tributary inflow, when added to the concurrent reservoir releases, 
give the required discharges at the study station. 

The above computational procedure may also be used for study 
reaches of channel that have diversions as well as tributary inflow, 
provided that the diverted discharges are measured. In that situation, 
the diversions must be subtracted from the reservoir releases. In 
other words, for reservoir release or outflow in the above description, 
we substitute reservoir outflow minus diverted flow. 

COMPLETION OF THE DISCHARGE FORM 

After all daily mean discharges have been entered on the discharge 
form (fig. 273), little is required to complete the form. Discharges 
from the appropriate rating table are entered in the left margin for 
the maximum and minimum stages of the water year that were pre- 
viously recorded there. The summary discharge values at the bottom 
of figure 273 for each month, the water year, and the calendar year, 
are next computed. The mechanics of computing those total and aver- 
age values are self-evident. The remaining entry in figure 273-peak 
discharges above a stated base-requires some explanation. 

For stations whose high flows are not significantly regulated, peak 
discharges are shown for all peaks whose discharge equals or exceeds 
a chosen peak discharge, regardless of the number of peaks that occur 
in any given water year. A properly chosen base discharge is one that 
is exceeded, on the average, three times a year. The following sug- 
gestions are offered for selecting the base discharge: 

1. For stations having records of more than 5 years, list the annual 
flood peaks, compute their recurrence intervals (R) in years 
by the formula, R = (N + 1)/M, and select as a base the 
discharge (rounded upward to two significant figures) whose 
value of R is 1.15 years. (In the formula, iV is the number of 
years of record; M is the order number of the peak discharge 
after the peaks have been ranked in order of magnitude 
starting with 1 for the greatest peak.) 

2. For stations having records of 5 years or less, select a base dis- 
charge, guided by judgment and by comparison with nearby 
stations having records of longer duration. The selected base 
can be modified as more data become available. It is, there- 
fore, better to select a base discharge originally that is on the 
low side; if the base is later raised, it is a simple matter to 
drop originally selected peak discharges that do not exceed 
the new base value. If it is desirable later to lower the base 
discharge, it becomes necessary to search the earlier re- 
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corder charts for peak discharges that are smaller than the 
original base discharge but greater than the new base. 

If two peak discharges that exceed the base discharge occur within 
48 hours of each other, it is likely that the two peaks are not indepen- 
dent; only the larger of the two, or the earlier of the two if they are 
both equal, should be listed. If two adjacent peak discharges, both 
larger than the base, are separated by more than 48 hours, the lower 
of the two peaks is shown only if it is at least 1.33 times as large as 
the discharge of the trough between the adjacent peaks. For periods of 
diurnal peak discharges caused by snowmelt, only the highest peak 
that occurred during each distinct period of melting is shown regard- 
less of the fact that other peaks may meet the criterion stated in the 
preceding sentence. 

RECORD OF PROGRESS OF DISCHAPGE COMPUTATIONS 

Completion of the discharge form (fig. 273) marks the end of the 
actual computation of discharge for the water year. It is necessary, of 
course, that all computations be checked before the discharge figures 
are considered final. Furthermore, it is customary for the checker to 
initial and date any graphs or computation forms that he checks. 

In the interest of efficiency it is advantageous to have a progress 
check list (fig. 274) attached to the folder in which the station compu- 
tation forms are kept. The items on the check list are shown in the 
order in which they should be completed for maximum efficiency. 
Each item on the list has two boxes on the left margin. A checkmark 
is placed in the box at the extreme left when the item is completed; a 
checkmark is placed in the other box when the item has been checked. 
The supervisor of the discharge computations need only glance at the 
set of boxes to inform himself of the progress of the computations at a 
station. 

STATION-ANALYSIS DOCUMENT 

A complete analysis of data collected, procedures used in processing 
the data, and the logic upon which the computations were based must 
be recorded for each year of record to provide a basis for review and to 
serve as a reference in the event that questions arise about the rec- 
ords at some future date. Such a report is called the “Station 
Analysis.” A record of any changes in: records collected, equipment, 
location, or other physical features should be included. The document 
should be written clearly and concisely and should contain sufficient 
information so that those who are totally unfamiliar with the station 
will be able to follow the reasoning used in computing the records. A 
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PROGRESS CHECK LIST 
COMPUTATION OF GRAPHIC RECORDER RECORD 

Station 

Index Number 

water Year 

Check work done. Complete in order. Initial when finished. 

Review chart for continuity, errors, peaks, faulty record. 
Check level notes. Apply datum corrections to chart and measurements. 
Check measurements, field notes, level notes for peak data. Enter on chart. 
Check mean gage heights of measurements. Compare with chart. 
List measurements and observations of no flow chronologically on 9-207 (fig. 262). 
Plot measurements on rating curve. Develop new curve and table, if necessary. 
Copy gage heights on 9-192 (fig. 273). 
Compute shifts, percentage differences on 9-207 (fig. 262). 
Enter shift corrections on 9-192 (fig. 273). "S" days on chart. 
Write station analysis. 

Computed Checked 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Apply discharge to 9-192 (fig. 273) and "St' days. 

Computed Checked 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Plot hydrograph. Enter measurements. Show drainage area size and discharge from 
rating tables. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...* 

Estimate discharge for ice, missing, doubtful or backwater periods. 
Revise and complete daily discharges on 9-192 (fig. 273). 
Review and complete station analysis. 

Computed Checked 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Make monthly and yearly computations on 9-192 (fig. 273). 
Enter notes, maximum, minimum and peaks on 9-192 (fig. 273). 
Revise manuscript from previous year. 

Computed Checked 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Final Review 

FIGURE 274.-Form showing progress of computation of graphic-recorder record. 

station analysis should be prepared for each station, including those 
for which records are furnished by other agencies. 

The introductory paragraphs of the station analysis describe the 
equipment installed and the hydrologic characteristics of the drain- 
age basin above the station. The remaining sections of the analysis 
outline the quality of the base data collected and the methods used to 
convert those data into the final discharge figures. The discussions 
are organized under the headings that follow. 
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(Station name and number) 
STATION ANALYSIS 

(WATER YEAR) 

Equipment. - 
Hydrologic conditions- 
Gage-height record.- 
Datum corrections. - 
Rating. - 
Discharge. - 
Special computations. - 
Remarks.- 
Recommendations. - 

The following detailed discussion of each of the above items de- 
scribes the type of information to be presented. As mentioned in the 
introductory pages of this chapter, documentation of that information 
is made as the various steps in the analysis and computation of the 
discharge record are completed. 

STATION ANALYSIS 

Equipment.-Provide a short statement that describes the equipment 
at the site. Designate the type of gage (float sensor or bubble-gage 
sensor); type of recorder; measurement facilities; artificial control, if 
any. Report any changes in equipment that may affect the accuracy of 
the record. Review the station description, revise it if necessary and 
include the statement, “Equipment conforms to station description 
dated. . . .” 

Hydrologic conditions. -A brief description of the hydrologic charac- 
teristics of the basin should be carried forward in the station analysis 
from year to year. Review this paragraph and briefly describe any 
changes that might affect the runoff regime. These changes may re- 
sult from fire (give date and percentage of basin area affected), or 
urban development (describe type and extent of development and give 
approximate dates), or from logging or road building operations. 
Usually several years elapse before the effects of these hydrologic 
changes become stabilized. Therefore, even if no changes occur in the 
current year, this paragraph should carry a statement referring to 
changes in the recent past such as: “No changes since the fire of 
August 21, 1961, which burned 6,000 acres of woodland;” or “No 
increase in urban development since September 1962.” 
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Gage-height record.-Tabulate periods of faulty or no gage-height 
record and reasons for those problems. Discuss briefly any large in- 
strument errors that affect the accuracy of the gage-height record. If 
portions of the gage-height record haye been synthesized or adjusted 
on the basis of observers’ readings and other data, this should be 
explained. Do not discuss in this paragraph how discharge was com- 
puted during periods of no gage-height record. That should be ex- 
plained in the “Special Computations” paragraph. 
Datum corrections. -Confusion frequently exists as to what should be 
included in this paragraph. Datum errors result from settlement of 
the base or reference gage to which the recording instrument is set or 
from movement of the bubble-gage orifice. Care should be taken, par- 
ticularly with manometer and digital recorder combinations to differ- 
entiate between datum corrections and shift corrections. If datum 
corrections are necessary, the reasons should be explained and correc- 
tions listed in tabular form such as: 

Permd Correctron applied 

Oct. l-Jan. 15 +0.04 
Jan. 16-Apr. 15 +0.05 
Apr. 16-Aug. 3 +0.06 
Aug. 4-Sept. 30 0 

If applicable use a simple statement such as “None applied, last levels 
run on(date) .” 
Rating.-Start this section with a description of the channel and the 
control, and provide sufficient detail to give anyone unfamiliar with 
the site a fairly good picture of the dominant features. Items dis- 
cussed should include the size of the channel, composition of the bed 
(sand, gravel, boulders, or bedrock), location of the gage relative to 
the control, and the approximate elevation of any overflow areas. 

Example: “The controlling reach of channel 1s sharply incised in 
the flood plain. Bed material is predominantly sand and gravel. The 
low-water control is generally a gravel riffle which moves up and 
down the channel in response to flood flows. At bankfull stage 
(about 21 feet), the channel is about 150 feet wide. At higher stages, 
it spreads out rapidly to a width of about 300 feet at a stage of 25 
feet.” 
The remainder of the rating paragraph should be a chronological 

narrative of what occurred, hydraulically, during the year. Bekin 
with a statement as to the number of megsurements made and how 
they plot in relation to the rating curve in use at the end of the 
previous year. If new ratings are required, explain how this conclu- 
sion was reached and what caused the shift from one rating to the 
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other. State exact time and date when rating changes were made. If 
ratings are modified during periods of significant flow by use of the 
shifting-control method, document these rating changes with shift 
tables or shift curves. These are rating changes too, and require the 
same explanations that a new table does. Because the reviewer does 
not always have access to the basic data, it is most important that the 
distribution of shifts be explained in detail, particularly if any un- 
usual methods were used. 

The statement “Shifts were distributed on basis of stage and (or) 
time” does not constitute a detailed explanation. The reviewer needs 
sufficient detail so that he can at least determine if a shift must be 
applied to the maximum and secondary peak stages and know its 
magnitude. For example, discharge measurements were obtained be- 
fore and after a peak of 12.55 ft; the measurement preceding the peak 
shows a shift of -0.26 ft at gage height 2.56 ft, and the one following 
the peak shows a shift of + 0.06 ft at gage height 9.63 ft. One might 
reason that the rise scoured out the channel gradually, and the shift 
was zero at the peak. In the analysis, one might state “It was assumed 
that the shift of -0.26 ft indicated by measurement No. xx was 
gradually reduced during rise, and there was no shift at the peak; 
therefore, the shift between measurements No. xx and xxx was dis- 
tributed on basis of stage.” Or, one might have basis for this state- 
ment: “On the basis of shifts indicated by measurements No. xx and 
xxx and succeeding measurements, shift distribution was made on 
the assumption that the shift varied during the rise from -0.26 ft at 
gage height 2.50 ft to +0.06 ft at the peak and remained at +0.06 ft 
through the date of measurement No. xxx.” Those two statements 
would indicate to the reviewer the shift needed for the peak stage and 
would give him a better idea of the distribution of shifts that was 
made. If a shift distribution were made on the basis of time, the 
statement “Shifts were distributed on the basis of time” is sufficient. 
However, if a peak discharge occurred during that shifting-control 
period, a statement should be added giving the shift used for the peak. 

Discuss also the adequacy of the high-water rating. Is it defined to 
within 50 percent of the maximum discharge for the current year on 
the basis of measurements made during the year? (The 50 percent 
criterion is discussed early in the section in chapter 10 titled, “High- 
Flow Extrapolation.“) If the extension has been made on the basis of 
older measurements or on the basis of a slope-area determination 
(chap. 9), give the date of those measurements or of the slope-area 
determination and state whether or not significant channel changes 
might have occurred within the intervening period. 

Discharge.-This paragraph is a summary explaining how the stage 
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records and rating data were combined to produce the discharge rec- 
ord. The information can best be presented in tabular form; an exam- 
ple for a station equipped with a graphic stage-recorder follows. (The 
table would be more complex for a station equipped with a digital 
stage-recorder; see page 599.) 

Period Ratmg table used Perrods of sh@rng control 

Oct. 1 to Feb. 24 No. 3 Oct. l-9, Oct. 14 to Nov. 14 
Feb. 25 to Sept. 30 No. 4 July 15 to Sept. Sept. 1, 11-30 

Special computations .-Describe the methods used for determining 
discharges during the periods of no gage-height record, ice effect, 
backwater, or other special conditions. Explain any unusual method 
for determining shifts. If daily discharges were estimated on the basis 
of hydrographic comparison with records for nearby stations, state 
the name of the stations used and how closely the station records 
compared. If weather records were used in the analysis, give the 
name or names of the weather stations used. 
Remarks.-A statement should be made concerning the general ac- 
curacy of the daily records along with special accuracy statements 
regarding periods of ice effect, no gage-height record, high water, low 
water, backwater, shifting control, or other unusual conditions. A 
statement should be made here indicating that a hydrographic com- 
parison was made. Identify station or stations used for comparison 
and state how well the hydrographs compared. Although the state- 
ment concerning hydrographic comparison duplicates some of the 
material given above under the heading “Special computations,” the 
duplication is warranted because it will expedite the preparation of 
the “Remarks” paragraph of the manuscript station description. (See 
figs. 2868 and 289.) It is helpful if all statements to be included in 
that manuscript paragraph can be drawn from material in the “Re- 
marks” section of the station-analysis document. The “Remarks” sec- 
tion of the station-analysis document should also include any ad- 
ditional comments pertinent to the analysis of the record. 

Recommendations. -A sample recommendation might read, “Flood 
schedule for next year should place high priority on high water meas- 
urements at this site. No measurements greater than 8,000 ft:‘/s have 
been made since 196’7. There have been several major peaks since 
that date.” 

(Authors) W. W. Smith (date) 
A. R. Brown (date) 
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COMPUTATION OF DISCHARGE RECORDS WHEN A THREE- 
PARAMETER DISCHARGE RELATION IS USED 

The section of this chapter titled, “Station Analysis,” ended with a 
brief discussion of the preparation of the station rating when three 
parameters are involved -stage, discharge, and a third parameter 
such as fall or velocity index. 

The first step that follows completion of the station rating is the 
computation of the gage-height record for the base-gage recorder, and 
for the auxiliary-gage recorder if fall is the third parameter. The 
daily mean gage heights are determined by the procedures explained 
for the graphic recorder in the section titled, “Computation of 
Gage-Height Record.” Where subdivision of the day is required, the 
same time increments are used for both recorder charts. The daily 
mean fall, or mean fall for a time increment in a subdivided day, is 
computed by subtracting the downstream stage from the upstream 
stage. If a velocity index is the third parameter, as for example, where 
a deflection meter is used, the velocity-index record is used to deter- 
mine daily mean values of the index or mean values for the time 
increments used in subdivided days. Gage-heights and velocity-index 
values are entered on a form similar to, but larger than, the form 
shown in figure 273. The expansion of the form is to accommodate an 
additional column each month for recording daily values of the third 
parameter; the additional column lies between the gage-height and 
discharge columns that are shown in figure 273. 

The mechanics of computing discharge from stage and concurrent 
values of the third parameter were discussed in chapters ll and 12. In 
chapter 11 slope (fall) is the third parameter; in chapter 12 a velocity 
index is the third parameter. Computed values of daily discharge are 
entered on the form bearing the daily values of stage and the third 
parameter. The daily discharges for periods of no record or of inde- 
terminate discharge rating, such as ice-affected periods, are com- 
puted precisely as explained in a preceding section titled, “Computa- 
tion of Daily Discharge;” hydrographic comparison is the principal 
method used. After all boxes for daily mean discharge on the dis- 
charge form are filled, the form is completed as shown in figure 273 
and explained in the section on “Completion of the Discharge Form.” 

Throughout the computation procedure, a record of progress is 
kept, similar to that shown in figure 274 but modified to accommodate 
the additional steps needed to compute discharge when a 3-parameter 
discharge relation is used. A station-analysis document is prepared, 
similar to that described in the section immediately preceding this 
discussion of 3-parameter relations; the various items that are in- 
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eluded are documented as corresponding steps in the analysis and 
computation of the discharge record are completed. 

COMPUTATION OF DISCHARGE RECORDS FOR A 
RECORDING STATION EQUIPPED WITH A 

DIGITAL RECORDER 

GENERAL 

The fact that a gaging station is equipped with a digital stage- 
recorder does not affect the preparation of the station analysis (see 
the section on “Station Analysis”). Datum corrections are deter- 
mined, discharge measurements are listed and reviewed, and graphi- 
cal ratings are prepared and then converted to rating tables. The 
computations that follow the station analysis are similar to those 
described for a station equipped with a graphic stage-recorder, but 
instead of being performed manually they are performed by an elec- 
tronic computer; the principal output forms are machine adaptations 
of the manual computation forms. The field offices generally send 
their input data to a central computer center where the computations 
are performed. The processing between field office and computer cen- 
ter may be accomplished by a combination of two or more of the 
following: mail, 16-channel paper-tape reader-transmitter, telephone 
line, and computer terminal. 

The sequence and operation of an automated computing system is 
described in general terms in the last section of this chapter. It is not 
practicable to include a more detailed description of each step in the 
sequence because although the system of automated computation is 
well established, the particulars of each step are somewhat in a state 
of flux in response to continual improvement in storage and access 
procedures. Space limitations in this manual are also a factor in the 
treatment given to the subject. Additional pertinent information for 
the interested reader can be found in the following references that are 
listed at the end of this chapter: Carter and others, 1963; Edwards 
and others, 1974; WMO Technical Note No. 115, 1971 (contains a 
noteworthy bibliography). 

The automated computation of discharge records from digital stage 
records is now (1980) more common in the U.S.A. than the manual 
computation of discharge records from graphic stage records. It may 
therefore seem incongruous to devote more space in this manual to 
manual computation than to automated computation. The two types 
of computation, however, are essentially similar, and a description of 
the manual method provides a far superior vehicle for explaining the 
computational technique. 
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INPUT TO COMPUTER 

The input to the computer for a routine gaging station consists of: 
(1) the digital record of stage, accompanied by a list of corrections, if 
needed, for instrumental error in recording time and (or) gage height 
(any necessary datum corrections are included with the gage-height 
corrections); and (2) the discharge ratings accompanied by a list of 
any necessary shift adjustments. (See USGS form 9-1536 in fig. 275.) 
Stations for which the stage-fall-discharge type of rating is applicable 
require that the digital-tape records of stage for both the primary and 
auxiliary gages be furnished to the computer. Also required are the 
stage-discharge relation and such supplementary information as the 
stage-fall relation and the relation of fall ratio to discharge ratio. For 
stations at which velocity index is a third parameter-for example, a 
station equipped with a deflection meter-input requirements in- 
clude the digital stage record, the digital record of deflection units, 
the stage-area relation, and the relation of deflection units to mean 
velocity, along with any necessary shift adjustments to those two 
relations. 

OUTPUT FROM COMPUTER 

The principal output from the computer consists of two forms-the 
primary computation sheet and the print-out of daily discharge. The 
primary computation sheet presents the initial or preliminary dis- 
charge computations. Normally, the computation sheet is edited, dis- 
charges arecorrected or revised where necessary, and the corrections 
are fed back to the computer before the print-out of daily discharge is 
produced. Computer-produced hydrographs of daily mean discharge 
may be obtained for both preliminary and final discharge values. The 
discharge hydrograph of daily mean discharge based on preliminary 
values of discharge is very helpful for correcting the preliminary 
values; the method used is that of hydrographic comparison with final 
records for a nearby station, as explained in the section titled, “Com- 
putation of Daily Discharge.” (Hydrographic comparison of discharge 
records is discussed in the two subsections that deal with the estima- 
tion of daily discharge.) 

The primary computation sheet for a routine gaging station in- 
cludes a listing for each day of: the maximum, minimum, hourly, and 
mean gage heights; mean discharge; the gage height equivalent to 
the mean discharge; the shift adjustment; and the datum correction. 
Figure 276 is an example of a primary computation sheet for a 
routine gaging station. The primary computation sheet for a slope 
station, shown in figure 277, differs somewhat. Listed for each day 
are: the maximum, minimum, and mean gage heights, mean fall, and 
mean and hourly discharge. For a deflection-meter station, the pri- 
mary computation sheet (fig. 278) lists for each day maximum, 
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minimum, and mean gage heights; maximum, minimum, hourly, and 
mean discharges; maximum and minimum velocities; volume and 
direction of flow (for a tidal stream whose flow reverses direction); and 
shift adjustments to the area and velocity relations. 

The printout of daily discharge is virtually the same for all types of 
gaging stations. In addition to daily mean discharges, the printout 
includes monthly and yearly summaries in the same format that is 
used for publication (fig. 279). Besides being published, the figures on 
the printout are stored on a magnetic tape or disk. If, for some reason, 
it is found necessary to revise the computed records at some later 
date, corrections are made on the stored tape or disk. 

The sequence of operation of the automated computing system used 
by the Geological Survey is as follows: 

1. River stage is punched on 16-channel tape by the digital recorder 
in the gage house. When a segment of the tape is started by the 
hydrographer, he leaves a fresh inspection form (USGS form 
9-176D in fig. 280) in the instrument shelter. On that form he 
fills out the box headed “Started by”. 

2. Tape is removed by field personnel at intervals of 30 to 60 days. 
Upon removal, the tape is checked for continuity and quality of 
record, and appropriate notes concerning identity of the station 
and quality of the record are made on the tape. The boxes 
headed “Removed by” and “Battery voltage” on inspection form 
9-176D (fig. 280) are also filled out by the hydrographer, and 
the form accompanies the segment of 16-channel tape to the 
field office. If the hydrographer merely inspects the recorder 
without removing the punched segment of tape, he fills out the 
box headed “Insp’d by” on the inspection form and leaves the 
inspection form in the instrument shelter. 

3. The tape, rating table, datum correction, and table of shifts are 
forwarded from the field office to the Automatic Data Process- 
ing Unit. Ratings may be submitted in one of three alternate 
forms. Discharge may be tabulated for each 0.01 foot of gage 
height for the part where curvilinear expansion between 
tenths of feet is necessary; it may be tabulated for each 0.1 foot; 
or, preferably, it may be defined by a series of coordinate values 
at the ends of straight-line segments on a logarithmic plot of 
the rating curve. The entry of ratings directly from the 
logarithmic plot eliminates the preparation of a rating table in 
the usual form. Shift adjustments are prorated with time to 
give a shift for each day between the davs for which values of 
shift are submitted. A new rating may be put in use at any 
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time during a day, and any shift applicable to the old rating on 
the same day will be dropped when the new rating takes effect. 

The refinement considered in ratings for the initial run 
through the computer depends upon the complexity of the rat- 
ing problem and the completeness of the data available. Some- 
times final ratings can be prepared at the outset, at other times 
the output from the first run will be needed to complete the 
analysis. In the latter situation, only base ratings and approx- 
imate shift corrections are supplied. 

Data from the 16-channel tape are translated by the central 
processing unit onto magnetic tape. The information on ratings 
is manually punched on cards. The magnetic tape and punch 
cards comprise the input to the digital computer. The rating 
table is stored on magnetic disk or tape at the computer center 
after the initial run. 

4. The computer converts each instantaneous reading of river stage 
into a discharge value. Both daily mean discharge and daily 
mean gage height are computed as an average of instantane- 
ous values. An equivalent daily mean gage height (the gage 
height corresponding to the daily mean discharge) is computed 
for each clay so that recomputation, if necessary, can be made 
at a later date without reference to the individual items of the 
original base data. Daily mean values of gage height, dis- 
charge, and equivalent gage height are stored on a magnetic 
tape or disk. The printed output from the first computer pass 
consists of two items; a primary computation sheet, which is 
standard, and a daily discharge sheet, which is optional. 

The primary computation sheet (fig. 276) gives for each day 
the maximum, minimum, and mean gage heights, equivalent 
mean gage height, the datum and shift corrections applied, and 
the daily mean discharge. In addition, hourly gage heights and 
the time when maximums occurred are printed out. 

The printout of daily discharges (fig. 279), which is suitable 
for outside distribution, lists daily mean discharges for the 
period from the beginning of the water year to the end of the 
record being computed. 

5. The field offices use the primary computation sheet in quality 
checks of the original and computed data, in further analysis of 
the stage-discharge relation, and in selecting instantaneous 
peak discharges to be published. Daily discharges from this 
sheet can be plotted for comparison with adjacent streams, and 
the usual studies can be made for periods of ice effect, no gage- 
height record, or backwater from various sources. Estimates can 
be made for all anomalous periods, and ratings can be revised, if 
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necessary, so that daily discharge can be recomputed from the 
effective mean gage heights on the second pass through the 
computer. The information necessary for revision or recomputa- 
tion is forwarded to the Automatic Data Processing Unit. 

6. The final tabulation is the same as figure 279 except that it is 
complete for the year and is produced on the second pass 
(update) through the computer. Where rating changes have 
been made as a result of the quality control analysis or where 
individual discharge figures have been estimated, the recompu- 
tation will involve substituting the estimated figures on the 
magnetic storage record, recomputing other discharge figures 
from revised ratings and the equivalent daily mean gage height, 
and printing out of the final discharge figures. (A printout from 
the subprogram for updating the primary computation sheet is 
shown in figure 281.) The printout from the final computer 
update is for the complete year. The format of the output is 
suitable for direct offset reproduction. The data on this form are 
also stored on magnetic tape for permanent storage. 

7. A tabulation of daily mean gage heights may also be printed out 
during the second computer pass for stations designated by the 
field offices. That tabulation is prepared only for those stations 
for which there is a specific need. 

8. The documentation file in the field offices consists of the original 
measurement notes, the 16-channel tapes, a station analysis, a 
list of discharge measurements, a rating curve, the primary 
computation sheet, a table of daily mean discharges from the 
final computer run, and possibly a rating table. 

A record of progress of the discharge computations is kept in the 
field office on a check list such as that shown in figure 282. That form 
or perhaps a more detailed one, such as figure 283, is especially neces- 
sary because of the complication caused by records being shuttled 
back and forth between the field office and the computer center. 

It is also necessary that a station-analysis document be prepared in 
the field office, as described for the graphic recorder in the section 
titled, “Station-Analysis Document.” In that description it was men- 
tioned that the “Discharge” paragraph showing the ratings used 
during the water year would be more complex for a digital-recorder 
station than for a graphic-recorder station. For a digital-recorder sta- 
tion, it is necessary to explain the origin of figures shown on the 
primary computation sheet as well as those on the final print-out. 
Documentation received on updating computer runs should therefore 
be referred to in the “Discharge” paragraph. A sample table of ratings 
used for a digital-recorder station having a somewhat complicated 
rating problem follows: 
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PROGRESS CHECK LIST 
COMPUTATION OF DIGITAL ZXORDER RECORD 

station 
Index Number 

water Year . 

Check vork done. Complete in order. Initial when finished. 

Examine end prepare tapes for transmittal. 
List measurements on 9-207 (+%j. 7-60. 
Plot measurements on rating carve. Develop new curve end table, if needed. 
Compute shift corrections, percentage differ nce on 9. j:207(fi$Z62). 
Enter shift or datum corrections on g-1536( '9. 275 
Write preliminary rating analysis. 

Computed Checked 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Tape transmitted. 
Ratings transmitted. 
9-1536 trensmitted(f~~. 275) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Inspect primary computation sheet. 
Check measurements and field notes for peak data. Enter on PC sheets. 
Revise shifts and recompute daily discharges on primary computation sheet. 
Plot hydrograph. 
Estimate discharge for ice, missing, doubtful or backwater periods. 
Complete daily discharges monthly totals on primary computation sheets. 
Complete station analysis. 

Computed Checked 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._...................................................... 

Transmit updating corrections. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Enter notes, maxiemm, minimum and peake on 9-211mfF;y. =‘9 )* 
Revise manuscript from previous yeer. 

Computed Checked 

FIGURE 282.-Form showing progress of computation of dlgital-recorder record (sam- 
pie 1). 

“Discharge. -Computed as follows: 
Ratings Used 

Period Primary Final Update 
Oct. 1 to Jan. 4 No. 4 No change None 
Jan. 5 to Jan. 20 --- Special May 12, 1973 
Jan. 21 to Jan. 29 No. 4 No. 5 May 12, 1973 
Jan. 30 to Feb 20 No. 4 Special May 12, 1973 
Feb. 21 to Aug. 10 No. 5 No. 5 None 
Aug. 11 to Sept. 30 --- Special Oct. 20, 1973” 

All other instructions on the preparation of the station-analysis 
documents (p. 580-585) are applicable for a digital-recorder station. 

SELECTED REFERENCES 
Carter, R. W., and Davidian, Jacob, 1968, General procedure for gaging streams: U.S. 

Geol. Survey Techniques Water Resources Inv., book 3, chap. A6, p. 12-13. 
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WRD-ID-11 
Jan 76 

Station No. 
Station Name 

I9- water year X.D.P. check list 

List of measurements: 
Gage-heights . . . . . . . . . . checked () 
Original list of measurements. . checked ( 

-i List of measurements . . . . . . checked ( 
Shifts O.K. as submitted . . . . yes ( ) no ( ) 
Shifts . . . . . . . . . . . . . updated (- checked () 

Rating curve: 
Measurements . . . . . . . . . . plotted ( ) checked () 
New cume needed . . . . . . . . yes ( ) no ( ) 
Measurements . . . . . . . . . , plotted (- ) checked (- 1 
Curve. . . . . . . . . . . . . . drawn () checked () 
Rating table . . . . . . . . . . computed ( -) checked () 

Primary sheets: 
Record complete. . . . . . 
Primary shifts O.K. . . . 
Primary datum corr. O.K. . 
Correct rating in use. . . 
Rating changed during year 
Hissing record . . . , . . 
Ice period . . . . . . . . 
Shift. . . . . . . . . . . 
Datum. . . . . . . . . . . 
Discharge. . . . . . . . . 
Re-update. . . . . . . . . 
Re-update. . . . . . . . . 

. . . yes ( 1 no ( 1 

. . . yes ( ) no ( 1 

. . . yes ( 1 no ( ) 

. . . yes t 1 no ( 1 

. . . yes t 1 no ( 1 

. . . estimated (- ) checked ( ) 

. . . estimated ( ) checked ( I3 

. . . update ( ) checked ( 

. . . update ( ) checked : (- 

. . . update ( -1 checked ( ) 

. . . yes ( ) checked ( ---)----- 

. . . yes ( ) checked () 

Station analysis: 
Written by 
Reviewed by 

checked by 

Discharge table: 
Two copies . . . . . . . . . . . yes ( ) no ( ) 
Left margin attached . . . . . . yes ( ) no ( ) 
Extremes . . . . . . . . . . . . computed (- ) checked () 
Supplemental peaks . . . . . . (- ) checked ( -1 
Footnotes. . . . . . . . . . . . t- ) checked (- ) 
Table annotated. . . . . . . . . () checked (- 1 

Msnuscript: 
Mean flow. . . . . . . . . . . . computed (-) checked -) 
Sheet updated with current data. ( -) checked ( -1 
Historical data changed. .,. . . yes ( ) no ( ) 
Footnotes. . . . . . . . . . . . updated () checked ( 
Skeleton rating. . . . . . . . . () checked ( ~_-) 

FIGURE 283.-Form showing progress of computation of digital-recorder record (sample 21. 

Carter, R. W., and others, 1963, Automation of streamflow records: U.S. Geol. Survey 
Circular 474, 18 p. 

Corbett, D. M., and others, 1943, Stream-gaging procedure: U.S. Geol. Survey Water- 
Supply Paper 888, 245 p. 

Edwards, M. D., and others, 1974, National water data storage and retrieval system; 
processing digital recorder records: U.S. Geol. Survey open-file report, 139 p. 

World Meteorological Organization, 1971, Machine processing of hydrometeorological 
data: WMO-no. 275, Technical Note no. 115, 79 p. 
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CHAPTER 16-PRESENTATION AND 
PUBLICATION OF STREAM-GAGING DATA 

GENERAL 

After the computations of the discharge records for a water year are 
completed, the records are reviewed by designated engineering per- 
sonnel and are prepared for publication. The publication process in 
the U.S.A. usually involves photo-offset printing, and copy must 
therefore be put in final form for photographing. From the photo- 
graphic copy, a plate is made for use in the offset printing process. 

FORMAT 

The published annual report consists of an introductory text, 
stream-gaging and reservoir station records, tabulations of discharge 
at partial-record stations and at miscellaneous sites, and an index. 
The publication format used by the Geological Survey is illustrated in 
the example pages in figures 284-303 at the end of this chapter. The 
items that are included in the annual publication are listed in figure 
284, which is an example of the table of contents of the report. 

In general, most of the figures are self-explanatory, but some re- 
quire additional explanation. The 9 pages of figure 286 include the 12 
items in the table of contents (fig. 284) that start with “Introduction” 
and end with “Selected references.” The 12 items are shown as part of 
a single figure because they constitute the introductory text that is 
printed on continuing pages; that is, each item is not started on a 
fresh page. The map in figure 287 is optional; if the map scale re- 
quired to show the State or region on a single page is so small that the 
stations plot in a confusing clutter, the map may be omitted in the 
annual discharge report. However, any summary reports that cover a 
period of years of record for the stations should include a map of 
suitable scale that is folded and placed in a pocket attached to the 
back cover of the report. The graph in figure 288 is associated with 
the section titled “Hydrologic Conditions,” near the end of the intro- 
ductory text. 

Figures 289-294 show samples of streamflow and reservoir tabula- 
tions for the water year that would appear in’tthe main body of the 
annual report. Figure 289 is a sample page for a routine gaging sta- 
tion. Figure 290 is a sample page for a gaging station whose flow is 
regulated by a reservoir. Because the flow is controlled, no tabulation 
is made of supplementary peak discharges (those greater than a given 
base discharge). In the monthly and annual summaries‘at the bottom 
of figure 290, additional figures are given for the mean discharge 
adjusted for change in reservoir contents. Figure 291 is a sample page 
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for a reservoir showing daily contents along with a monthly tabula- 
tion of change in contents. Daily contents are published only for 
major reservoirs. More commonly only the month end contents and 
the monthly change in contents are published, as in figure 292. 
Where the river basin contains several large reservoirs for which only 
month end contents and monthly change in contents are to be pub- 
lished, a table, such as that shown in figure 2934 is published for the 
entire group. A table of that kind would usually be the last table for 
the river basin. Figure 293B is a continuation sheet for a group of 
such reservoirs. If all the reservoirs in the basin were relatively 
small, the data for the group of reservoirs would be abridged to take 
the form shown in figure 294. 

In figure 295, tablesA andB illustrate the way in which the records 
would be published if the gaging station were originally established a 
short time before October 1, the starting date of the water year. Table 
A is for a station that was established on Sept. 10. The data for the 
last 20 days in September would be published with the data for the 
complete year that followed. The short table shown as Table A would 
precede the daily table for the complete year. Table B is for a station 
that was established on August 1. The short table for August and 
September would precede the daily table for the complete year. Table 
C in figure 295 is a sample of the daily table for a station on an 
ephemeral stream that has few days of flow during the water year. 

Figure 296 shows a sample “Revisions” paragraph for a gaging 
station whose past records require extensive revision. The revisions 
paragraph is always the last paragraph of the station description, as 
in figure 292. (The symbols used in the revisions paragraph in figure 
292 are explained in figure 286F.) 

If a highly developed river basin has a system of storage and diver- 
sion facilities that is too complex to be adequately described in the 
“Remarks” paragraph of the individual gaging stations, a schematic 
diagram is provided showing the locations of the reservoirs and ca- 
nals with respect to the gaging stations. Such a diagram is found in 
figure 297; the diagram usually precedes the first discharge record for 
the basin. 

Figures 298 and 299 show sample discharge records for partial- 
record stations. Figure 298 lists low-flow discharge measurements at 
sites where one or more such measurements are systematically made 
each year. Figure 299 lists peak discharges for the year, and occa- 
sionally one or more smaller peak discharges at sites equipped with a 
crest-stage gage (see last section in chapter 4). The discharges corre- 
sponding to observed peak stages are obtained from a rating table 
based on indirect determinations of discharge, such as slope-area de- 
terminations (chap. 9). Figure 300 shows the results of discharge 
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measurements made at miscellaneous sites for special studies of var- 
ious types. Miscellaneous sites are sites other than those where com- 
plete records or partial records are obtained each water year. 

Figures 301 and 302 show the results of discharge measurements 
made at miscellaneous sites for two types of studies that are common 
enough to be identified by a general title. Figure 301 gives the results 
of a seepage investigation where base flow is measured at intervals in 
a reach of stream channel; the contribution of intervening tributary 
flow and the depletion of flow in intervening diversion canals are also 
Imeasured. The purpose of the study is to investigate water gains and 
losses resulting from seepage through the streambed and banks. Fig- 
ure 302 shows the results of low-flow discharge measurements made 
at miscellaneous sites during a drought period for the purpose of 
appraising the regional availability of surface flow during periods of 
critically low runoff. 

The last section of the annual discharge report is an alphabetical 
index; figure 303 is a sample of the first page of such an index. Entries 
are made in the index for each station or measurement site for which 
figures of discharge or reservoir storage are given. For each station 
equipped with a continuous-recording gage, the entry is made under 
both the stream name and the place name. In addition, entries in the 
index are made for each section of the introductory text, for each of 
the terms listed under “Definitions of terms and abbreviations,” for 
each illustration, and for each station plotted on the graph of hy- 
drologic conditions (fig. 288). 

In the past, basic groundwater and water-quality data were pub- 
lished under separate covers. At present (1980) the reports incorpo- 
rate, in a single volume, those data with the surface-water discharge 
information that was described on the preceding pages. A discussion 
of ground-water and water-quality data is, however, beyond the scope 
of this manual. 

SELECTED REFERENCE 

Hodges, E. B., Ham, C. B., and Anderson, B. A., 1973, Preparation of surface-water 
data reports: U.S. Geol. Survey Surface-Water Techniques, book 9, chap. 1, 145 p. 
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FIGURE 284.-Table of contents for annual published report, 
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GAGING STATIONS, IN DOWNSTREAM ORDER, 
FOR WHICH RECORDS ARE PUBLISHED 

OHIO RIVER BASIN 
OHIO RIVER: 

GREAT MIAMI RIVER BASIN 
Great Miami River: 

Whitewater River near Alpine. . . . . . . 
East Fork Whitewater River at Richmond 

...... 
. ...... 

* * * * * * * 

Page 

Ohio River at Evansville . . . . . . . 
WABASH RIVER BASIN 
Wabash River near New Corydon . . . 
Wabash River at Bluffton. . . . . 
Wabash River at Huntington . . . . 

Little Rwer near Huntington. . . . . 
Salamonie River at Portland. . 

* * * * * * * 

Tippecanoe River at Oswego. . . . . . .,. . . . 
Indian Creek: 

. . . . . . 

Little Indian Creek near Royal Center 
Big Monon Creek near Francesville . .‘. . 

Tlppecanoe River near Monticello . . . . . 

. . . . . . 
. . . 

. . . . . . . 
* * * * * * * 

ST. LAWRENCE RIVER BASIN 
STREAMS TRIBUTARY TO LAKE MICHIGAN 

Little Calumet River (western portion, head of Calumet River): 
Hart ditch at Munster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Little Calumet River at Munster . . . . . . . . 
Thorn Creek at Thornton, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

....... 

....... 

. . 

* * * * * * * 

STREAMS TRIBUTARY TO LAKE ERIE 
St. Joseph Rwer ihead of Maumee River) near Newllle . 
St. Joseph River at Cedarville . . . . . . . . 

Cedar Creek at Auburn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

* * * * * * * 

UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER BASIN 
MISSISSIPPI RIVER: 

ILLINOIS RIVER BASIN 
Kankakee River (head of Illmois River) near North Liberty . . . . . . . . . . . 

* * * * * * * 

FIGURE 285.-List of surface-water stations. 
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WATER RESOURCES DATA FOR INDIANA. 19xX 

PART 1. SURFACE-WATER RECORDS 

INTRODUCTION 

Surface-water records for the 19xX water year for Indiana, including records of 
streamflow or reservoir storage at gaging stations, partial-record stations, and miscel- 
laneous sites, are givenin this report and their locations shown in figures . Rec- , 
ords for a fewpertinent gaging stations in bordering States also are included. The records 
were collected and computed bytheWaterResourcesDivisionof theU.S. Geological Sur- 
veyunder the direction of M. D. Hale, district chief. These data represent that portion 
of the National Water DataSystem collected by the U.S. Geological Survey and cooperating 
State and Federal agencies in Indiana. 

Through September 30, 1960, the records of discharge and stage of streams and 
canals and contents and stage of lakes or reservoirs were published in an annual series 
of U. S. Geological Survey water-supply papers entitled “Surface Water Supply of the 
United States. ” 

Beginning with the 1961 wateryear, surface-water recordshavebeenreleased bythe 
Geological Survey in annual reports on a State-boundarybasis. Dmtribution of these re- 
ports is limited; they are designed primarily for rapid release,of data shortly after the 
end of the water year to meet local needs. The discharge and reservcnr storage records 
for 1961-65 also will be published in a Geological Surveywater-&ply paper series en- 
titled “Surface W&x Supply of the United States 1961-65. ” 

COOPERATION 

The U.S. Geological Survey and organizations of the Stateof Indiana have had coop- 
erative agreements for the systematic collection of surface-water records since 1930. 
Organizations that supplied data are acknowledged in station descriptions. Organizations 
that assisted in collecting data through cooperative agreement with the Survey are: 

State Department of Natural Resources, J. E. Mitchell, director, through Bureau 
of Water and Mineral Resources, W. J. Andrews, deputy director. 

State HighwayCommission, R. F. Whitehead, chairman, M. L. Hayes, executive 
director, and F. L. Ashbaucher, chief engineer. 

State Board of Health, A. C. Offutt, commissioner, and B. A. Pool, director 
and chief engineer. 

Assistance in the form of funds or services was given by the Corps of Engineers, 
U. S. Army, in collecting records for 67 gaging stations published in this report. 

FIGURE 2864 .-Introductory text. 
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The following organizations aided in collecting records: 

The city of Indianapolis, through its Board of Public Works and Sanitation 
and its Flood Control Board; cities of Anderson, Bloomington, Muncie, North 
Vernon, Richmond, and Jasper; Indianapolis Water Co.; Indianapolis Power and 
Light Co. ; Public Service Co. of Indiana; * * *. 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

Definition of terms related to streamflow and other hydrologic data, as used in this 
report, are defined as follows: 

Acre-foot(AC -FT, acre-ft) is the quantity of water required to cover 1 acre to a depth 
of 1 -and equivalent to 43, 560 cubic feet or 325, 851 gallons. 

Cfs-day is the volume of water represented by a flow of 1 cubic foot per second for 
24 hours. It is equivalent to 86,400 cubic feet, 1.9835 acre-feet, or 646,317 gallons, 
and represents a runoff of 0.0372 inch from 1 square mile. 

Contents is the volume of water in a reservoir or lake. Unless otherwise indicated, 
volume is computed on the basis of a level pool and does not include bank storage. 

Control designates a feature downstream from the gage that determines the stage- 
discharge relation at the gage. This feature may be a natural constriction of the channel, 
an artificial structure, or a uniform cross section over a long reach of the channel. 

Cubic feet per second per square mile (C FSM) is the average number of cubic feet of 
water flowing per second from each square mile of area drained, assuming that the runoff 
is distributed uniformly in time and area. 

Cubic foot per second (cfs) is the rate of discharge representing a volume of 1 cubic 
foot passing a given point during 1 second, and is equivalent to 7.48 gallons per second or 
448. 8 gallons per minute. 

Discharge is the volume of water(or morebroadly, total fluids), that passes a given 
point within a given period of time. 

Drainage area of a stream at a specified location is that area, measured in a hori- 
zontal plane, enclosed by a topographic divide from which direct surface runoff from pre- 
cipitation normally drains by gravity into the stream above the specified point. Figures 
of drainage ares. given herein include all closed basins, or noncontributing areas, within 
the area unless otherwise noted. 

Gage height (G. H. ) is the water-surface elevation referred to some arbitrary gage 
datum. Gage height is often used interchangeably with the more general term “stage,” 
although gage height is more appropriate when used with a reading on a gage. 

Gaging station is a particular site on a stream, canal, lake, or raqervoir where sys- 
tematic observations of gags height or discharge are obtained. When used in connection 
with a discharge record, the term is applied onlyto those gaging stations where a contin- 
uous record of discharge is obtained. 

FIGURE 286B.-Introductory text-Continued. 
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Partial-record station is a particular site where limited streamflow data are col- 
lected systematically over a period of years for use in hydrologic analyses. 

Runoff in inches (IN. ) shows the depth to which the drainage area would be covered 
if all the runoff for a given time period were uniformly distributed on it. 

Stage-discharge relation is the relation between gage height and the amount of water 
flowing in a channel, expressed as volume per unit of time. 

WRD is used as an abbreviation for “Water-Resources Data”in the SummaryREVI- 
SIONS paragraph to refer to previously published State annual basic-data reports. 

WSP is used as an abbreviation for “Water-Supply Paper” in references to previously 
7 published reports. 

SPECIAL NETWORKS AND PROGRAMS 

Hydrologic bench-mark station is one that provides hydrologic data for a basin in 
which the hydrologic reeimen will likely be governed solely by natural conditions. Data - - - - - - - 
collected at a bench-mark station may be used to separate effects of natural from man- 
made changes in other basins which have been developed and in which the physiography, 
climate, and geology are similar to those in the undeveloped bench-mark basin. 

International Hydrological Decade{ HID) River Stations provide a general index of rnn- 
off and materials in the water balance(discharne of water, and dissolved and transported 
solids) of the world. In the United States, HID Stations provide indices of runoff-and of 
the general distribution of water in the principal river basins of the conterminous United 
States and Alaska. 

DOWNSTREAM ORDER AND STATION NUMBERS 

Records are listed in a downstreamdirectionalong themainstream. and stations on 
tributaries are listed between stations on the main stream in the order in which those trib- 
utaries enter the ma in stream. Stations on tributaries entering above all mainstream 
stations are listed before the first mainstream station. Stations on tributaries to tribu- 
taries are listed in a similar manner. In the list of gaging stations in the front of this 
report the rank of tributaries is indicated by indention, each indention representing one 
rank. 

As an added means of identification, each gaging station and partial-record station 
has been assigned a station number. These are in the same downstream order used in 
this report. In assigning station numbers, no distinction is made betweenpartial-record 
stations and continuous-record gaging stations; therefore, the stationnumber for apartial- 
record station indicates downstream order position in a list made up ‘of both types of sta- 
tions. Gaps are left in the numbers to allow for new stations that may be established; 
hence the numbers are not consecutive. The complete E-digit number for each station, 
such as 03-3355.00, includes the part number “03” and a B-digit station number. In this 
report, the nonessential zeros are not shown. For example, the complete number 
03-3355.00 would appear as 3-3355, just to the left of the station name. In this report, 

FIGURE 286C’.-Introductory text-Continued 
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the records are listed in downstream order by parts. All records for a drainage basin 
encompassing more than one State could be arranged in downstream order by assembling 
pages fromthe various State reports by station number to include all records in the basin. 

EXPLANATION OF SURFACE-WATER DATA 

Collection and Computation of Data 

The base data collected at gaging stations consists of records of stage and measure- 
ments of discharge of streams or canals, and stage, surface area, and contents of lakes 
or reservoirs. In addition, observations of factors affectingthe stage-discharge relation 
or the stage-capacity relation, weather records, and other information are used to supple- 
ment base data in determining the dailyflow or volume of water in storage. Records of 
stage are obtained from a water-stage recorder that gives a continuous graph of the flue - 
tuations (for digital recorders, a tape punched at 15-. 30-, or 60-minute intervals) or 
from direct readings on a nonrecording gage. Measurements of discharge are made with 
a current meter, using the general methods adopted bythe Geological Surveyon the basis 
of experience in stream gaging s in c e 1666. These methods are described in standard 
textbooks on the measurement of stream discharge. (See also SELECTED REFERENCES.) 
Surface areas of lakes or reservoirs are determined from instrument surveys using stand- 
ard methods. The configuration of the reservoir bottom is determined by sounding at many 
points. 

For a stream-gaging station rating tables giving the discharge for any stage are pre- 
pared from stage-discharge relation curves defined bydischarge measurements. If ex- 
tensions to the rating curves are necessaryto define the extremes of discharge, they are 
made on the b a 8 i s of indirect measurements of peak discharge (such as slope-area or 
contracted-opening measurements, computation of flow over dams or weirs), velocity- 
area studies, and logarithmic plotting. The application of the daily mean gage heights to 
the rating table gives the daily mean discharge, from which the monthly and the yearly 
mean dischargeare computed. If the stage-discharge relation is subject to change be- 
cause of frequent or continual change in the physical features that form the control, the 
daily mean discharge is determined by the shifting-control method, in which correction 
factors based on individual discharge measurements and notes by engineers and observ- 
ers are used in applying the gageheights to the ratingtables. If the stage-discharge re- 
lation for a station is temporarily changed by the presence of aquatic growth or debris on 
the control, the daily mean discharge is computed bywhat is basically the shifting-control 
method. 

At sotne stream-gagingstationsthe stage-discharge relation is affected by backwater 
from reservoirs, tributary streams, or other sources. This necessitates the use of the 
slope method in which the slope or fall in a reach of the stream is a factor in determining 
discharge. Information required for determining the slope or fall is obtained by-means 
of an auxiliary gage set at some distance from the base gage. At some stations the stage- 
discharge relation is affected by changing stage; at these stations the rate of change in 
stage is used as a factor in determining discharge. 

At some stream-gagingstations the stage-discharge relation is affected byice in the 
winter, and it becomes impossible to compute the discharge in the usual manner. Dis- 
charge for periods of ice effect is computed on the basis of the gage-height record and 

FIGURE 286D.-Introductory text-Continued. 
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occasional winter discharge measurements, consideration being given to the available in- 
formation on temperature and precipitation, notes by gage observers and hydrologists, 
and comparable records of discharge for o t h e r stations in the same or nearby basins. 

For a lake or reservoir station, capacitytables giving the contents for any stage are 
prepared from stage-area relation curves defined by surveys. Discharge over spillways 
is computed from a stage-discharge relation curve defined bydischarge measurements. 
The application of the stage to the capacity table gives the contents, from which the daily, 
monthly, or yearly change in contents is computed. 

If the stage-capacity curve is subject to changes because of depositionof sediment in 
the reservoir, periodic resurveys of the reservoir are necessary to define new stage- 
capacitycurves. Duringtheperiod between reservoir surveys the computedcontents may 
be increasingly in error due to the gradual accumulation of sediment. 

For some gaging stations there are periods when no gage-height record is obtained 
or the recorded gage height is so faultythat it cannot be used to compute daily discharge 
or contents. This happens whenthe recorder stops or otherwise fails to operate properly, 
intakes are plugged, the float is frozen in the well, or for various other reasons. For 
suchperiods the dailydischarges are estimated on the basis of recorded range in stage, 
adjoining good record, discharge measurements, weather records. and comparison with 
other station records from the same or nearby basins. Likewise daily contents may be 
estimated on the basis of operator’s log, adjoining good record, inflow-outflow studies, 
and other information. 

The data in this report generally comprise a description of the station and tabulations 
of basic data. For gaging stations on streams or canals a table showing the daily discharge 
and monthly and yearly discharge is given. For gaging stations on lakes and reservoirs 
a monthly summary table of stage and contents or a table showing the daily contents is 
given. Tables of daily mean gage heights are included for some streamflow stations and 
for some reservoir stations. Records are published for the water year, which begins on 
October 1 and ends on September 30. A calendar for the 19xX water year is shownonthe 
reverse side of the front cover to facilitate finding the day of the week for any date. 

The description of the gaging station gives the location, drainage area, period of 
record, type and historyof gages, average discharge, extremes of discharge or contents, 
and general remarks. The location of the gaging station and the drainage area are obtained 
from the most accurate maps available. River mileage, given under “LOCATION” for 
some stations, is that determined and used bythe Corps of Engineers or other agencies. 
Periods for which there are published records for the present station or for stations gen- 
erally equivalent to the present one are given under “PERIOD OF RECORD.” The type 
of gage currently in use, the datum of the present gags above mean sea level, and a con- 
densed history of the types, locations, and datums of previous gages used during the pe- 
riod of record are given under “GAGE. ” In references to datum of gage, the phrase 
“mean sealevel” denotes “Sea Level Datum of 1929” as used bythe Topographic Division 
of the Geological Survey, unless otherwise qualified. The average discharge for the num- 
ber of years indicated is givenunder “AVERAGE DISCHARGE”; it is not givenfor stations 
having fewer than 5 complete years of record or for stations where changes in water de- 
velopment during the period of record cause the figure to have little significance. In ad- 
dition, the median of yearly mean discharges is given for stream-gaging stations having 
10 or more complete years of record if the median differs from the average by more than 
10 percent. The maximum dischargetor contents) and the maximum gage height, the min- 
imum discharge if there is little or no regulation (or the minimum contents), and the 

FIGURE 2&X.-Introductory text-Continued. 
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minimum gage height if it is significant are given under “EXTREMES. ” The minimum 
daily discharge is given if there is extensive regulationtalso the minimum discharge and 
gage height if they are abnormallylow). In the first paragraph headed “Current year:” 
the data given are for the complete current water year unless otherwise specified. In the 
second paragraph under “EXTREMES” headed “Period of record:” the data given are for 
the period of record given in the PERIOD OF RECORD paragraph. Reliable information 
concerningmajorfloods that occurredoutside theperiod of recordis givenin thethird or 
last paragraph under “EXTREMES.” Unless otherwise qualified, the maximum discharge 
(or contents) corresponds to the crest stage obtained by use of a water-stage recorder 
(graphic on digital), a crest-stage gage, or a nonrecording gage read at the time of the 
crest. If the maximum gage height did not occw at the same time as the maximum dis- 
charge or contents, it is given separately. Information pertaining to the accuracy of the 
discharge records, to conditions that affect the natural flow at the gaging station, and 
availabilityof WaterQualityrecords, is givenunder “REMARKS”; for reservoir stations 
information on the dam forming the reservoir, the capacity, outlet works and spillway, 
and purpose and use of the reservoir, is also given under “REMARKS. ” 

Previously published records of some stations have been found to be in error on the 
basis of data or information later obtained. Revisions of such records are usually pub- 
lished along with the current records in one of the annual or compilation reports. In order 
to make it easier to find such revised records, a paragraph headed “REVISIONS(WATER 
YEARS)” has been added to the description of all stations for which revised records have 
been published. Listed therein are all the reports in which revisions have beenpublished, 
each followed by the water years for which figures are revised in that report. In listing 
the water years only one number is given; for instance, 1933 stands for the water year 
October 1, 1932, to September 30, 1933. If no daily, monthly, on annual figures of dis- 
charge were revised, that fact is brought out bynotations after the year dates as follows: 
“(M)“meansthat onlythe instantaneous maximumdischargewasrevised; “(m)“thatonly 
the instantaneous minimum was revised; and “(P)” that only peak discharges were revised. 
If the drainage area has been revised, the report in which the revised figure was first pub- 
lished is given. It should benoted that for all stations for which cubic feet per second per 
square mile and runoff in inches are published, a revision of the drainage area necessi- 
tates corresponding revision of all figures based on the drainage area. Revised figures 
of cubic feet per second per square mile and runoff in inches resulting from a revision of 
the drainage area only are usually not published in the annual series of reports. 

Skeleton rating tables are published for stream-gaging stations where they serve a 
useful purpose and the dates of applicability can be easily identified. 

Skeleton capacity tables are published for all reservoirs for which records of contents 
are published on a daily basis. 

The dailytables for stream-gaging stations give the discharge corresponding to the 
daily mean gageheight unless there are large or rapid changes in the discharge during a 
day. For days having large or rapid changes, discharge for the day is computed by av- 
eraging the mean discharge for several parts of a day. For digital recorders, the-daily 
mean discharge is always the average of the discharges at each punched reading. For 
stations equipped withnonrecording gages, the daily discharge corresponds to once-daily 
readings of the gage or to the mean of twice-daily readings; but for periods of rapidly 
changing stage the discharge is determined from a gage-height graph based on gage 
readings. 

FIGURE 286F.--Introductory text-Continued. 
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The dailytables for reservoir stations give the contents corresponding to the water- 
surface elevation at a giventime, usually at 2400 each day. For some reservoirs the ele- 
vation at a given time is given in the daily table. 

The monthly summary is given below the daily table. For stream-gaging stations the 
line headed “TOTAL” gives the sum of the daily figures; it is the total cubic feet per set - 
ond per day for the month. The line headed “MEAN” gives the average flow in cubic feet 
per second during the month. The lines headed “MAX” and “MIN” give the maximum and 
minimum daily discharges, respectively, for the month. Discharge for the month also 
may be expressed in cubic feet per second per square mile(lme headed “CFSM”), or in 
inches (line headed”IN.“)or in acre-feet (line headed “AC-FT”). Figures of cubic feet 
per second per square mile and runoff in inches are omitted if there is extensive regulation 
or diversion, if the drainage area includes large noncontributing areas, or if the average 
rainfall on the drainage basin is usually less than 20 inches. 

For reservoir stations the monthly summary gives the elevation (or gage height) at 
the end of the month and the change in contents during the month. If elevation or gage 
height is given in the daily table, the monthly summary gives the contents at the end of the 
month, rather than the elevation or gage height. For some reservoirs a tabulation of 
monthly evaporation from the water surface also is included. 

In the yearly summary below the monthly summary, the figures of maximum are the 
maximum dailydischarges for the calendar and water years; likewise, the minimums in 
this summary are the minimum daily discharges. 

For reservoir stations the yearly summary gives the change in contents for the cal- 
endar year and for the water year. For some reservoirs the yearly evaporation also is 
included. 

Peak discharges and their times of occurrence and corresponding gage heights for 
many stations are listed below the yearly summary. All independent peaks above the se- 
lected base are given. The base discharge, which is given in parentheses, is selected so 
that an average of about three peaks a year can be presented. Peak discharges are not 
published for any canals, ditches, drains, or for any stream for which the peaks are sub- 
ject to substantial control by man. Time of day is expressed in 24-hour local standard 
time; for example, 12:30 a. tn. is 0030 and 1:30 p.m. is 1330. 

In a general footnote, introduced by the word “NOTE” certain periods are indicated 
for which the discharge is computed or estimated by special methods because of no gage- 
height record, backwater from various sources, or other unusualconditions. Periods of 
no gage-height record are indicated if the period is continuous for a month or more or in- 
cludes the maximum discharge for the year. Periods of backwater from an unusual source, 
of indefinite stage-discharge relation, or of any other unusual condition at the gage are 
indicated only if they are a month or more in length and the accuracy of the records is af- 
fected. Days on which the stage-discharge relation is affected by ice are not indicated. 
The methods used in computing discharge for various unusual conditions have been ex- 
plained in preceding paragraphs. Footnotes to reservoir tables may be used to explain 
the use of new caoacitv tables or for other special conditions. 

FIGURE 2%X.---Introductory text-Continued. 
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Accuracy of Data 

The accuracy of discharge data depends primarily on (1) the stability of the stage- 
discharge relation or, if the control is unstable, the frequency of discharge measurements, 
and (2) the accuracyof observations of stage, measurements of discharge, and interpre- 
tation of records. 

The station description under “REMARKS” states the degree of accuracy of the rec- 
ords. “Excellent” means that about 95 percent of the daily discharges is within 5 percent; 
“good” within 10 percent; and “fair” within 15 percent. “Poor” means that daily dis- 
charges have less than “fair” accuracy. 

Figures of daily mean discharge in this report are shown to the nearest hundredth 01 
a cubic foot per second for discharges of less than 1 cfs; to tenths between 1 .O and 10 cfs; 
to whole numbers between 10 and 1,000 cfs; and to 3 significant figures above 1,000 cfs. 
The number of significant figures used is based solely on the magnitude of the figure. The 
same roundingrules applyto discharge figures listed for partial-record stations and mis- 
cellaneous sites. 

Discharge at many stations, as indicated bythe monthly mean, may not reflect natural 
runoff due to the effects of diversion, consumptive use, regulation, evaporation, or other 
factors. For such stations, discharge in cubic feet per second per square mile and runoff 
in inches are not publishedunless satisfactory adjustments can be made for such effects. 
Evaporation from a reservoir is not included in the adjustments for changes in reservoir 
contents, unless it is so stated. Evenat those stations where adjustments are made, large 
errors in computed runoff may occur if adjustments or unadjusted losses (consumptive use, 
evaporation, seepage, etc. 1 are large in comparison with the observed discharge. 

Publications 

Each volumeof the 1960 series of U.S. Geological Surveywater-supplypapers entitled 
“SurfaceWaterSupplyof theunited States” contains a listing of the numbers of all water- 
supplypapersin whichrecords of surface-waterdatawerepublished for the area covered 
by the individual volumes. Each volume also contains a list of water-supply papers that 
give detailed information on major floods for the area. A new series of water- supply papers 
containingsurface-water recordsforthe5-yearperiod October 1,1960, to September 30, 
1965, alsowillincludelistsof annualand specialreports publishedas water-supply papers. 

Records through September 1950 for the area covered bythis report havebeencom- 
piled and published in Water-Supply Papers 1305(3A), 1307(4), and 1308(5); records for 
October 1950 to September 1960 have been compiled and published in Water-Supply Papers 
1725(3A), 1727(4), and 1726(5). These reports contain summaries of monthly and annual 
discharge and monthend storage for all previously published records, as well as some ret - 
ords not contained in the annual series of water-supply papers. All records were reex- 
amined and revised where warranted. Estimates of discharge were made to fill short gaps 
wheneverpractical. The yearlysummarytable for each gaging station lists the numbers 
of the water-supply papers in which daily records were published for that station. 

Special reports on major floods or droughts or of other hydrologic studies fpr the area 
have been issued in publications other than water-supplypapers. Informationrelative to 
these reports may be obtained from the district office. 

FIGURE %6H.--Introductory text-Continued. 
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Other Data Available 

Data collected at partial-record stations and at miscellaneous sites are given inthree 
tables at the end of the surface-water records in this report. The first is a table of dis- 
charge measurements at low-flow partial-record stations, the second is a table of annual 
maximum stage and discharge at crest-stage stations, and the third is a table of discharge 
measurements at miscellaneous sites. 

More detailed information than that published for most of the gaging stations, such as 
dischargemeasurements, gage-height records, and ratingtables, is on file in the district 
office. Many gaging-station records in (State) through (1966) have been analyzed to give 
several statistical summaries: (1) the number of days in each year that the daily discharge 
was between selected limits (duration tables); (2) the lowest mean discharge for selected 
numbers of consecutive days in each year; and (3) the highest mean discharge for selected 
numbers of consecutive days in each year. 

At or near some gaging stations, water-quality records also are collected. Data are 
obtainedon the chemical quality of the stream water, on water temperature, on suspended- 
sediment concentration, and on the particle-size distribution of suspended sediment and 
bed material. These data are given in Part 2 of this report. Under the “REMARKS” 
paragraph of the gaging-station description, reference is made to water-qualityrecords 
collected on a regular basis. 

HYDROLOGIC CONDITIONS 

Precipitation was scattered throughout the year by area and time. Heavy rains the 
first half of December caused minor flooding in the Wabash and Maumee River basins. 
Lack of late summer showers left the central and southern parts 3 to 9 inches belowav- 
erage rainfall. 

Deficient streamflow in October was relieved in the south by mid-November and in 
the r,orth by the end of the month. Excessive to near excessive streamflow existed in the 
firat part of December with near record streamflow in the upper Wabash River and Maumee 
River basins. Near normal streamflow existed from January to May with generallybank- 
full stages in March and May. Deficient * * * . ffd 6e comp/efed) 
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FIGURE 286 I. -Introductory text-Continued. 
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FIGURE 288.-Bar graph of hydrologic conditions. 
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.,480 3.810 

..4.90 272 

..uo 5,120 
::: 5,180 

5.180 

FIGURE 290.-Daily dmharge record (adjusted). 
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FIGURE 291.-Daily reservoir record. 
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Sept.30 .............................................................................. 9.63 
cd. 31. ...... .................................................................. 9.51 -7;m 
nv?. 30 ..................................................................... -13,).30 
Be. 31.............. ....................................................... ;.t -1,970 

CayA 19x. . r 

FIGURE 292.-Monthly reservoir record. 
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FIGURE 29&l.-Group reservoir records (large reservoirs) 
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8ept.30 .................... 
c t. a...... ............. 
R I. 30 ................. 
LS. 31.................... 

GALYFcR%x ..... ..... 

am. elephant butte ha.++ 
Bpt.30.. .................. 4,334.116 532,800 - 
cd. 31. ................. 4,333.30 517,wo -15,300 
nav. 30 .................. 4,335.70 549.300 +31,m 
rec. 31...... ............ l&,338.40 5&,4cc +37&m 

FIGURE 293 B. Group reservoir records (large reservoirs)-Continued. 
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FIGURE 294.-Group reservoir records (small reservoirs). 
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FIGURE 295.-Discharge tables for short periods. 
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FIGURE 296.-Revisions of published records. 
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FIGURE 298.-Low-flow partial records. 
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FIGURE 299.-Crest-stage partial records. 
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FIGURE 300.-Discharge measurements at miscellaneous sites. 

.; 6 
+5.5 
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26 

FIGURE 301.-Seepage investigation. 
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FIGURE 302.-Low-flow investigation. 

. 
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AlaDz “@Al tributary near .AJo ..................... 244 
Au-American Canal, belov Pilot Knob wasteway, 

Calif ....................................... 230 
near Inperie.1 mm, Ariz.-Calii .................. 225 

Alns, N. ax., San FmnCIGEO RIYei- near ........... a9 
Alpine, North Fork Of East Fork Black River Ilear . . 143 
Altar WEdI near mree Points......................ljB-14 0 
Atmade, Calif., colora& RIYel‘ near .............. 219 
AnhLam Wash at Tucson ............................. 242 
Apache Junction, Queen Creek tributary at ......... 
*paeIle I.&e, capacity Of .......................... 

l$ 

Arwaipa Clpeh near mnmwth ....................... 116 

l!ee.r Creek near Tucson ............................ 
Beaaehibito Waeh near Sho”ta ...................... ;:i 

Big San&/ River tributaj NO. 2 near Kingma” ...... 241 
Big Wash at nicB0” ................................ 242 
Bill Williams River, b?lOV .&lam Dam .............. 

near Alamo ...................................... ;i 
tributaries tetveen, and nrgin River ........... 

Bill Williams River basin, cl.%t-stage station* in 2: 
gaging-station reco* in . ..... 

Bitter seeps Wash tributary near Fredonia 
.......................... ““;=I$ 

neck h ncckskey cansl, diver-sion by ............ 
Black Creek near Iupton ........................... 

k6 

Black Creek tributary near Win& Rock ............ 239 
Black cap Wash mar Ajo ........................... 244 
Black hbuntain “ash MBr Chink ................... 239 
Black River, belO” pumping plant, near mint Of 

Pime ....................................... 146 
mat Fork, North Fork Of, Ileer Alpine ........... 143 
near Fort *pache ................................ 
near NaMIICk ................................... 

;tf 

WilLa” Creek diversion frnrn. near More”Ci ....... 93 
Blue Ridge rlesemir near Pine.................... 44 
Blue RIMr Ilee2 Cliiton ........................... 
BlvtlIe. Calif .. PaLo wlee canal near 
Bouae iada tributary “ear BOUSe 

............. % 
................... 241 

Bravley Wash near Three POi”tB .................... 
Bravley Heah tributary near Three Points .......... 2: 
Bright Angel Creek ner%r Glwna canyon .............. 51 
might &n&d Creek basin, discharge meQs”reuellts 

at miscellaneow sites in ................... 246 
gaging-station recorda in ....................... 

m.aohbank canyon near mber ....................... 2; 
mown canal, di.er.ion by ......................... 96 
Bruce Church hi”. return Burrace flO”S b”.......232.23 5 
Bruce Church vast&y, return s”Ft-*ee flow. by....232,235 
Buc!eye canal. near *.mndde....................... 210 

FIGURE 303.-Index for annual published report (only first page). 
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The index covers the two volumes of this manual. Volume I contains 
pages l-284 and Volume II contains pages 285-631 

A 

A-path sounding reel, 104 
Acceleration head, 391,429,439 
Accuracy of bubble-gage stage 

recorders, factors 
affecting, 11-74 

Accuracy of current-meter 
discharoe measurements, 

factors affecting, 179-181 
standard error, 181-183 

Accuracy of float mSa.SUrSmSntS 
of discharge, 262 

Accuracy of float-operated stage 
recorders, factors 
affecting, 68-70 

Accuracy of nonrecording stage 
gages, factors affecting, 

chain gage, 67-68 
electric-tape gage, 66-67 
float-tape gage, 65-66 
staff gage, 64 
wire-weisht qaoe. 64-65 

Accuracy oi tracerldilution 
discharge measurements, 
factors affecting, 215-220 

Acoustic velocity meter, 528-529 
See also Velocity index, 

acoustic meter 
Air entrainment, effect On 

acoustic ielocity 
metering, 456 

Air line sounding correction for 
vertical angles, 159-163. 
166-168 

Anchor ice, 361,364-366 
Angle of current, meaSUrSmSnt 

of, 129-130,142-143 
Annual published report, 

discharge records in, 
617,618,624,627-630 

format of, 601-603 
hydrologic-conditions bar 

graph in, 616 
index of, 631 
introductory text of, 606-614 
list of stations in, 605 
map of stations in, 615 
reservoir records in. 619-623 
revision of published records 

in, 625 
river-basin schematic diagram 

in, 626 
table of contents of, 604 

Artificial COntrOlS 
See Controls, artificial 

Auxiliary gage, 3,23,53-54,400- 
405,547 

Azimuth indicator, 129-130 

B 

Backwater, definition of, 393 
Backwater, variable 

-Variable backwater 
Backwater from aquatic growth, 6 
Backwater from ice 

See Ice, effect on stream - 
hydraulics 

bee I&e effect, discharge 
commutation for neriods of 

Base gage, 23,53-54,4Oi-J,547 
Bed configuration in sand- 

channel streams, 371-379 
Bench mark, 24 
Bends. discharqe determination 

at, - 
in open channels, 281-283 
in DiDes. 526-527 

Bernoilii energy equation, 322 
Boat equipment for current-meter 

discharge measurement by, 
conventional method, 120-123 
moving boat method, 187-197 
See also Current-meter 
-discharcre measurements 

from boats 
Boundary effect on, 

acoustic velocity-meter 
operation, 454-456,459 

surface velocity, 137-138 
vertical-axis current-meter 

oueration. 82.87-88 
Bayer method, 416-418 
Braystoke current meter, 88 
Bridge board, 119 
Bridge equipment for current- 

meter discharge 
measurement, 117-120 

See also Current-meter 
discharge measurements 
f ram bridges 

Bridge piers, 149-150 
Brine-injection System, 533 
Bubble-gage stage recorder, 

accuracy of, factors 
affecting, 71-74 

bubble-feed rate effect on, 
72-74 

description of sensor for, 32- 
34 

qas column, weight-variation 
ef fect.on, ?4 

gas-friction effect on, 71-72 
operation of, 60-61 
orifice installations for, 33- 

34,52 
shelter for, 51-52 



C 

Cable cars, 110-115 
pullers for, 111 
sounding-reel seats for, 111 

Cableway, carrier (bank- 
operated), 115-117 

Cableway equipment for current- 
meter discharge 
measurement. 110-117 

See also Current-meter 
-discharge measurements 

from cableways 
Canfield sounding reel, 102-104 
Chain gage, 

accuracy of, factors 
affecting, 67-68 

description of, 31-32 
Changing discharge, effect of 

See Unsteady flow 
Channel control, 

See Controls, channel 
Coaxial rating-curve method, 

481-484 
Calorimetric analysis, 249-250 
Columbus-type control, 312 
Columbus weights, 102 
Conductance meter. 252-255 
Connectors in curkent- 

meter assembly, 102 
Constant rating-fali 

method. 396-400 
Contracted-opening method of 

peak-discharge 
determination, 277-279 

Controls, 
attributes desired in, 

ll-12,15-16 
sensitivity of, 12 
stability of, 11-12 
types of, lo-11 

Controls. artificial. 
attributes desired'in, 12, 

15-16 
choice of, 17-20 
definition of. 10 
design of, 21122 
for sand channels, 387-388 
precalibration of, 16- 

17,21,260 
purpose of, 3 
types of, 12-13 
See also Stage-discharge -- 

relation, artificial 
controls 

See also Shifting control 
Controls, channel 

definition of. 10.286-287 
rating for, 3i8-3j2,382-385 
rating shifts for, 354- 

360,385-387 
Controls, complete. definition 

of;lo- 
Controls, compound, definition, 

10 
Controls, natural 

attributes desired in. 11-12 
definition of, 10 

See also Stage-discharge -- 
relation, natural controls 

Controls, partial, definition 
of, 11 

Controls, section, definition 
of, 10,286-287 

See also Stage-discharge 
relation, artificial 
controls 

See also Stage-discharge 
relation, natural controls 

See also Shifting control 
conversion factors, XIV 
Conveyance-slope method, 334-337 
Counter, electric, for current 

meter, 130 
Cranes for current-meter 

measurements, 117-120 
Crest-stage gages, 

description of, 77-78 
location of, 9 

Crumr, weir. 307 
Cubatures,.method of, 476-479 
Culvert discharge, 

characteristics of, 281 
determination of. 279-280 
types of, 281,282 

Current angularity, measurement 
of, 142-143 

Current-direction indicator, 
129-130 

Current meter, conventional, 
care of, 93-94 
comparison of performance of 

vertical-axis and 
horizontal-axis types of, 
89-90 

principle of operation of, 84 
rating of, 94-96 
types of, 85 
See also Velocity index, -- 

standard current meter 
Current meter, horizontal-axis, 

Braystoke meter, 88 
comparison with vertical-axis 

-meter, 89-90 
Haskell meter, 88-89 
Hoff meter. 88-89 
Neypric meter, 88-89 
Ott meter, 88-90,142 

Current meter, optical, 
care of, 94 
characteristics of, 91-93 
rating of, 96-97 
use of, 137,170,175,270 

Current meter, vertical axis, 
comparison with horisontal- 

axis meter, 89-90 
performance characteristics, 

87-88 
Price AA meter, 85-88,88- 

90,143-145 
Price pygmy meter, 86.143-145 
USGS vane meter, 86-87,154 

Current-meter discharge 
measurement, 

description, general, 80-82 
general information to be 

recorded, 140-141 
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mean-section method, 82 
measurement of horizontal 

anele of flow. 142-143 

meter-setting, computation 

measurement notes, 83 
midsection method, 80-82 
observations to be recorded, 

141-142 
precautions in subfreezing 

weather, 148 
precautions when debris is 

present, 148 
preparation of equipment, 141 
procedure, general, 139-143 
selection of cross section, 

7,139-140,149,151,153 
selection of observation 

verticals, 140,149,153, 
174,175 

sounding correction for 
vertical angles, 159-168 

standard error- 181-183 
storage correction, 177-179 
summary of factors affecting 

accuracy, 179-181 
velocity determination, 131- 

139 
See also Velocity measurements -- 

Current-meter discharge measure- 
ments from boats, con- 
ventional method, 

equipment assembly for, 120- 
123 

limiting factors, 155,157-158 
position of boat for obser- 

vations during, 156-157 
procedure for, 158 
strinsinq of taq line for, 155 
See aiso-Dischaige measure- -- 

ments by moving-boat 
method 

Current-meter discharge measure- 
ments from bridges, 

choice of upstream or down- 
stream side of bridge, 149 

depth corrections for deep, 
swift streams, 159-168 

equipment assembly for, 117- 
120 

footbridge and rod suspension, 
use of, 150 

handline, use of, 150-151 
meter-setting, computation 

for, 147. 
piers in measurement section, 

82.149-150 
procedure,. general, 149-151 
sounding weight, selection of, 

146-147 
tags for meter setting, use 

Of, 147-148 
velocity-observation method, 

selection of-, 147,148 
Current-meter d,ischarge measure- 

ments from cableways, 
depth correction for deep, 

swift streams, 159-168 
equipmen assembly for, llO- 

117 
handline, use of, 150-151 

for, 147 
orocedure. general. 146-148 
sounding weight, selection of, 

146-147 
tags for meter setting, use 

Of. 147-148 
velocity-observation method, 

selection of, 147,148 
Current-meter discharge measure- 

ments of deep, swift 
streams, 

when depth can be sounded, 
159-168 

when depth cannot be sounded, 
168-169 

when meter cannot be 
submerged, 170 

Current-meter discharge measure- 
ments from ice cover, 

effective depth, measurement 
of, 153-154 

equipment assembly, 124-129 
measurement cross section, 

selection of, 151,153 
measurement notes, 155,156 
meter setting, 153,155 
observation holes, number of, 

153 
partial ice cover, method used 

for, 155 
precautions, 151,155 
procedure, qeneral, 151-155 
iane mete;,-use of; 154 
vertical-velocity distri- 

bution, 154 
Current-meter discharge measure- 

ments, mean gage height 
Of, 

discharge-weighted mean, 171- 
173- - 

frequency of gage-height 
readings. 170-171 

time-weighted mean, 171,173 
Current-meter discharge measure- 

ments, procedures for, 
during rapidlv chanqinq 
stage- - - 

_ _ 
on large streams, 174-175 
below powerplants, 140 
on small streams, 174,175-177 

Current-meter discharge measure- 
ments, types of 

boat, 155-158 
See also Discharge 

measurements, moving- 
boat method 

bridge, 149-151 
cableway, 146-148 
ice cover, 151-155 
network of meters, 158-159 
wading, 143-146 

Current-meter discharge measure- 
ments by wading, 

cross section, modification 
of. 144-146 

current-meter type, selection 
of. 143-144.14s 

position of hydrographer, 146 
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procedure, general, 143-146 
velocity-observation method, 

selection of, 143,145 
zero flow, gage height of, 146 

D 

Dams 
inflatable, 510-511 
See also Weirs 

Damswithmovable gates, 486-488 
See also Gates -- 

Datum. 
definition of, 23 
maintenance of, 23-24,63-64 

Datum corrections, 545-583 
level notes for, 545-546 

Deflection meter 
See Velocity index, deflection 

meter 
Depth corrections for deep, 

swift streams, 
meter-position correction, 

167-168 
tags, use of, 147-148,150, 

160,163 
total-depth correction, 159- 

167 
Depth, measurement of, 

handline method. 150-151 
rod method, 97-iO1,150 
sonic-sounder method, 108-110 
sounding-reel method, 147- 

148.159-167 
under ice, 153-154 
See also Sounding equipment 

Differential-head meter. 522-528 
Digital stage recorder,.36-39 

servicing of, 59-60,63 
Direction of current, 129-130, 

142-143 
Discharge, changing 

See Unsteady flow 
Discharae. defined. 79.273-274 
Discharge'measurements; 

below hydroelectric power- 
plants, 140 

correction for storace, 177- 
179 

frequency of, 79 
listina of. 287-288.547-549 
mean gage height of; 170-173 

See also Current-meter 
discharge measurements, 
mean gage height of 

olottina of. 287 
geview Of, 547-549 

Discharge measurements by con- 
ventional current meter 

See Current-meter discharge 
measurements 

Discharge measurements by float 
method, 170.261-262 

accuracy of, 262 
Discharge measurements by 

fluorescent-dye dilution, 
discharge, computation of, 

240-246 

mean velocity adjustment, 
208-210 

total width and area 
adjustment, 207-208 

unadjusted discharge, 204- 
207 

discharge-computation notes, 
244 

field procedures, 237-240 
fluorometer analysis, 240-241 
sample computation, 241-246 
simplified procedures for 

making numerous measure- 
ments, 246-248 

Discharge measurements by 
moving-boat method, 

angle observer, function of, 
202 

battery charger, 193 
boat, 195-196 
boat operator, function of, 

201-202 
current meter, 188-189 
description. ceneral. of 

measurement method, 183- 
184 

discharge, computation of, 
204-211 

equipment, 
assembly of, 199-200 
mounting of, 195-197 
removal of, 197 

field procedures, 197-204 
instrument setting, 

for rate indicator, 201 
for sonic sounder, 200 

measurement notes, 206 
measurement site, preparation 

Of. 197-198 
notekeeper, function of, 203- 

204 
rate indicator and counter, 

190-193 
sonic sounder, 193-195 
theory of measurement method, 

184-187 
vane and angle indicator, 187- 

188 
Discharge measurements by radio- 

active-tracer dilution, 
256-258 

radioactive tracers, 212,257 
Discharoe measurements bv salt 

dilution, 
advantages of, 212,237,250 
concentrated solution, 

preparation of, 251-252 
discharge, computation of, 

255-256 
injection of concentrated 

solution, 252 
measurement notes, 256 
measurement reach, selection 

Of, 251 
sampling by conductance meter, 

252-255 
Discharge measurements by 

sodium dichromate 
dilution, 212,249-250 
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Discharge measurements by timing 
drift, 170,261-262 

output from computer for, 
588,590-592 

Discharge measurements by tracer 
dilution. constant-rate 

station-analysis document 
for, 597,599 

injection, 
advantages of, 212,219,237 
concentration-time curve, 

213,214 
fluorescent dye, use of, 223- 

240 
sodium dichromate, use of, 

249-250 
theory, 212,213 

Discharge measurements by tracer 
dilution, general, 

calibration of measurement 
reach, 220-222 

inflow or outflow, effect of, 
222-223 

Discharge-recoid, daily, 
estimates for 

Deriods of indeterminate 
stage-discharge relation, 
572-573 

periods of no gage-height 
record, 573-579 

Discharge record, daily, 
graphic-recorder station, 

comoutation form for. 569- 

580 

571,579-580 
computation method for, 571- 

station-analysis document for, 

572 
computation procedure for 3- 

580-585 

parameter discharge rela- 
‘tion, 586-587 - 

computation-progress form for, 
mixing of tracer in reach, 

loss of tracer, 216,239 

216-219 

mixing length, 217-219 

oercentaoe of mixing, 219-220 
‘tracer ciiteria, 2iii212 

injection, 
advantaoes of. 212 
concentration-time curve, 214- 

turbidity, effect on, 215-216 
when used, 212 

Discharge measurements by tracer 
dilution, sudden 

tabulation form for, 570 

hydrographic comparison 

Discharge record, daily, 

Of. 572-573.575-576 

nonrecording station, 559- 
560 

Discharge records, daily, 

Discharge relation, three- 
parameter, 558-559,586 

Drift, discharge measurement by 
timing, 261-262 

Dry-line sounding correction for 
vertical angles, 159- 
162.163.166-168 

215 
radioactive tracers, use of, 

212.256-258 
salt, vie of, 212,250-256 
theory, 212-213.214-215 
See also Dye-injection 

apparatus, fluorescent 
dye, fluorometer 

Discharge measurements, types 
of, 

current-meter (conventional) 
method, 79-183 

float method, 261-262 
moving-boat method, 183-211 
peak discharge, indirect 

methods for, 213-204 
portable Parshall flume 

method, 265-267 
portable-weir method, 263-265 
tracer-dilution method, 211- 

259 
unstable flow, method for, 

268-272 
volumetric method, 262-263 

Discharge rating for hydraulic 
facilities, 486-543 

Dye 
See Fluorescent dye 

Dye-injection apparatus, 
floating siphon, 233-234 
Mariotte vessel, 232-233 
pressure tank, 234-235 

E 

Earth Resources Technology 
Satellite (ERTS), 57-59 

Electric heaters in stilling 
wells, 48 

Electric-tape gage, 
accuracy of, factors 

affecting, 66-67 
description of, 28,30 

Electromagnetic velocity meter 
See also Stageldischarge for; 

relation open channels, 528 
Discharge-record, daily, See also Velocity index, 

digital-recorder station, electromagnetic meter 
automated-computation sequence pressure conduits, 528 

for. 592-597 Ecuioment assemblies for 
computation-progress form for, 

597.599-600 
general procedure for, 587 
input to computer for, 588,589 

- - 
current-meter discharge 
measurements, 

boat equipment, conventional, 
120-123 

bridge equipment, 117-120 
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cableway equipment, 110-117 
ice equipment, 124-129 
moving-boat equipment, 187-197 
velocity-azimuth-depth 

assembly, 129-130 

F 

Fall, 393,394-395 
Fall-ratina method 

See Stage-fall-discharge 
relation 

Float measurement of velocity, 
260-262 

accuracy of, 262 
Float-operated stage recorder, 

effect on accuracy of, 
counterweight submergence, 69- 

floai'lag 68-69 
line shif;, 69 
temperature change, 70 

Float sensor, description of, 32 
Float-tape gage, 

accuracy of, factors 
affecting, 65-66 

description of, 26,28 
Flood routing, 344 
Flood wave, velocity of, 415 
Flume, 

choice of, 17-20 
desian of. 21-22 
types of,' 13,312-314 
use of for a control, 12-13 

Flume, critical-flow, choice of, 
20 

See also Parshall flume 
Flume, portable, 265-267 
Flume ratings, shifts in, 351- 

352 
Flume, supercritical-flow type, 

choice of, 20 
description of, 320-322 
ratings for, 322-326 

Fluorescence, defined, 223 
Fluorescent dye, 

calibration of standard 
solutions of, 228-230 

characteristics of, 223 
Fluorescein. 223 
quantity fo; constant-rate 

injection of, 235-236 
quantity for sudden injection 

of. 236-237 
Rhodamine 8, 223 
Rhodamine BA, 223 
Rhodamine WT, 223 
sensitivity of measurement of, 

212,223 
storage.of, 230 

See also Discharge measure- 
ments by tracer dilution, 
constant-rate injection 

Fluorometer, 212,223-232 
background samples for, 231, 

240-241 
calibration characteristics 

of. 226-228 

O”, 226-228,240 
field use of, 225-226 
operation of, 231-232 
precautions in use of, 229, 

231-232,238,239-240 
Frazil ice, 360-361 
Froude number, 549 

G 

Gage 
See Stage gage 

Gaae datum 
& Datum 

Gage height, 
definition of, 22-23 
documentation of record, 583 
indicator of minimum, 61 
indicator of peak, 39,60-61 
mean for discharge measure- 

ment, 170-173 
See also Current-meter 
discharge measurements, 

mean gage height of 
zero flow, 23,146,291,333-334, 

549 
Gage-height record, digital 

recorder, 588-592 
Gage-height record, graphic 

recorder, 
computation method for, 560- 

569 
determination of daily mean 

gage height from, 564 
gage-height corrections for, 

563-564 
subdivision of daily gage 

heights from, 564-569 
time corrections for, 560-562 

Gage-height record, nonrecording 
station, 24-25 

computation method for, 559- 
560 

Gage-height record, uses of, 23 
Gage well 

See Stilling well 
Gaging cars 

See Cable cars 
Gaoino station 

&-Stream-gaging station 
Gates, 

bear trap, 509,511-512 
discharge rating of, 536-538 
drum, 488-496 
flashboards, 512-513 
hinged-leaf, 509.511-512 
needles. 514 
radial,. 

on curved dam crest or 
still, 496,499-507 

on horizontal surface. 496- 
499 

roller, 508 
stop logs, 514 
Tainter (See radial) 
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vertical-lift, 507-508 
wickets, 509-510,511-512 

Geiger counter, 258 
Gibson method, 533-536 
Graphic stage recorder, 39-41 

servicing of, 59-60,63 
See also Stage gage, recording 

H 

Handline, sounding, 
description of, 104,106-108 
use of, 150-151 

Haskell current meter, 88.89 
Headphones for counting meter 

revolutions. 130 
Heaters for stilling wells, 48 
High-water marks, 

at crest-stage gage, 77-78 
at stream-gaging stations, 60- 

61 
Hoff current meter, 88,89 
Horizontal-axis current meters. 

88-90 
Horizontal-axis deflection vane, 

435-437 
Hydraulic facilities 

dams with gates, 486-514 
navigation locks, 514-515 

Hydroelectric powerplants, 
discharge measurements below, 

140 
discharge ratings for, 536- 

538 
Hydrographic comparison of daily 

discharge records, 
572,575-576 

I 

Ice, consideration of, in 
gaging-station site 
selection, 8 

Ice, discharge measurement from, 
151-155 

Ice, effect on shifts, 553-554 
Ice, effect on stream hydraulics 

description of, 360 
from anchor ice, 361 
from frazil, 361 
from surface ice, 363-364 

Ice, formation 
of anchor ice, 361 
of frazil, 360-361 
of surface ice, 362-363 

Ice cover, effect on tracer 
mixing, 216 

Ice creepers, 131 
Ice effect, discharge compu- 

tati& for periods-of, 
anchor ice. 364-366 
discharge-ratio method, 368- 

369 
hydeographic- and climatic- 

comparison method, 
368,370-375 

proposed method, 375-376 
shifting-control method, 

368,369-370 
surface ice, 366-376 

Ice equipment, 
ice chisel, 125 
ice drill, 124-125 
ice-measuring stick, 125-128 
reel support, collapsible, 128 
weight assembly, 128-129 

See also Current-meter 
discharge measurements 

from ice cover 
Ice in measurement section, 

effect on accuracv. 180 
Inclined staff gage, 26;k4 
Indirect determination of peak 

discharae. 2.273-284 <-. 
See also Peak discharge 
-indirect determination of 

Inflatable dams, 510 
Instrument shelters for stage 

recorders, 51-52 
Intakes for stilling wells, 

drawdown at, 47 
flushing system for, 44,50 
lag of, 45-47,60 
location of, 8, 43-44 
static tubes for, 47,50 

J 

Jones method, 416 

L 

Laboratory rating of controls, 
16-17,21,260 

Laser flowmeter, 529 
Leveling, checking of gages by, 

545-546 
Lewis method, 416 
Locks, navigation, 

leakaqe throuqh. 515-520 
lockage discharge, 514-515 

Logarithmic plotting, 289-294 
Loop rating curve 

for riaid-boundarv channels. 
390,413-414 - 

for sand channels, 378-379 

M 

Manning equation, 274-277, 
329.342 

Mafiotte vessel, 232-233 
Maximum-stage indicator, 39,60- 

61 
Measurement section, selection 

of, 7,139-140,149,151-153 
Mechanical meters, 521-522 
Meters, pipe, 

bend, 526-527 
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displacement, 521 
flow-nozzle, 525-526 
inferential, 521-522 
orifice, 526 
unaltered-conduit, 527 
variable-area, 522 
venturi, 522-525 

Minimum-stage indicator, 61 
Model T staae recorder. 74-75 
Motion of current meter, effect 

of, 180-181 
Moving-boat discharge- 

measurement method 
See Discharge measurement, 

moving-boat method 
Moving-boat equipment assembly, 

187-197 

N 

Neypric current meter, 88-90 
Nonrecording gage 

See Stage gage, nonrecording 

0 

Observer for gaging station, 24- 
25 

Oil for prevention of freezing 
. , 

bubbii-gage vent pipe, 33-34 
stilling wells, 48,51,60,66-67 

Open-water discharge, 368 
Optical current meter 

See Current meter, optical 
Ott current meter, 88-90 
Orifice flow 

free, 501-503 
submerged, 503-505 

Piers in discharge-measurement 
section, 82,149-150,179 

Pipe meters 
See Meters, pipe 
See Pressure-conduit metering 

Pitometer. 529-532 
Pit&-static tube, 529-532 
Portable flume, 265-267 
Portable weir, 263-265 
Pressure-conduit metering by, 

acoustic-velocitv meter, 528- 
529 

differential-head meter, 522- 
528 

electromagnetic-velocity 
meter, 528 

laser flowmeter, 529 
mechanical meters, 521-522 
See also Meters, pipe 

Pressure-conduit meter rating 
by, 

Gibson method, 533-536 
pitometer, 529-532 
pit&-static tube. 529-532 
salt-velocity method, 533 

Price current meter, 
pygmy, 86-88,143-145 
standard, 85-90,143-145 

Protractor, measurement of cable 
angle, 118-119 

Published reports 
See Annual published reports 

Pulsating flow 
See Unstable flow 

Pulsations, horizontal, during 
discharge measurements, 
84-85 - 

Pulsations, vertical, in holes 
cut through ice, 153,155 

Pumps, discharge rating of, 536- 
537 

Pygmy current meter, 86,87-88, 
143-145 

P 

R 
Palmer-Bowlus flume, 538 
Parshall flume, 

portable, 260,265-267 
standard, 

description of, 314-316 
ratings for, 316-317 

Partial-record stations, purpose 
of, 3 

Peak discharge, indirect 
determination of, 

bend-superelevation method, 
218,283 

contracted-opening method, 
277-279 

culvert-discharge method, 279- 
281,282 

dam-discharge method, 279 
factors in. 273-274 
field data.for, 274 
slope-area method, 274-277 
weir-discharge method, 279 

Peak-runoff comparison, 337-330 
Peak-stage indicator, 39,60-61 

Radial gate flow-over, 506 
Radioactive tracers, 212.256-258 

See also Discharge measure- 
ments by radioactive 
tracer dilution 

Rating 
See Stage-discharge relation 

Rating curve, 
analysis of, 550-555 
extrapolation of, 332-344 
graphical plotting of, 287-294 

"en value determination, 
289-293 

preparation of, 549-550.559 
Rating-fall method 

See Stage-fall-discharge 
relation 

Rating table, 
expanded 557 
preparatjon of, 555-559 
standard, 556 
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Recording stage gage 
See Stage gage, recording 

Rectangular-coordinate plotting, 
294,333-334 

Reel 
for sounding line, 102-104 
for width-measurement tag 

line, 110,111,120-121 
Reference gage, 53-54 

inside gage, 53 
outside gage, 53 
See also Base gage 

Reference mark, 24,54 
Reference point, 54 
Relative concentration, 228 
Reversal errors, for graphic 

recorders, 563 
Roll waves 

See unstable flow 
Ro-r gates, 508 
Roughness coefficient, selection 

of, 214,342,347,549 

S 

Salt (NaCl), 212,237,250 
See also Discharge measure- -- 

ments by salt dilution 
Salt-velocity-measurement in 

pressure conduits, 533 
Sand-channel streams, 

bed configurations for, 377- 
379 

depth-discharge relation for, 
379-382 

evidence of bed forms in, 384- 
385 

flow regime of, 377-319 
sites for gaging stations on, 

377 
stage-discharge relation for, 

376-377,382-384,385-387 
Sand-channel streams, current- 

meter measurements of, 
observation of configuration 

of streambed and water 
surface, 146 

position of stream gager, 146 
Sand-channel streams, gaging 

stations on, 
artificial controls for, 22, 

387-388 
sites for, 6,377 
use of bubble gage for, 33-34 

Satellite data-collection 
system, 57-59 

Scintillation counter, 258 
Section control 

e Controls, section 
Section-control ratings 

See Stage-discharge relation,. 
artificial controls 

See Stage-discharge relation, - 
natural controls 

See Shifting control 
Seddon DrinciDle of wave 

velocity, 415 

Sediment, inclusion of, in 
measured discharge, 273- 
274 

Sediment concentration, effect 
on, 

acoustic-velocity,metering, 
456-457 

sand-bed configuration, 377- 
310 

Sediment trap for stilling well, 
51 

Sedimentation effect on, 
channel-control ratings, 354- 

359 
flume ratings, 351-352 
natural section-control 

ratings, 352 
weir ratinas. 348-350 

Servo controi,'32 
Servomanometer, 32 
Sewer flowmeter, 

USGS-type, 538-541 
Wenzel, 541-542 

Shifting control, 344-345 
channel-control ratings, 354- 

360,385-387 
detection of rating shifts, 

345-340 
flume ratings, 351-352 
natural section-control 

ratings, 352-353 
sand-channel ratings. 385-387 
staqe-fall-discharge.ratings, 

-422-423 
weir ratings, 348-351 

Shifts, application to rating 
curves, 553-554 

Slope-area determination of peak 
discharae. 274-277 

Slope statio&,'390-412 
criteria for establishment, 

390-391 
proposed analysis method, 423- 

425 
theoretical considerations, 

391-392 
variation from true slope, 

394-395 
See also Stage-fall-discharge 

relation 
slug flow 

See Unstable flow 
Sodium dichromate, 212.249-250 
Sonic sounder, 108-110,193-195, 

200-201 
Sounding equipment, 

handline. 104.106-108.150-151 
reel, 102-104' 
sonic sounder, 108-110,193- 

195,200-201 
wading rod, 97-101 
weights and accessories, 101- 

102 
Sounding weights 

See Weights, sounding 
SR stage recorder, 76-71 
Staff gage, 

as auxiliary gage, 53 
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Staff gage, vertical and 
inclined, 

accuracy of, factors 
affecting, 64 

description of, 26,27 
Stage, definition of, 22 

See also Gage height 
Stage-discharge relation, 

defined, 79 
discharge measurements 

required, 285 
extrapolation of high flow, 

285-286,334-344 
by conveyance-slope method, 

334-337 
by-flood routing, 344 
by peak-runoff comparison, 

337-338 
by step-backwater method, 

330-344 
extrapolation of low flow, 

333-334 
graphical analysis, 287-294 
See also Ice effect 
See also Logarithmic plotting 
See also Rectangular- -- 

coordinate plotting 
Stage-discharge relation, 

artificial controls 
flumes, 294-295,312-314 

See also Flume, 
suuercritical-flow tvrx 

See also Parshall flume‘ 
general description of, 286- 

207 
transferrability of laboratory 

ratings, 295 
weirs, broad-crested, 295,306- 

307 
See also Columbus-type -- 

control 
See also Grump weir 
See also Trenton-type 

control 
See also Weir, rectangular 

flat-crested 
See also Weir, rectangular 

flat-crested, notched 
weirs, thin-plate, 294-306 

See also Weir, rectangular 
thin-plate 
See also Weir, submerged 
thin-plate 
See also Weir, trapezoidal 
thin-plate 
See also Weir, triangular 
thin-plate 

Stage-discharge relation, 
natural controls, 

channel control. 328-332.382- 
384,385-387. 

general description of, 286- 
287 

section control, complete, 
326-327 

section control, compound, 
327-320 

See also Shifting control 

Stage-discharge relation, sand 
channels, 376-377,302- 
384,385-387 

Stage-discharge relation, shifts 
in 

See Shifting control 
Stage-discharge relation, tidal 

streams 
See Tidal streams, discharge 

rating of 
Stage-fall-discharge relation, 

392-413.479 
discharge determination from, 

4121413 
intermittence of, 396,402,405- 

408 
rating fall constant, 396-400 
rating fall variable, 400-412 
shift in rating, 422-423 
types of, 395-396 
variable backwater combined 

with changing discharge, 
421-422 

variable slope caused by 
changing discharge, 413- 
421 

variable slope caused by 
variable backwater, 392- 
396 

See also Slope stations 
Stage gage, nonrecording, 

advantages of, 23 
reports of readings of, 24-25 
types of, 

chain, 31-32 
electric tape, 28-30 
float tape, 26,29 
staff, 26,27 
wire weight, 26,28 

Stage gage, recording, 
advantages of, 23 
instrument shelters for, 51-52 
intakes for, 43-47 

See also Intakes for 
stilling wells 

model T, 74-75 
SR model, 76-77 
types of recorder, 

digital, 36-39 
graphic, 39-41 

types of sensor, 
bubble qaqe,.32-34 

See also Bubble-gage stage 
recorder 

float, 32 
See also Float-operated -- 
stage recorder 

Stage-velocity-discharge 
relation, 

acoustic velbcity-meter 
method. 439-459 

deflectionlmeter method. 432- 
439 

electromagnetic velocity-meter 
method. 459-469 

standard current-meter method, 
430-432 

velocity index, types of, 429- 
430 
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Static tubes for intakes, 47,50 
Station analysis, 544-559 

documentation of, 580-588, 
597,599 

Step-backwater method, 338-344 
Stillina well. 

auxiliary and reference gages 
for, 51,53-54,287 

dimensions of, 42 
intakes for, 43-47 
prevention of freezing in, 47- 

48,51 
sediment trap for, 51 
types of, 41 

Stopwatch for discharge measure- 
ments, 130 

Storage corrections for dis- 
c$rge measurements, 177- 

Storm-drain metering 
See Urban storm-drain metering 

Streamflow, defined 
See Discharge, defined 

Streamflow records, 
general, 2-3 
processing, 

by digital computer, 2 
of digital stage record, 

544-559,587-600 
of graphic stage record, 

544-559,560-587 
of nonrecording stage 

record, 544-558,559-560, 
569-587 

Stream gaging, sand channels 
See Sand-channel streams, 

current-meter measurements 
See Sand-channel streams, 

qaqinq stations on 
StreamIgaging procedures, 

general, 3-4 
Stream-gaging stations, 

nonrecording, 24 
recording, 32,59-79 

Stream-gaging station location, 
field reconnaissance, 6 
general site selection, 4-5 
specific site selection, 4- 

9,12 
Stream-gaging station network, 

design of, 4 
purpose of, 3 

Stream-gaging station operation, 
determination of peak stages, 

60-61 
frequency of visits, 59 
inspection and servicing 

equipment and stage 
record, 59-60,61-63 

maintenance operations, 63 
observer, 25 

Strip-chart, 59-60 
See also Graphic stage 

recorder 
Subfloors in stilling wells, 47- 

48 
Submerged broad-crested weirs, 

312 

Submerged 
306 

thin-plate weirs, 305- 

T 

Tag lines 
110 

(width measurement), 
120-121 
10 reels, i 

Tags on sounding line, use of, 
107,147-148,150,160,163 

Telemark, 55-56 
Telemetering, 23,54-59 

impulse system of, 55 
position-motor system of, 55 
resistance-system of, 57 
satellite data-collection 

system of, 57-59 
Telemark system of, 55-56 

Temperature effect on, 
acoustic-velocity metering, 

454 
current-meter measurement 

accuracy, 180 
float-operated stage 

recorder, 70 
fluorometer analysis, 

226.227.240 
sand-bed configuration, 378 

Tidal streams, discharge rating 

caliEf:tion of relation 471 
empirical methods, 475-i84 
unsteady-flow equation 

methods, 471-475 
variable control, 392 
velocity-index method, 471 

Tidal streams. methods for 
computing discharge, 2 

Tide-correction method, 479-481 
Timers for stage recorders, 

34.37-39.59-60.473 
Timing drift, discharge measure- 

ment by, 261-262 
Tracer dilution, 

concentration, 228 
relative concentration, 228 

Tracer dilution, measurement of 
discharge by 

See Discharge measurements by 
_ tracer dilution 

Tracers 
See Fluorescent dye 
E Radioactive tracers 
w Salt 
See Sodium dichromate 

Trenton-tvue control, 311-312 
Turbines,-discharge rating of, 

536-537 
Turbulence, 84-85 

U 

Unit rating-fall method, 396-400 
Unstable flow, 

description of, 260,268-269 
examples of, 270-272 
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method of discharge deter- 
mination during, 269-270 

proposed instrumentation for 
measurement of, 272 

Unsteadv flow. 
effect on stage-discharge. 

relation, 390,413-428 
loop rating curve of, 413-414 
rating-adjustment methods for, 

416-421 
Boyer method, 416-418 
Jones method, 416 
Lewis method, 416 
Wiggins method, 418-421 

theoretical considerations, 
414-416 

Unsteady flow combined with 
variable backwater, 421- 
422 

Unsteady-flow equations, method 
of solution, 

characteristics method, 474- 
475 

Fourier series, 475 
implicit method, 475 
power series, 473-474 

Urban storm-drain metering by, 
538-542 

USGS sewer flowmeter, 539- 
541 

Wensel asymmetrical flow- 
meter, 541-542 

Wensel symmetrical flow- 
meter, 541-542 

V 

Valves, discharge rating of, 
536-538 

Vane current meter, 86-87,154 
Variable backwater, 

discharge determination, 412- 
413 

effect on stage-discharge 
relation, 390,392-413 

influence on stage-gage 
location, 7-8 

rating fall, constant, 396-400 
ratinq fall, variable, 400-412 

Variabl; backwater combined with 
changing discharge, 421- 
422 

Variable rating-fall method, 
400-412 

Variable slope, 390 
&also Variable backwater 

VegetaZZi, effect on, 
acoustic-velocity metering, 

457.459 
channel-control ratings, 

359-360 
flume ratings, 351-352 
natural section-control 

ratings, 353 
weir ratings, 350-351 

Velocity, wave, 415 
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Velocity-area method of dis- 
charge determination, 334 

Velocity-azimuth-depth assembly, 
129-130 

Velocity distribution in a 
vertical 

under ice cover, 154-155 
in open water, 132-133 

Velocity index, acoustic meter, 
description, 439-441 
effect of orientation on, 448- 

454 
effect of tidal-flow reversal 

448 
factI:: affecting operation 

of, 454-459 
in pressure conduits, 528-529 
theory, 441-448 
use of for tidal streams, 471 

Velocity index, deflection 
meter, 

examules of use of. 437- 
439,471 

horizontal-axis vane, 435-437 
location of, 432 
vertical-axis vane, 432-435 

Velocity index, electromagnetic 
meter, 

integrated-velocity index, 
appraisal of method, 468 
instrumentation, 465-468 
theory of, 464-465 

point-velocity index, 
analysis of data, 461-464 
instrumentation, 460-461 

use of for tidal streams, 471 
Velocity-index, standard current 

meter, 
discharge relation, cali- 

bration of, 430-431 
location of, 430 
operation of, 430,432 

Velocity measurement, mean in a 
vertical by, 

five-point method, 138 
integration method, 138 
six-point method, 138-139 
six-tenths depth method, 

134-135,174,175 
subsurface-velocity method, 

108,136-137,169,174,208- 
211 

surface-velocity method, 
137-138,175 

three-point method, 135 
two-point method, 134 
two-tenths depth method, 

108,135-136.169.174.175 
vertical-velocity curve 

method, 132-133 
Velocity near vertical wall, 

82.87.137-138 
Velocity pulsations, 84-85 
Venturi flume 

See Parshall flume 
Vexri meter, 522-525 
Vertical-axis current meter 

See Current meter, vertical 
axis 



Vertical-axis deflection vane, 
432-435 

Vertical lift gates, 507-508 
Vertical staff gage, 26,27,64 
Vertical velocity curve, 133 
Verticals, spacing of, in 

current-meter discharge 
measurements, 140,149, 
153,174,175 

Volumetric measurement of 
discharge, 260,262-263 

W 

Wading measurement of discharge 
see Current-meter discharge 

measurements by wading 
Wading rod, 

ice, 100-101 
round, 97,99,100 
top-setting, 97,98 

Water-stage recorder 
See Stage gage, recording 

Water year, 544 
Wave velocity, 415 
Weights, sounding, 

hanqers for. 102 
hanger pins.for, 102 

Weir,. rectangular-flat-crested, 
307-308 

notched, 309-311 
Weir, rectangular thin-plate, 

graphical rating analysis of, 
299 

theoretical rating analysis 
of, 295-299 

Weir, trapezoidal thin-plate, 
299-302-303 

Weir, triangular or V-notch 
thin-plate, 303-305 

See also Columbus-type control 
See also Trenton-type control 

We~,~ 
broadcrested. 12 

submerged,.312 
choice between flumes and, 18- 

20 
computations of peak discharge 

over, 279 
design of, 21-22 
thin-plate, 12-13 

submerqed, 305-306 
weir flow - 

free. 505-506 
submerged, 506 

Weir plate, portable, 260,263- 
265 

ratings, shifts in, 348-351 
Wenzel flowmeter, 541-542 
Wet-line sounding correction for 

vertical angles, 159,160, 
163-168 

Width-measuring equipment, 110 
Wiggins method, 418-421 
Wind effect on, 

chain-qaqe readincis. 68 
current-meter di&h&ge 

measurements, 180-181 
staff-gage readings, 64 
wire-weight gage readings, 

65 
Wire-weight gage, 

accuracy of, factors 
affecting, 64-65 

as auxiliary gage, 53 
description of, 26.28 

2 

Zero flow, 23,146,291-292,333- 
334,549-550 

Volume 1, p. l-284 
Volume 2, p. 285-631 
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